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PREFACE
The International Workshop XXVI on Gross Properties of Nuclei 
and Nuclear Excitations was devoted to the topic of Nuclear As
trophysics. The aim was to bring together experimentalists and 
theorists from astrophysics and nuclear physics to broadly discuss 
issues of mutual interest.

In setting up the program we enjoyed - and hereby acknowledge - 
the help from the advisors Gottfried Munzenberg (GSI), Vijay R. 
Pandharipande (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Claus 
Rolfs (Ruhr-Universitat Bochum) and Friedrich-K. Thielemann (Uni- 
versitat Basel). At the workshop the status of current research was 
reviewed and extensively discussed. The present volume summa
rizes the scientific content of the meeting by including most of the 
talks and contributions. We thank the authors for submitting their 
manuscripts in time, enabling us to stay within a rapid publication 
schedule.

We acknowledge financial support from the DFG and GSI, which 
made it possible to invite leading experts in the field to contribute 
to the workshop. Special thanks go to Jorn Knoll for developing 
an efficient administrative network tool from which we benefited 
greatly.

Last but not least, we thank Sonja Sisak for her kind, patient and 
efficient help in organizing the meeting and preparing the proceed
ings for publication.

Darmstadt, March 1998
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MANY-BODY THEORY OF NUCLEAR AND 
NEUTRON STAR MATTER

V. R. PANDHARIPANDE, A. AKMAL and D. G. RAVENHALL

Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
1110 W. Green St., Urbana, Illinois 61801, USA

Abstract
We present results obtained for nuclei, nuclear and neutron star mat

ter, and neutron star structure obtained with the recent Argonne u,g 
two- nucleon and Urbana IX three-nucleon interactions including rela
tivistic boost corrections. These interactions predict that matter will 
undergo a transition to a spin layered phase with neutral pion conden
sation. We also consider the possibility of a transition to quark matter.

1 Introduction
Properties of matter having densities up to ~ 1 nucleon/fm3 are important 
in determining the structure and maximum mass of neutron stars. At such 
densities the average interparticle spacing is ~ 1 fm. It is well known that 
the rms charge radius of proton is ~ 0.8 fm, thus one may be concerned that 
nucleons 1 fm apart have too large a structural overlap, and may even cease 
to be nucleons. However, the large charge radius of protons is due to a diffuse 
cloud attributed to mesons. The charge form factor of the proton, as well as 
the magnetic form factors of the proton and the neutron are well approximated 
by the dipole form:

F(g) = (1 + 92/9oT2; 9o = 0.84 (1)

The charge density obtained by inverting this form factor is:

Pch{r) = 3.3 e_r/0'23 fm""3, r in fm. (2)

The charge densities of two protons placed at ±0.5 fm on the z-axis are shown 
in fig.l. We see that there is not too much structural overlap of protons 1 
fm apart. We may therefore assume that they still are protons, and absorb 
the effects of the overlap into the two nucleon interaction. This assumption is 
supported by studies of the deuteron. The deuteron wave function peaks at
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Figure 1: Charge density of two nucleons at z = ±0.5 fm, along the z-axis

~ 1 fm separation between the neutron and the proton in agreement with the 
observed deuteron form factors [1].

In nuclear many-body theory, nuclei and nuclear matter are described by 
the Hamiltonian:

= + E(«a + *«(py)) + E Vyt, (3)
» «<> i<j<k

in which i,j, k,... denote nucleons. The first term is the nonrelativistic kinetic 
energy, and the second contains the two nucleon interaction Uy in the center of 
mass frame of the interacting pair. The relativistic boost interaction <5ti(Py) 
describes the dependence of two-nucleon interaction on their total center of 
mass momentum Py, and the last term contains the three nucleon interaction. 
In principle the H can have additional terms, such as the boost correction for 
three-nucleon interaction, four nucleon interaction, etc.; however these terms 
are believed to have a negligible effect on neutron star structure. The above 
H describes only the hadronic part of neutron star matter which also contains 
electrons and, at high densities, muons to preserve charge neutrality and beta 
equilibrium. The relativistic kinetic energies of the leptons and the Coulomb 
interaction energies are to be added to the above hadronic H.

Recent developments in various terms of the nuclear Hamiltonian are dis
cussed in the next section, while progress in the variational calculations of the 
properties of matter from this H is reviewed in sect. 3. The results for neutron
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stars are given in sect. 4, while the possibility of a phase transition to quark 
matter is considered in sect. 5. A more detailed description of this work will 
be published elsewhere.

2 Modern Models of Nuclear Forces
In the early 1990’s the Nijmegen group [2] carefully examined all the data 
on NN scattering at energies below 350 MeV published between 1955 and 
1992. They extracted 1787 proton-proton and 2514 proton-neutron “reliable” 
data, and showed that these could determine all NN scattering phase shifts 
and mixing parameters quite accurately. NN interaction models which fit this 
Nijmegen data base with a x^/^data ~ 1 are termed “modern”. These include 
the Nijmegen models [3] called Nijmegen I, II and Reid 93, the Argonne v18 [4] 
(A18) and CD-Bonn [5]. In order to fit both the proton-proton and neutron- 
proton scattering data simultaneously and accurately, these models include a 
detailed description of the electromagnetic interactions and terms that violate 
the isospin symmetry of the strong interaction via the differences in the masses 
of the charged and neutral pions, etc.

0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60
Density {(m'*)

Figure 2: The E(p) of neutron matter calculated from modern potential mod
els. The upper four curves show results obtained with Brueckner-Hartree-Fock 
calculations, while the lower curve is with variational calculations.

In these five models the two nucleon interaction % is expressed as a sum 
of the one-pion exchange potential v*j and the rest of the interaction u”. They 
use different parameterizations of the vQ, and the Nijmegen-I and CD-Bonn
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also include nonlocalities suggested by boson-exchange representations. Thus, 
like the older models, they make different predictions for many-body systems. 
However, the differences in their predictions are much smaller than those be
tween older models, presumably because they exactly fit the same large data 
set. For example, the triton ground state energies predicted by the modern 
Nijmegen and Argonne models, without the du(Py) and Vi]k terms in the 
Hamiltonian, are between -7.62 and -7.72 MeV [6], while that of CD-Bonn 
is -8.00 MeV [5]. This should be compared with the spread from -7.35 MeV 
(original Reid) to -8.35 MeV (Bonn-A) in the predictions of the older models. 
The predictions for the energies of dense neutron matter obtained from the 
modern potentials using lowest order Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (LOB) method
[7] are also quite close together as shown in fig. 2. This figure also shows the 
energies of neutron matter calculated from the A18 potential by the variational 
method using chain summation techniques [8]. The difference between the re
sults obtained for this modern potential using LOB and variational methods 
is larger than that in the results of all the modern potentials with the LOB 
method.

The modern potentials, like their predecessors, do not explain all of the 
observed nuclear properties. They all underbind the triton, and overpredict 
the density of nuclear matter. It is necessary to add three-nucleon (NNN) 
interactions to the Hamiltonian to reproduce these observables. The Urbana 
models of NNN interaction have only two terms:

(4)
the first gives the two-pion exchange NNN interaction via the pion-nucleon 
delta resonance [9], and its strength is denoted by the parameter AzT; the sec
ond is a phenomenological spin-isospin independent, shorter range term with 
strength denoted by Uq. The values of the parameters A2„ and U0 of the 
Urbana-IX (UIX) NNN potential are chosen such that in combination with 
A18 NN potential triton energy is reproduced via exact calculations and the 
equilibrium density of nuclear matter is reproduced via variational calcula
tions [10]. The boost interaction du(Py) was negelected in these calculations 
to determine A2x and Uo- Its effect is discussed later. It is unlikely that a 
combination of CD-Bonn and UIX potentials will reproduce the triton en
ergy. Parameters of the NNN interaction have to refitted for each model of 
the NN interaction, as in the recent work of the Bochum group [11] using the 
Tucson-Melbourne [12] model of The fitted Vijk then partly corrects for 
the deviation of the model tiy from its exact representation. We hope that 
predictions of the modern combinations of Uy and V]jk will be significantly less
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Table 1: Results of Quantum Monte Carlo Calculations in MeV
Az (y-T) Egfmc AEgxpi. AEvmc
aH (1+10) -21.3 0 -0.8 0 -2.22 0 0
3H ri+. i)v 2 ' 2 / -43.8 -2.2 -14.6 1.0 -8.47 -0.01(1) 0.15

4 He (0+; 0) -99.4 -11.7 -36.0 5.3 -28.30 0.00(2) 0.52
6 He (0+;i) -109 -13.6 -56 6.4 -27.64 -1.63(14) 2.8
6 Li (l+;0) -129 -13.5 -50 6.3 -31.25 -0.74(11) 3.2

7He (ni) -110 -14.1 -61 6.7 -25.2 -3.7(2) 4.7
7Li (#-;&) -153 -17.1 -68 8.2 -37.4 -1.8(3) 4.7

8He (0+;2) -121 -15.8 -74 7.5 -25.8 -5.6(6) 6.1
8 Li (2+;i) -157 -22.2 -104 11.0 -38.3 -3.0(6) 8.6

8Be (0+; 0) -224 -28.1 -72 13.3 -54.7 -1.8(6) 6.6

model dependent than those of the % alone.
It has recently become possible to calculate all the bound states of up to 

eight nucleons from realistic nuclear forces with the Greens Function Monte 
Carlo (GFMC) method. Since solar and primodial fusion reactions primarily 
involve nuclei having A < 8, they have a special role in the universe. Here we 
use the results obtained with A18, without 5u(Py), and UIX interactions to 
test the accuracy of variational wave functions and the interaction models. The 
calculated energies from [10] and [13] are listed in Table I. Its first two columns 
specify the nuclear state and the next four give the calculated expectation 
values of the interaction components. The last three columns list the energy 
calculated with GFMC, the difference between the experimental and GFMC 
energies, and that between our optimum variational and GFMC energies. The 

seems to give the dominant contribution to nuclear binding, while is also 
essential for all but the deuteron. There is a large cancellation between the 
kinetic and two-nucleon interaction contributions, causing the total nuclear 
energy to be much smaller than the (vtJ). The (Vtjl) is much smaller than 
(ujl); however, it is a significant fraction of the nuclear binding energy. The 

*s the smallest, and AEexj)t., the difference between experiment and 
theory is even smaller. In the neutron rich nuclei 7He and 8He, the AE^t. is 
comparable to the (Vtfk), indicating that the UIX model may not be describing 
the interaction between three neutrons very well. All the p-shell nuclei having 
A > 5 are underbound, and the problem increases with the magnitude of 
nuclear isospin T. New models of are being studied to reduce the AEexpt.. 

Table 1 also reveals another problem; the difference AEvmc between GFMC
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and variational Monte Carlo (VMC) energies is surprisingly large in the p-shell 
nuclei. Earlier successes in variational calculations of the A < 4 s-shell nuclei 
led to hopes that the variational calculations of larger nuclei and uniform nu
cleon matter, using cluster expansions [14], and chain summation methods [8] 
may have less than 10 % errors. The present VMC for 8Be, which includes 
many three-body correlations omitted in variational calculations of larger nu
clei and uniform matter, has a 12 % error. It appears that important aspects 
of the wavefunctions of p-shell nuclei are still not understood.

All NN interaction models are obtained by fitting NN scattering data in 
the center of mass frame. The model Uy denotes the interaction between two 
nucleons in the frame in which their total momentum Py = p, + p,, is zero. 
In the rest frame of all nuclei other than the deuteron, the Py of a pair of 
nucleons is non-zero. One then has to use the correct NN interaction:

U (Py ) — Uy + 5v (Py ), (5)
between particles with total momentum Py. The correction <5u(Py) is called 
the boost interaction [15]; it is zero when Py = 0.

It is useful to consider a familiar example. The Breit interaction [16] be
tween two particles of mass m and charge Q is, ignoring spin dependent terms 
for brevity, given by:

QLU-Pl*
tv, V 2m2

P« r.jPj
2m2rf.% )' (6)

which depends upon both p< and pj. We can express it in our notation as a 
sum of and <5u(Py):

<5u(Py)

+ +(Etin
ry V 2m2 2m2r2 j ’

Q2 ( Pij , (PyTy)A
ry \8m2 8m2r? ) ’

(7)

(8)

where py = (pj — p,)/2, is the relative momentum. The dependence of uy on 
Py is included in all modern models, however, the 5u(Py) has been neglected 
in the majority of nuclear and neutron star calculations.

Following the work of Krajcik and Foldy [17], Friar [18] obtained the fol
lowing equation relating the boost interaction of order P2 to the interaction 
in the center of mass frame:

Mp) = ~-^2v+ g^a(p -rP - + g^[(<?i ~°i) x P-V,uj. (9)
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The general validity of this equation in relativistic mechanics and field the
ory was recently discussed [15]. Nonrelativistic Hamiltonians containing boost 
interactions include all terms quadratic in the particle velocities. The con
tribution of the two-body boost interaction to the energy of light nuclei has 
been evaluated with VMC method [19, 20, 21]; it is repulsive and equals ~ 37 
% of that of V^k listed in Table 1. Therefore about 37 % of the V{fk in UIX 
simulates the contribution of the neglected Sv. The three-nucleon interaction 
to be used in Hamiltonians containing Sv is denoted by V^k\ the strength of 
V£k is 0.63 times that of V{fk in UIX, while V'?k = V^k. In nuclei and in 
nuclear matter at densities up to ~ 0.2 nucleons/fm3 Hamiltonians containing 
V* + Sv and V alone give rather similar results, but at higher densities they 
differ substantially. Naturally the results of the Hamiltonian with V* + Sv are 
more reliable.

One can also consider relativistic nuclear Hamiltonians of the type:

Hr = Z 'J’Pi + m2 + + 5«(Py)) + £ %k + (10)

where v, V,... include relativistic nonlocalities [21], and the boost interactions 
include terms of higher order in Py. We must refit the two-nucleon scatter
ing data to determine the v in Hr, using relativistic kinetic energies [19, 21]. 
Uncorrelated nucleons in nuclei have small momenta of order m/4, thus the 
correction to their nonrelativistic kinetic energy is negligible. However, due 
to correlations induced by the strong v, a pair of nucleons acquire large rela
tive momenta at small . The results obtained for light nuclei with Hr and 
the H given by eq.(3) are very similar [21], indicating that substantial im
provements are obtained by including the relativistic boost interactions in the 
nonrelativistic Hamiltonian, as is well known for electromagnetic interactions.

3 Dense Nucleon Matter
The equation of state (EOS) of cold symmetric nuclear matter (SNM) and 
pure neutron matter (PNM) has been recently calculated with the variational 
method using chain summation techniques [8, 22]. Calculations have been 
done with the Hamiltonians with and without boost interactions.

We will first discuss the results presented in ref. [8] for the Hamiltonian 
without boost interactions. The calculated SNM and PNM energies are shown 
in figs.3 and 4 along with the results of earlier calculations [23, 24]. The density 
dependence of the U-DDI interaction was choosen to obtain the empirical 
saturation properties of SNM, so the minimum of that curve may be regarded
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Figure 3: E(p) of SNM calculated from A18 and UIX interactions compared 
with the results of earlier calculations. The two sets of variational minima 
obtained at p > 0.28/ fm3 are labeled LDP and HDP for low and high density 
phases.

as experimental data. The calculated energy of —12 MeV/A is higher than the 
observed —16 MeV/A. However we now believe that much of this difference is 
due to the simplicity of the variational wave functions used in nucleon matter 
calculations. Use of improved variational wave functions should lower the SNM 
energy by more that two MeV/A. Comparison of VMC and GFMC results for 
energies of eight neutrons bound in a weak potential well [25] indicate that the 
present variational wave functions are more accurate for PNM than for SNM.

The calculated energies indicate a phase transition in SNM at a density 
of ~ 0.3/fm3 (fig.3) and in PNM at ~ 0.2/fm3 (fig.4). Detailed analysis of 
the pair distribution functions and sums of response functions [8] indicate that 
the phase at higher densities has spin-isospin order expected from neutral pion 
condensation, first considered by Migdal [26]. The variational wave functions 
used in this study are appropriate for isotropic matter. The phase transition 
is signaled by a change in the range and strength of tensor correlations. It is 
likely that the phase at higher density will be better described with a liquid 
crystal wave function with alternating spin layers [27] used in many studies 
with effective interaction models.

As realized long ago by Migdal, this transition is very sensitive to the short 
range behavior of the cq • a, and <7; • OjT.i ■ T, interactions between nucleons. 
It did not occur in either SNM or PNM with the Urbana ui4 model of 1981,
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Figure 4: E(p) of PNM- See fig.3 caption for details.

while it occured only in PNM with the later Argonne U14 model of 1984. The 
Urbana-Argonne potentials have similar forms, but are fit to different data sets. 
The 1981 (1984) Urbana (Argonne) tiu models were fit to the n-p phase shifts 
available in the late 1970’s (early 1980’s), while the A18 is fit directly to the 
Nijmegen 1994 p-p and n-p scattering data base. The quality of the fit obtained 
by the A18 potential is much higher, and thus it is likely that it provides a 
more accurate representation of the nuclear force. The pion exchange part, 
V?l, of the three-nucleon interaction is essential for the transition to occur in 
SNM, while in PNM it occurs at a much higher density in the absence of Vj,*.

The composition of nucleon matter energy calculated from A18 and UIX 
interactions is listed at selected densities in table 2, in which T-1B denotes the 
Fermi gas kinetic energy. The V-2B-S and T-2B-S list the two-body (2B) clus
ter contributions to the potential and kinetic energy from the static parts of the 
pair interaction and correlation operators. The V-2B-MD and T-2B-MD show 
2B contributions having one or more momentum dependent (MD) interaction 
or correlations. These are conveniently regarded as the difference between the 
total 2B energies and their static parts. The static many-body (MB) contribu
tions, MB-S, as well as the expectation values of the three-nucleon interactions 
are calculated with the Fermi hypernetted and single operator chain summa
tion methods, presumably quite accurately. However, the MB contributions 
containing MD interaction or correlations, as well as the boost interaction 
<5u(Py), are evaluated from dressed three-body clusters. The <5E-2B lists an 
estimate of the change in energy that may be obtained by allowing additional
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Table 2: Composition of nucleon matter energy in MeV.
Type SNM SNM SNM SNM PNM PNM PNM PNM
p(/m-3) 0.08 0.16 0.32 0.64 0.08 0.16 0.32 0.64
T-lB 13.9 22.1 35.1 55.7 22.1 35.1 55.7 88.4
V-2B-S -36.5 -66.7 -117.9 -227.2 -26.7 -49.4 -93.0 -185.7
T-2B-S 10.0 20.3 37.5 74.1 7.4 13.1 24.9 44.8
V-2B-MD 0.4 2.1 9.4 28.6 1.3 3.9 18.0 53.3
T-2B-MD 0.2 0.6 1.9 5.4 1.1 2.8 10.9 35.6
MB-S 3.4 5.5 9.2 25.6 3.2 6.4 1.8 -9.0
MB-MD 0.7 3.2 13.4 61.7 0.1 1.1 14.2 60.1
vijk -0.8 -3.6 -13.3 -82.0 0.3 1.2 -17.4 -76.9

0.9 4.0 19.4 98.2 0.5 2.8 19.3 101.0
5v(Pij) 0.6 2.1 6.4 21.0 0.7 2.2 6.9 21.5
5E-2B -0.6 -1.8 -5.2 -9.2 -0.8 -1.3 -2.5 -5.5
Total E -8.0 -12.2 -4.2 58.4 9.7 17.9 38.8 127.6

flexibility in the two-body correlations. We note that at high densities the MD 
parts, the and <5u(P„) give significant contributions.

4 Neutron Star Matter
The matter at subnuclear densities in the outer and inner crusts of neutron 
stars has interesting structures as discussed at this meeting by Pethick and 
Ravenhall [28, 29]. Here we focus on the matter below the crust assuming 
that it is a uniform mixture of neutrons, protons, electrons and muons in 
beta equilibrium. The calculated energies of SNM and PNM are fitted by 
generalized Skyrme type effective interactions [30] having different parameters 
below and above the pion condensation phase transition. The beta equilibrium 
conditions are calculated from these effective interactions.

Ignoring mixed phase regions the normal matter at density and proton frac
tion of 0.204 fm-3 and 0.073 is found to be in equilibrium with pion condensed 
matter at 0.237 fm-3 and 0.057 for our most reliable model with boost and 
three-nucleon interactions. Obviously the matter in the phase with pion con
densation has a lower charge density than the matter without condensation. 
Therefore, in reality the transition will proceed through mixed phase regions 
of the type discussed by Glendenning [31] and Heiselberg et. al. [32] in the 
context of the transition from hadronic to quark matter. The mixed phase re
gions in the pion condensation transition do not seem to have a large effect on
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the structure of neutron stars because the discontinuity in the charge density is 
rather small. For example, the predicted thickness of the mixed phase regions 
varies from ~ 40 to 14 m in stars with 1.41 to 2.1 M§\ however these predic
tions are quite crude because our calculations of the pion condensed phase are 
still incomplete.

The calculated density dependence of the proton fraction in neutron star 
matter is shown in fig.5 for the Hamiltonians containing only A18, A18+ Sv, 
A18+<$u+UIX*, and A18+UIX interactions. The earlier results obtained with 
the U-DDI interaction (FPS) are shown for comparison. Both the boost and 
the three nucleon interactions increase the proton fraction in matter, but it 
remains below the critical value of 0.148 needed for direct Urea cooling, in 
the range of neutron star densities. The plus signs in fig.5 show the proton 
fractions calculated with the A18 interaction alone with the LOB method [7]. 
These are in reasonable agreement with the results of our calculations up to a 
density of 0.6 fm~3. The density dependence of the electron chemical potential 
in matter is shown in fig.6.

* 0.10

Figure 5: The proton fraction in matter in beta equilibrium for various model 
Hamiltonians. The plus signs show the results obtained for the A18 Hamilto
nian with LOB method.

The predicted neutron star properties appear in figures 7 and 8. The 
dotted lines in these figures show results obtained using the PNM EOS. They 
are not very different from those obtained with matter in beta equilibrium. 
Due to the presence of momentum dependent and three-nucleon interactions 
in the present nuclear Hamiltonians, the predicted sound velocity in matter
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300.0

200.0

100.0

Figure 6: The electron chemical potential in neutron star matter for various 
model Hamiltonians. Matter contains muons when exceeds the muon mass 
mu.

can exceed the velocity of light. The densities at which superluminal sound 
occurs in each model are marked by vertical bars in fig.7. These densities are 
very close to the maximum densities that can occur in neutron stars, therefore 
limiting the the velocity of sound to be < c does not have a significant effect 
on the predicted maximum masses.

Observations of binary neutron stars have confirmed the existence of 1.4 
Mq neutron stars allowed by all models. Recently several authors [33, 34, 35] 
have argued that there are indications of the existence of neutron stars with 
M ~ 2M0, which would rule out models without three-body forces, but see 
ref. [36] and Lamb’s contribution [3?].

5 Transition to Quark Matter
It is expected that at some large density there will be a transition from nucleon 
matter to quark matter (QM). Several authors [38] have studied the energy of 
cold QM using the Bag-model, in which the total energy density contains a 
“Bag-constant” B, that takes into account the difference between the energies 
of the physical and QM vacua, and the energy of quarks interacting via one 
gluon exchange interaction calculated in first order of as. The u and d quarks 
are assumed to be massless, and mass of s quarks is taken as 150 MeV. The 
energy density of QM obtained with B = 122 and 200 MeV/fm3 is compared
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Figure 7: The dependence of neutron star mass on its central density for various 
model Hamiltonians. The full (dotted) lines show results obtained with the 
EOS of matter in beta equilibrium (PNM), and the vertical bars show where 
matter becomes superluminal in these models.

Figure 8: Neutron star mass-radius relation obtained from various model 
Hamiltonians. See caption of fig.7 for notation.
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with that of nucleon matter (NM) in beta equilibrium for the more realistic 
models containing boost interaction, in fig. 9. The value B = 122 MeV/fm3 
is supported by an analysis using the average of nucleon and delta-resonance 
masses [39]. In the absence of three-body interactions NM is found to have 
lower energy than QM up to a large density of ~ 1.6 fm-3. However, the 
transition density is lowered to ~ 1 fm-3 after including the contributions of 
the three nucleon interaction.

100.0 , ■

900.0

700.0

900.0

500.0

Ba200 MeV fm'

B-122 MeV «m'200.0

Figure 9: The energy densites of electrically neutral QM and NM are shown 
by full lines, while the dashed lines show those for matter with mixed QM and 
NM phases.

Glendenning [31] realized that it is not necessary to require the QM and 
NM phases to be separately charge neutral; a mixture of NM and QM can exist 
in a uniform lepton gas. Neglecting the energy of the interface between the 
QM and NM, and using the A18 + 6v + UIX* model of NM, the transition 
occurs over the density range p — 0.74 to 1.80 fm-3 for B = 200, and 0.58 
to 1.46 fm-3 for B = 122 MeV/fm3. At the lower end of this density range 
we have mostly NM with drops of QM, while at the higher end we will have 
mostly QM with drops of NM [32].

The dependence of the mass of neutron stars on their central density, ob
tained after incuding the effects of the transition to quark matter on the EOS 
are shown in fig.10. For B = 122 Mev/fm3 and the A18 + Sv + UIX* NM 
Hamiltonian stars with masses above 1.5 Me seem to have drops of quark mat
ter in their cores. The maximum mass is reduced to ~ 1.9M0 corresponding 
to a central density of ~ 1.1 fm"3. In this model pure quark matter appears at
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OMB-200MeVlm

QMB=122MeVfm

Figure 10: Dependence of neutron star mass on its central density. Full lines 
show results obtained with NM EOS, while dashed lines show results obtained 
after including the effect of the transition to QM on the EOS.

p = 1.46 fm-3; therefore even the most massive stars have mixed QM and NM 
phases in their interior. On the other hand, if B = 200 Mev/fm2 3 the maximum 
mass becomes ~ 2M0, and stars with masses from 1.93 to 2.01 M0 have quark 
drops in their interior.
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Abstract

We study the properties of static and rotating neutron stars adopting 
non-relativistic equations of state (EOS) for asymmetric nuclear matter 
based on the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) scheme. The BHF calcula
tion, with the continuous choice for the single particle potential, appears 
to be very close to the full EOS, which includes the three-hole line con
tribution calculated by solving the Bethe-Fadeev equations within the 
gap choice for the single particle potential. Three-body forces are in
cluded in order to reproduce the correct saturation point for nuclear 
matter. A comparison with fully relativistic many-body calculations of 
nuclear matter EOS is made.

1 Introduction
The properties of neutron stars such as masses and radii depend on the equa
tion of state (EOS) at densities up to an order of magnitude higher than those 
observed in ordinary nuclei. Therefore the knowledge of the EOS in the su- 
perdense regime is fundamental for the study of astrophysical compact objects 
[1]. For this purpose we derive an equation of state for asymmetric nuclear 
matter, using a non-relativistic many-body theory within the framework of 
the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) scheme [2, 3]. In this approach, the basic 
input is the two-body nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction. The BHF approxi
mation, with the continuous choice for the single particle potential, reproduces 
closely the many-body calculations up to three hole-line level [4], However, as 
it is well known, the empirical saturation point is not reproduced. Therefore 
we have included a contribution coming from three-body forces to reproduce 
the correct saturation point [5]. Those EOS’s are the fundamental input for 
constructing models of static and rotating neutron stars in the framework of
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Einstein’s theory of general relativity by applying a refined version of Hartle’s 
stellar structure equations [6, 7]. We calculate properties of neutron stars like 
gravitational mass, equatorial and polar radius, for sequences of star models 
either static or rotating at their respective general relativistic Kepler frequen
cies. We compare with predictions from fully relativistic microscopic EOS.

2 Equation of state
Microscopic calculations of nuclear matter EOS have been performed in the 
framework of the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BEE) scheme [2], The energy per 
particle E/A within the BEE scheme is given in terms of the so-called reaction 
matrix G. The latter is obtained by solving the Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone 
(BBG) equation

G'M = V + V—0— G(cv), (1)
tjj — n o

where u> is the unperturbed energy of the interacting nucleons, V is the free 
nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction, H0 is the unperturbed energy of the inter
mediate scattering states and Q is the Pauli operator which prevents scattering 
into occupied states. With the G'-matrix we can calculate the total energy per 
nucleon

E
A

3 h2k2F 
5 2m

+ U(n), (2)

being U(n) the contribution of the potential energy to the total energy per 
particle

U(n) = ~ E {kk'\G(u = t(k) + e(k'))\kk% (3)
LA k,k‘<kF

where the subscript a indicates antisymmetrization of the matrix element. 
The single-particle energies are denoted by e. In this scheme, the only input 
quantity we need is the bare NN interaction V in the Bethe-Goldstone equation 
(!)•

The Brueckner-Eartree-Fock (BEE) approximation for the EOS in sym
metric nuclear matter, within the continuous choice [3], reproduces closely 
results which include up to three hole-line diagram contributions to the BBG 
expansion of the energy, calculated within the so called gap choice for the 
single particle potential [4], In Fig.l we show the energy per nucleon calcu
lated within this scheme in the case of symmetric and neutron matter using
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the Argon ne n14 model [8] for the two-body nuclear force. The open squares 
represent the solution of the Bethe-Fadeev equations for the three hole-line 
in the gap choice. These results extend to higher densities the calculations 
published in ref.[4] for symmetric nuclear matter. Recently it has been shown 
that the results up to three hole-lines are independent from the choice of the 
single particle potential [9], which gives evidence of convergence of the BBG 
expansion.

For neutron matter the results are preliminary. In any case we found a 
negligible difference between the BHF results in the continuous and in the gap 
choice. Correspondingly the three hole-line contribution in neutron matter 
turns out to be much smaller than in symmetric nuclear matter. All these 
results together give support to the use of the BHF approximation in the 
continuous choice in the study of neutron stars.

Avl4 potential

n (fm 3)

Figure 1: The energy per baryon E/A is plotted vs. the number density n for symmetric 
matter (lower curve) and for neutron matter (upper curve). The solid line represents a 
Brueckner calculation with Av!4 potential with the continuous choice. The squares are the 
solutions of the Bethe-Fadeev equations with the gap choice.

We notice that the BHF fails to reproduce the empirical saturation point 
of nuclear matter. This well known deficiency, which does not depend on 
the choice of the two-body force, is commonly corrected introducing three-
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---- BHF + TBF
— DBHF

Asymmetric and 
0-stable matter

0.8 0.0

n (fm~3) n (fm~3)

Figure 2: The energy per baryon E/A is plotted vs. the number density n in panel (a) 
for symmetric matter (lower curves) and for neutron matter (upper curves). The solid line 
represents non-relativistic BHF calculations with three-body forces and the dashed line a 
relativistic Dirac-Brueckner one. Panel (b): as in panel (a) but for /3-stable nuclear matter.

body forces (TBF). We adopted the Urbana three-nucleon model [10], which 
consists of an attractive term due to two-pion exchange with excitation of 
an intermediate A-resonance, and a repulsive phenomenological central term. 
Several details are given in ref.[5].

The corresponding EOS obtained using the u14 potential is depicted in 
Fig.2a) for symmetric and neutron matter (solid line). This EOS saturates at 
n„ = 0.178 /m-3, E0jA = —16.46 MeV and it is characterized by an incom
pressibility A'co = 253 MeV. In Fig.2a) we plot also the EOS from a recent 
Dirac-Brueckner calculation (DBHF) [11] with the Bonn-A two-body force 
(dashed line). In the low density region the BHF equation of state with TBF 
and DBHF equation of state are very similar, whereas at higher density the 
DBHF is stiffer. The discrepancy between the non-relativistic and relativistic 
calculation of the EOS can be easily understood by noticing that the DBHF 
treatment is equivalent [12] to introduce in the non-relativistic BHF the three- 
body force corresponding to the excitation of a nucleon-antinucleon pair, the 
so-called Z-diagram which is repulsive at all densities. In BHF treatment, on 
the contrary, both attractive and repulsive three-body forces are introduced, 
and therefore a softer EOS is expected.

The properties of neutron stars (NS) depend on the knowledge of the EOS
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over a wide range of densities, i.e. from the density of iron at the star’s 
surface up to several times the density of normal nuclear matter encountered 
in the core [1], It is commonly accepted that the interior part of a neutron 
star is made mainly by nuclear matter (eventually superfluid) with a certain 
lepton fraction, although the high-density core might suffer a transition to 
other hadronic components. Here we assume that a neutron star is composed 
only by nucleons and leptons, i.e. an uncharged mixture of neutrons, protons, 
electrons and muons in /^-equilibrium. The presence of leptons softens the EOS 
with respect to the pure neutron matter case. In Fig.2b) the EOS for /Tstable 
matter is shown for the cases previously discussed. It has to be stressed that 
in ,5-stable matter the density dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy 
affects the proton concentration [13]. As it has been recently pointed out by 
Lattimer et al. [14], the value of the proton fraction in the core of NS is crucial 
for the onset of direct Urea processes, whose occurrence enhances neutron star 
cooling rates.

From the energy per baryon of asymmetric nuclear matter in /^-equilibrium, 
we calculate the nuclear contribution Pnuci to the total pressure of stellar mat
ter as well as the mass density p,llicj. Then the total pressure and total mass 
density can be easily calculated by adding the leptonic contributions. For more 
details, see ref.[5].

3 Neutron star structure
Neutron stars are objects of highly compressed matter so that the geometry 
of space-time is changed considerably from flat space. Thus Einstein’s general 
theory of relativity must be applied. Therein the Einstein curvature tensor Q„u 
is coupled to the energy-momentum density tensor 7^„ of matter (G denotes 
the gravitational constant):

(4)Gpu = 8 7T G %u{p, P{P))
The knowledge of the EOS, i.e. pressure P as function of the energy density p 
is therefore required in or der to solve eq.(4). For a spherically symmetric and 
static star, Einstein’s equations reduce to the familiar Tolman-Oppenheimer- 
Volkoff (T0V)[15] equations

(5)
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Figure 3: The gravitational mass Me, expressed in units of the solar mass Mq, is displayed 
vs. radius R (panel (a)) and the central energy density p (in units of po = 140MeV/fm3) 
(panel (b)) for sequences of star models constructed for BHF+TBF (solid line) and DBHF 
(dashed line) equations of state. The two (lower) upper lying curves refer to (non-) rotating 
star models.

= 4irr2p(r) (6)dr
For a given EOS i.e. P(p), one can solve the TOV equations by integrat

ing them for a given central energy density p, from the star’s center to the 
star’s radius defined by P(Ra) = 0. This gives the stellar radius R and the 
gravitational mass is then

Me = m{R) = 47r / dr r2p(r). (7)
Jo

The case of rotating stars is more complicated, since changes occur in the 
pressure, energy density and baryon number density because of the rotation. 
In this work we adopt the method developed in ref.[6], which is a redefined 
version of Hartle’s perturbative method [7] for the investigation of the gen
eral relativistic Kepler frequency of a rotating neutron star. We recall that 
for rotation at frequencies beyond the Kepler value fl#, mass shedding at the
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equator sets in which makes the star unstable. Therefore fl/v sets an abso
lute upper bound on the rotational frequency. For every nuclear EOS there 
are uniquely determined values of fl/v for each star in the sequence up to the 
limiting mass value. In Fig.3 we show the results obtained with our BHF 
plus TBF equation of state for asymmetric nuclear matter and with the Dirac - 
Brueckner one. We display the gravitational mass Mg, in units of the solar 
mass Mq (M& = 1.99 1033 g), as a function of the radius R and the central 
energy density p (in units of po = 140 MeV/ fm3). The upper lying curves 
show the increase of mass due to rotation at the (absolute limiting) Kepler 
frequency, i.e. f2 = fl/,-. The solid (dashed) line indicates a sequence of star 
models obtained with the BHF+TBF (DBHF) equation of state. We observe 
larger gravitational masses, i.e. up to 14% mass increase for BHF-fTBF and 
15% for DBHF, relative to the spherical (non-rotating) Oppenheimer-Volkoff 
star model of the same p value. The large mass increase obtained is accompa
nied by relatively large (equatorial) radius value. Moreover one sees that, for 
a fixed value of the gravitational mass, the central star density p decreases for 
increasing values of the rotational frequency. This is because of the centrifu
gal force acting on the star’s matter together with the nuclear force. Their 
intensity must be counterbalanced by the attractive gravitational forces. More 
details on rotating stars will be given in a forthcoming paper[16).

4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we computed some properties of NS’s on the basis of a. micro
scopic EOS obtained in the framework of BHF many-body theory with two 
plus three-body nuclear interactions. Our EOS with three-body forces is able 
to reproduce the correct saturation point of nuclear matter. The comparison 
with the DBHF method shows that the relativistic effects represent a partic
ular repulsive three-body force and gives rise to a stiffer EOS. Therefore the 
predicted values for the limiting mass and radius of neutron stars are higher in 
the DBHF case than in the non-relativistic BHF calculation. The inclusion of 
rotation substantially changes the limiting values of the gravitational mass by 
about 14-15 % for configurations rotating at their respective general relativis
tic Kepler frequency. A more detailed comparison between the predictions of 
non-relativistic BHF microscopic EOS and observational data on pulsars, i.e. 
fast rotation and large enough neutron star masses, is currently in progress.
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Abstract

We show that inclusive electron scattering at large momentum trans
fer allows a measurement of short-range properties of nuclear matter. 
This provides a very valuable constraint in selecting the calculations 
appropriate for predicting nuclear matter properties at the densities of 
astrophysical interest.

Introduction
Infinite nuclear matter is of great interest for a number of reasons. In terms of 
nuclear structure, nuclear matter represents a particularly simple "nucleus” for 
which calculations have achieved a much higher quality standard than for finite 
nuclei with A>4; accordingly, a much sharper comparison between experiment 
and theory can be performed. In terms of astrophysics, nuclear matter is the 
basic starting point for the understanding of objects such as neutron stars.

Modern calculations of nuclear matter properties start from parametrisati- 
ons of the nucleon-nucleon-interaction known from nucleon-nucleon-scattering. 
For this interaction, the Schrodinger equation can be solved using approaches 
such as Bruckner theory or Correlated Basic Function theory (CBF).

These calculations give results for the binding energy and density of nuclear 
matter which lie within the Koester band. This band misses the experimental 
point (16 MeV/nucleon, 0.162/m-3) known from the Weizacker mass formula 
and the interior density of nuclei as measured via electron scattering. Relati
vistic calculations appear to get closer to experiment, but the low order of the 
Bruckner calculations performed casts doubts upon the results.

In order to reproduce the binding energies of both light nuclei and nuclear 
matter the nucleon-nucleon force is supplemented by a three-body force. This 
three-body force essentially accounts for the non-nucleonic degrees of freedom 
(presence of pions, deltas, ...) neglected. While the longest range piece of 
the 3-body force can be calculated from the diagram involving the exchange of
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two pions between the 3 nucleons, with excitation to the A in the intermediary 
state, the shorter range parts are purely phenomenological.
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Figure 1: Momentum space densities at the experimental nuclear matter 
density for a number of modem calculations, identified by the authors or 
the N-N force employed [1],

The choice of the three-body force unfortunately leaves considerable free
dom. The basic difficulty is due to the fact that for nuclear matter we really up 
to now have only 2| observables, the | standing for the poorly known incom
pressibility modulus. In addition, the observables available all concern average 
properties dominated by long range. Given this experimental input, extrapo
lation to the large densities of interest for e.g. neutron stars is particularly 
difficult.

In this paper, we show that modern electron scattering data allow to gain 
additional information on the properties of nuclear matter. These concern 
properties at short range which are of particular relevance when aiming at the 
prediction of nuclear matter properties at the higher nucleon densities. These 
shorter range properties, measured by determining the nuclear matter momen
tum distribution at large nucleon momenta, provide an additional observable.

In figure 1 we show the momentum distributions n(k) obtained by a number 
of modem calculations of nuclear matter properties. A variation of n(k) by up 
to a factor of two is observed for momenta above the Fermi momentum. Fixing
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n(k) at momenta 2> fcr provides a much-needed additional observable, and 
constrains the behaviour of nuclear matter properties when using these N-N 
forces to calculate nuclear matter properties at the larger densities.

Quasielastic electron scattering
The experimental observable we exploit concerns inclusive electron-nucleon 
scattering. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the scattered electron 
energy loss spectrum, displaying coherent scattering, the quasielastic peak cor
responding to elastic electron-nucleon scattering with knockout of the nucleon, 
and contributions at higher energy loss tv accounting for excitation and break
up of the nucleon.

energy loss

Figure 2: Schematics! energy loss spectrum for inclusive electron-nucleus 
scattering.

Here, we concentrate on the low-tv tail of the quasi-elastic peak. It is 
straightforward to understand that large momentum transfer q (of order GeV/c) 
and low tv (of order several hundred MeV) corresponds to scattering from 
nucleons of high initial momentum k. The kinetic energy of the knocked-out 
nucleon is given, approximately, by ((k + q)2 + m2)1/2 — m, and this energy 
amounts approximately to the electron energy loss tv. Large q and small tv 
implies k ~ —q, with q and k both being large.

The inclusive cross sections for many nuclei have been measured in ref.
[2] for the kinematics of interest here. These data have been used in ref. [3] 
to determine the cross section for infinite nuclear matter. This can be done 
in a straightforward way when recognizing that the spatial resolution of the 
electromagnetic probe is of order 1/q, which is small. For a local property 
one can use LDA and split up the cross section into a part coming from the
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constant-density nuclear interior (~ A) and a part coming from the nuclear 
surface (~ A2/3). Extrapolation the cross section, divided by A, as a linear 
function of A-1/3 to A-1/3 = 0 (A = oo) yields the nuclear matter cross section.

In order to quantitatively exploit the inclusive electron-scattering cross sec
tions, we need the nuclear matter spectral function S(k, E), the quantity which 
gives the probability to find in nuclear matter nucleons of given momentum 
k and removal energy E. This quantity has been calculated using the CBF 
approach and the Urbana VU+TNI nucleon-nucleon interaction [4]. It dis
plays, at large k, the property expected for correlated nucleons, a ridge of the 
strength S(k,E) at E ~ k2/2m. This ridge corresponds to pairs of nucleons 
of high momenta k, —k in the nuclear matter ground state. Figure 3 gives a 
contour plot of ln(S{k, E) ■ k2) exhibiting this ridge, which is responsible for 
the tail of n(A) shown in figure 1. Spectrol fullcUon

E (MeV)

Figure 3: Contour plot of the spectral function S(k,E) (-k2), displaying 
the ridge at E ~ k2/2m due to correlated nucleons of high momentum.

For a quantitative interpretation of the inclusive cross sections one has to 
go beyond PWIA. The final state interaction (FSI) of the knocked-out nucleon 
has to be accounted for. The approach of Benhar et al [5], which treats this 
FSI in terms of Correlated Glauber Theory (CGT), allows to achieve this. 
Essential inputs to CGT are the small-angle N-N scattering amplitudes (taken 
from N-N scattering data) and the two-nucleon pair correlation function (taken 
from the CBF calculation).
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Results
In order to best display the results, we will consider the ratio of nuclear matter 
and deuteron cross sections for the same q,u>. At momenta significantly above 
the Fermi momentum kp the ratio of nuclear matter and deuteron momentum 
space densities is essentially constant. When considering the cross section ra
tio, much of the "trivial” q, v-dependence drops out and the main information 
on nuclear matter then is contained in the largely ^-independent ratio which, 
at least qualitatively, reflects the nuclear matter/d ratio at large k. The deu
teron cross section for the kinematics of interest and the exact value of q,u> 
needed can be obtained by interpolating the deuteron data using the y-scaling 
approach [6]. NM, E=3.6GeV. 9=30°

' I ' 1

-200
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Figure 4: Cross section ratio of nuclear matter and the deuteron, as a 
function of the scaling variable y. The result of the CBF calculation is 
shown as a solid line.

Figure 4 shows the ratio for one of the kinematics at large q, small w where 
data are available. Data and theory are plotted as a function of the variable 
yo, which is basically the component of the nucleon momentum k parallel to 
q. The dip at y = 0 corresponds to the maximum of the quasielastic peak 
dominated by nucleons of low momentum k, the region of y < —SOOAfeV/c, 
corresponds to the high-momentum tail of n(k) of interest here.

Figure 4 shows that the particular nuclear matter spectral function used 
here agrees well with the data. The comparison between calculation and ex
periment is very sensitive to the n(fc) at large k. Tests carried out by renor
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malizing the spectral function at k > kp have shown that the cross section 
ratio at y < —300MeV/c is essentially proportional to S(k,E) at k > kp. We 
conclude that the experimental ratio nuclear matter-to-deuteron for k > kp is
5.5 ± 0.8, as compared to the value of 6.0 as given by the CBF theory.

Together with similar data taken at other kinematics, the electron-scattering 
data fix the nuclear matter-to-deuteron ratio with 104-15% accuracy. This un
certainty in the ratio is much smaller than the spread between modern calcu
lations for n(fc), which, according to fig. 1, amounts to about a factor of two. 
This shows that quasielastic electron scattering does provide additional experi
mental input concerning nuclear matter properties. It measures an observable 
that, due to its short-range nature, is particularly valuable in constraining the 
theories when aiming at the nuclear matter-properties at the higher densities 
relevant for astrophysical applications.

Acknowledgement The author would like to thank A. Fabrocici for pro
viding a number of the momentum distributions used.
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Abstract

The self-energy of the nucleon in nuclear matter is calculated in the 
relativistic Brueckner theory. We solve the Thompson equation for the 
two nucleon scattering in the medium using different Bonn potentials.
The self-energy has a rather strong momentum dependence while the 
equation of state compares well with previous calculations.

1 Introduction
The relativistic Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (DBHF) approach has been re
markably successful in describing the nuclear matter saturation mechanism [1], 
The major improvement with respect to non-relativistic treatments is based 
on an additional density dependence of the formalism introduced by the self- 
consistent spinor basis. To solve the Bethe-Salpeter equation, respectively its 
three-dimensional reduction, a variety of approaches based on different tech
niques and various bare nucleon-nucleon interactions have been developed over 
the last decades. All the calculations are able to describe nuclear matter prop
erties quite reasonable. Meanwhile two main results can be regarded as settled: 
firstly the nuclear single particle potential originates from the cancelation of 
large repulsive vector and attractive scalar fields, respectively self-energy com
ponents, and secondly the magnitude of the effective mass M' is reduced to 
values around ~ 0.6M at saturation density. The determination of the momen
tum dependence of the nuclear self-energy is a subtle problem which has not 
yet led to settled results. Its detail understanding is, however, of importance 
for a description of heavy ion collisions, where nuclei might overlap and where 
particles with large relative momenta are positioned closely in configuration 
space.

Generally, the techniques applied in the standard relativistic Brueckner ap
proach assumes a weak momentum dependence of the self-energy inside the 
Fermi sea. This assumption was supported by various calculations in the past
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[1, 2, 3]. Using the method proposed by Horowitz and Serot [2] one projects 
onto the Lorentz-invariants of the T-matrix (or in-medium G-matrix). A sim
pler, however less accurate method is to determine the self-energy components 
by a fit to the single particle potential [3].

In the present work we discuss the approach of Horowitz and Serot using 
different Bonn potential versions for the bare nucleon-nucleon potential [4].

2 The self-energy in nuclear matter
In the relativistic Brueckner approach the nucleon inside the nuclear medium 
may be viewed as a dressed particle in consequence of its two-body interaction
with the surrounding nucleons. This problem is stated as 
non-linear integral equations

a coupled set of three

T = V+iJVQGGT (1)

G = G° + C^EG (2)
E = -i J (Tr[GT] - GT) (3)

The T-matrix is calculated in the ladder approximation of the Bethe-Salpeter 
equation (1) while the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction is described by a otte- 
boson exchange potential V. The two-nucleon propagator iGG Is generally 
replaced by an effective propagator, the Thompson propagator: The Pauli 
operator Q accounts for the influence of the medium by the Pauli principle 
and projects the intermediate scattering states outside the Fermi s6a. The 
dressed one-body propagator G is calculated via the Dyson equation (2) from 
the free propagator and the self-energy. The latter is determined by summing 
up the direct and the exchange interactions with all the nucleons inside the 
Fermi sea F, see Eq. (3). On general physical grounds [5], the self-energy can 
be expressed in the nuclear matter rest frame as

E(fc) = E.(k) - E"(t)7„ = E.(k) - 7oS0(/c) + 7fcE„(fc). (4)
In order to project out the self-energy components, the T-matrix has to be 
decomposed into its Lorentz invariants (scalar, vector, tensor, pseudo-vector 
and axial-vector)

T = Ts1®14TV7'1@7^+Tt<7"-'®<7^+7'f> ®

(5)
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which is usually done in the two-particle center-of-mass frame. K is the mo
mentum transfer. The projection method is in detail described in Ref. [2].

The structure of the self-energy, i.e. its density and momentum dependence 
has been discussed in detail in Ref. [6] where different Bonn potentials have 
been applied as the bare NN-interaction. As the most prominent result we 
observe a remarkably strong momentum dependence of the scalar and time
like vector self-energy components around the Fermi momentum. Fig.l shows 
the momentum dependence of the three self-energy components E,, E0, kpEv 
at nuclear matter density p = 0.166/m-3 using the Bonn A potential.

-200.0

-400.0

-600.0I --- - -------- '------- -------- '------- -------- ‘------- --------
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k [fin-1]

Fig. 1. Self-energy components for nuclear matter density p = 0.166/m 3 in the 
relativistic Brueckner approach using the Bonn A potential.

These findings are contrary to results obtained in the previous approximation 
scheme, where one usually assumes a rather weak momentum dependence of 
the self-energy from the beginning [3].

The equation of state, however, is rather insensitive to the detailed struc
ture of the self-energy. In the relativistic Brueckner approach the energy per 
particle is defined in analogy to the non-relativistic Hartree-Fock method as 
the kinetic plus half the potential energy [6]. The resulting equations of state
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for the three different versions of the Bonn potential are shown in Fig.2. As a 
matter of fact, the results are almost identical to the results obtained in Ref.
[3] where a weak momentum dependence of the self-energy was assumed from 
the beginning. Notice that the calculated saturation points are close to the 
empirical saturation point.

0.0 0.1 0.2 , 0.3 0.4
P (fm*3)

Fig. 2. The equation of state for the A (dashed), B (dot) and C (solid) versions of 
the Bonn potential.

3 Summary and outlook
We investigated the momentum dependence of the nuclear self-energy in the 
relativistic Brueckner approach. Contrary to the usual assumption of a weak 
momentum dependence we found a rather strong dependence of the self-energy 
on the nucleon momentum. Although the result for the equation of state is 
rather unaffected, this might still be of great importance for the simulations 
of heavy ion collisions where the detailed form of the effective mass for the 
nucleons plays an enormous role. Therefore we are planning to investigate 
the momentum dependence of the self-energy in more detail in the future. 
Especially the self-consistency scheme applied so far, the so called reference 
spectrum approximation [5], needs to be improved. Within this approximation
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scheme, the effective mass of the nucleon

M'{k) = M — Z,(k) (6)

is generally fixed to its value at the Fermi surface M*(k) = M’(kp), assuming 
a weak momentum dependence of the self-energy £,(&). However, our find
ings show that this assumption is no longer justified. Therefore we should 
consistently take into account the full momentum dependent effective mass of 
the nucleon in the relativistic Brueckner theory. Work in this direction is in 
progress and will be presented elsewhere [7],
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Abstract
A brief review is given of some of the important physics related to 

phases with non-spherical nuclei that can exist in neutron stars and in 
matter in stellar collapse at densities just below the saturation density 
of nuclear matter. Comparisons are made with other systems that ex
hibit similar liquid-crystal-like phases, both in nuclear physics and in 
condensed matter physics. A short account is given of recent work on 
the elastic properties of these phases, and their vibration spectrum, as 
well as on neutron superfluid gaps.

Many different physical systems exhibit modulated phases, in which the 
density of particles or some related variable varies periodically in space in one 
or more dimensions. Liquid crystals provide one such example: in smectic A 
liquid crystals the density varies periodically in one spatial direction, thereby 
giving rise to a layered structure, while in columnar phases the density corre
sponds to that for an array of infinitely long rods located on a triangular lattice 
in the plane perpendicular to the rods [1]. For a general account of modulated 
phases the reader is referred to Ref. [2]. In nuclear physics modulated phases 
occur in the obvious example of crystal lattices of nuclei in matter at terrestrial 
densities, and phases having the symmetries of smectic A and columnar phases 
are expected to occur in matter at sub-nuclear densities [3]. Pion condensed 
phases are also modulated structures, the simplest ones resembling smectic A 
liquid crystals [4], in the sense that the pion field is periodic in only one direc
tion, while more complicated phases can be favored when higher-order effects 
are taken into account [5]. The transition from hadronic matter to quark mat
ter may also occur via a series of modulated phases[6, 7], but whether or not 
this is the case depends on properties of finite size droplets of quark matter 
which are at present poorly understood.

In this paper we shall give a qualitative, descriptive account of the mod
ulated phases that occur in matter at densities just below that of nuclear
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matter. References will be given to more detailed works with explicit calcu
lations. Rather generally, modulated phases occur when there are competing 
interactions. In the case of the liquid-crystal-like phases of hadrons at sub- 
nuclear densities, the two interactions are the Coulomb and surface energies. 
Consider matter made up of nuclei with a proton fraction close enough to 
1/2 that neutron drip does not occur, immersed in a background of electrons. 
The optimal size of a nucleus may be determined from the liquid drop model. 
The bulk and symmetry contributions to the nuclear energy are independent 
of the nuclear size, and the optimal size is determined by a competition be
tween the nuclear surface erergy, which favors large nuclei, and the Coulomb 
energy, which favors small nuclei. The configuration having minimum energy 
is determined from the virial-like condition that the surface energy is twice the 
Coulomb energy, and for proton fractions close to 1/2, this leads to the result 
that the optimal nuclear mass number, A, is given by A % 12.5/x2, where 
x = Z/A, Z being the atomic number of the nucleus. This is consistent with 
the fact that for roughly symmetric nuclei, the optimal nuclei are those around 
iron.

Next we discuss the basic physics which makes roughly round nuclei unfa
vorable at high densities. The temperature will be assumed to be zero, and of
ten we shall not mention the possible presence of neutrons outside nuclei, which 
has little effect on the nature of the arguments about equilibrium shapes, but 
which must be included in quantitative calculations of physical properties of 
neutron-rich matter such as is encountered in neutron stars. When the nuclear 
size becomes comparable with the spacing between nuclei, the contributions to 
the Coulomb energy due to interactions between different nuclei, of nuclei with 
the electron background, and of the electron background with itself become 
important. One physically obvious limiting case that one can consider is that 
when nuclei fill all of space. Matter is then electrically neutral locally, since 
the proton and electron densities are the same everywhere, and consequently 
the Coulomb energy vanishes. In the condition for the equilibrium nuclear size 
it is the total Coulomb energy that occurs, not just the Coulomb energy of the 
protons of a nucleus interacting with themselves via the electrostatic interac
tion. Thus the reduced Coulomb energy at high density results is a reduced 
tendency of the Coulomb energy to favor small nuclei, and thus the equilib
rium nuclear size increases. The formation of the liquid crystal phases may be 
understood as being due to the instability of round nuclei to fission: because 
of the reduced Coulomb energy, nuclei become so large that they are unstable 
to fission according to the condition first discussed by Bohr and Wheeler [8]. 
This is that a spherical nucleus will become unstable to small quadrupolar
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distortions if the the Coulomb energy exceeds twice the surface energy, or for 
roughly symmetric nuclei, Z2jA > 50. A detailed study shows that the fission 
condition is relatively unaffected in dense matter, and consequently in dense 
matter, nuclei eventually become so large that they will undergo fission. It is 
therefore physically reasonable that the equilibrium configuration is an array 
of long rods, which may be viewed as elongated nuclei joined together. Nuclei 
become unstable to fission when the radius of a nucleus is roughly one half of 
the radius of a sphere whose volume is the average volume per nucleus, that 
is when nuclei fill roughly 1/8 of space.

The fact that non-spherical nuclei are the equilibrium configuration may 
be understood in terms of the way in which the Coulomb energy depends on 
the nuclear shape. At low densities spherical nuclei are favored because the 
electric field of a charged sphere falls off inversely as the square of the distance 
from the center of the nucleus. Most of the Coulomb energy is associated with 
the electric field in the immediate vicinity of the nucleus, out to a distance of 
order the nuclear radius outside the nucleus. On the other hand, for charged 
rods and plates the electric field falls off more slowly, and there is a significant 
contribution to the Coulomb energy from distances from the nucleus much 
larger that the radius of the rod or the thickness of the plate. For a charged 
plate the electric field is constant, and thus it is obvious that nuclei having 
the form of plates will be prohibitively expensive energetically at low densities. 
Detailed calculations show that the sequence of phases expected with increas
ing density is spherical nuclei, rod-like ones, then plate-like ones. After this 
one finds bubble phases, where the nuclear matter and the separating space 
undergo an inversion, and the sequence of shapes is gone through in reverse 
order.

The next topic we consider is the question of whether the phases with non- 
spherical nuclei are energetically favorable. The virial-like condition enables 
one to determine which nuclear shapes are favorable, but it does not answer the 
question of whether or not a phase with uniform nuclear matter, and an accom
panying uniform background of electrons, could be preferable. The difference 
between the energy of a uniform phase and one with nuclei may be regarded as 
being made up of two contributions: the first due to bulk energies, including 
symmetry energies, and others due to surface and Coulomb effects. For sym
metric nuclear matter the bulk energy difference is large, since it corresponds 
to the energy required to stretch nuclear matter from the saturation density 
to the actual density, and this overwhelms the surface and Coulomb contri
butions. Consequently, for roughly symmetrical nuclear matter non-spherical 
phases are energetically favorable over a density range of almost a factor 10.
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The story is quite different for matter in neutron stars, where nuclear matter 
is surrounded by neutrons. The bulk energy change in going from the uniform 
state to the one with nuclei gives a rather small energy gain, since only minor 
readjustments of the proton and neutron distributions are required, and the 
gains are comparable with the total surface and Coulomb energies. Results do 
depend on the equation of state of nuclear matter, and for what one presently 
regards as the most reliable equation of state, one finds that the phases with 
non-spherical nuclei are indeed the equilibrium ones in a certain density range. 
The relevant density range for the case of neutron stars is much less than for 
nearly symmetrical nuclear matter since because the density of neutrons out
side nuclei is rather close to that of the nuclear matter inside nuclei, a change 
in nuclear filling factor from 10% to roughly unity gives rise to only a relatively 
small density change. An important problem for future work is to pin down 
better the equation of state of uniform matter consisting of neutrons with a 
small concentration of protons.

Despite the rather small density range over which non-spherical nuclei are 
expected to be stable in neutrons stars, these phases are estimated to make up 
roughly half of the matter by mass in the crust of a neutron star[9]. Thus their 
properties will be important for any sorts of physics that involve the crust of 
the star. One class of properties are elastic ones. Clearly in the case of plate
like nuclei, there is no restoring force for displacements that lie in the plane 
of the plates, and similarly for the case of rods. This will be important for 
plate tectonics, that has been invoked in theories of magnetic field evolution. 
Detailed calculations of elastic properties have been performed in Ref. [10]. 
The possible vibrations of these phases are different from those of an ordinary 
solid, and in phases with plate-like nuclei one expects there to be oscillations 
corresponding to the coupled density and isospin density waves that occur 
in uniform matter, and in addition, modes in which the restoring force is 
provided by the buckling of the plates. These modes have a dispersion relation 
that is linear in the wave number, but which is proportional to sin 9 cos 6, 
where 6 is the angle between the wave vector and the normal to the plates 
[11, 12]. Further work is needed to investigate how these phases affect other 
properties, such as neutrino emission, which is an important cooling mechanism 
for neutron stars.

Another set of problems that arise in connection with the phases with 
non-spherical nuclei concern superfluid gaps, which are of interest for models 
of glitches, the sudden speed-ups observed in the frequencies of a number of 
pulsars. In such models pinning of vortices in the neutron superfluid to nuclei 
is invoked, and this is sensitive to superfluid gaps [13]. A neutron outside nuclei
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can rather easily move into the nuclear matter, where the pairing interaction 
is expected to be weaker than in the neutron liquid outside. As a consequence, 
the pairing gap for neutrons is reduced, because it depends on some average 
of the pairing interactions in the nuclear matter and in the neutron liquid. 
Since the pairing gap depends exponentially on the pairing interaction, this 
indicates that there can be significant changes in the gap due to this effect[14], 
In this connection it is important to note that the superfluid coherence length, 
which determines the size of a Cooper pair in the medium, is much larger than 
the spatial scale of structures, and consequently the gap at any point does not 
depend only on the pairing interaction at that point, but also at other points 
out to a distance of order the coherence length.

In conclusion, it is clear that there are many problems remaining in un
derstanding phases with non-spherical nuclei. There is a continuing need to 
make more precise our understanding of neutron-rich matter, and the knowl
edge gained is of use not only in the context of neutron stars, but also for the 
less neutron rich nuclei that are presently studied so extensively in the labo
ratory. The essential point to bear in mind is that the situations of interest 
in neutron stars are so neutron rich that even approximate information about 
such matter can provide rather tight constraints on properties of matter with 
a neutron excess of 1/3 or less typical of laboratory situations.
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Abstract

The phonon spectrum of Coulomb lattice in neutron star crusts above 
the neutron drip density is affected by the interaction with the ambient 
neutron Fermi-liquid. For the values of the neutron-phonon coupling 
constant in the range 0.1 < A < 1 an appreciable renormalization of the 
phonon spectrum occurs which can lead to a lattice instability mani
fested in an exponential growth of the density fluctuations. The BCS 
phonon exchange mechanism of superconductivity leads to neutron pair
ing with a gap in the neutron excitation spectrum comparable to that 
due to direct nuclear interaction.

1 Introduction
Below the melting temperature Tm ~ Z2 e2/100r,- ~ 109 — lO10 K, where r< is 
the average interion spacing, Z is the ion charge, the ionic component of plasma 
in neutron star crusts is arranged in a Coulomb lattice. The screening of the 
electrostatic potential of the lattice by electrons is ineffective since the ratio 
Ao/r, < 1, where is the Debye screening radius, and, therefore, electrons 
are distributed almost uniformly. Above the neutron drip density 4 x 1013 
g cm-3 the intervening space between the clusters is filled by a neutron fluid 
which goes over to a superfluid state below the critical temperature of the order 
Tc ~ 109 K; (for a review of the early work see, e.g., ref. [1]; recent progress 
is summarized in ref. [2]). Although initial studies of the collective effects in 
the crusts were focused either on the properties of the highly compressed solid 
matter or the unbound neutron fluid at subnuclear densities (with an exception 
of the equation of state where phase equilibrium conditions are imposed) this 
separation is justified only when the interaction between these components of 
the crusts is weak; this is not, however, always the .case. The purpose of this 
work is to continue the discussion of the interaction between the neutrons in 
the continuum and the excitations of the crustal lattice, i.e. phonons, set up 
in an earlier work [3].
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Figure 1: The phonon Dyson equation and the vertex equation for coupled system of 
fermions (solid lines) and phonon (wavy lines). The fermion Dyson equation is given by the 
block in Fig. 3. The thick lines correspond to the full propagators, while the thin lines to 
the free ones.

2 The Phonon Spectrum
The self-consistent coupled fermion-phonon problem is shown in terms of Feyn
man diagrams in Fig. 1 and 3. In this section we shall give the finite tempera
ture solution of the Dyson equation for phonons which are coupled to fermions 
of arbitrary relativism; in the present case the neutrons are only mildly rela
tivistic (if at all) while the electrons axe ultrarelativistic. The problem can be 
solved for an arbitrary coupling strength since the perturbation series converge 
rapidly with respect to another parameter - ratio of the phonon to the fermion 
energies: as a result one may restrict to the lowest order term in the integral 
equation for the vertex (Migdal theorem). The sequence in which the Dyson 
equations for the fermions and phonons should be solved is fixed by the fact 
that the phonons affect only a narrow range of energies in the fermion propaga
tor (of the order the Debye frequency wd), which implies that the polarization 
function can be evaluated with free fermion propagators:

7°G°(P.*Wv) = A +(p)
t U!„ (cp - W A +(p)

_ 1 f i « ' P ,7o ™ 1
2\ c, J

(1)

where t(p) = \/p2 + m'2, a = 707 and we have kept only the positive energy 
states from the outset; (to excite an excitation at the top of the Fermi sea and 
an anti-particle at rest one needs to overcome an energy barrier of the order 
of the Fermi energy ep, however w < w# <K tp). The Matsubara frequencies 
assume discrete odd integer values = (2t/+l)//3 where u = 0, ±1, ±2,... and 
/8 is the inverse temperature and the other notations have their usual meaning. 
We find the retarded polarization function depicted in Fig. 1 by performing 
the frequency summation over the product of the fermion propagators and an 
analytical continuation teethe real axis:

II<R>(fc,iv) !/i
<Pp /(tp+t -p)~ /(tp - p) L p-(p+k) m

(2tt)3 w — £p+k T ep + iS +
£p£p+k £p£p+k
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Figure 2: The renormalization of the phonon spectrum u(k) and the damping 7(k) of 
the modes (light lines) as a function of the momentum transfer for several values of the 
neutron-phonon coupling constant.

where Mk is the fermion-phonon coupling matrix element and f(x) = [1 + 
exp(/?z)]-1 is the Fermi distribution function. The scalar polarization func
tion above corresponds to particle-hole excitation for arbitrary degree of rel
ativism of the system and finite-temperatures; for applications to the neutron 
subsystem one may take the non-relativistic limit. Fig. 2 shows the read part 
(more precisely 1 + ReII(k,tu)) and the imaginary part of the polarization 
function as a function of the momentum transfer for /3-1 = 0 and a typical 
ratio c,jvp = 0.1, where c, and vp are the sound and Fermi velocities, respec
tively. The first quantity is just the renormalization of the phonon frequencies 
[iv(/c)/u>o]2, where wo is the unperturbed phonon frequency which are treated in 
the Debye model. The eigen modes of the system vanish first in the long-wave 
limit where, with increasing coupling constant, the curves cross zero. The dis
appearance of the real solutions to the dispersion relation indicates instability 
of the system with respect to the density fluctuations, as can be seen by in
specting the proper solutions which exhibit exponentially growing amplitude 
of phonon mode.
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Figure 3: The Dyson equations for the normal and anomalous fermion propagators. The 
contributions from the anomalous sector are shown by the light lines.

If this is the case, one may conclude that the starting lattice structure does 
not correspond to the true minimum of the energy of the system (in other 
words is not the ‘true vacuum’). Available estimates of the neutron-phonon 
coupling constants are, however, unreliable for two reasons: first, preliminary 
considerations [3], based on a fit to the elastic neutron-nucleus scattering cross- 
sections, does not include the medium effects (which most likely will reduce the 
effective cross-section) and, in addition, the substantial imaginary part of the 
optical potential responsible for the absorptive processes should be included in 
the estimates. Second, the compositions of the crustal matter due to different 
authors (see refs, in [2, 3]) imply coupling constants from marginal up to 
of the order unity at no/3, where no is the nuclear saturation density, and 
consequently, very different assessments about the role of the neutron-phonon 
interaction.

3 Phonon Exchange Interaction and Neutron Pairing
The net two-body interaction between neutrons in the continuum comprises the 
nuclear component (which is dominated by the attractive ’So channel at densi
ties of interest) and the component due to the phonon exchange. Since the lat
ter interaction is attractive as well, the BCS pairing for some values of neutron- 
phonon coupling constant might be influenced by the phonon-exchange mech
anism. The respective gap equations, which include the retardation of the 
effective interaction, emerge as a solution to the set of diagrams in Fig. 3. We 
find (for simplicity the /3-1 = 0 limit is given below)

A(w)z(w) = Jo°° dt [K+(w, 0 + W] Re

,[l-zH = |>AC.(u;,ORe-^=J_ (2)
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where z(ui) is the wave function renormalization and the effective interactions 
via phonon exchange and direct nuclear force are defined respectively

W

r2 pf

' Jo Ml(2n)2VF Jo £ T (v -f- u?(/r) 4- i5 £ — to 4- tv(/c) — i5
k dk

(3)

Here the nuclear interaction is given by the time-local interaction V'(fc); note 
that a pairing description based on the pion exchange model would allow for 
the effects of retardation, pion mode softening, condensation etc. The formal 
structure of equations (2) coincides with the Eliashberg equations for metallic 
superconductor in the presence of the repulsive Coulomb force between the 
electrons. For the values w# = 0.7 MeV and A = 0.45 (which correspond to 
the density 0.3no, for the composition of Arponen, see [3]) and W = 0, eqs. 
(2) predict a value A = 0.03 MeV, which is basically less, but comparable to 
the gap found neglecting the neutron-phonon coupling.

To conclude, if in a certain region of neutron star crusts the neutron-phonon 
coupling is not negligible (i.e. A < 1), a number of novel effects emerge, 
which are potentially important for the correct description of phenomena in 
neutron star crusts. The crucial problem is whether the calculations of the 
coupling constants beyond the simple estimates would lead to significant values 
of the neutron-phonon coupling constant. In addition one may need a better 
understanding of the sources of the discrepancies between different models 
of neutron star crust composition and a reassessment based on the progress 
achieved in the many-body theory of nuclear matter in recent years.
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Abstract

We discuss two widely used nuclear mean-field models, the relativistic mean- 
field model and the (nonrelativistic) Skyrme-Hartree-Fock model, and their ca
pability to describe exotic nuclei. Test cases are superheavy nuclei and neutron- 
rich Sn isotopes. New information in this regime helps to fix hitherto loosely 
determined aspects of the models.

1 Introduction

This contribution discusses nuclear mean-field models and their capabilities to de
scribe exotic nuclei. The two most widely used mean-field models are considered, 
the relativistic mean-field model (RMF) and its nonrelativistic cousin, the Skyrme- 
Hartree-Fock model (SHF). For both variants, there exists a widespread literature 
which we cannot report here in depth. Reviews for the RMF may be found, e g., 
in [1, 2). No recent reviews are available for the SHF. But a useful recent reference 
may be [3] where limitations of older forms and appropriate extensions of SHF are 
discussed. We ought to mention that there is a third model in the competition which 
we omit here to keep the presentation short. It is the Gogny force [4] which has 
much similarities with SHF.

All these models aim at a fully self consistent description of nuclei employing 
effective interactions developed for the purpose of effective Hartree calculations. 
The model thus stays in between the more elaborate many-body theories which try a 
description in terms of a basic nucleon-nucleon interaction (see the contribution from
V.R. Pandharipande in these proceedings) and the more phenomenological approach 
on the basis of the liquid drop model plus shell corrections [5]. The actual effective 
interactions of RMF and SHF can be restricted by very general arguments to a form 
with only few free (6-10) parameters which are to be adjusted phenomenologically. 
Fitting to a few key data of nuclear structure allows to obtain a very good description 
of almost all stable nuclei from 160 on up to the heaviest elements [2, 3). Stable 
nuclei, however, represent a very narrow valley in the N — Z-plane and thus there 
remain several loosely fixed aspects in the models, particularly concerning isovector 
properties. Exotic nuclei which are now becoming more and more accesible are a 
challenge for mean field models and will provide at the same time useful key data for 
further development. It is the aim of this contribution to explore the predictions of 
SHF and RMF when proceeding into the exotic regions of the nuclear chart, here in
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Figure 1: Illustration of the T-matrix expansion towards the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock 
or relativistic mean-field approach.

particular to neutron rich isotopes and to superheavy elements. We will first try in 
section 2 to explain quickly the formal structure of SHF and RMF, and then discuss 
a few key results in section 3.

2 RMF and SHF functionals in comparison

The RMF and SHF can be formulated in terms of effective energy density functional 
somehow similar as it is widely used in electronic systems [6]. We cannot provide the 
corresponding functionals in all details here (for this purpose see e g. [2, 3]). Instead 
we try to present and discuss the essential features grafically in fig. 1. Starting point 
is the T matrix which is assumed to be given from some microscopic calculations in 
nuclear matter at density p. This serves as effective interaction for nuclear mean field 
calculations. Both, SHF as well as RMF, can be thought as being derived from a 
local expansion of the underlying T matrix. The nonrelativistic SHF (upper branch 
in fig. 1) expands in terms of a zero-range effective force with gradient corrections 
(oc Ap) to account for small effects from the spatial extension of the T-matrix and 
kinetic currents r to account for its temporal extension. The very involved density 
dependence of the T-matrix is parametrised in an ad hoc fashion in terms of a 
power-law density-dependence on the two-body interaction. The spin-orbit force 
oc V J is to be added explicitely in a separate step. The RMF (lower branch in fig. 1), 
on the other hand, parametrises the T-matrix in terms of nucleons and meson fields 
which is the natural approach in the relativistic domain. A reasonable description 
requires just three effective mesons fields (a = scalar-isoscalar, u=vector-isoscalar, 
p= vector-isovector) with point coupling to the nucleons. The density dependence 
is here described indirectly through a nonlinear self coupling of the a field (terms 
indicated with tr3 and aA in fig. 1). The spin-orbit is automatically implied in the
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relativistic formulation.
At first glance, the two expansions, SHF and RMF, look very different. The 

differences are, however, not so large as one would suspect. It is, in fact, possible 
to map the RMF model to a large extend into the SHF model by using standard 
techniques of a nonrelativistic expansion, see e.g. [2]. The crucial point is that 
the scalar density can be expanded as pa ~ po - (r - V • k7)/2m*. The po is 
the zeroth component of the vector density which becomes the normal density in 
the nonrelativistic limit. The scalar density is thus expressed in terms of the of 
the vector density and subsequent kinetic as well as spin-orbit terms. The meson 
propagators still produce a finite-range interaction. It can be expanded into zero- 
range plus gradient correction as [—A + m2]-1 ~ m~2 + m~3 4 A. We thus perform a 
double expansion which finally yields the SHF-terms as sketched in fig. 1. It is thus 
found that the zero-range two-body force in SHF emerges from a combination of the 
(attractive) scalar interaction and the (repulsive) vector interaction of the RMF, the 
gradient terms stem from the expansion of the meson folding, and effective mass term 
as well as spin-orbit term emerge simultaneously from the vjc expansion of ps. At 
this place, one advantage of the RMF becomes obvious, namely that it incorporates 
the spin-orbit force without separate adjustment.

Thus far the mapping is obvious and it shows the intimate relation between 
RMF and SHF. There are, however, serious problems if we want to compare the 
density dependence. This feature is modelled in a somewhat ad hoc fashion in both 
approaches and the indirect parametrisation in the RMF via a nonlinear selfcoupling 
of the scalar field is hard to map into the pa dependence of the two-body interaction 
in SHF. One can establish a relation in the near vicinity of the bulk equilibrium 
density po by means of a Taylor expansion in orders of p — po for both models. But 
a quantitative comparison in the low-density and high-density regime shows that 
SHF and RMF behave basically different in these extremes. These difference are 
not explored in stable nuclei because these concentrate predominantly around the 
bulk equilibrium density. But they can grow important when stepping deeply into 
the realm of exotic nuclei.

Starting from the given energy functionals, one derives variationally the selfcon- 
sistent equations in straightforward manner [2, 3). The equations are solved on grids 
in coordinate space using standard numerical techniques of gridding and iterations, 
see e.g. [7], We are actually using codes in radially symmetric representation as well 
as in axially symmetric representation for deformed nuclei.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Quality of the parametrisations

As pointed out above, nowadays mean field models provide a very good description 
of the gross properties of stable nuclei. We will demonstrate that here, pars pro
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Figure 2: Left panel: Relative error (in %) of binding energies, SE = (£theor — 

Eexp)/Eexp, for Pb isotopes and a selection of typical mean-field parametrisations 
as indicated. Right panel: rescaled charge r.m.s. radii for Pb isotopes. The thick line 
with rhombes represents the experimental values. The error bar which is shown for 
the case of N = 126 serves to indicate the average error of the mean-held description 
for the r.m.s. radii.

toto, for the example of Pb isotopes. The left panel in fig. 2 shows the relative error 
in binding energies. The two horizontal lines at 0.35% indicate the average error in 
binding energies for good fits [2, 3], One sees that all results remain essentially within 
these bounds (note that extreme isotopes represent already an extrapolation of the 
model). At second glance, however, one realizes unresolved trends, particularly this 
pronounced kink at the magic neutron number N = 82. It indicates that the mean- 
field models produce a too large two-neutron shell gap (see caption of fig. 4). But 
it is not hopeless to overcome this problem. Research in that direction is underway.

The right panel in fig. 2 shows rescaled charge r.m.s. radii in comparison with 
available experimental data (heavy line and rhombs). The error bar is to indicate 
the average error of good fits which amounts to about 0.7% deviation. Again, all 
forces remain within these bounds (except perhaps for PL-40 which experiences an 
unlucky fluctuation just in the Pb region), and again, we see deviations in trends. 
The data have a pronounced kink at the magic N = 82. This kink is not reproduced 
by all SHF forces in conventional parametrisation but emerges correctly in the RMF. 
The problem in the SHF comes from a too restricted form of the spin-orbit force. 
An appropriate generalisation (inspired be the RMF) solves the problem and yields 
SHF forces which follow the given trend [3], see SkI4 in the figure. Note that the 
kink became apparent only after data for 214Pb were available. This can already 
be considered as an exotic nucleus, and the example demonstrates how new data 
deepen our understanding of mean-field models.

i
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Figure 3: Relative error (in %) of binding energies, 6E = (Stheor - Eexp)/Eexp, for a 
variety of superheavy elements and a selection of typical mean-Beld parametrisations 
as indicated.

3.2 Extrapolation to superheavy nuclei

The search for new elements was a strong motivation for heavy-ion physics, and 
with great experimental effort a large amount of new superheavy isotopes has been 
accessed. They constitute a critical probe for theories because the high level density 
in this region makes the results very sensitive to details of a model. Binding ener
gies are usually the first available information an we concentrate the discussion on 
them. Fig. 3 shows the relative error in binding energies. It is obvious that in this 
extrapolation the errors of the various forces spread more than in the case of the 
Pb isotopes shown before (note that we have already preselected well performing 
forces and that the spread would look even larger when showing a larger selection). 
It is gratifying, however, to see that there remain three forces which stay well within 
the bounds of 0.35% error. It is noteworthy that from the SHF models only SkI4 
succeeds which employs the extended form of spin-orbit coupling (3). As in the case 
of Pb isotopes, there remain nonetheless unresolved trends, here mainly in the form 
of non-zero slopes. A slope in SE means that the two-neutron separation energies 
S?n deviate from the experimental values. FYom the three well performing forces, 
we will have the best S’2„ for SkI4. This case, however, has a faint kink at N = 150 
which means that SkI4 predicts a weak shell closure where there is none in the data. 
After all, the slopes as well as the kink are very small effects (smaller e g. than in 
the case of Pb) such that we can be very satisfied with the performance of all three 
forces which fit into the desired error band, SkI4, NL3, and PL-40.

Having preselected three successful forces in the regime of existing superheavy
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Figure 4: Grey scale plots of the shell gaps in the region of superheavy nuclei for 
the nonrelativistic Skyrme parametrisation SkI4 (upper panels) and the relativistic 
mean field model with parametrisation PL-40 (lower panels). Dark spots represent 
large shell gaps and white spots small ones. The left panels show the two-neutron 
shell gaps, S2„ = E(N + 2, Z) — 2E(N, Z) + E(N - 2, Z), and the right panel the 
corresponding two proton shell gaps.

nuclei, we can now try to extrapolate further to even heavier systems. A most 
interesting question there is the appearance of doubly magic systems. These can be 
found by scanning the two-neutron and two-proton shell gaps. Large values indicate 
a shell closure. Fig. 4 shows these shell gaps for the RMF force PL-40 (lower panels) 
and the SHF force SkI4 (upper panel). The dark sports indicate large shell gaps, 
and double magic nuclei are to be expected where large neutron and proton shell 
gaps coincide. For the lower Z and N we have the regime of deformed ground state, 
and there we find that SkI4 predicts a doubly magic (deformed) 270Hs}§| whereas 
PL-40 has a magic Z = 104 proton shell but no convincing accompagning neutron 
shell. The two forces thus differ significantly in their predictions. This feature 
persists into the regime of the spherical doubly magic systems where SkI4 points at 
Z = 114,7V = 184 but PL-40 at Z = 120, N = 172. this shows that faint differences 
in the spectral distribution carry forth to substantially different extrapolations for 
superheavy nuclei. These are thus a most critical probe for nuclear structure models.
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3.3 Neutron rich Sn isotopes

Another direction is the extrapolation towards neutron rich isotopes which is par
ticularly important for astrophysical purposes. Fig. 5 contains relevant results. The 
left upper panel shows the binding energy of pure neutron matter at low densities for 
various parametrisations. We see a large variation of the results. The SHF models 
show the larger variance which is no surprise because there are much more (and less 
well determined) isovector degrees of freedom in the parametrisations. The RMF 
models are more similar to each other but have a distinctively different low den
sity asymptotics which is due to the fact that the density dependence is differently 
parametrised in SHF and RMF. The plot contains also the results from a micro
scopic calculation (rhombs connected by heavy lines) which should be very reliable 
at those low densities [8]. The comparison clearly prefers the SHF trends (except 
the somewhat strange Ski 1). Low densities are explored in the tail of neutron rich 
nuclei, and thus we expect to see similarly deviating extrapolations in that regime.

The lower left panel of fig. 5 shows the S21, for the neutron rich Sn isotopes. The 
large step comes at the magic IV = 82 as expected. Left to that we have the regime 
of stable nuclei where all forces differ very little. For larger neutron numbers, on 
the other hand, we see substantial differences in the predictions, and one can note 
that many differences become manifest right after the shell gap. That means that 
we will have useful key data soon when the next exotic Sn isotopes are measured.

One may ask whether the isotope shifts in the charge r.m.s. radii could become 
an equally useful probe as it was the case for Pb. The right lower panel of fig. 5 
shows these isotopic shifts for a variety of SHF and RMF forces. There is indeed a 
large spread in the predictions which makes this a useful observable to look at. But 
the mechanism producing these variations is different from the case of Pb. This has 
yet to be further explored.

The differences in the neutron binding energies (see upper left panel) will influ
ence most the neutron properties. The neutron skin is an observable which is most 
sensitive to those. We define it here as the difference Rn - Rp of the diffraction radii 
(for a discussion of their definition see e.g. [2] and references therein). The neutron 
skins are shown in the upper right panel of fig. 5. The differences are dramatic, as 
expected, and it is interesting to see that those forces which have low binding at low 
density produce particularly large skins (and vice versa). It is thus worthwhile to 
get many reliable data points for neutron skins, or neutron radii respectively.

3.4 Puzzles

Thus far we have seen how nicely mean-field models work for known data and how 
yet uncertain aspects may be fixed in future by adding information from newly 
discovered nuclei. There are, however, already a few new data which do not fit 
in any of the present parametrisations. Two major obstacles are demonstrated in
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Figure 5: Trends in neutron rich tin isotopes for a selection of parametrisations 
as indicated and compared with experimental values where available. Upper left 
panel: binding energy of pure neutron matter at low densities. Lower left panel: 
Two neutron separation energies Si„ = E(N — 2, Z) - E(N, Z). Lower right panel: 
isotope shifts of charge r.m.s. radii r2(N) — r2(jV = 82). Upper right panel: neutron 
skin Rd - Rp where R stands for the diffraction radius.

fig. 6. The left panel compares the single neutron spectra in 132Sn for a variety 
of forces with experimental information. The critical detail is the sequence of hole
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Neutrons

Figure 6: Left panel: Single neutron spectra in l32Sn for a variety of parametrisations 
as indicated. Right panel: Two neutron shell gap Sir, for Ni isotopes in the vicinity 
of N — 40.

states next to the Fermi surface at TV = 82. All mean-field models place the lfiu/2 
as first hole state (often with large distance to the next) whereas data show it only 
as second state. We have tried to refit parametrisations which maintain the same 
overall quality and fix that problem, but did not succeed. There are indications 
that this hints to a deeper defect in the energy functional concerning the density 
dependence of the effective nucleon mass m*/m.

The right panel of fig. 6 shows the two-neutron shell gap for neutron rich Ni 
isotopes. All mean-field forces predict a shell closure at IV = 40 much at variance 
with the data which have no hint at all for this. We made this observation very 
recently. Thus we do not yet know whether this defect can be removed with a better 
refit, or whether it is a resistant feature similar the the wrong neutron level sequence 
in 132Sn.

4 Conclusions

To conclude: SHF and RMF are found to be formally very similar what two-body 
interaction, surface terms and kinetic terms is concerned. RMF is superior in that 
respect that it provide automatic all correct spin-orbit terms which, however, can 
also be added with comparable performance in SHF models. The major difference 
lies in the way the density dependence is modelled, and in both case one employs
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rather ad hoc ansatzes.
There is a large selection of SHF and RMF forces which perform very well for the 

bulk properties of stable nuclei with, e.g., an average error in the energy of 0.35%. 
There are, however, unresolved isotopic and isotonic trends which can be used for 
further test and improvement of the models, as demonstrated on the connection 
between isotopic shifts in Pb isotopes and spin-orbit force.

Existing data on superheavy nuclei confine the selection of forces. But there 
remain some which carry forth the good performance to that regime. Taking these 
preselected forces and extrapolating further to even heavier nuclei yields dramati
cally different predictions for super heavy doubly-magic systems. Superheavy nuclei 
are thus a very demanding probe for mean-field models.

There are huge differences between the forces concerning iso vector properties 
which become manifest for very neutron-rich nuclei. Results on energies, charge and 
neutron radii of neutron-rich Sn isotopes demonstrate that these data are indeed 
sensitive probes to distinguish forces.

We have finally sketched two yet unresolved puzzles, the neutron level sequence 
in 132Sn and the neutron shell closure in 68Ni, where no existing high-quality mean- 
field parametrisation is able to reproduce the experimental findings.
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Abstract

Nuclear matter and ground state properties for (proton and neutron) 
semi-closed shell nuclei are described in relativistic mean field theory 
with coupling constants which depend on the vector density. The pa- 
rametrization of the density dependence for a-, w- and g-mesons is ob
tained by fitting to properties of nuclear matter and some finite nuclei. 
The equation of state for symmetric and asymmetric nuclear matter is 
discussed. Finite nuclei are described in Hartree approximation, inclu
ding a charge and an improved center-of-mass correction. Pairing is 
considered in the BCS approximation. Special attention is directed to 
the predictions for properties at the neutron and proton driplines, e g. 
for separation energies, spin-orbit splittings and density distributions.

1 Introduction
Relativistic mean field theory (RMFT) is an elegant and consistent framework 
with remarkable success in describing nuclear matter and finite nuclei near 
the valley of stability. The extrapolation of nuclear properties to large charge 
asymmetry is of considerable interest in nuclear astrophysics, where many 
reactions occur under extreme conditions of isospin involving exotic nuclides 
which in most cases cannot be studied directly in the laboratory. RMFT seems 
to be very well suited for an investigation of nuclei near the neutron and proton 
driplines. These nuclei display interesting new phenomena like halos due to 
the weak binding of the outermost nucleons and provide a test of the isovector 
part of nuclear interaction.

Starting from hadronic field theory with a Lagrangian containing baryon 
and meson degrees of freedom, RMFT is derived with the classical meson 
field and the no-sea approximations. [1, 2], The coupled field equations are
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solved self-consistently. In order to obtain a quantitative agreement between 
theory and experiment one has to go beyond the simple assumption of linear 
Klein-Gordon or Proca equations for the free meson fields. One possibility is 
to consider nonlinear self-couplings of the meson fields. This approach was 
succesfully applied in nonlinear parametrizations, e g. NL3 [3], with cubic and 
quartic contributions for the u-meson in the Lagrangian. But there are pro
blems of stability at high densities and, moreover, the question of the physical 
foundation arises. A more natural alternative is the introduction of a density 
dependence in the couplings, which is suggested from Dirac-Brueckner theory 
of nuclear matter, where the scalar and vector self-energies are density de
pendent. This can be represented as a density dependence of the couplings 
in the mean field approximation, which simulates the effective in-medium in
teraction. The assumption of a density dependence of the couplings in the 
Lagrangian automatically leads to additional “rearrangement” contributions 
in the self-energies in the Dirac equation. This mechanism also guarantees 
thermodynamical consistency of the theory [4].

2 Parameterization
Our Lagrangian includes, besides the fermion fields, isoscalar (a- and tv-) and 
isovector (p-) meson fields as well as the electromagnetic field. We omit an 
isovector scalar (S-) meson field since its inclusion does not improve our results. 
In our parametrization the nuclear mass and meson masses are fixed to the 
usual values of m^i = 939 MeV, ma = 550 MeV, mu = 783 MeV and me = 
763 MeV. For symmetric nuclear matter we assume a saturation density of
0.153 fm~3 and a binding energy per nucleon of —16.247 MeV; additionally, we 
use a value of 240 MeV for the compressibility [5]. Only the density dependence 
of the coupling constants was taken to be variable in the fit. For the a- and 
tv-meson we choose a restricted Pade-approximation of the density dependence 
whereas for the p-meson we take an exponential dependence. With the values 
for nuclear matter given above and the restrictions the actual number of fitting 
parameters is 4, as compared to 7 for the nonlinear parametrization NL3. The 
calculated binding energies of the nuclei 240, 40Ca, 48Ca, 56Ni and 208Pb are 
fitted to their experimental values.

In Fig. 1 we give the results for the density dependence of the couplings in 
our parametrization. They show a decrease with increasing baryon density in 
accordance with the results from Dirac Brueckner theory [6, 7], The asymmetry 
energy of nuclear matter results to be 33.39 MeV, very similar to 32.73 MeV 
in the Finite Range Droplet Model of Ref. [5].
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u 10

Fig. 1. Density dependence of the baryon-meson couplings.

3 Nuclear Matter
In Fig. 2 we compare the equation of state (EOS) of nuclear matter of our 
parametrization with the NL3 parametrization of Ref. [3]. For densities below 
the saturation density for symmetric nuclear matter the EOS in our parame
trization looks very similar to the NL3 parametrization. At higher densities, 
however, the NL3 parametrization shows a much stronger increase, which is a 
typical effect of constant tv-meson coupling. A larger difference appears in the 
EOS for neutron matter which is of importance for the description of neutron

neutron matter

symmetric nuclear matter

p [fm"3]
Fig. 2. Equation of state for symmetric nuclear matter and neutron mat

ter with the parametrization NL3 (dashed lines) and the density dependent 
parametrization (solid lines).
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stars and neutron halos in nuclei. The differences in the EOS will also have 
significant consequences in calculations of heavy ion collisions at high energies 
with relativistic transport equations, like BUU etc., [8].

4 Finite Nuclei
We describe semi-closed shell nuclei in Hartree approximation assuming sphe
rical symmetry. The center-of-mass correction is calculated nonrelativistically 
from the ground state wave function and not, as usual, in the harmonic oscil
lator approximation. We include a charge correction in the vector self energy 
for the protons by reducing the strength of the electric field by one charge 
number. Pairing effects in neutron or proton open shells are considered in the 
BCS approximation with adjusted constants for the pairing gap [3],

The variation of binding energies and of one- and two-nucleon separation 
energies with the number of nucleons is very well described in our parametriza- 
tion, even for very light systems (Fig. 3). Charge and neutron radii turn out to 
be slightly smaller (« 0.05 fm) than in the NL3 parametrization, but exhibit 
the same systematic trends. In a similar way, the spin-orbit splitting decreases 
with increasing neutron number. They show, like the density distributions, 
effects of shell structure.

Fig. 3. Binding energies per nucleon (left) and two-neutron separation 
energies (right) for proton closed shell nuclei with the density dependent pa
rametrization (diamonds) in comparison with data from the 1993 atomic mass 
evaluation [9] (solid points) as a function of the neutron number.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook
Relativistic mean field theory with density dependent couplings is very suc
cessful in describing various properties of nuclear matter and finite nuclei, not 
only for stable nuclei but also for nuclei near neutron and proton driplines. In 
the latter region a density dependence of the couplings seems to be the prefe
rential approach to a realistic description. Only a small number of parameters 
is needed.

For an even better fit to experimental data and a more reliable extrapola
tion to charge asymmetric cases, one can think about various improvements 
of our calculation. The meson masses can also be varied (useful for a fit to 
nuclear radii), the functional form of density dependence of the couplings can 
be changed and the number of nuclei in the fit can be increased. The BCS ap
proximation for the pairing can be replaced by relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov 
theory [10], a more appropriate approach for dripline nuclei.

It will be interesting to apply our parametrization also to other cases. 
Deformed nuclei will be studied in the future [11]. There are already first 
results on proton scattering on nuclei. Here, a momentum dependence of the 
couplings has to be introduced in addition.

* Supported by grant LMWolT from GSI.
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Abstract

The equation of state (EOS) of neutron star matter is studied in the 
relativistic mean field (RMF) theory with the isovector scalar mean field 
corresponding to the 6-meson [ao(980)J. A range of values of the 6-meson 
coupling compatible with the Bonn potentials is explored. Parameters 
of the model in the isovector sector are constrained to fit the nuclear 
symmetry energy, E, as 30AfeV. The quantity most sensitive to the 
6-meson cupling is the proton fraction of neutron star matter which 
increases significantly. The yS-stable energy per baryon decreases but 
the effect is small. The EOS becomes slightly stiffer and the maximum 
mass of the neutron star increases with increasing 6-meson coupling. 
The effect is stronger for soft EOS.
PACS: 21.65.-t-f, 97.60.Jd

1 Nucleon matter in RMF model with the 6-meson
The RMF model [1] of nuclear matter does not include the contribution due 
to 6-meson although generally the density to which this field can couple does 
not vanish, < i>T3rj) 0. Contribution of the 6-meson field is not expected 
to be important for finite nuclei, whose isospin asymmetry is small, as the 6- 
meson mean field vanishes in symmetric nuclear matter. However, for strongly 
isospin-asymmetric matter in neutron stars presence of the 6-field can influence 
properties of dense matter. In Ref. [2] the RMF model was generalized to 
include the contribution due to 6-meson. Here we investigate consequences of 
such a generalized RMF theory for neutron stars.

We assume that all the meson fields have Yukawa couplings to nucleons. 
The interaction lagrangian reads

1 -
Lint = gccrxprp - ~ ^gpP^l^Lip + gsStpTip. (1)
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Here 5 is the isovector scalar field of the 5-meson. The free-field lagrangians 
for ip,iand p fields are the same as in Ref.fl], For the 5-field we use the 
lagrangian

Lt = \djd>6- (2)

For the cr-field we adopt the potential energy term of Boguta and Bodmer [3],

U{a) = ibma3 + ^ccr4, (3)

where m is the bare nucleon mass.
The ground state values of meson fields are determined by proton and 

neutron densities. The presence of 5-field splits effective masses of proton and 
neutron , rap — m — g„o — <7$5<3), and m/v = m — gcv + gsb<3).

The energy density of a uniform nucleon matter reads

£ = (2^ / d3k\Jk2 + m2P + j d3k\Jk2 + m%) + ^C2n|-f

11. mP + mN 2 
+ 2C3[m-------- 2 1

1 1+ U{cr) + -C2(2x - l)2nB + --^{mN — mp) . (9)
8

In the spirit of the RMF theory [1] parameters of the model are fit to 
reproduce empirical parameters of nuclear matter. In the isoscalar sector, 
C2 = S2/m2,C3 = gl/ml,b = b/gj, and c h c/g3, are adjusted to fit 
the saturation properties of symmetric nuclear matter, the saturation den
sity n0 = 0.145/m-3, the binding energy wo = —16MeV per nucleon, and the 
compressibility modulus Kv ~ 280MeV\ The fourth parameter, e.g. c, can be 
used to measure stiffness of the equation of state of symmetric nuclear matter.

The coupling parameters, C2 = g3/m2, and Cj = g; /m2, of the isovector 
sector determine nuclear symmetry energy,

z-i2_________ mQn0__________
6 2(kl + mg)(l + C2A(ko, mo)) ’

where

(5)

A(k0,m0)
4 fk° (Ppp2 

(2rr)3 Jo (p2 + mg)3/3 (6)
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and then these couplings are constrained to obtain E, = 31 ±4MeV [4]. This 
requirement is very important as the 6-field contribution is strongly attractive. 
As shown in Ref.[2] the 6-meson coupling provides a negative contribution to 
the symmetry energy.

2 EOS of neutron star matter
In the following we shall mainly use two sets of coupling parameters which re
produce the saturation properties but differ at higher densities. Corresponding 
EOS’s are referred to as soft and stiff. The soft EOS is specified by the param
eters Cl = 1.582/m2, Cl = 1.019/m2, 6 = —0.7188, and c = 6.563. For the 
stiff EOS the parameters are C2 = 11.25/m2,C2 = 4.395/m2,6 = 0.003825, 
and c = 3.5 x 10-6.

The parameter c for the soft EOS has the highest allowed value, c = 6.563. 
The maximum neutron star mass corresponding to this EOS is about 1.44M@. 
This is the mass of the heavier neutron star in the binary pulsar PSR B1913+16 
[7], which has the largest precisely measured value of a neutron star mass. 
Hence this EOS is the softest one still compatible with measured neutron star 
masses.

The coupling constant gg of 6-nucleon interaction is a parameter in QBE fits 
of nucleon scattering data. Its value is not, however, strongly constrained. Here 
we adopt a range of 6-meson coupling compatible with the Bonn potentials [5], 
Cg < 4.4/m2. The maximum value of CJ we use exceeds the one corresponding 
to the Bonn potential C [5] which is Cg = 2.6/m2. For a given value of C} we 
obtain the p-meson coupling C2 from Eq.(5).

To obtain the EOS of neutron star matter we first calculate the proton 
fraction x of /9-stable neutron star matter shown in Fig.l One can notice that 
for both EOS’s the proton fraction is substantially larger for indicated values 
of the 6-meson coupling, Cg, than for vanishing coupling, Cg = 0. It exceeds 
the critical value for the direct URCA xjjrca ~ 0.11, already at densities less 
than twice the nuclear saturation density.

The energy density of the ,9-stable neutron star matter is obtained as a sum 
of nucleon and lepton contributions and is shown in Fig.2 for soft and stiff EOS. 
As one can see in Fig.2 the energy per particle increases with 6-coupling Cg. 
The effect is stronger for the stiff EOS.

It is interesting to note that actually the nucleon contribution to the energy 
per baryon at a given ng decreases with increasing Cg for both EOS’s. The 
reason is the high proton fraction. It is the lepton contribution which makes 
the total energy per particle higher.
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0.05

111)/Ho
Fig.l The proton fraction, x, of 
the neutron star matter for the soft 
EOS (solid curves) and the stiff EOS 
(dashed curves), for indicated values of 
the 6-meson coupling, Cj.

Illl/l'O
Fig.2 The energy per particle of the 
neutron star matter for the soft EOS 
and the stiff EOS. Curves labeled 1, 2, 
and 3 correspond, respectively, to Cj =

^2 — a a r—t0, Cj = 2.5/m2, and Cj = 4.4/m2
To gauge the influence of the 6-meson coupling on the EOS we have cal

culated models of neutron stars. The high density EOS calculated in the 
previous section was matched with the low density EOS due to Baym, Bethe, 
and Pethick [8] by constructing a proper phase transition. By making this 
construction we have found interface between crust matter, described by the 
EOS of Ref.[8], and liquid core matter, described by our RMF theory.

In Fig.3 density profiles are shown for the canonical neutron star mass 
IAMq. For the soft EOS generally the radii are smaller than for the stiff EOS. 
The effect of the 6-meson contribution is more profound in case of the soft 
EOS. The radius increases from R % 10.6tm, for Cj = 0, to R « 11.9km, for
C\ 2.5/m2, and to R « 12.5km, for Cj = 4.4/m2. For the stiff EOS the
radius is R « 13.8km for Cj = 0, R « 14.2km for Cj = 2.5/m2, and R
14.6km, for Cj = 4.4/m2. The central density decreases with Increasing 6- 
coupling. In case of the soft EOS, the central density is nc % 8.5n0, nc % 5.4n0 
and nc « 4.4no for, respectively, Cj = 0, Cj = 2.5/m2 and Cj = 4.4/m2. For 
the stiff EOS corresponding central densities are nc « 2.3zio, nc % 2.1n0 and 
nc % 1.9n0, respectively.

The neutron star mass as a function of central density is displayed in Fig.4 
for the soft and the stiff EOS. We also show results for the intermediate EOS, 
with parameters given in Sect.2. Maximum mass increases slightly with Cj. 
The 6-field plays a more important role for the soft EOS. The maximum neu
tron star mass is MmaI = 1.403M@ for Cj = 0. Since this value is less than the 
mass of the neutron star in the binary pulsar PSR B19134-16, which is 1.44M@,
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this EOS is too soft to be realistic. However, with inclusion of the 6-field con
tribution the maximum neutron star mass increases to Mmax = 1.452A7©, for 
Cj = 2.5/m2, and to Mmax = 1.48M0, for Cj = 4.4/m2. Inclusion of the 
6-meson with Cj = 2.5/m2 results in about 4% increase of Mmax that makes 
the soft EOS astrophysically acceptable.

CJ = 11.25 fms

R[km]
Fig.3 The density profile of 1.4M© neu
tron star for soft and stiff EOS. Solid, 
dashed and dotted-dashed lines corre
spond, respectively, to Cj = 0, Cj = 
2.5/m2, and Cj = 4.4/m2.

CJ = 1.58 fm2

Scfe/rm3]

Fig.4 The spectrum of neutron star 
masses for the soft EOS and the stiff 
EOS. Also, results for the intermedi
ate EOS are shown. Solid, dashed and 
dotted-dashed lines correspond, respec
tively, to Cj = 0, Cj = 2.5/m2, and 
Cj = 4.4/m2.

For the stiff EOS the maximum neutron star mass is Mmax = 2.275M0, 
Mmax — 2.309M© and Mmax — 2.313M@ for, respectively, Cj = 0, Cj = 
2.5/m2 and Cj = 4.4/m2. In this case Mmax increases by ~ 1.5% for Cj = 
2.5/m2. Central densities of the above maximum mass neutron stars are, 
respectively, nc « 6.2n0, nc « 5.9n0 and nc % 5.7n0.
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Abstract
We investigate the matter composition at around the neutron star den
sities with a model lagrangian satisfying Brown-Rho scaling law. We 
calculate the neutron star properties such as maximum mass, radius, hy- 
peron compositions and central density. We compare our results with 
those of Walecka model [1].

1 The model
Brown-Rho (BR in short) scaled lagrangian [2] with the inclusion of the scalar 
field <j> and the vector mesons to and p reads

CBr = - g„B{n)toM - g'B(n)p • f) - M*B{n) + gaB<t>}$B
B

+ \[{d<t>Y - m’s2{n)4>2] - ^(F2 + F2) 4- ^m'J{n)to2 + ^rnf{n)p2{l)

with those marked with asterisks assumed to follow BR scaling and n resp- 
resents density. B represents all the baryon species. BR scaling implies that 
in the dense matter such physical constants as masses of baryon and meson 
as well as the pion decay contant subdue the density-dependent scaling, the 
characteristic function of which scaling can simply be represented by the “uni
versal” function $(n, x) as

$(n,x)
1

1 + n/nox (2)

where n0 represents nuclear matter density. The scaling parameter “x" in the 
above equation is 0.28 for m*, m*, m*, M’N and 0.31 for g^N and g’N where N 
represents nucleons. Note that although the functional shapes for all scaling 
are taken to be of identical form with different scaling parameter, the scaling 
of the coupling constants is simply taken to follow the same form of Eq.(2). 
And we do not scale the scalar field coupling gaB [2],
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The energy density is the same with the Walecka model and the pressure

P = + ^m*26o - ~uy m]2<t>2${n, y) - u y $(n, y) n’BMB

+u u4 (y$(n, y) - z$(n, z)) m*2 + u b\ (t/$(n, y) - z$(n, z)) m*2

dkk2EB (3)

where u = n/n0) £> = Es EFB, EFB = \]k?FB + m£ and EB = yJk2B + mf.

2 Results for SU(2)
Fig.l shows matter compositions resulting from the two models. Compared to 
a type Walecka model (W model) [1], muon appears at slightly higher density 
and fractions of proton and electron are almost the same with the BR model. 
Fig.2 compares energy density between two models. Up to 1.5po, pressure is 
not so much different but as density goes high, the difference becomes drastic. 
At high density, major contributor to pressure is omega meson. In the BR 
model, g^N is about 1.8 times of that of W model. Highly stiff equation of 
state (EOS) in BR model stems from this large value of Two model are 
compared in the Table 1.

model 9aN 9uN 9pN m,(MeV) Scaled objects a3 term a4 term
W 7.56 8.59 8.43 500 Nothing Yes Yes
BR 5.3 15.2 5.1 700 TTly, 777-p , A fpf 

9u>N>9pN

No No

Table 1: Differences between W and BR.

We solved Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov(TOV) equtions to obtain the max
imum mass of a neutron star as a function of central density (Fig. 5). In the 
BR model maximum mass of a star increases monotonically up to uc = 3.8. 
At uc — 3.8 it reaches to 2.7 M0. On the contrary, there is a maximum mass 
configuration in the W model at uc = 7.8 with the mass 1.979 M© and radius 
8.74 km. To satisfy the observation, the BR model should incorporate the 
mechanism to constrain the increase of the central density of neutron star by, 
for instance, the transition to the quark-gluon plasma.
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Figure 1: Left panel shows the matter composition of W model prediction and 
right that of BR model.

1
i
f

Figure 2: Left for energy density and right for pressure. BR model shows very 
stiff EOS compared to W model.

3 Extension to SU(3)
Here we make a trial to extend the BR model to baryon octet, (hereafter we 
call it BR-H model.)

For BR-H model we impose the following assumptions. First, we assume 
quark scaling such that only ti and d quarks undergo the scaling and s quark 
is blind to it. Second, as for coupling constants of hyperons, we use the same 
ratios given in Ref. [1], Summary of coupling constants is given in the Table 
2 and scaling law in the Table 3.

Fig. 3 shows matter composition in each model. In the W model, the first 
hyperon E_ appears at around u ~ 2. Depending on the adopted coupling 
constants, this density varies 2 ~ 2.5. In the BR-H model, E~ starts to exist 
already at u ~ 1.1. We can understand this early appearance of hyperons as
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follows. Onset of hyperon appearance is governed by the chemical equilibrium,

/^£“ — t^n Pe- (4)

At the birth of E~, its Fermi momentum is zero, and the above equation 
becomes

Me- = Epn + (g^N — 9u£-)w0 — (9pN — 2gpE-) bo + kpe + <?(,£-<£• (5)

Let us focus on the role of omega meson term and fix the contributions from 
all other terms for simplicity. We assume that the ratio to g^/v is fixed to
0.659. Since in the BR model is larger than that of W model, the above 
equality is met for smaller value of cv0 in the BR model than the W model. w0 
value is increasing function of density. Therefore the above equality is satisfied 
at lower density in the BR model than the W model and E~ appears ealier in 
the BR model than the W model.

Figure 3: Left for SU(3) W model prediction of matter composition and right 
for BR-H model prediction.

Energy density and pressure are compared in Fig. 4. TOV equations are 
solved. For SU(3) W model the result is Mmax ~ 1.560ALo at pc ~ 8.8/% 
with the radius 8.59 km which is 0.15 km smaller than the SU(2) W model 
neutron star. Since the difference is very small, we may not discern the in
ner composition of matter by measuring the radii of neutron stars. However

model . 9oN fliuN 9pN %crH t •EpH %u>H
W 7.56 8.59 8.43 0.6 0.659

BR-H 5.3 15.2 5.1 0.6 0.659

Table 2: Coupling constants. xaH = gaH/gaN■



Mass mA mE+ mEo mz- m-= o mr-

scaling parameter 0.28 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.09 0.09
Coupling 9wN 5u;A 9uE+ 9u,E° 9u E- 9uS°

constants 9pN 9pa 9#>e+ 9p E» 9p E- 9p=.° 9pZ-

scaling parameter 0.31 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.10

Table 3: Scaling laws in the BR-H model. Numbers in the table are scaling 
parameter “z” in the definition of $(n, x). In the BR-H model, for 5=1 
hyperons we use two thirds of nucleon scaling parameters and one third of 
nucleon scaling parameters for 5=2 hyperons.

Figure 4: Comparisons of energy density (left) and pressure(right).

since the existence of hyperons affects the cooling mechanism of neutron star, 
observation of surface temperature of neutron stars may give some light on 
the matter composition at high density. For BR-H model, maximum mass 
increases monotonically up to u = 3.5 (Fig. 5).

4 Discussion
We investigate high density matter properties with an effective lagrangian 
satisfying BR scaling law. BR model produces nulcear properties very well at 
saturation density with a few parameters. However the model predicts a stiffer 
EOS than the W model result. The origin of this stiffness is that gun value 
adopted in the BR model is 1.8 times larger than W model. Even though </*v 
decreases as density increases and it becomes the same value as the W model 
at density u ~ 2.5, the ratio
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Figure 5: Maximum mass of a neutron star as a function of central density. 
Left panel is SU(2) prediction and right SU(3).

which is presumed in the BR model up to the density we consider. Hence, 
although <7*n itself decreases with respect to increasing density, the effect of 
decreasing g^N is not manifested in the EOS since the uiq contribution to 
pressure enters in the form

(7)

Secondly, gurt is not so much high compared to the values in the model 
suggested by Furnstal et al. (FTS) [3] where gUN = 12 ~ 13. In the FTS 
model, however there are higher order terms of w0 which play the role of 
decreasing w0 contribution at high density. In order to have a softer EOS in 
the BR model with large gUN, should decrease faster than the present 
BR model. Investigation of density dependence of g*N should be done from a 
systematic theory, e.g. chiral perturbation theory in the future.
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Abstract
We point out some generic trends of effective masses in commonly used 
field- theoretical descriptions of stellar matter in which several species of 
strongly interacting particles of dissimilar masses may be present.

In Refs. [1, 2], it was noted that, in matter containing hyperons, the nucleon 
effective mass turned negative at a finite baryon density in the field-theoretical 
models explored there. This occured for all but a special choice of the strong 
interaction couplings [1], Here, we identify some models in which the above 
feature persists at the mean field level and those in which it is absent.

The most commonly used Lagrangians [3-6] fall into three basic categories:

Ci = ~ (l ~ 9<rB + C(tr,u),p)

C\1 = fl + ^—+ £(<r,u;,p)
X mg /

£lU = i1 + ~ ~ + -C('W)- (!)

Here, mg is the vacuum baryon mass and grg is the scalar <r-meson coupling 
to the baryon B. The baryon kinetic and the meson Lagrangians are

Cfin =

C(o-,u/,p) = -d^trd^tr — — -p^v ■ pPu

- I™**2 + + \mlP» -P* + U(cr,w,p). (2)

The w and p meson fields are denoted by and pM, and t denotes the isospin 
operator which acts on the baryons. The meson self-interactions are in

U(o,w,p) = ^(g,/v<r)3 + ^{g,N<r)4 + am(gcN<r]wpU'*

■ p“)2 + (3)
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Note that additional nonlinear terms may be introduced in U(cr,ui,p), but 
we concentrate on terms up to quartic order, since even at this level, the 
number of independent well determined bulk matter properties available to 
fix the various couplings are limited. After redefining the baryon fields [5], 
(1 + 5r<rB/cm)1/2$B —> $b (c = 1 for Cir and c = 2 for Cm), the Dirac 
baryon effective masses become

m*B
ms

(1 - ffrBO"/mfl) for I
(1 + 9<tB^I^b)~1 for II
(1 - 9<rBO"/2mB)(l + gaB<rlimB)~l for III,

(4)

which highlights the differences arising from the different tr-couplings. At the 
mean field level, the corresponding <r-field equations are

$ dU 
C? + d* = {

]C x„Bn‘B for I
B

’Y^x„BnB{jn*BlmB)2 for II
B

+ grB(r/2mB)~2 for III,
B

(5)

where $ = p,/v(o"), C2 = glNjm\, and z,b = g<,B/g*N- The baryon scalar 
density is

n’B = ^ Jo B dkk2 (m*B/<Jk2 + .

The vector fields satisfy

W/C2 + (W3/6-2aM^W = uJ^^bYb
B

R/C2p+(#/<> = n^xpBt3BYB,

(6)

(7)

where W = guN(u°), R = gPN{p°), C2 = glN/ml, C2p = g2pNjm2p, xwB = 
3u,b/9u,n, xpb = 9pBlgPN, Yb -- Rfl/n, and n - 53b nB-

At the mean-field level, the thermodynamic potentials corresponding to 
Ci through Cm are straightforward to obtain [3-6]. In stellar matter, the 
conditions of charge neutrality and beta-equilibrium must also be met. The 
nucleon couplings are usually chosen to reproduce the binding energy (~ 16 
MeV), the equilibrium density (no = 0.16 ± 0.1 fm-3), compression modulus 
(200 MeV < Kq < 300 MeV), m*(n0)/mn = (0.6 — 0.7) of infinite nuclear 
matter, and the symmetry energy (~ 30 — 35 MeV). In the simplest version, 
the spin-orbit splitting in nuclei favors m*(n0)/m„ ~ 0.6.
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Figure 1: Nucleon effective masses with (lower panels) and without (upper 
panels) hyperons. For the lower (upper) panels, m*(n0/n)/m = 0.7(0.8). Re
sults in the left panels are with ( = £ = a = 0, and those in the right panels 
are with £ = 0.06, ( = 1.5, and a = 0.

When the set of baryons B is extended to include the A, E, and E hy
perons, hyperon-meson couplings are needed for which some guidance from 
hypernuclear data exists. In nuclear matter at saturation, the lowest A level 
is bound by 18 MeV. This establishes a correlation between the a and w cou
plings [7]. Fits to A-hypemuclear levels constrain the range over which these 
couplings may be varied to obtain satisfactory neutron star properties. The 
p-coupling is also of similar magnitude. The E- atom analysis sheds light on 
the E~ couplings, which are of similar magnitude to those of the A. Very little 
is known about the 5 couplings from data; hence, these couplings are usually 
taken to be of similar magnitude to those of the A and E~.

In Fig. 1, we show the nucleon effective masses with (lower panels) and with
out hyperons (upper panels). Note that for models I and III with U{<J,w,p) — 
0, small differences in m*(n0) are sufficient to drive m* negative at high den
sity. A similar behavior is observed for small changes in the poorly known 
hyperon couplings (see Ref. [1]). Non-linear scalar couplings (U(ir,tj,p) ^ 0))
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Model U(<r,w,p) n0 n/n0 >> 1
I 0 X X
II 0 X OK
III 0 OK X
I 7^0 OK X
II 7L 0 OK OK
III *0 OK X

Table 1: Status of effective field-theoretical models. The fourth column reflects 
whether or not the nucleon effective mass turns negative at high density.

tend to reduce the differences in m* among the models (right panels). Models 
I and III, however, lead to negative m* albeit at unphysically large densities.

Eq. (4) deary shows that m*B/mB will turn negative if, at any density, 
9<rB & I ma 2 1 for models I and III, but not for model II. For models I and III, 
atleast one of the effective masses, usually that of the lightest baryon, turns 
negative at high densities unless the couplings are chosen to fulfill s<,b/<7<t/v = 
MBjM. This choice turns out to be unphysical (1). In contrast, model II 
offers more protection against small changes both in the physical inputs at n0 
as well as in the hyperon couplings. These features are not affected by non
linear scalar self-interactions. Table 1 assesses the status of these commonly 
used models.

The interpretation that m* —> 0 at a finite density may signal a phase 
transition depends on whether m* in these effective field-theoretical models 
can be viewed as an order parameter. Note also that a transition to quark 
matter may occur at a density smaller than that at which m* turns negative. 
Should the propensity of m* to drastically fall off with density indeed turn out 
to be realistic, it is worthwhile to examine its physical consequences.

During the early evolution of a protoneutron star, neutrino transport de
pends sensitively on the specific heat of matter and the neutrino mean free 
paths, both of which depend on mB. At low temperatures and high densities, 
effects induced by differences in mg are the largest and hence easily discern- 
able. Thus, establishing whether or not the deleptonization and cooling time 
scales provide a discriminatory ground may prove useful.

In Fig. 2, we examine if neutron star masses and radii are possible discrim
inants. The results shown are for model II for various <r — E couplings with 
(left panel) and without (right panel) quartic terms in the vector channels. For
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R (km)

Figure 2: Neutron star properties in model II for different xr£ = g<rY,lg<rN- For 
the left panel, ( = £ = a = 0. For the right panel, £ = 0.06, £ = 1.5, and 
a = 0.

AfmaI/M0 > 1.44, the neutron star masses exhibit more sensitivity than do 
their radii. It is clear that both mass and radius determinations of the same 
star are necessary to pin down the supra-nuclear equation of state.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Grant 
No. DE-FG02-88ER40388.
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Abstract

We discuss the nuclear equation of state (EOS) using a non-linear 
relativistic transport model. From the baryon flow for Ni+Ni as well as 
Au + Au systems we find that the strength of the vector potential has to 
be reduced at high density or at high relative momenta to describe the 
experimental flow data at 1-2 A GeV. We use the same dynamical model 
to calculate the nuclear EOS and then employ this EOS to neutron star 
structure calculations. We consider the core of the neutron star to be 
composed of neutrons with an admixture of protons, electrons, muons, 
sigmas and lambdas at zero temperature. We find that the nuclear 
equation of state is softer at high densities and hence the maximum 
mass and the radius of the neutron star are in the observable range of 
M ~ 1.7Mq and R = 8km, respectively.

From the astrophysics! as well as the experimental points of view the nuclear 
EOS is a challenging topic. Recent heavy-ion data [1] indicate that the nuclear 
EOS is rather soft at high density because the strength of the repulsive vector

"Work supported by BMBF and GSI Darmstadt.
• Alexander von Humboldt research fellow.
* Heisenberg fellow .
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potential must be low to explain the flow data in heavy-ion collisions. In the 
present contribution, we use an extended version of the Walecka relativistic 
mean-field model[2], which includes the interaction of Dirac nucleons with 
scalar and vector mesons as well as non-linear self-interactions of the scalar 
field. The physics behind this phenomenological successful model is that the 
nucleon- nucleon interaction in mean-field theory contains strong attractive 
Lorentz scalar and repulsive Lorentz vector components, which almost cancel 
for low momenta, but produce a strong spin- orbit force consistent with the 
observed single- particle spectra. In the original Walecka model [3], the vector 
potential increases linearly with density, whereas the scalar potential changes 
with density non-linearly. From the heavy-ion flow data we found that the 
vector potential also should depend non-linearly on the baryon density, i.e., 
the strength of the vector potential should be reduced at high densities [4] 
compared to the standard models [2, 3], We recall that the mean-field energy 
density for nuclear matter in the relativistic mean-field model can be written 
as [2]

1 „a,/2 , ml, „.x2 BE(m',nb) = gvV0nb —-m^Va +- m*)2 +-^(m — m’)3

/ d3p
w (i)

where m" = m — g,cr is the effective nucleon mass, nb is the baryon density 
and the spin and isospin degeneracy is 7 = 4. a and Vo are the scalar and 
vector fields with mass m„ and m„, which couple to nucleons with coupling 
constants g, and gv, respectively. B and C are constant parameters describing 
the scalar field self-interactions and p is the nucleon momentum integrated up 
to the Fermi momentum kj. In (1), the vector and scalar potentials depend 
on density, however, the vector potential increases linearly with density (nb).

In our present calculation, we have extended (1) to include a non-linear 
dependence of the vector potential on the baryon density.
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Fig.l Energy per nucleon vs baryon density in units of n0 = 0.145/m-3.

In Fig. 1 we show the energy per nucleon for our extended model (NLV) 
in comparison to the standard linear model (NL3), which corresponds to the 
parameter sets NL3 in ref. [2], As can be seen from Fig. 2, the thermodynamic 
pressure

PT = n‘d^(l) (2)

is much lower in the extended model NLV for high baryon density as compared 
to the standard model NL3.

250.0

200.0

150.0

100.0 NLV

50.0

n,/n0
Fig.2 Thermodynamic pressure versus the baryon density
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In our neutron star matter calculation we assume that the core of the 
neutron star matter is composed of neutrons with an admixture of protons, 
electrons, muons and hyperons [5]. The neutron star structure parameters 
are calculated by imposing the neutron star matter EOS in the hydrostatic 
equilibrium of degenerate stars without rotation. The composite EOS for the 
entire neutron star density was constructed by joining the EOS of high density 
neutron matter (the present NLV) to that with the known EOS at low density. 
The details about the hydrostatic equilibrium equations as well as the low 
density EOS have been discussed in ref. [6]. The resulting maximum mass 
of neutron stars are 2.2AY© and 1.65AY© for the linear (NL3) and non-linear 
model (NLV), respectively. We observe that the maximum mass of the neutron 
star for NLV is lower than that for NL3 due to a reduction of the vector field 
at higher densities. The corresponding neutron star radii are 11.98 km for 
NL3 and 7.7 km for NLV, whereas the corresponding central densities are 
2.0 x 101S<7 cm'3 for NL3 and 4.5 x 1015g cm~3 for NLV at the maximum 
neutron star mass. In Fig. 3. we show the gravitational neutron star masses 
versus the central densities. We find that the maximum mass for NLV is in 
the observable region [7], 1.4AY© < Mmax < 1.7AY©. The corresponding radius 
is in between 6-8 km.

NLV

Fig.3 Neutron star mass vs central density

One of us (PKS) would like to acknowledge the support from the Alexander- 
von- Humboldt foundation.
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Abstract
The kaon energy in a nuclear medium and its dependence on kaon- 
nucleon and nucleon-nucleon correlations is discussed. The transition 
from the Lenz potential at low densities to the Hartree potential at high 
densities can be calculated analytically by making a Wigner-Seitz cell 
approximation and employing a square well potential. As the Hartree 
potential is less attractive than the Lenz one, kaon condensation inside 
cores of neutron stars appears to be less likely than previously estimated.

1 Introduction
Kaon condensation in dense matter was suggested by Kaplan and Nelson [1], 
and has been discussed in many recent publications [2, 3]. Due to the attraction 
between K~ and nucleons its energy decreases with increasing density, and 
eventually if it drops below the electron chemical potential in neutron star 
matter in ^-equilibrium, a Bose condensate of K~ will appear. It is found that 
K~'s condense at densities above ~ 3 — 4po, where po = 0.16 fm-3 is normal 
nuclear matter density. This is to be compared to the central density of ~ 4po 
for a neutron star of mass 1.4M0 according to the estimates of Wiringa, Fiks 
and Fabrocini [4] using realistic models of nuclear forces. The condensate could 
change the structure and affect maximum masses and cooling rates of neutron 
stars significantly.

Recently, [5, 7] we have found that the kaon-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon 
correlations conspire to reduce the K~N attraction significantly already at 
rather low densities when the interparticle distance is comparable to the range 
of the KN interaction. We have calculated the kaon energy as function of 
density in a simple model where also the low and high density limits and the 
dependence on the range of the interaction can be extracted.
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2 Low Density Limit: Lenz Potential
In neutron matter at low densities when the interparticle spacing is much larger 
than the range of the interaction, ro 3> R, the kaon interacts strongly many 
times with the same nucleon before it encounters and interacts with another 
nucleon. Thus one can use the scattering length as the “effective” kaon-nucleon 
interaction, ~ —0.41fm. The kaon energy deviates from its rest mass by 
the Lenz potential

^Lem —T aK~n P ■ (I)
TriR

which is the optical potential obtained in the impulse approximation.

3 High Density Limit: Hartree Potential
At high densities when the interparticle spacing is much less than the range 
of the interaction, ro <C R, the kaon will interact with many nucleons on a 
distance scale much less the range of the interaction. The kaon thus experiences 
the field from many nucleons and the kaon energy deviates from its rest mass 
by the Hartree potential:

VHartret ~ ™,K + p J VK-n(r)d3r , (2)

As shown in [5], the Hartree potential is considerably less attractive than the 
Lenz potential. This is also evident from Fig. (1).

4 General Case
To demonstrate this transition from the low density Lenz potential to the 
high density Hartree potential we solve the Klein-Gordon equation for kaons 
in neutron matter in the Wigner-Seitz cell approximation. With the simplified 
square well potential this can in fact be done analytically.

4.1 The Recoil Corrected Klein-Gordon Equation

We choose to describe the kaon-nucleon interaction by a vector potential V 
dominated by the Weinberg-Tomozawa term. In the analysis of Ref. [6] the 
K+N interaction was also found to be dominated by u and p vector mesons.
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The energy of the kaon-nucleon center-of-mass system with respect to the 
nucleon mass is then

w=yt: + m% + y + A-, (3)

where k is the kaon momentum (we use units such that h = c = 1), in c m. 
frame. We have included the recoil kinetic energy of the nucleon assuming 
that terms of order k*/8m3N and higher can be neglected. For a relativistic 
description of the kaon in a vector potential we employ the following recoil 
corrected Klein-Gordon equation (RCKG) obtained by quantizing Eq. (3) 
(k = -iV)

/(^-K)2 + m*+“-VV2-m2U = 0. (4)
l 771/v )

4.2 The Wigner-Seitz Cell Approximation

The Wigner-Seitz cell approximation simplifies band structure calculations 
enormously. Though it is a poor approximation for solids it is better for liquids. 
As we only consider qualitative effects we shall assume the Wigner-Seitz cell 
approximation for the strongly correlated nuclear liquid because the periodic 
boundary condition is a computational convenience. It contains the important 
scale for nucleon-nucleon correlations given by the interparticle spacing and, as 
we shall see, it naturally gives the correct low density (Lenz) and high density 
(Hartree) limits. We only consider neutrons since the ~ 10% protons expected 
in neutron stars do not change results by much.

4.3 Square Well Potential

Since the kaon-nucleon potential is not known in detail and we are only inter
ested in qualitative effects, we will for simplicity approximate it by a simple 
square well potential

V(r) = -VoQ(R-r). (5)

The range of the interaction R and the potential depth Vo are related through 
the s-wave scattering length a = R- tan(«o^2)/«o, where = (2mKV0 + V^)- 
mN/(mN + m.K + Vo). If Vo « mK this reduces to the standard result kq = 
2mRV0, where mR = mRrnN/{mR +mN) is the kaon-nucleon reduced mass. 
However, for small ranges of interaction the potential becomes significant as
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compared to the kaon mass which necessitates a relativistic treatment with 
the Klein-Gordon equation instead of the Schrodinger equation.

The above arguments suggest that the range R — 0.4 — l.Ofm covers most 
realistic possibilities above. For a kaon-neutron scattering length of ax-n = 
-0.41 fm we find for typical ranges R = 0A- 1.0 fm kaon-neutron potentials 
ranging from = 463MeV down to Vo = 49 MeV.

-------- Lenz
------ Haitree
-------- Wlgner-Seitz

Fig. 1. Kaon energy as function of neutron density. Our calculation (Eq. (6), 
full curves) are shown for R = 0.4 fm, R = 0.7 fm and R = 1.0 fm. At low 
densities they approach the Lenz result (Eq. (1), dotted curve) and at high 
densities they approach the Hartree result (Eq.(2), dashed curves).

5 Results
As shown in [7] the RCKG equation can now be solved for s-waves and the kaon 
wave-function found. Applying the periodic boundary condition, <j>'{r0) = 0, 
as required by the Wigner-Seitz cell approximation we arrive at the closed 
equation

k
K

tan (ft A)
e2k(R-ro) (! fcr0)/(i + kr0) 
e2k(R-r0) + (1_ kr0)/{l + kr0) ' (6)
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which determines k and thus the kaon energy. Here, k2 = (m^-—u>2)m,N/(rriN+ 
ui) and k2 = ((w + Vo)2 - m2K) mN/(mN+u! + V0). The resulting kaon energy is 
shown in Fig. (1). By expanding (6) at low densities the kaon energy becomes 
the Lenz potential whereas at high densities it becomes the Hartree potential.

6 Summary
Kaon-nucleon correlations reduce the K~N interaction significantly when its 
range is comparable to or larger than the nucleon-nucleon interparticle spac
ing. The transition from the Lenz potential at low densities to the Hartree 
potential at high densities begins to occur already well below nuclear matter 
densities. For the measured K~n scattering lengths and reasonable ranges of 
interactions the attraction is reduced by about a factor of 2-3 in cores of neu
tron stars. Relativistic effects further reduce the attraction at high densities. 
Consequently, a kaon condensate is less likely in neutron stars.

Coulomb energies have not been included in the above analysis. They may, 
as discussed in [8, 9], lead to a mixed phase of nuclear matter with and without 
a kaon condensate. However, the Coulomb energies are small as compared to 
kaon masses and therefore the reduction in the kaon energy will also be minor.

My collaborators J.Carlson, V.Pandharipande and C.J.Pethick are grate
fully acknowledged.
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Abstract

We determine fully self-consistent single-particle potentials and chemical po
tentials of nucleons and hyperons in asymmetric nuclear matter, using an 
extended Brueckner-Hartree-Fock formalism. The results indicate that for
mation of E~ hyperons in 0 stable nuclear matter sets in at about 3 times 
normal density.

The quantitative modelling of neutron stars |1| requires the knowledge of the equation 
of state for extremely dense and charge-neutral nuclear matter (up to about ten times 
normal density, pg as 0.17 fm-3). While at "low" densities the matter consists exclusively of 
neutrons and a small fraction of protons and electrons, it is clear that the fast rise of their 
chemical potentials with density favors the appearance of different species of particles. Due 
to its negative charge, the hyperon is the first heavier baryon expected to appear with 
increasing density in the reaction n + e -> (or n+n -> p + D~) in spite of its substantially 
larger mass compared to the neutral A hyperon (AfE- = 1197 MeV, MA = 1116 MeV). We 
disregard in this work the possible appearance of other species like pions [2] and kaons [3] 
as well as the possible formation of quark matter at high density [4], These phenomena lie 
outside the scope of Brueckner theory that is applied here.

Quantitatively the concentrations of the various species in the dense matter are deter
mined by the equality of chemical potentials (including rest masses) on both sides of the 
possible weak interaction reaction equations. In particular we have (p, = nt = is the 
lepton chemical potential)

to = to + W , (1)
2to = to + to- , (2)
to = to , (3)

that are specific cases of the general formula

M = <>to - QtM , (4)

valid for any particle with baryon number b and charge q. (The chemical potential is uniquely 
determined by the baryon number and charge of a particle).

While the chemical potential of the electron is simply given by the free non-interacting 
one [p, « fcjf* = (3x3p,)'/3 in relativistic approximation], the chemical potentials of the
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baiyons as functions of total density and concentrations need to be determined by a micro
scopic calculation due to their strong interaction with the baryonic environment.

In this article we present such a microscopic investigation within an extended Brueckner- 
Hartree-Fock (BHF) scheme that allows to determine the chemical potentials of the different 
species (n,p, A, E", E°, E+) in a fully self-consistent manner. This requires in general the 
knowledge of the nucleon-nucleon, nucleon-hyperon, and hyperon-hyperon strong interaction 
potentials in the various channels. While we use in our calculation the Paris nucleon- 
nucleon [5] and the Nijmegen soft-core nucleon-hyperon [6] potentials, there are currently 
no realistic hyperon-hyperon potentials available, due to the complete lack of experimental 
constraints. Fortunately, for small hyperon fractions that are expected in stable matter, 
and in particular for the purpose of determining the onset of hyperon formation that will 
be discussed here, the knowledge of the hyperon-hyperon interaction is not required. The 
extension to finite hyperon densities and towards a realistic microscopic equation of state 
including large fractions of hyperons is a formidable task for the future that requires novel 
experimental input in order to constrain the modelling of the hyperon-hyperon interaction.

We briefly outline our formalism in the following and refer to Ref. [7] for a detailed 
presentation. The problem is complicated by a coupled-channel structure: Whereas for the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction there are only two separate channels nn, np, or, equivalently, 
T = 0,1, strong interaction transitions link the different nucleon-hyperon channels with 
given total charge, namely (nA, nE°,pE~) and (pA,pE°, nE+). There are in general 2x6 + 2 
different potentials

(
V(,A)(nA) Y(nA)(nE«) V(nA)(|>E-) \ Z ^(pA)(pA) V(,A)(,E°) ^(,A)(nE+) \
V(nE<>)(nA> '/(*E«)(nE°) ^nC)(,C-) I , I V(,.E°)(pA) V(pE«)(pC°) ^(pE»)(nE+) I ,

V>E-)(nA) %E-)(nE«) V(,E-)(*E->/ \ %„E+)(,A) ^nE+KpE”) V(nE+)(nE+) /

VjnE-XnE") . '/(j>E+)0>E+) ■ (5)

Based on these potentials, the various G matrices are evaluated by solving numerically the 
Bethe-Goldstone equation (8), written schematically (The indices o, 6, c indicate nucleon- 
hyperon pairs (IVY) as above]

= V* + E g vAw')w QEc + lM'\G*m ■ (6)
with the angle-averaged Pauli operator Q and energy £ of a nucleon-hyperon pair: 

k3 k2
= 2m~ + 2m ^^w(tw) + Ret/y(ky) + mu + my . (7)

The hyperon single-particle potentials within the continuous choice are given by

t/y(fc)= E UyN)W= E E (t*'|0(WyKJvy,[BiWy,(*1fc')||fc*') (8)
N*m#

and have separate contributions due to the neutrons and protons in the environment. The 
total binding energy per baryon, B/A, can be evaluated from the nucleon single-particle 
potentials:
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B
A

(—
\2mN ■ 2Us[k) ]

)l/[- <-»>3
+ *',(p); (9)

These equations define the BHF scheme with the continuous choice of the single-particle 
energies. Due to the occurrence of UN and C/y in Eq. (7), the set of equations (6-8), together 
with the appropriate ones for the nucleons, constitutes a coupled system that has to be 
solved in a self-consistent manner.

We come now to the presentation of our results: We begin in Fig. 1 with the display

r Single-Particle Potentials, p = 0.17 fm'3 , Paris NN & Nijmegen NY
x-0.1x-0.0 Km 0.4 X a 0.5

13.3 MeV B/A = 2.8 MeV B/A« -5.3 MeV B/A -11.0 MeV B/A = -14.4 MeV B/A - -15.4 MeV

k [fm'1] k[tm'1] k[fm'1] k[fm’] Mfm*1] k[fm ']

FIG. 1. Nucleon and hyperon single-particle potentials in asymmetric nuclear matter of 
normal density pa = 0.17 fm-3 and varying proton fraction x = 0.0,0.5(0.1) (from left to 
right). The vertical lines denote the positions of the neutron (solid line) and proton (dashed 
line) Fermi momenta.

of the single-particle potentials of neutrons, protons, A, and E_ baryons in asymmetric 
nuclear matter of normal nuclear density po and varying proton fraction x = Pp/p- For 
pure neutron matter (z = 0) the proton mean field is much deeper (as —105 MeV) than 
the one of the neutron (as —55 MeV), due to the strong attraction in the iSl channel of 
the proton-neutron interaction. With increasing proton fraction the two curves approach 
each other until they coincide for the case of symmetric nuclear matter (z = 0.5). The 
binding energy per nucleon decreases monotonically with the proton fraction. In general, 
the hyperon single-particle potentials are weaker than those of the nucleons due to the 
weaker nucleon-hyperon interaction. The lambda mean field varies from about —40 MeV 
in pure neutron matter to about -30 MeV in symmetric matter. (Since the lambda is an 
isoscalar particle, this variation is exclusively due to the different intermediate states in the 
Bethe-Goldstone equation; it does not occur in a simple mean-field treatment). The E_ is
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FIG. 2. Left: Chemical potentials of various baryons in pure neutron matter as a function 
of density. Right: Combinations of chemical potentials determining the hyperon formation 
threshold in neutron matter.

rather weakly bound with a depth of the mean field at zero momentum varying between 
+2 MeV (neutron matter) and -7 MeV (symmetric matter). There is also a substantial 
variation of the shape of the E~ single-particle potential with proton fraction.

The ordering of the strengths of the different mean fields is also seen in the next Fig. 2, 
where the chemical potentials p = m - m„ + eF of the different species are shown for pure 
neutron matter as a function of neutron density. From this plot one can obtain a first 
estimate of the onset of hyperon formation by solving Eqs. (2,3). This is shown graphically 
in the figure and leads to the estimates of the hyperon threshold densities in neutron matter 
Pe- re 0.4 fan"1 and pn re 0.65 fan"1.

Continuing our investigation to 0 stable nuclear matter, we show in Fig. 3 the binding 
energy per nucleon, B/A, as a function of density and proton fraction. The nucleonic 
symmetry energy B^m(p) = -[d(fl/A)/4di](p,z = 0) is also displayed in the figure. With 
these results, Eq. (1) can be solved to determine the proton fraction in 0 stable nuclear 
matter. The resulting line of 0 stability, [p, x[p)], is displayed in the plot. Our results are 
close to those obtained in previous investigations within nonrelativistic Brueckner theory [9] 
and confirm the validity of the quadratic dependence of the binding energy on the asymmetry 
parameter 0 = 1 - 2z.

We proceed finally to the determination of the hyperon threshold density pc- in the 0
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r B/A in Asymmetric Nuclear Matter, Paris Potential ~\

FIG. 3. Left: Binding energy per nucleon of asymmetric nuclear matter as a function 
of baryon density p = pn + Pr and proton fraction x = Pp/p. The projected curve in the 
plot is the line of 0 stability as determined from Eq. (1). Right: Nuclear symmetry energy 
determined by different methods.

stable matter: This is signalled by the vanishing of the expression (pz- + pp- %Pn) along the 
line of 0 stability. This quantity is displayed in Fig. 4 as a function of density and proton 
fraction. Clearly, the hyperon threshold density increases fast with the proton fraction. 
We observe an about 20 percent increase from pz- « 0.4 fm-3 in pure neutron matter to 
pz- « 0.5 fm-3 in 0 stable matter.

In conclusion, the knowledge of realistic nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-hyperon potentials 
allows the determination of a microscopic equation of state for asymmetric nuclear matter 
including small hyperon fractions in a self-consistent Brueckner-Hartree-Fock scheme. We 
found that with the Nijmegen soft-core nucleon-hyperon potentials, the binding of lambda 
hyperons in pure nuclear matter is in good agreement with experimental data on A hyper- 
nuclei [10]. The theoretical as well as experimental situation regarding the sigma hyperons 
is more uncertain [11]. The predicted fairly small attraction of the sigma in nuclear matter 
seems at least not in contradiction with recent experimental data. It appears appropriate 
to treat the as a non-interacting particle in a first approximation. Consequently, we find 
rather large threshold densities for the hyperon formation compared to more phenomeno
logical studies [1,12] that usually assume a stronger binding of the £.

We have assumed in this work that the neutron star matter is composed exclusively of
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Chemical Potentials in Asymmetric Nuclear Matter (Paris NN & Nijmegen NY)

P [fm'3]

ZT Formation 
|3 Stability

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
P [fm 3]

FIG. 4. Left side: Combination of chemical potentials for the reaction n + n«->p + E“as 
a function of total density and proton fraction in asymmetric nuclear matter. The projected 
curves denote the occurrence of chemical equilibrium (solid line), and the line of j9 stability 
(dashed line). They are also shown in the plot on the right hand side.

neutrons, protons, and leptons, and have neglected any other components (pions, kaons, 
quarks) that might as well appear with rising density, but do not fit into the framework of 
Brueckner theory. Concerning the calculation itself, the biggest problem for the moment is 
the lack of quantitative knowledge regarding the hyperon-hyperon interactions, that might 
hopefully be remedied by the proposed new experiments on hypernuclear physics [13]. In 
that case we will be able to extract a fully microscopic equation of state for hypernuclear 
matter with arbitrary strangeness fraction. A principle problem concerns the use of a lowest- 
order Brueckner scheme. Apart from the failure to predict the correct saturation point of 
nuclear matter, terms of higher order in the hole-line expansion [14] become increasingly 
important with rising density. This could be addressed partly by use of a relativistic Dirac- 
BHF method [15], by including three-body forces [16], and by considering higher orders in 
the hole line expansion, which is however very involved, even for pure nuclear matter.

We would like to thank U. Lombardo for interesting discussions.
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Abstract

The equation of state and the properties of neutron stars are studied for 
a phase transition to a charged kaon condensate. We study the mixed 
phase by using Gibbs condition with comparison to the hitherto applied 
Maxwell construction. Implications for kaon condensation and for the 
mass-radius relation of condensed neutron stars are examined.

The high density behavior of the equation of state of nuclear matter is 
still quite unknown and has led to speculations about the appearance of new 
phases. At sufficiently high density, there should be a phase transition to a 
quark plasma. In the following, we will discuss the onset of kaon condensation 
in neutron matter which might happen at lower density. Kaon condensation 
in connection with /^-stable matter has already been studied in [1]. It received 
considerable attention after the work of [2] which included strong in-medium 
effects for the kaons. Once the effective kaon energy hits the electrochemical 
potential, neutrons can convert to protons and K~. Using chiral perturbation 
theory, this happens at (3 — 4)p0 [3]. As the kaon is a boson and condenses, 
the equation of state is considerably softened and the maximum mass of a 
neutron star is lowered to 1.5M0 [4]. This is turn provides a scenario for low 
mass black holes as proposed by Bethe and Brown [5). As a side remark, it 
was found before the kaon condensation scenario was introduced that the less 
spectacular appearance of hyperons results also in a lower maximum mass of 
neutron stars [1].

The essential ingredient for kaon condensation is the lowering of the effec
tive mass of the kaon in the medium. One knows from kaon-nucleon scattering 
that the s-wave /f+N scattering is repulsive. The low density theorem then 
states that the optical potential in the nuclear medium is then also repulsive 
and about +30 MeV at normal nuclear density. Surprisingly, also the scattering 
for the antiparticle, the K~, shows repulsion which is due to the appearance 
of the A(1405) resonance just below threshold [6]. A recent analysis of K~ 
atoms suggest that the optical potential of the K~ can be as deeply attractive 
as -200 MeV at normal nuclear density [7], A coupled channel calculation by
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Koch [8] including in-medium effects actually resolved this: as the repulsive 
A(1405) mode is shifted up in the medium due to Pauli-blocking effects, it 
leaves only an attractive mode with an optical potential of about -100 MeV 
at p0-

Hence, the K~ feels attraction in dense nuclear matter and might con
dense. Using a Maxwell construction for the phase transition, it was found 
that the mass-radius relation changes considerably for a kaon condensed star
[4]. Nevertheless, there are two chemical potentials for neutron star matter, the 
baryochemical potential and the electrochemical potential, as baryon number 
and charge are conserved quantities. If the phases are in chemical and mechan
ical equilibrium then the pressure and all chemical potentials involved should 
be the same in the two phases:

p'=pu plB=p" p\ = p" . (1)

This is just Gibbs general condition for two phases in equilibrium. A Maxwell 
construction can assure that only one chemical potential is common to the 
two phases and is therefore not applicable to neutron star matter [9]. One 
has an additional degree of freedom to maximize the pressure of the system: 
charge. According to Gibbs, there exist now three possible solutions: the 
pure nucleon phase with zero charge, the pure kaon condensed phase with zero 
charge, and the mixed phase where the two phases have finite charge densities 
but neutralize each other. Geometric structures will appear with different local 
charges.

We model the onset to kaon condensation by using the relativistic mean- 
field model and the following Lagrangian for the kaon-nucleon interaction

CK = D^KD^K - m^KK (2)

with a minimal coupling to scalar and vector fields

Dp - dp + iguKV? + igPi<TR»
rriK = mK+gaKa . (3)

The vector coupling constants are fixed by simple quark counting rules, gux = 
pw/v/3 and gpK = gPN- The scalar coupling constant is fixed to the optical 
potential of the K~ at po-

Figure 1 shows the equation of state of neutron matter with a kaon con
densed phase. All three solutions are plotted for an optical potential of the K~ 
of Uk = —140 MeV. For comparison, the horizontal line shows the case when 
using an unphysical Maxwell construction that assumes equality of pB in both
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------nucleon phase
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----- mixed phase /
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Figure 1: The equation of state for neutron matter with a kaon condensed 
phase using a Maxwell construction compared to using Gibbs conditions.

phases but not of resulting in a constant pressure. The kaon condensed 
phase shows some instability, i.e. a negative curvature, close to the onset of 
the phase transition point. The mixed phase spans over a wide range of den
sity and starts at much lower density than the pure kaon condensed phase. 
This solution gives then a continuously growing equation of state without any 
instability. The equation of state is considerably smoothened compared to the 
case of a Maxwell construction. It appears much like the equation of state of 
a second order phase transition with the important difference, however, that 
there is a density range for which a mixture of two distinct phases occurs.

The charge is distributed between the two phases in the mixed phase. At 
the beginning of the mixed phase, the bubbles of the new phase are highly 
negatively charge while occupying only a small amount of the total volume. 
At higher density, the two phases have just the opposite charge and share 
equally the available volume. At the end of the phase transition, the situation 
is reversed and the nucleon phase is highly positively charged while being only 
in a small fraction of the total volume. Note, that the asymmetry energy of 
nuclear matter is the driving force so that there is a positive charge in the 
nucleon phase while the negatively charged kaon in the second phase allows 
also for a more isospin symmetric system.

There are nucleons in both phases. But they do not mix with each other,
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U„=-140 MeV

mixed phase

P [fnf3]

Figure 2: The effective mass of the nucleon in the various phases of neutron 
star matter.

because they have different in-medium properties. The presence of the kaon 
shifts the effective mass of the nucleon to lower values as there are different 
field configurations in this phase. This is visualized in Figure 2. The effective 
mass of the nucleon is lowered at higher density. In the mixed phase starting 
at 3po> the effective masses of the nucleons on the two phases are different 
from each other. In the case shown, the effective mass in the kaon condensed 
phase is about 300 MeV lower than in the nucleon phase. At the end of the 
mixed phase at 6.5po, the solution for the kaon condensed phase remains and 
the effective mass of the nucleon stays around 200 MeV.

Finally, we discuss the mass-radius relation for a kaon condensed neutron 
star in Figure 3 for two choices of the optical potential of the K~ at po- The 
maximum mass is between (1.6 — 1.4)M0 and does not change very much for 
an optical potential between Uk = —120 and -140 MeV. The main difference 
is the minimum radius reached in the two cases: for the stronger potential the 
minimum radius is R = 8 km while it is still above R = 12 km for the weaker 
potential. The dotted lines are the case when using a Maxwell construction. 
For some intermediate range, this curve shows a mechanical instability due to 
the constant pressure. For very high density, the dotted line is then close to 
the Gibbs construction as the pure kaon condensed phase is reached in the 
interior of the neutron star where the two constructions coincide. According
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K—240 MeV

Figure 3: The mass-radius relation of a neutron star with a kaon condensed 
phase.

to [8], the weaker potential is the more plausible.
In summary, kaon condensation results in an equation of state without a 

constant pressure zone when applying Gibbs criteria. A mixed phase can exist 
with a rigid structure with different local charges. The mass-radius relation is 
considerably smoothened compared to a Maxwell construction.

The present calculation ignores two major points. Finite size effects of 
the structures in the mixed phase as surface tension and Coulomb energy will 
change the appearance and disappearance of the mixed phase. The surface 
tension can be calculated within the model in semi-infinite matter in a selfcon- 
sistent manner which we will pursue in the future. Secondly, the appearance of 
hyperons will shift the onset of kaon condensation to a higher density [10, 11] 
or can even lead to their disappearance [1, 12]. The inclusion of hyperons will 
be studied in forthcoming work.
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Abstract
One of the most dramatic discoveries made so far with the Rossi 

X-Ray Timing Explorer is that many accreting neutron stars with weak 
magnetic fields generate strong, remarkably coherent, high-frequency 
X-ray brightness oscillations. The ~325-1200 Hz quasi-periodic oscil
lations (QPOs) observed in the accretion-powered emission are almost 
certainly produced by gas orbiting very close to the stellar surface and 
have frequencies related to the orbital frequencies of the gas. The 
~360-600 Hz brightness oscillations seen during thermonuclear X-ray 
bursts are produced by one or two hotter regions on the stellar sur
face and have frequencies equal to the stellar spin frequency or its first 
overtone. Measurements of these oscillations are providing tight upper 
bounds on the masses and radii of neutron stars, and important new 
constraints on the equation of state of neutron star matter.

1 Introduction
Since the birth of X-ray astronomy 35 years ago, scientists have sought to use 
the X-radiation that comes from near the event horizons of black holes and 
the surfaces of neutron stars to probe quantitatively the strong gravitational 
fields near these objects and to determine the fundamental properties of dense 
matter (see, e g., [2, 6]). The Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer (RXTE), which 
was launched on December 30, 1995, was specially designed to have the large 
area, microsecond time resolution, high telemetry bandwidth, and pointing 
flexibility needed to address these questions (see [21]). With RXTE, strong, 
high-frequency X-ray brightness oscillations have been discovered from at least
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two black holes (see [7]) and sixteen neutron stars (see [13, 23]). As a result, 
we appear to be on the threshold of achieving this decades-old goal of X-ray 
astronomy. Here we focus on the oscillations discovered in neutron stars and 
their implications for the properties of these stars and for neutron star matter.

2 High-Frequency Brightness Oscillations
2.1 Observed Properties

High-frequency X-ray brightness oscillations are observed both in the transient 
X-ray emission produced during type I (thermonuclear) X-ray bursts (see [18]) 
and in the persistent, accretion-powered X-ray emission (see [23]).

The high-frequency oscillatipns observed during X-ray bursts have frequen
cies in the range 360-G06'Hz'and rms amplitudes at least as high as ~35% [19]. 
Only a single oscillation is observed during a burst, the oscillation appears to 
be highly coherent during the burst decay (see, e.g., [16]), and the frequency of 
the oscillations produced by a given star is always the same (measurements of 
the burst oscillations in 4U 1728—34 over about a year show that the timescale 
of any variation in the oscillation frequency is ^ 3000 yr [17]). The evidence 
is compelling that the oscillations seen during X-ray bursts are produced by 
regions of brighter X-ray emission that rotate with the star, and that the fre
quency of the burst oscillations is the stellar spin frequency or its first overtone 
(see [13, 19]). The spin frequencies of these neutron stars appear to be in the 
range 250-350 Hz [13].

The kilohertz quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) observed in the persistent 
X-ray emission have frequencies in the range 325-1200 Hz, rms amplitudes as 
high as ~15%, and quality factors as high as ~200 [23]. Two kilohertz 
QPOs are commonly observed simultaneously in a given source (see Fig. 1). 
Although the frequencies of the two QPOs vary by hundreds of Hertz, the fre
quency separation At/ between them appears to be nearly constant in almost 
all cases (see [23]). The frequency separation of the two kilohertz QPOs ob
served in a given star is closely equal to the spin frequency of the star inferred 
from its burst oscillations (see [13, 20]).

2.2 Origin of Kilohertz QPOs

Although other types of models have been suggested [4, 22], the fact that the 
separation Ai/ between the frequencies of the two kilohertz QPOs observed 
from a given star is closely equal to the spin frequency of the star inferred from 
its burst oscillations is very strong evidence in favor of beat-frequency models
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Fig. 1. Power spectrum 
of Sco X-l X-ray bright
ness variations, showing 
the two simultaneous kilo
hertz QPOs that are char
acteristic of the kilohertz 
QPO sources. The QPOs 
observed in Sco X-l are 
two of the weakest kilo
hertz QPOs detected, with 
rms amplitudes ~1%. The 
continuum power density 
is consistent with that ex
pected from photon count
ing noise alone. From [24].

FREQUENCY (Hi)

[23]. In these models, the frequency of the higher-frequency QPO is the Kep- 
lerian frequency at a special radius and the frequency of the lower-frequency 
QPO is the difference between the higher frequency and the spin frequency 
I'spin of the neutron star. The magnetospheric beat-frequency model, which 
was developed to explain the single, ~ 15-60 Hz X-ray brightness oscillations 
discovered in the Z sources a decade ago (see [5]), has been discussed [20] as a 
possible explanation for the kilohertz QPOs. However, it is difficult to explain 
many basic features of the kilohertz QPOs using this model, including why 
there are two such QPOs (see [13]).

The most fully developed and successful model of the kilohertz QPOs is 
the so-called sonic-point beat-frequency model [13]. This model is based on 
previous work [9, 10] which showed that the drag force produced by radiation 
from a central star can terminate a Keplerian disk flow near the star. In 
the sonic-point model, some accreting gas spirals inward in nearly circular 
orbits until it is close to the neutron star, where radiation forces or general 
relativistic effects cause a sudden increase in the inward radial velocity. The 
radius at which this occurs is conveniently referred to as the sonic radius, even 
though the transition to supersonic flow is not directly relevant in this model.

The sharp increase in the inward velocity is usually caused by the drag 
exerted on the orbiting gas by radiation from the star, but may instead be 
caused by general relativistic corrections to Newtonian gravity, if the gas in 
the Keplerian flow reaches the innermost stable circular orbit without being
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Fig. 2. View of the neutron star and accretion disk along the rotation axis of 
the disk, which is rotating counterclockwise in this view, (a) Spiral trajectory 
followed by a single element of gas as it falls supersonically from the sonic 
radius to the stellar surface, (b) Spiral pattern of higher gas density formed 
by gas streaming inward along spiral trajectories with the shape shown in 
(a), from a clump orbiting near the sonic radius. The trajectory and density 
pattern are from general relativistic gas dynamical calculations [13].

significantly affected by radiation. Gas streams inward from density fluctua
tions (clumps) orbiting near the sonic radius along tightly spiraling trajectories 
like that shown in Figure 2a, generating a more open spiral density pattern 
like that shown in Figure 2b. This pattern rotates around the star with the 
Keplerian orbital frequency at the sonic point, vks. Collision of the denser 
gas from the clumps with the stellar surface creates beams of brighter X-ray 
emission, like that indicated by the white dashed lines in Figure 2b. These 
beams move around the star’s equator, generating a quasi-periodic brightness 
oscillation with frequency z/ks- Accreting gas is funneled to certain parts of the 
stellar surface by the star’s weak magnetic field, producing weak X-ray beams 
that rotate with the star. These beams are overtaken by a given orbiting clump 
once each beat period, so the inward mass flux from the clumps, and hence 
the accretion luminosity, varies at the sonic-point beat frequency uKs - i/spin.

The sonic-point model explains naturally why the separation between the 
frequencies of the two kilohertz QPOs is nearly constant and equal to the 
burst oscillation frequency or half this frequency. It is also consistent with 
the accretion rates and stellar magnetic fields inferred previously and accounts
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for the main features of the kilohertz QPOs, including their high and variable 
frequencies, their high amplitudes and coherences, and the common occurrence 
of two simultaneous kilohertz QPOs [13].

3 Constraints from Kilohertz QPOs
3.1 Nonrotating Stars

In order to see how constraints on the equation of state of neutron star matter 
can be derived, suppose first that the star is not rotating and assume that, for 
the star in question, vqP02—the highest observed value of the frequency of the 
higher-frequency (Keplerian-frequency) QPO in the kilohertz QPO pair—is 
1220. Hz (this is the highest QPO frequency detected so far from any neutron 
star; see [13]). Obviously, the orbital radius fiorb of the clumps producing the 
QPO must be greater than the stellar radius; RoTb must also be greater than 
the radius R^a of the innermost stable circular orbit in order for the clumps to 
produce a wave train that lasts tens of oscillation periods, as observed. These 
requirements constrain the representative point of the star to lie in a pie-slice 
shaped region of the radius-mass plane (see Fig. 3a). This bounds the mass 
and radius of the star from above. In terms of J'qpojj these bounds are [13]

M!Lx = 2.2(1000 Hz/i/qP02) Mq and R^ = 19.5 (1000 Hz/t'QP02) km. (1)

Figure 3b compares the regions of the radius-mass plane allowed for three 
values of i/qP02 with the mass-radius relations for nonrotating stars given by 
five representative equations of state.

3.2 Rotating Stars

Rotation affects the structure of the star and the spacetime, altering the re
gion of the radius-mass plane allowed by a given value of i/qP02. Slow rotation 
expands the allowed region whereas rapid rotation shrinks it greatly. The 
parameter that characterizes the importance of rotational effects is the dimen
sionless quantity j = cJ/GM2, where J and M are the angular momentum 
and gravitational mass of the star. For the spin frequencies ~300 Hz inferred 
for the neutron stars in the kilohertz QPO sources, j is ~ 0.1-0.3, depending 
on the mass of the star and the equation of state. For such small values of j, 
the structure of the star is almost unaffected and a treatment that is first-order 
in j is adequate. To this order, the existence of upper bounds on the mass and 
radius can be proved analytically [13]. The bounds for prograde orbits are

MmBX w [1 + 0.75ji'(i/Bpin)]M°ax and Rmax ~ [1 + 0.20j(i/spin)]R° M , (2)
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Fig. 3. (a) Radius-mass plane, showing how to construct the region allowed for 
a nonrotating neutron star with i/qP02 = 1220 Hz. Rorb must be greater than 
the stellar radius, so the star’s representative point must he to the left of the 
(dashed) cubic curve lkf°(Rorb) that relates the star’s mass to the radius of or
bits with frequency 1220 Hz. The high coherence of the oscillations constrains 
Rorb to be greater than the radius of the innermost stable orbit, which 
means that the radius of the actual orbit must he on the Af°(Rorb) curve below 
its intersection with the (dotted) straight line that relates the star’s
mass to Rms- These requirements constrain the star’s representative point to 
he in the pie-slice shaped region enclosed by the solid line, (b) Comparison of 
the regions allowed for nonrotating stars with three different QPO frequencies 
with the mass-radius relations for nonrotating neutron stars given by five rep
resentative equations of state, (c) Regions allowed for rotating neutron stars 
with four values of j and i/qP02 = 1220 Hz, when effects of the stehar spin are 
included to first-order (see text), (d) Illustrative Keplerian QPO frequency 
vs. accretion luminosity curve predicted by the sonic-point model.
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X 1.5

Fig. 4. (a) Maximum frequency of a nearly circular orbit as a function of stellar 
spin frequency for equation of state FPS and stars with 1.4 Afg (dotted line), 
1.6 Mq (dashed line), and 1.8Mq (solid line) gravitational masses, (b) Maxi
mum frequency of a nearly circular orbit for a star of any mass, for the three 
equations of state indicated. See [12] for details and further discussion.

where j^spin) is the value of j for the observed stellar spin rate at the maximum 
allowed mass for the equation of state being considered and and M
are the bounds on the mass and radius for a nonrotating star (see eqs. [1]). 
Equations (2) show that the region allowed for a slowly rotating star is always 
larger than the region allowed for a nonrotating star, regardless of the equation 
of state. Figure lc illustrates the effects of slow stellar rotation on the allowed 
region of the radius-mass plane. Detailed calculations show that the mass 
of the neutron star in 4U 1636—536 must be less than 2.2 Mq and its radius 
must be less than 17 km. The upper bounds may be smaller, depending on 
the equation of state assumed [13, 14].

For spin frequencies 400 Hz , the structure of the star can be significantly 
affected, as well as the exterior spacetime. In this case both the structure of 
the star and the spacetime must be computed numerically for each assumed 
equation of state. Determination of the bounds on the mass and radius of a 
star for a given QPO frequency and equation of state therefore requires con
struction of a sequence of stellar models and spacetimes for different masses 
using the equation of state, with i/spin as measured at infinity held fixed [13]. 
Such sequences have been constructed [12] and show that if the neutron star 
is spinning rapidly, the constraints on the equation of state are tightened dra
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matically. For example, if the ~580 Hz burst oscillation frequency observed 
in 4U 1636—536 is its spin frequency (rather than twice its spin frequency as 
indicated by the frequency separation of its two kilohertz QPOs), then very 
stiff equations of state like the tensor-interaction equation of state [15] are 
excluded by the 1220 Hz QPO already observed from this star. Regardless of 
the star’s spin rate, a 1500 Hz QPO frequency would constrain the mass and 
radius of the neutron star to be less than ~1.7M0 and ~13 km, ruling out 
several equations of state that are currently astrophysically viable [12].

Figure 4a shows why slow rotation typically loosens the constraints on mass 
and radius implied by a given QPO frequency, whereas rapid rotation tightens 
them. At low spin rates the equatorial radius of the star is smaller than the 
radius of the innermost stable orbit and hence the maximum orbital frequency 
increases linearly with the star’s spin rate (see eqs. [2]). In contrast, at high 
spin rates the equatorial radius becomes larger than the radius of the circular 
orbit that would be marginally stable, so no marginally stable orbit exists. 
The highest frequency orbit for a star of given mass is then the one just above 
the stellar surface, which increases in radius as the star spins faster, causing 
the highest possible orbital frequency to decrease with increasing spin rate. 
Figure 4b displays the maximum frequency of a nearly circular orbit for a star 
of any mass, for three different equations of state. Hence, if any neutron star 
is found to have spin and QPO frequencies that place its representative point 
above one of these curves, that equation of state is excluded.

3.3 Innermost Stable Circular Orbit

Establishing that an observed QPO frequency is the orbital frequency of the 
innermost stable circular orbit in an X-ray source would be an important step 
forward in our understanding of strong-held gravity and the properties of dense 
matter, because it would be the first confirmation of a prediction of general 
relativity in the strong-held regime and would also hx (for each equation of 
state) the mass of the neutron star involved.

Given the fundamental significance of the detection of an innermost stable 
orbit, it is very important to establish what would constitute strong, rather 
than merely suggestive, evidence that the innermost stable orbit has been de
tected. Probably the most convincing signature would be a kilohertz QPO 
with a frequency that reproducibly increases steeply with increasing accretion 
rate but then becomes constant and remains nearly constant as the accretion 
rate increases further. This behavior emerges naturally from general relativis
tic calculations of the gas dynamics and radiation transport in the sonic-point
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model (see Fig. 3d). The constant frequency should always be the same in a 
given source. Two other possible signatures of the innermost stable orbit are 
discussed in [13].

Several authors have recently suggested that innermost stable orbits have 
already been observed. Zhang et al. [27] suggested that the similarity of the 
highest QPO frequencies seen so far indicates that innermost stable orbits are 
being detected and that, based on the equations (1) for nonrotating stars, the 
neutron stars in all the kilohertz QPO sources therefore have masses close to 
2.0 M0. Kaaret, Ford, & Chen [3] suggested that the ~800-900 Hz QPOs 
discovered in 4U 1608—52 [1] and 4U 1636—536 [26], which were initially ob
served to have roughly constant frequencies, are generated by the beat of 
the spin frequency against the frequency of innermost stable orbits in these 
sources. However, no clear signature of an innermost stable circular orbit has 
so far been seen in any source.

Indeed, subsequent observations of both 4U 1608—52 [8] and 4U 1636—536 
[25] are inconsistent with the interpretation that the frequencies of the QPOs 
seen initially are related to the frequencies of innermost stable orbits around 
these stars. The 1171 Hz QPO seen by Zhang et al. [26], which was as
sumed by Kaaret et al. [3] to be at the frequency of the innermost stable 
orbit in 4U 1636—536 in order to estimate the mass of the star, was later seen 
at 1193 Hz [25] and still later at 1220 Hz (W. Zhang, personal communica
tion). Hence, there is as yet no evidence for a maximum QPO frequency in 
4U 1636—536 and hence there is no basis for the suggestion that an innermost 
stable orbit has been seen in this source. A recent analysis of 4U 1608—52 
data by Mendez et al. [8] shows that this source has two kilohertz QPOs that 
vary with countrate just like the other sources. There is as yet no evidence for 
a maximum QPO frequency in 4U 1608—52 and hence there is no basis for the 
suggestion that an innermost stable orbit has been seen in this source, either.

4 Constraints from Burst Oscillations
As noted in §2, the strong (rms amplitudes up to at least 35%), high-frequency 
oscillations seen during X-ray bursts are thought to be caused by emission from 
a single or two nearly antipodal bright regions on the stellar surface, which 
produce large amplitude brightness oscillations at the stellar spin frequency or 
its first overtone as the star turns. The anisotropy at infinity of the radiation 
emitted from such regions, and hence the amplitude of the burst oscillation, 
typically decreases with increasing gravitational light deflection by the star. 
Hence, in addition to any constraints on the radius of the star that may be
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Fig. 5. Upper bounds on the observed fractional rms amplitude of oscillations 
in the photon number flux during bursts, as a function of neutron star radius. 
The observer’s line of sight is assumed to be in the rotational equator and the 
aberration and Doppler shifts caused by rotation are neglected, (a) Amplitude 
as a function of neutron star radius for isotropic emission (dotted line) or the 
peaked emission expected for a scattering atmosphere (solid line) from a single 
point, (b) Amplitude as a function of radius for the same intensity distribu
tions as in (a), but for emission from two identical, antipodal emitting points. 
See [11] for details of the computational method and further discussion.

derived from the X-ray spectra of the bursts, constraints on the compactness 
of the star (and hence the softness of neutron star matter) can be derived from 
the observed amplitudes of the burst oscillations [11, 17]. Such constraints are 
particularly useful because they complement the constraints derived from the 
kilohertz QPOs, which constrain the stiffness of neutron star matter.

Figure 5 shows results typical of general relativistic calculations of the 
maximum amplitudes of burst oscillations from one or two bright regions, as 
a function of stellar radius. Photon counting rate oscillations with 2-60 keV 
rms amplitudes as high as ~35% have been reported in 4U 1636—536 with 
a frequency equal to twice the apparent spin frequency of this neutron star. 
Figure 5b shows that an oscillation this large in the photon number flux would 
constrain the radius of this star to be greater than 5.5 M. However, the ampli
tude of the countrate oscillation measured at infinity can be larger or smaller 
than the amplitude of the oscillation in the photon flux at the star, depending 
on the detector response as well as the angular dependence and spectrum of 
the emission from the stellar surface, the stellar spin rate, and whether there 
is any scattering material surrounding the star, so more detailed modeling will 
be required to extract the actual constraints on the compactness (see [11]).
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5 Concluding Remarks
The discovery using the Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer that many neutron 
stars with weak magnetic fields produce strong ~300-1200 Hz X-ray bright
ness oscillations is a spectacular achievement that validates both the scientific 
expectations that led to the mission and the long years of hard work that were 
needed to bring it to fruition. The kilohertz QPOs discovered in the accretion- 
powered emission are already providing interesting new upper bounds on the 
masses and radii of neutron stars, and on the stiffness of neutron star matter. 
The high-frequency oscillations discovered in the emission during thermonu
clear X-ray bursts are likely to provide interesting new bounds on the com
pactness of neutron stars and hence on the softness of neutron star matter. 
Observation of a QPO with a frequency just 100 Hz higher than the highest 
frequency so far seen would exclude the stiffest proposed neutron star matter 
equations of state.

Observation of innermost stable circular orbits would be the first confir
mation of a strong-field prediction of general relativity and would fix the mass 
of the star involved, for each equation of state considered. Although there is 
currently no strong evidence that an innermost stable circular orbit has been 
discovered around any of these neutron stars, there is reason to hope that such 
evidence may be forthcoming. Given the rapid pace of discoveries with RXTE, 
the prospects for obtaining compelling evidence of an innermost stable circular 
orbit appear good.

This work was supported in part by NSF grant AST 96-18524, NASA 
grant NAG 5-2925, and NASA RXTE grants at the University of Illinois, and 
by NASA grant NAG 5-2868 at the University of Chicago.
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Abstract

A phase transition in the nature of matter in the core of a neutron 
star, such as quark deconfinement or Bose condensation, can cause the 
spontaneous spin-up of a solitary millisecond pulsar. The spin-up epoch 
for our model lasts for 2 x 107 years or 1/50 of the spin-down time 
(Glendenning, Pei and Weber in Ref. [1]). The possibility exists also for 
future measurements on X-ray neutron stars with low-mass companions 
for mapping out the tell-tale “backbending” behavior of the moment of 
inertia. Properties of phase transitions in substances such as neutron 
star matter, which have more than one conserved charge, are reviewed.

1 Introduction
Neutron stars have a high enough interior density as to make phase transitions 
in the nature of nuclear matter a distinct possibility. Examples are hyperoniza- 
tion, negative Bose condensation (like ir_ and K~) and quark deconfinement. 
According to the QCD property of asymptotic freedom, the most plausible is 
the quark deconfinement transition. From lattice QCD simulations, this phase 
transition is expected to occur in very hot (T ~ 200 MeV) or cold but dense 
matter. In this work we will use the deconfinement transition as an example, 
but in principle, any transition that is accompanied by a sufficient softening of 
the equation of state and occurs at or near the limiting mass star, can produce 
a similar signal.

The paper is organized as follows. We discuss first the physical reason why 
a rapidly rotating pulsar, as it slows down over millions of years because of 
angular momentum loss through the weak electromagnetic process of magnetic 
dipole radiation, will change in density due to weakening centrifugal forces and 
possibly encounter, first at its center, and then in a slowly expanding region, 
the conditions for a phase transition. Conversely, an accreting star will be 
spun up from low to high frequency by accretion from a low-mass companion.
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This too will have a very long time-scale because accretion is regulated by the 
radiation pressure of the star's surface, heated by infalling matter.

After having discussed the reasons why we might see signals of phase 
changes, both in rapidly rotating stars that are spinning down because of 
angular momentum loss to radiation and stars that are spinning up due to the 
input of angular momentum by accretion, we discuss some aspects of phase 
transitions that are common to all first order transitions in neutron star mat
ter, or more generally in isospin asymmetric matter.

2 Effects of Phase Transitions on Rotating Stars
2.1 Evolutionary Path of Neutron Stars

Since neutron stars are bom with almost the highest density that they will 
have in their lifetime, being very little deformed by centrifugal forces, they 
will possess cores of the high density phase essentially from birth if the critical 
density falls in the range of neutron stars. However the global properties, such 
as mass or size, of a slowly rotating neutron star are little effected by whether 
or not it has a more compressible phase in the core. In principle, cooling rates 
should depend on interior composition, but cooling calculations are beset by 
many uncertainties and competing assumptions about composition can yield 
similar cooling rates depending on other assumptions about superconductivity 
and the cooling processes. Moreover, for those stars for which a rate has been 
measured, not a single mass is known. It is unlikely that these measurements 
will yield conclusive evidence in the present state of uncertainty [2, 3].

Nevertheless, it may be possible to observe the phase transition in mil
lisecond pulsars by the easiest of measurements—the sign of fl. Normally the 
sign should be negative corresponding to loss of angular momentum by radia
tion. However a phase transition that occurs near or at the limiting mass star, 
can cause spin-up during a substantial era compared to the spin-down time 
of millisecond pulsars. The transition may be of either first or second order 
provided that it is to an appreciable more compressible phase. We sketch the 
conventional evolutionary history [4] of pulsars with the addition of the sup
position that the critical density for quark deconfinement falls in the density 
range spanned by neutron stars.

As already remarked, with the supposition above, the star has a quark 
core from birth but its properties are so little effected that this fact cannot 
be discerned in members of the canonical pulsar population. It is born with 
moderate rotation period, acquired by the conservation of angular momentum 
during core collapse and with high magnetic field by flux conservation. In

/
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Figure 1: The evolutionary track of pulsars are from high mag
netic field and moderate rotation period to long period in about 
107 to 10s years, to accreting X-ray neutron stars, to millisecond 
pulsars with low magnetic fields.

a diagram of magnetic field strength B and rotation period P (Fig. 1), it is 
injected near the line marked 103 years (since birth) and with B ~ 1013 gauss. 
It evolves quickly at constant B toward longer period for ~ 106 to 10s years. 
There it lingers with the bulk of the pulsar population at long periods (because 
P ~ 1 /P) before the combination of field strength and rotation period are 
insufficient to accelerate charged particles that produce the radiation. At that 
time the star has entered the radio silent epoch. Some pulsars will have had 
a less dense companion or will acquire one from which they accrete matter 
and angular momentum. Some will be seen as X-ray emitters during the radio 
silent phase. During spin-up to frequencies much higher than those with which 
pulsars are born, the neutron star becomes increasingly centrifugally deformed 
and its interior density falls. Consequently, the radius at which the critical 
phase transition density occurs moves toward the center of the star—quarks 
that were deconfined at the birth of the star, recombine to form hadrons. (This 
era may also be detectable as discussed in section 2.4.) When accretion ceases, 
and if the neutron star has been spun up to a state in which the combination of 
reduced field strength (perhaps to ohmic decay) and increased frequency turn
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the dipole radiation on again, the pulsar recommences spin-down as a radio 
visible millisecond pulsar.

During spin-down as a millisecond pulsar, the central density increases 
with decreasing centrifugal force. First at the center of the star, and then in 
an expanding region, the highly compressible quark matter will replace the less 
compressible nuclear matter. The quark core, weighed down by the overlaying 
layers of nuclear matter is compressed to high density, and the increased central 
concentration of mass acts on the overlaying nuclear matter, compressing it 
further (see Figs. 2 and 3). The resulting decrease in the moment of inertia 
causes the star to spin up to conserve angular momentum not carried off by 
radiation. The phenomenon is analogous to that of “backbending” predicted 
for rotating nuclei by Mottelson and Valatin [5] and discovered in the 1970’s 
[6, 7] (see Fig. 4). In nuclei, it was established that the change in phase 
is from a particle spin-aligned state at high nuclear angular momentum to a 
superfluid state at low angular momentum. The phenomenon is also analogous 
to an ice skater who commences a spin with arms outstretched. Initially spin 
decreases because of friction and air resistance, but a period of spin-up is 
achieved by pulling the arms in. Friction then reestablishes spin-down. In all 
three examples, spin up is a consequence of a decrease in moment of inertia 
beyond what would occur in response to decreasing angular velocity.

2.2 Calculation

In our calculation, nuclear matter was described in a relativistically covariant 
theory [8, 9, 10] and quark matter in the MIT bag model [11]. The phase 
transition occurs in a substance of two conserved quantities, electric charge 
and baryon number, and must be found in the way described in Ref. [12] and 
in Section 3. The moment of inertia must incorporate all effects described 
above—changes in composition of matter, centrifugal stretching—and frame 
dragging, all within the framework of General Relativity. The expression de
rived by Hartle is inadequate because it neglects these effects [13, 14]. Rather 
we must use the expression derived by us [15, 16].

For fixed baryon number we solve General Relativity for a star rotating at 
a sequence of angular velocities corresponding to an equation of state that de
scribes the deconfinement phase transition from charge neutral nuclear matter 
to quark matter. The equation of state is shown in Fig. 5. The moment of 
inertia as a function of angular velocity does not decrease monotonically as 
it would for a gravitating fluid of constant composition. Rather, as described 
above, the epoch over which an enlarging central region of the star enters the

/
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Figure 2: Energy density profiles 
star at three rotation rates. No
tice the 5 km radius quark matter 
core when the star is not rotating 
(or only slowly as a canonical pul
sar). Mixed phase extends to 8 km.

Figure 3: Radial boundaries be
tween different phases for stars of 
mass indicated on the y axis. Com
position consists of quarks, the 
baryon octet and leptons. The ge
ometric phases will be discussed in 
Section 3.

more compressible phase is marked by spin-up (Fig. 6). Does the spin-up 
epoch endure long enough to provide a reasonable chance of observing it some 
members of the pulsar population? This question we turn to now.

2.3 Spin-up Era

To estimate the duration of the spin-up, we solve the deceleration equation for 
the star with moment of inertia having the behavior shown in Fig. 6. From 
the energy loss equation

dE
dt (i)
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Figure 4: Nuclear moment of in
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Figure 5: Equation of state for the 
fist order deconfinement phase tran
sition described in the text.

for magnetic dipole radiation we find

Q = —
C
m

ma
2/(0)

n3. (2)

This expression reduces to the usual braking equation when the moment of 
inertia is held fixed. The braking index is a dimensionless combination of 
three quantities that are observable in principle, namely the angular velocity 
and its first two time derivatives. It is generally thought to have a constant 
value, namely 3, for magnetic dipole radiation. However constancy would 
follow only if the star rotated rigidly. Instead it varies with angular velocity 
and therefore time according to

n(fl) =
fifi 3/'fi + J"fi2
n2 _ 21 + m (3)

where I' = dl/dQ and I" = dl2/dfl2. This holds in general even for a star 
whose internal composition does not change with angular velocity (inconceiv
able). In particular one can see that for very high frequency, the derivatives

/
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will be largest and the braking index for any millisecond pulsar near the Kepler 
frequency will be less than the dipole value of n = 3.

100-

Q (rad/s)

Figure 6: Moment of inertia of cor
responding to a change of phase. 
Time flows from large to small I.

log t (year)

Figure 7: The time evolution of 
the braking index plotted over two 
decades that include the epoch of 
the phase transition.

The braking index is shown as a function of time in Fig. 7. An anomalous 
value endures for 10* years corresponding to the slow spin down of the pulsar 
and the corresponding slow envelopment of a growing central region by the new 
phase. The two points that go to infinity correspond to the infinite derivatives 
of I at which according to (2), the deceleration vanishes. They mark the 
boundaries of the spin-up era. The actual spin-up lasts for 2 x 107 years or 
1/50 of the spin-down time for this pulsar. This could be easily observed in a 
solitary pulsar and would likely signal a phase transition.

2.4 X-Ray Pulsars in Low Mass Binaries

As Lamb has discussed in this volume, neutron stars that are accreting mass 
that is channeled to their surface from a low-mass companion have been ob
served to rotate in the millisecond range. One of the goals in those studies is to 
observe phenomena associated with the last stable orbit. Mass, radius, pulsar
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frequency and the frame dragging frequency can be determined in principle, 
and it is the goal of the experiments to do so. From the combination of the 
frame dragging frequency and radius, the moment of inertia can be obtained 
as

1 = (gravitational units) (4)

where the frame dragging angular velocity u(R) corresponds to R, and fi is the 
rotational angular velocity of the pulsar. A few such sets of data corresponding 
to stars of the same mass would represent points on a plot of moment of inertia 
vs. angular velocity, as in Fig. 6. If indeed quark matter cores exist in slower 
pulsars, then the possibility exists that some of the X-ray emitters will lie 
on the upper branch and others on the lower branch. Even if one did not 
have observations that lay on the backbend, observations that established the 
existence of two assymptotes would be quite convincing evidence of a different 
phase on the two branches.

3 Properties of Phase Transitions
We discuss briefly phase transitions of interest in nuclear and nuclear astro 
physics. These include pion condensation (17], hyperonization [18], kaon con
densation [19], quark deconfinement in stars [20] and recently, H-dibaryon Bose 
condensation [21].

3.1 Maxwell Construction

Depending on the model or strength of coupling, the above transitions may 
be first or second order. Until recently [22] first order phase transitions in 
nuclear matter or neutron star matter (nuclear matter in equilibrium under 
the constraint of charge neutrality), where implemented with some variant 
of the Maxwell construction (eg. tangent slope (p = de/dp)). Obviously 
the Maxwell construction can make only one chemical potential common to 
phases in equilibrium, and is a valid construction for simple substances with 
one independent component, such as water. However, nuclear systems have two 
or more conserved charges (baryon and electric charge in the case of neutron 
star matter or low density nuclear matter, and strangeness in addition on the 
time-scale of high-energy reactions). For such substances, a little reflection 
reveals that the chemical potential that is rendered common in the Maxwell 
construction is neither the baryon nor charge chemical potential but a varying
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combination according to the varying composition of matter as a function of 
baryon density.

The Maxwell construction causes the pressure to be constant in the mixed 
phase. (This is obvious from the tangent construction in which the energy is 
a linear function of volume, E = —pV + pN (with p and p constants of the 
construction) and hence the pressure, —dE/dV, is constant.) The consequence 
for stellar structure is striking: the mixed phase is absent in the monotonic 
pressure environment of a star and there is a large density discontinuity at 
the radial point corresponding to the constant pressure of the mixed phase. 
Inside this radial point the dense quark matter resides; outside is the less dense 
nuclear matter.

In some work, phase transitions were implemented in a different but equiv
alent fashion. Charge neutrality was enforced by requiring the charge density 
to vanish identically. This is valid in either pure uniform phase. However when 
applied to the mixed phase it is too stringent a way of enforcing charge neutral
ity. All that is required by the balance of Coulomb and gravitational forces is 
that the star be charge neutral to a high degree (Znet/A < (m/e)2 % 10-36); not 
that the charge density vanishes identically. Global neutrality (/ q(r)dV = 0) 
is all that is required. Indeed, when the details are examined, it will be seen 
that local neutrality is incompatible with Gibbs criteria for phase equilibrium. 
Gibbs conditions and the conservation laws can be satisfied simultaneously 
only when the conservation laws are imposed in a global sense.

3.2 Gibbs Equilibrium

We briefly review how to find the conditions for phase equilibrium in substances 
of more than one conserved charge that are in accord with Gibbs criteria 
for chemical, mechanical and thermal equilibrium [22]. For definiteness we 
consider a system with two conserved charges (or independent components), 
namely, baryon number and electric charge number and refer to the phases as 
1 and 2. Gibbs conditions are summarized in

Pl{Pn,Pc) =P7{Pn,Pt) (5)

where pn and pe are the chemical potentials corresponding to baryon number 
and electric charge. We understand that temperature T is held fixed. (It is 
small on the nuclear scale within several seconds of birth of a neutron star, 
and can set it to zero.) The above equation must hold in conjunction with 
expressions for the conservation of baryon and charge number, B and Q. The 
unknowns are the two chemical potentials and the volume V of the sample
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containing the charges. (V is not the volume of the star but any locally 
inertial volume in the star, one in which the laws of special relativity hold to 
high precision [23].) For a volume fraction % = V2jV of phase 2, the conditions 
of global conservation can be expressed (for a uniform region) as

where £?i]2 and Qij2 are the baryon and charge numbers, piy2 and <?i|2 are the 
baryon and charge densities in the volumes V2 and V2 occupied respectively by 
the two phases. The above three equations (5-7) serve to determine the two 
independent chemical potentials pc and volume V for a specified volume 
fraction x of phase ‘2’ in equilibrium with phase Thus the solutions are of 
the form

t*n = Mx), W= = Mx), ^ = ^(x) ■ 

The equilibrium condition (5) therefore can be rewritten as

Pi(x) = Pa(x) •

(8)

(9)

This shows, as concerns the bulk properties, that the common pressure and 
all properties of the phases in equilibrium vary as the proportion x and that 
the pressure of a multi-component system in the mixed phase is not in general 
constant. These are fundamentally different properties for phase equilibrium 
of multi-component substances; they contrast with the properties of single
component substances such as water, in which the properties are independent 
of the proportion of the phases. For nuclear systems, the only exception to the 
above conclusion is for symmetric nuclear matter. In that case the system, by 
preparation, is optimum, and no rearrangement of conserved charges will take 
place.

3.3 Internal Driving Forces

We discuss now the microphysics responsible for variation of all properties of 
the phases in equilibrium as their proportion varies. It is clear from the above 
discussion that there is a degree (or degrees) of freedom in a multi-component 
substance that can be exploited by the internal forces to lower the energy. To
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see this, consider the concentration of the conserved quantities in both of the 
pure phases. It is some definite number

c = QjB (10)

according to the way the system was prepared whether in a test tube by a 
chemist, or in a neutron star by nature through the partially chaotic processes 
of a supernova. The degree(s) of freedom that the system can exploit to find the 
energy minimum in the mixed phase is that of rearranging the concentration 
of the conserved charges in each phase in equilibrium

(11)ci = Qi/Bi, Ci = Q2/B2

subject to the overall conservation laws (6,7). More generally, if the system is 
composed of n conserved charges, there are n — 1 such degrees of freedom. In 
particular, a single component substance does not possess any freedom which 
is why the pressure and all properties of the two phases remain the same for 
all proportions of the phases in equilibrium (like water and ice).

In nuclear matter the internal force that drives the redistribution of charge 
allowed by the conservation laws is the isospin symmetry force that is respon
sible for the valley of beta stability. About half the symmetry energy arises 
from the Fermi energy and (in our model) the other half to the coupling of 
isospin to the p meson. Neutron star matter is highly isospin asymmetric. 
When conditions (say of increasing pressure toward the center of the star) 
cause a small amount of nuclear matter to transform to the other phase, the 
isospin driving force will exchange charge between regions of the two phases 
so as to make the neutron star matter more symmetric (positively charged) 
to the extent permitted by the conservation laws. The other phase will have 
a corresponding negative charge. The scope for exchanging charge, changes 
with the fraction of new phase (hence the non-linearity of energy with volume 
and the variation of pressure with volume). We show in Fig. 8 how the charge 
density in each phase varies as their proportion while the total charge is zero. 
(In the special case of isospin symmetric matter, the concentration is already 
optimum and the pressure will not vary in the mixed phase.)

The case in which electric charge is one of the conserved quantities is spe
cial. Because Coulomb is a long-range force, charges will arrange themselves 
so as not to create large volumes of like charge. Regions of the two oppositely 
charged phases will tend to shield each other. The surface interface energy 
resists breakup into small regions. The competition will define the dimensions 
of charged regions and their spacing as described next.
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Figure 8: The charge density car
ried by regions of confined and de- 
confined phases, and on leptons, as
sumed to be uniformly distributed. 
Densities times the respective vol
ume fraction add to zero.

Figure 9: Size (S = 2r) and spac
ing (D = 2R) of geometrical struc
tures. Notation ‘q rods’ means 
quark rods of negative charge im
mersed in nuclear matter of positive 
charge. Charge densities of each 
phase as a function of proportion x 
of quark phase are shown in Fig. 8.

3.4 Spatial Structure

To calculate the spatial order we use the Wigner-Seitz approximation by choos
ing a volume v which is the cell size and contains the rare phase of dimension 
r and the dominant phase in such amount as makes the cell neutral. Therefore 
cells do not interact. The Coulomb and surface energies per unit volume can 
be written in the schematic form that shows their dependence on dimension r 
of the “geometry” and on the proportion x-

Ec/v = C(x)r2, Es/v = S(x)/r. (12)

(The dependence on r can be obtained by dimensional analysis [22, See end of 
Section V]. Minimizing their sum as a function of r at fixed x yields

Es = 2 Eq (13)
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as always happens in the minimization of a sum of two quantities that vary as r2 
and 1 jr respectively. In the above, C and S are specific functions of proportion 
X whose form is dictated by the geometry of the cells (eg. sphere, rods and 
slabs) but for brevity we do not write them down. The above equations serve 
to define the droplet radius and cell size for each proportion of the phases,

r _ (14)

where for spherical geometry, % = (r//Z)3. As remarked in the introduction, 
the internal force that drives the charge redistribution between phases in equi
librium is the isospin restoring force. As one can see, the size and spacing of 
the droplets of rare phase immersed in the dominant will vary as proportion 
X Other geometries besides spheres may minimize the energy according to 
the proportion. The functional form of S and C is distinct in each case, as is 
the relation of the dimensions of r and R to x-

Cd(x) = MMx) - <j2(x)]e}2x/d(z) (15)
Sd(x) = X°d (16)

where d = 1,2,3 for the idealized geometries of slabs, rods and drops respec
tively, a is the surface tension and

x = (r/R)d, d= 1,2,3 (17)

where x is related to the proportion x by

and

X .background phase is 1 
1 - X ,background phase is 2

fd(x) = d + 2 (d- 2)
(2 - dx'-W) + x

(18)

(19)

The above considerations are identical to those encountered in a description 
of nuclei embedded in an electron gas. At higher relative concentration of 
nuclear matter to electron gas, the spheres will merge to form rods and so 
on (24). What is remarkable in the present context is that two phases of one 
and the same substance, under the action of the isospin symmetry restoring 
force, are endowed with opposite charge and form a Coulomb lattice. The size 
and spacing and the geometric form that minimizes the sum of surface and 
Coulomb energies are shown in Fig. 9.
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3.5 Three Theorems

We have thus three theorems concerning the equilibrium configuration of the 
mixed phase of a first order phase transition of a substance with more than one 
conserved charge (or independent component in the language of chemistry):

1. All properties of the phases in equilibrium, including common pressure 
vary as the proportion of phases.

2. If electric charge is one of the conserved charges, the mixed phase will 
be in the form of a crystalline lattice.

3. Because of theorem 1, the geometry of the crystal and the size and the 
spacing of the lattice will vary with proportion.

These remarkable properties of first order phase transitions and the role 
played by the microphysics or internal forces is discussed in detail elsewhere 
[22, 23, 25]. It will be observed that the above discussion is completely gen
eral, and must apply to many systems in physical chemistry, nuclear physics, 
astrophysics and cosmology. In particular, in nuclear systems it applies to the 
confined-deconfined phase transition at high density, to the so-called liquid- 
vapor transition at sub-saturation density as well as to Pion and Kaon conden
sation if they are first order transitions, and if they occur. (It is understood 
that if a phase transition is induced by a nuclear collision, complete equilibrium 
will not be achieved, and in particular, there is insufficient time for formation 
of spatial structure.)

One step in the calculation remains to be described. The sum of surface 
and Coulomb energies, requires a knowledge of certain bulk properties like the 
charge density of each phase in equilibrium. The bulk energy and pressure 
can be computed according to ones favorite theory, and phase equilibrium 
finally has to be computed self-consistently, by minimizing the sum of all three 
energies, which can conveniently be done by iteration. The surface tension is 
generally not known and needs to be computed self-consistently for the phases 
in equilibrium. It will be a function of proportion, just as all other properties 
are.

Of course we have properly referred to the calculation as approximate: the 
division of total energy into bulk, surface and Coulomb is approximate. If one 
has reason to question the range of densities spanned by the structured mixed 
phase, then the alternative is to compute the energy on a lattice.

There is another important consequence of the existence of degree (s) of free
dom for rearranging concentrations of conserved quantities in multi-component
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substances according to the energy minimisation principle. Whereas in one- 
component substances the properties of each phase in equilibrium are very 
unlike (as for example the density of ice and water), in a multi-component 
substances the rearrangement of charges so as to optimize the energy at each 
proportion of the phases relaxes their differences. This can be seen in Fig. 7 of 
Ref. (22]. As a consequence, the transition density from the pure low-density 
phase to the mixed phase is lower than would be expected were the degree(s) 
of freedom frozen out (as in the pre-1990 studies of deconfinement in neutron 
stars) (22, 26, 27, 28].

3.6 Summary

A change in phase during the course of spin-down of a millisecond pulsar 
occasioned by rising internal density due to weakening centrifugal forces will 
be reflected in a change in moment of inertia. The moment of inertia will 
follow different laws as a function of rotational frequency before and after the 
transition as in Fig. 6. The transition from one law to the other can (and is 
in our example) pass through an era of spin-up. This era lasts for about 1/50 
of the spin-down time of millisecond pulsars, which represents an event rate. 
Spin up is trivial to detect and would be spectacular in a solitary pulsar which 
ought to be spinning down because of angular momentum loss to radiation.

For a weaker transition than experienced in our model the spin-up region 
need not occur, the moment of inertia may simply change smoothly from one 
trajectory to the other. In that case a sufficient number of observations of X- 
ray emitters in low-mass binaries could still identify a transition, even though 
the transition era were not actually observed, provided the observed neutron 
stars lay some on one branch, some on the other.

For distinct branches to exist, it appears to be necessary that the phase 
transition occurs near the maximum mass. The transition can be first or second 
order as long as it is accompanied by a sufficient softening of the equation of 
state.
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Abstract
Phase transitions in neutron stars due to formation of quark matter, 
kaon condensates, etc. are discussed with particular attention to the 
order of these transitions. Observational consequences of phase transi
tions in pulsar angular velocities are examined.

1 Introduction
The physical state of matter in the interiors of neutron stars at densities above 
a few times normal nuclear matter densities is essentially unknown. Interest
ing phase transitions in nuclear matter to quark matter [1, 2], kaon [3, 4] or 
pion condensates [5, 6], neutron and proton superfluidity [7], hyperonic mat
ter, crystalline nuclear matter [5], magnetized matter, etc., have been consid
ered. We discuss how these phase transitions may exist in a mixed phase, the 
structures formed and in particular the order of the transition. Observational 
consequences are discussed.

2 Mixed Phases and Order of Transitions
The mixed phase in the inner crust of neutron stars consists of nuclear matter 
and a neutron gas in ^-equilibrium with a background of electrons such that 
the matter is overall electrically neutral [8]. Likewise, quark and nuclear matter 
can have a mixed phase [1] and possible also nuclear matter with and without 
condensate of any negatively charged particles such as K~ [9], , £~, etc.
The quarks are confined in droplet, rod- and plate-like structures [2] analogous 
to the nuclear matter and neutron gas structures in the inner crust of neutron 
stars [8]. Depending on the equation of state, normal nuclear matter exists only 
at moderate densities, p ~ 1 — 2po- With increasing density, droplets of quark 
matter form in nuclear matter and may merge into rod- and later plate-like 
structures. At even higher densities the structures invert forming plates, rods 
and droplets of nuclear matter in quark matter. Finally pure quark matter is
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formed at very high densities unless the star already has exceeded its maximum 
mass.

A necessary condition for forming these structures and the mixed phase is 
that the additional surface and Coulomb energies of these structures are suf
ficiently small. Excluding them makea the mixed phase energetically favored
[1]. That is also the case when surface energies are small (see [2] for a quan
titative condition). If they are too large the neutron star will have a core of 
pure quark matter with a mantle of nuclear matter surrounding and the two 
phases are coexisting by an ordinary first order phase transition.

The quark and nuclear matter mixed phase has continuous pressures and 
densities [1] when surface and Coulomb energies are excluded. There are at 
most two second order phase transitions. Namely, at a lower density, where 
quark matter first appears in nuclear matter, and at a very high density, where 
all nucleons are finally dissolved into quark matter, if the star is gravitationally 
stable at such high central densities. However, due to the finite Coulomb 
and surface energies associated with forming these structures, the transitions 
change from second to first order at each topological change in structure [2], 
If the surface and Coulomb energies are very small the transitions will be only 
weakly first order but there may be several of them.

| OUTER CRUST: NUCLEI

T MIEN CRUST i NUCLEI 6 NEUTRON MS
T POD a PLATE LIKE STRUCTURES
| '! ILL EAR WITTER . P , 0 . «’

CLARK 6 NUCLEAR WAITER MIXED PHASE

DkO"! ETS OT QM 

ROUS

PLATES

BUBBLES OF NM

Pi,nr. 9V 

- - DENSITY 

0 ■< INDUS

{

O «= b

Fig. 1. Nuclear and quark matter tructures in a ~ 1.4M0 neutron star. Typ
ical sizes of structures are ~ 10-14m but have been scaled up to be seen.
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3 Rotation
As rotating neutron stars slow down, the pressure and the density in the core 
region increase due to the decreasing centrifugal forces and phase transitions 
may occur in the center. At the critical angular velocity flo, where the phase 
transitions occur in the center of a neutron star, we find that the moment of 
inertia, angular velocity, braking index etc. change in a characteristic way.

The general relativistic equations for slowly rotating stars were described 
by Hartle [10]. Hartle’s equations are quite elaborate to solve as they consist 
of six coupled differential equations as compared to the single TOV equation 
in the non-rotating case. However, Hartle’s equations cannot be used in our 
case because the first order phase transition causes discontinuities in densities 
so that changes are not small locally. This shows up, for example, in the 
divergent thermodynamic derivate dp/dP. From Einstein’s field equations for 
the metric we obtain from the l = 0 part the generalized rotating version of 
the TOV equation [11]

1 dP _ m + Ana^P 2 2 
p + P da a2(l — 2Gmja) 3

(1)

where m(a) = 4tt _f0a p{a')anda'. In the centrifugal force term we have ignored 
frame dragging and other corrections of order Q2GM/R ~ O.lfi2 for simplicity 
and since they have only minor effects in our case.

The rotating version of the TOV equation (1) can now be solved for rotating 
neutron stars of a given mass and equation of state with a phase transition. If 
a first order phase transition occur in the center at fZ0 the moment of inertia 
is generally [11]

m - h (l + ^ - §Pa(l " ^)3/2 + • •). (2)

for Q < n0. Here, c2 ~ Apflj, is a small number proportional to the density 
difference between the two phases and to the critical angular velocity to 3rd 
power. For fl > f20 the c2 term vanishes.

The pulsars slow down at a rate given by the loss of rotational energy which 
commonly is assumed proportional to the rotational angular velocity to some 
power (for dipole radiation n = 3)

4 (1W (3)
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Consequently, as the braking index depends on the second derivative /" = 
dl/cPQ of the moment of inertia and thus diverges as fi approaches Qq from 
below

3/'fl + /"fl2 
21 + /'fl

For fl > flo the term with c2 is absent.

4 Cooling
If the matter undergoes a phase transition at a critical temperature but is 
supercooled as the star cools down by neutrino emission, a large glitch will 
occur when the matter transforms to its equilibrium state. If the cooling is 
continuous the temperature will decrease with star radius and time and the 
phase transition boundary will move inwards. The two phases could, e.g., be 
quark-gluon/nuclear matter or a melted/solid phase. In the latter case the size 
of the hot (melted) matter in the core is slowly reduced as the temperature 
drops freezing the fluid. Melting temperatures have been estimated in [8] for 
the crust and in [2] for the quark matter mixed phase. Depending on whether 
the matter contracts as it freezes as most terrestrial metals or expands as ice, 
the cooling will separate the matter in a liquid core of lower or higher density 
respectively and a solid mantle around. When the very core freezes we have a 
similar situation as when the star slows down to the critical angular velocity, 
i.e., a first order phase transition occurs right at the center. Consequently, a 
similar behavior for the moment of inertia, angular velocities, braking index 
may occur by replacing f1(t) with T(t) in Eqs. (2-4).

5 Glitches
The glitches observed in the Crab, Vela, and a few other pulsars are probably 
due to quakes occurring in solid structures such as the crust, superfluid vortices 
or possibly the quark matter lattice in the core [2], These glitches are very 
small Afl/f2 ~ 10-8 and have a characteristic healing time.

In [12] a drastic softening of the equation of state by a phase transition to 
quark matter leads to a sudden contraction of the neutron star at a critical 
angular velocity and shows up in a backbending moment of inertia as function 
of frequency. As a result, the star will become unstable as it slows down, will 
suddenly decrease its moment of inertia and create a large glitch. If the matter 
supercools and makes a sudden transition to its stable phase the densities may
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also change and the star will have to contract or expand. Consequently, a large 
glitch will be observed.

6 Summary
We have discussed various possible phase transitions in neutron stars and have 
argued that we expect several first order order phase transitions to occur when 
the topological structure of the mixed phase change in the inner crust, nuclear 
and quark matter mixed phase or Kaon condensates. If a first order phase 
transitions is present at central densities of neutron stars, it will show up in 
moment of inertia and consequently also in angular velocities in a characteristic 
way. For example, the braking index diverges as n(f2) ~ dj1 - fi2/fig.
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Abstract

One of the most intriguing consequence of the extreme conditions 
inside neutron stars is the possibility of the natural existence of a de- 
conflned strange quark matter phase in the high density interior of the 
star. The equation of state (EOS) of strange quark matter (SQM) was 
recently improved in the framework of the MIT bag model by including 
medium effects. It was found that medium effects increase the energy 
per baryon of SQM and therefore lower the stability of this phase. In 
this work we investigate the influence of medium effects on the structure 
of hybrid stars within this model. We found that the medium effects 
reduce the extent of a pure SQM phase in the interior of an hybrid star 
significantly in favor of a mixed phase of quark and hadronic matter.

1 Introduction
The possibility of a deconfined phase of strange quark matter (SQM) in the 
interior of neutron stars is still stimulating the work of many authors [1, 2]. The 
gross structure of a neutron star like its mass and radius (MR) is influenced by 
the composition of its stellar material. This holds especially in the case of the 
existence of strangeness bearing “exotic” components like hyperons, kaons or 
SQM which may significant change the characteristic MR relation of the star.

The scope of this work is to study the influence of medium effects in the 
SQM phase on the gross structure of hybrid stars, i.e. neutron stars which 
are made of hadronic matter in the outer region, but with a SQM core in the 
interior. The deconfinement phase transition from hadronic matter to the SQM 
phase is constructed according to Glendenning [1]. We only require the weaker 
condition of global charge neutrality instead of assuming charge neutrality in 
either phase. The latter assumption would have the drastic consequence of
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strictly excluding a possible mixed phase of quark matter and hadronic matter. 
Such mixed phase is supposed to form a crystalline lattice of various geometries 
of the rarer phase immersed in the dominant one and probably exists over a 
wide range of densities inside the star [1, 2].

2 SQM and the effective mass bag model
SQM has been suggested as a possible stable or metastable phase of nuclear 
matter [3], The equation of state of this system is commonly described as a 
non-interacting Fermi gas of quarks at zero temperature, taking into account 
the bag constant [3, 4]. Also quark interactions within lowest order perturba
tive QCD have been considered.

In condensed matter as well as in nuclear physics medium effects play an 
important role. One of the most important medium effects are effective masses 
generated by the interaction of the particles with the system. The EOS of SQM 
was recently improved in the framework of the MIT bag model by including 
these medium effects [5]. The quarks are considered there as quasi-particles 
which acquire an effective mass by the interaction with the other quarks of 
the dense system. The effective masses following from the hard dense loop 
quark self energy are given in [5, 6]. They are used in the ideal Fermi gas EOS 
at temperature T = 0 with respect to thermodynamic self-consistency in the 
sense of [7], It was found [5], that the energy per baryon of SQM increases 
with increasing coupling constant g which enters into the effective masses. This 
makes the SQM phase energetically less favorable. We will refer to this model
[5] as the “effective mass bag model”.

3 The gross structure of neutron stars
Now we want to use the EOS in the effective mass bag model to calculate 
the MR relation of pure SQM stars and hybrid stars by solving the Tolman- 
Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations [8]. For the SQM EOS we assume a bag con
stant of B1/4 = 165 MeV (B % 96 MeV/fm3) and current quark masses of 
mu = rrid = 0, m, = 150 MeV [9]. For the hadronic phase of the hybrid star 
we use an EOS calculated in the framework of the nonlinear Walecka model 
including nucleons, hyperons (A and E"), electrons, muons and a, w and p 
mesons [9, 10]. We choose a compression modulus of K = 300 MeV. For sub- 
nuclear densities we use the Baym-Pethick-Sutherland EOS [11]. Fig. 1 shows 
the resulting MR relations for various values of the coupling constant g [9]. To 
investigate the influence of medium effects on the MR relation, we consider g
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Figure 1: Mass radius relation for pure SQM stars (R < 9 km) and hybrid 
stars (R > 9 km), GO = (g=0), ..., H = pure hadron , QC = star has a quark 
core, MC = star has a mixed core, Z?1/4 = 165 MeV, K = 300 MeV.

as an parameter ranging from g = 0 (no medium effects) to g — 4 [9, 12], The 
left hand side (R < 9 km) shows the pure SQM star results. As already found 
in [5], we see that medium effects have only an slight influence on the MR 
relation of a pure SQM star. This situation changes if we look at the hybrid 
star results on the right hand side of fig. 1 (R > 9 km). With increasing g, 
the MR relation approaches the curve of the pure hadron star (denoted by H). 
There are two different shaded regions denoted by QC (quark core) and MC 
(mixed core). Every star located inside the QC region possess a pure SQM 
core while the MC region denotes stars with a mixed phase core.

To discuss the radii of the quark and mixed cores, we assume an canonical 
mass of M — 1.4M0. Fig. 2 shows the schematic view of the canonical star for 
different increasing g [9]. We find that a small coupling constant of g = 1.5 
(a., ~ 0.18) is able to shrink the radius of the pure quark phase (QP) from 
R « 6 km (with neglected medium effects, fig. 2a) to R « 3 km (fig. 2c). 
Already at g = 2 (as ~ 0.32) the pure SQM core is vanished completely 
(fig. 2d). Note that in spite of a completely vanishing quark core, the pure 
hadron phase (HP) has grown only moderately. One could say that in a wide 
range of g (g< 3) medium effects are not able to displace the quark phase in 
favor of a pure hadronic phase. The essential effect is the transformation of 
the pure SQM phase into a SQM phase immersed into the mixed phase (MP)
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which therefore dominates the star. Only for g>3.5 a phase transition to SQM 
is completely suppressed (fig. 2f).

Figure 2: Schematic gross structure of an M = 1.4M@ star.

4 Conclusion
We have investigated the gross structure of non-rotating pure strange quark 
matter and hybrid stars using the effective mass bag model [5, 9] for the de
scription of the quark matter EOS. This model is based on the quasi-particle 
picture where the quarks of a Fermi-gas acquire medium-dependent effective 
quark masses generated by the interaction of the quarks with the other quarks 
of the system. We found that the basic influence of medium effects described 
by this model and parameterized by the strong coupling constant g is to reduce 
the extent of a pure quark matter phase in the interior of an hybrid star sig
nificantly in favor of a mixed phase. For a wide range of the coupling constant 
(553, oq <0.72) SQM is therefore present in the dense interior of the star at 
least as a mixed phase of quark and hadronic matter.
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Abstract

Theoretical and numerical models of core collapse supernovae are dis
cussed including the prompt and the delayed explosion mechanism.

1 Introduction
Supernova explosions are either powered by the gravitational binding energy 
released during the collapse of a stellar core to a neutron star [2] or a black 
hole, or as first suggested by Hoyle & Fowler (1960) by the energy released 
during the explosive burning of degenerate thermonuclear fuel (helium and/or 
carbon and oxygen).

Observationally, supernovas are divided into two distinct spectral types, 
which are distinguished by the absence (Type I) or presence (Type II) of hy
drogen lines in their spectra [36]. During the last decade astronomers have 
accumulated increasing evidence that both types do not form a homogeneous 
set, but should be divided into distinct subtypes (see, e.g., [22]). Accordingly, 
SNe are nowadays classified as Type la, lb and Ic and as Type II-L and II-P, 
where L and P denote a light curve of linear type and plateau type, respec
tively. This classification scheme, which was initially suggested by observa
tional data only, reflects differences in the explosion mechanism (core collapse 
or thermonuclear) and the progenitor star.

Type la supernovae are almost definitely thermonuclear explosions of de
generate white dwarfs. Type II supernovae are definitely the result of the core 
collapse of a massive (M It 9 M0) evolved star, as proven by observations (in 
particular of neutrinos) of SN1987A [1], Type Ib/Ic supernovae are most likely 
driven by the collapse of the evolved core of massive stars, which have lost their 
hydrogen or even part of their helium envelope by either a stellar wind (Wolf- 
Rayet progenitors with M ^ 30 M0) or, if being a member of a close binary, 
by mass transfer (helium star progenitors with 3 M0 M0 and initial
masses 12 M0 & Mi & 18 M0) [45, 22].
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2 The energy source of core collapse supernovae
Theoretical and numerical models of core collapse SNe are based on the idea, 
that the implosion of the iron core of a massive main sequence star (M k. 
9 Mq) at the end of its thermonuclear evolution causes a supernova explo
sion with violent mass ejection (ncjcct 104 km/sec) and the formation of a 
compact remnant, i.e., a neutron star or a black hole. The energy source for 
the explosion is the gravitational binding energy of the forming neutron star, 
which is of the order

Eb (1)

where M and R are the mass and the radius of the neutron star, and M0 
is the solar mass. As predicted by theoretical models and as proven through 
observations of SN1987A, the overwhelming fraction of the binding energy 
(about 99%) is carried away by neutrinos. Roughly 1% of the binding energy 
is transfered into kinetic energy (% 1051 erg) of the ejecta, and only about 
10~4 of the liberated energy is emitted in form of electromagnetic radiation 
(« 1049 erg).

3 Collapse and bounce
According to Chandrasekhar (1939) a star, which is supported against gravity 
by the (zero temperature) pressure of its relativistic electrons, can only be 
stabilized, if its mass is less than a critical mass

Mch = 1-457 (2Ye)2 Mq , (2)

which is the famous Chandrasekhar mass. At finite temperature the critical 
mass of a stable iron core should increase, but this increase is almost per
fectly canceled by a decrease of the critical core mass due to Coulomb lattice 
correlations [3].

At the end of Si-core burning the electron fraction in the iron core of a 
massive star has a value 0.42 &Ye & 0.44, because of electron captures which 
occurred during oxygen and (core) silicon burning. The central entropy of 
the core is of the order 1 kg/nucleon [42, 49, 50). The mass of the iron core 
eventually exceeds the Chandrasekhar mass, because (i) the mass of the core 
grows as a result of Si-shell burning, (ii) electron captures further reduce the 
lepton number in the core as neutrinos are lost from the star, and (iii) the 
pressure in the core is reduced due to (endothermic) photo-disintegration of
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nuclei by energetic photons. The relative importance of the last two processes 
depends on the stellar mass. For very massive stars (M 20 M0) photo
disintegrations are more important than EC’s, but the opposite is true for less 
massive stars, because of their lower central entropies

The initial entropy of the core is small (S « 1 kg/nucleon) and remains 
small during collapse (AS 0.5), because neutrinos are trapped at densities 
p k, 3 10ngcm~3 [8]. This near adiabaticity of the collapse has important 
consequences. Firstly most of the nucleons remain bound in nuclei, because 
the entropy of a nucleus of mass number A is much less (about a factor A) 
than the entropy of A free nucleons. Therefore, the pressure is dominated 
by relativistic electrons (and neutrinos after trapping) until nuclear matter 
density is reached. This in turn implies that the collapse of (non-rotating) 
iron cores cannot be stopped at densities less than nuclear matter density.

When the central density of the core exceeds nuclear matter density the 
EOS stiffens, i.e., the adiabatic index 7 increases from a value somewhat below 
4/3 to a value 2.5-3.0. Starting at the center of the core successive mass shells 
are stopped. Pressure waves move outwards in radius and accumulate within 
a millisecond near the sonic point, where they steepen into a shock wave. 
Due to its inertia the homologous core overshoots its equilibrium position 
and rebounds behind the shock wave, which has already started propagating 
outward. The shock detaches from the rebounding core close to the sonic 
point, which roughly coincides with the outer edge of the inner core.

This bounce of the inner core occurs on the time scale of a radial pulsation, 
which is of the order 1 millisecond. For a stiff nuclear EOS the maximum 
density reached during bounce is less than two times nuclear saturation density, 
whereas for a soft nuclear EOS the collapse can continue up to 3 — 4 times, and 
for a very soft nuclear EOS (with 7 = 2) even up to 10 times nuclear saturation 
density, if effects of general relativity are included in the calculation [4, 5].

4 Prompt explosions and shock propagation
The initial energy of the shock wave is approximately equal to the kinetic en
ergy of the inner core at the moment of last good homology, which is defined as 
the time, when the center of the core begins to be decelerated by the stiffening 
nuclear EOS [9].

During bounce the kinetic energy of the inner core is quickly transferred 
to the shock wave, which is an efficient absorber of sound waves. Numerical 
simulations and analytical estimates [37] show that the initial energy of the
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shock wave is of the order of

* (4 - 10) • 1051 erg , (3)

much more than is required to explain the observed (kinetic and electromag
netic) energy output of a supernova. However, while propagating outward the 
shock wave is severely damped by photo-disintegration of heavy nuclei into 
free nucleons (if S ^ 5 kB/nucleon) or alpha particles (if 3 kg/nucleon ^ S & 
5 kg/nucleon), the energy loss being of the order [26, 34]

Eto,. = (1.6 - 1.8) • 1051 erg/0.1 M0 (4)

After the shock wave has crossed the neutrino sphere, it is further weakened 
by neutrino losses.

When most of the initial shock energy is lost due to photo-disintegration, 
the shock is no longer strong enough to lead to complete disintegration of the 
nuclei in the post-shock region and turns into an accretion shock, if no further 
energy source is available. Such an additional source of energy is the heating 
of the shocked matter immediately behind the shock by energetic neutrinos 
diffusing out of the opaque central regions of the collapsed core (see below).

Numerical simulations had to be performed to clarify, whether the energy 
losses of the shock are so severe that it stalls and turns into an accretion shock, 
or whether the shock wave is able to reach the outer layers of the star and cause 
a supernova explosion. As the (crucial) energy loss due to photo-disintegration 
is proportional to the difference between the mass of the iron core and that of 
the inner core (at bounce), it is obvious that the best candidates for Type II 
SNe are stars with small iron cores (Af 1.2 Mq) and low initial entropy, the 
latter resulting in a large mass of the inner core [25]. In particular, the energy 
loss given in Eq. 4 implies a limiting mass, which can be photo-disintegrated 
by the shock, of the order

Mcore — Mic ^ 0.45 Mq . (5)

For an inner core with a mass in the range 0.8 M© & MIC & 0.9 M© as 
found in numerical simulations a so-called prompt explosion can only occur, if 
Afcorc 135 Mq.

Among researchers in the field there is now general agreement that when the 
detailed effects of neutrino transport are taken into account currently available 
initial models and in particular models with iron cores more massive than about
1.35 Mq cannot explode by the prompt mechanism, no matter what the right 
equation of state is (for more details, see e g., [38]).
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Figure 1: Sketch of the proto-neutron star and the "hot bubble” region.

5 Delayed explosions
A more viable Type II supernova explosion mechanism which relies on neutrino 
heating was found by Wilson (1985) [7, 48, 18, 28]. In this so-called delayed 
explosion mechanism energy is deposited in the layers between the nascent 
neutron star and the stalled prompt supernova shock during a period of a 
few 100 ms by absorption of a small fraction (between 1% and 10%) of the 
neutrinos emitted from the collapsed core (see Fig. 1). The neutrino energy 
deposition increases the pressure behind the shock front and the respective 
layers of the star begin to expand. Because of this expansion an extended 
region of low density, but quite high temperature is created above the surface 
of the proto-neutron star. The persistent energy input by neutrinos maintains 
high pressure in the radiation dominated "hot bubble” region, thus driving the 
shock outward, which eventually causes the supernova explosion.
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During the phase of matter accretion, lasting for up to more than hun
dred milliseconds after core bounce, material is falling through the standing 
accretion shock. Initially cooling processes dominate in this material, which 
radiates away its gravitational binding energy by neutrinos, and settles onto 
the proto-neutron star. As the neutron star becomes more and more compact 
and the accretion rate shrinks with the decreasing density of the infalling lay
ers of the progenitor star, there is a moment, when net heating by neutrino 
energy deposition must win against neutrino cooling.

Simulations showed that neutrino heating indeed works as predicted by the 
analytical considerations discussed above [46, 7, 48, 47, 18, 10, 28].

6 Convection
The criterion for the occurrence of convection in matter with density p, entropy 
per baryon S and electron number fraction Ye is given by [21]

dlnp din P
dlnP s,y« dS

dlnP
dY.

p,s

dYe
dr > 0 (6)

where r is the radial coordinate. Hence, a sufficient condition for convective 
motion is given, when both the gradients of entropy and electron number 
fraction are negative, i.e., dS/dr < 0 and dYjdr < 0.

6.1 Convection inside the proto-neutron star

After the shock wave stalls (% 10 ms after bounce) and before the delayed neu
trino heating mechanism begins to become effective (« 100 ms after bounce) 
the outer parts of the proto-neutron star are convectively unstable because 
of two reasons. Firstly, the deleptonization occurring in the shocked matter 
outside the neutrino-sphere produces a negative lepton gradient. Secondly, the 
weakening (and the eventual stalling) of the prompt shock wave gives rise to 
a negative entropy gradient in the same region. According to Eq. 6 this is a 
sufficient condition for convective motion to occur. This situation is commonly 
encountered in supernova simulations [11, 15, 10].

The existence of convective instabilities inside the proto-neutron star has 
been demonstrated in two-dimensional [12, 13, 29, 30] and three-dimensional 
hydrodynamic simulations [39, 40, 41], which covered the onset and growth 
of the convective instability until « 50 ms after core bounce. The size of the 
convective cells depends on whether the flow is simulated in two or three space 
dimensions [41]. In 2D the convective structures are roughly a factor of two
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larger than in 3D, where the dominant modes have (angular) wavelengths of 
about 20° — 30".

As the convective velocities reach and even partially exceed the local sound 
speed (uconv « 109 cm/s) strong pressure waves and even weak shock waves are 
generated by the convective flow. This convective activity inside the proto
neutron star causes significant inhomogeneities in the temperature and density 
stratifications. The inhomogeneities vary in time and space implying non
rad ial mass motions and a time-dependent mass quadrupole moment associ
ated with the outer layers of the proto-neutron star. Both effects generate 
gravitational radiation with typical frequencies in the range of several hundred 
Hz to about one kHz. An additional gravitational wave signal can be expected 
from the anisotropic neutrino emission found in the multi-dimensional models 
[20, 14, 41].

The convective mixing found in the multi-dimensional simulations around 
and below the neutrino-spheric region near the proto-neutron star surface is 
accompanied by an increase of the neutrino luminosities during the early phase 
of the supernova explosion. Since the convection is dynamical and violent 
and the gas velocities are close to the local speed of sound, neutrinos are 
transported out of the dense interior of the newly-formed neutron star much 
faster than by diffusion. The corresponding increase of the neutrino emission 
may provide an important aid to the neutrino-powered explosion mechanism.

6.2 Convection in the “hot bubble” region

Noting that the hot bubble is convectively unstable Colgate [18, 19] and Bethe 
(1990) pointed out that this situation may give rise to a dynamical overturn 
of hot, neutrino-heated, rising material and cold post-shock matter, and can 
lead to large-scale deviations from spherically symmetric supernova explosions. 
This instability was indeed found in numerical simulations [16, 23, 24, 30, 31, 
32, 33, 35, 40, 43, 44, 51].

In order to describe the formation of the convective instability and to simu
late the convective motion in the ” hot bubble” region an adequate treatment of 
neutrino-matter interaction is necessary and the generation and transport of 
neutrinos must be modeled. This can only be done in some approximate man
ner, because a multi-dimensional, multi-flavor and energy-dependent treatment 
of neutrino transport is presently not feasible. Moreover, the neutrino lumi
nosities from the collapsed stellar core are dependent on convective processes 
below and around the ’’neutrino sphere” (see previous subsection) and cannot 
be accurately determined without an elaborate treatment of neutrino transfer
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in this turbulent region. Possibly even methods to simulate neutrino transport 
in more than one dimension have to be applied. Finally, the neutrino emis
sion depends on the uncertain nuclear equation of state and on the neutrino 
interaction rates in the high-density material, which are only known with an 
accuracy of, may be, a factor of two.

Because of this lack of knowledge, Janka & Midler (1996) have performed 
a sensitivity study instead of calculating a consistent but specific model. Cer
tainly, consistency of the modeling is preferable. However, selecting a specific 
physical input, like EOS and neutrino opacities, as it was done by other workers 
in the field, provides only little insight into the physical conditions required for 
a successful explosion. Instead, Janka & Miiller (1996) took a published model 
of a stellar core shortly after core bounce and replaced the inner high-density 
region somewhat inside the neutrino-sphere by an inner boundary condition, 
which was allowed to contract in a controlled way and where the neutrino 
fluxes (and spectra) were set to chosen values. This allowed them to study the 
impact of the neutrino energy deposition and convection in the outer part of 
the collapsed core on the mechanism of the explosion.

Janka & Miiller (1996) obtained powerful explosions and cases of failure 
or very weak explosions in both one-dimensional and two-dimensional simula
tions. The crucial parameter turned out to be the neutrino luminosities of 
and after bounce and their decrease with time. Strong explosions require 
sufficiently high neutrino fluxes for a sufficiently long period. The turbulent 
overturn of cold post-shock material and high-entropy, neutrino-heated gas 
provides an efficient mechanism to transport energy from the neutrino-heated 
region to the shock front and clearly aids the re-expansion of the stalled shock 
front. However, turbulence in the neutrino-heated layer is a crucial help for the 
explosion only in a narrow range of neutrino luminosities. For lower neutrino 
fluxes the neutrino-heating is too weak and powerful explosions cannot be ob
tained even with convection. For higher neutrino fluxes convection reduces 
the neutrino luminosity that is necessary to end up with a certain explosion 
energy.

The non-spherical stratification and mass flow resulting from the convective 
instabilities in the neutrino heated region are, like the ones occurring inside 
the proto-neutron star, a source of gravitational radiation. Because of the 
longer time scales (up to a few 100 ms) and the larger radii (up to several 
1000 km) involved in the ”hot bubble” convection, the typical frequencies of 
the emitted gravitational radiation are expected to be significantly lower and 
the corresponding amplitudes to be smaller [41].
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Abstract
Type II supernovae (SNe II) are linked to the gravitational collapse 
of massive stars (M>8M0) at the end of their hydrostatic evolution. 
The resulting central hot proto neutron star cools via neutrino emis
sion. Neutrino opacities and transport determine the neutrino emission 
luminosity, which, together with the neutrino heating efliency in adja
cent layers, is responsible for the explosion and ejection of matter. This 
affects the nucleosynthesis products via two main uncertainties, (i) the 
locations of the mass cut between the ejecta and the remaining neu
tron star and (ii) the total explosion energy responsible for explosive 
nucleosynthesis. Thus, observations can constrain these quantities.

Type la supernovae (SNe la) are explained by exploding white dwarfs 
in binary stellar systems. The favored systems are accreting white 
dwarfs, approaching the (maximum stable) Chandrasekhar mass before 
contraction and central ignition. Their major uncertainties are related 
(i) to the the accretion rate in the binary system which determines the 
carbon ignition density and (ii) the flame speed after central ignition. 
We provide several new constraints to the ’’average” SNe la systems, 
representing the major source of Fe-group nuclei in the Galaxy.

1 Introduction
Many contributions to this conference were devoted to the essential nuclear 
input for astrophysical calculations, i.e. experimental cross sections in hy
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drostatic burning stages of stellar evolution, electron captures in late burning 
stages and in stellar collapse, the nuclear equation of state and its influence 
on the supernova core collapse, neutrino transport and opacities in dense nu
clear matter, the precision of cross section predictions for explosive burning, 
the properties (e.g. masses and half-lives) of nuclei far from beta-stability and 
resulting effects on abundance features of heavy nuclei. These topics are also 
covered in the NuPECC report on nuclear and particle astrophysics [3] and a 
recent review concentrating on experimental approaches [18]. In this contribu
tion we present applications of such nuclear properties to specific astrophysical 
sites and test how resulting abundance compositions from explosive burning 
can give clues to the detailed working of supernovae.

Nuclear burning can in general be classified into two categories: (1) hy
drostatic burning stages on timescales dictated by stellar energy loss and (2) 
explosive burning due to hydrodynamics of the specific event. Both are of 
importance for supernovae. In SNe II the outer ejected layers are unpro
cessed and contain results of prior H-, He-, C-, and Ne-buming in stellar 
evolution. In general, the initial hydrostatic composition also influences the 
ejected yields of explosively processing layers. Hydrostatic burning stages 
are characterized by temperature thresholds, permitting Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distributions of (charged) particles (nuclei) to penetrate increasing Coulomb 
barriers: H-burning [conversion of JH into 4He via pp-chains, initiated by 
’H(p, e+)2H, or the CNO cycle with the slowest reaction 14N(p, 7)lsO] He- 
burning [4He(2a, 7)12C (triple-alpha) and 12C(ct, 7)160], C-burning [12C(12C, 
oj20Ne], and O-burning [160(160,a)28Si], The alternative is that photodis
integrations start to play a role when 30kT«Q (the Q-value of the inverse 
capture reaction). This ensures sufficient photons with energies >Q in the 
Planck distribution and leads to Nc-Buming [20Ne(7, <x)160, 20Ne(a, 7)24Mg] 
at T>1.5 x 109K (preceding O-bnming) due to a small Q-value of «4 MeV and 
Si-burning at temperatures in excess of 3xl09K [initiated like No-burning by 
photodisintegrations]. The latter ends in a thermodynamic equilibrium with 
an abundance distribution around Fe (nuclear statistical equilibrium, NSE), as 
Q-values of 8-10 MeV along the valley of stability permit photodisintegrations 
at these temperatures as well the penetration of the corresponding Coulomb 
barriers.

In such an NSE the abundance of each nucleus Y(z,a) with atomic weight 
A and charge Z, measured in mole per gram of matter, is only governed by 
chemical potentials and thus only dependent on temperature T, density p, its 
nuclear binding energy B, and partition function G(T), while fulfilling mass 
conservation A,Tj = 1 and charge conservation 2], = Yc (the total
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number of protons equals the net number of electrons). Ye is changed by 
weak interactions (beta-decays and electron captures) on longer timescales. 
While still approaching NSE, different nuclear mass regions, usually separated 
by closed shells and small Q-values, can already be in equilibrium with the 
background of free neutrons, protons and alphas, but such quasi-equilibrium 
(QSE) clusters have total abundances which are offset from their NSE values 
[39, 46, 41].

2 Explosive Burning
Many of the hydrostatic burning processes occur also under explosive condi
tions at higher temperatures and on shorter timescales, cases, but often the 
beta-decay half-lives of unstable products are longer than the timescales of the 
explosive processes under investigation. This requires in general the addition
al knowledge of nuclear cross sections for unstable nuclei [35, 41]. A recent 
reaction rate sensitivity analysis of explosive burning products [44], however, 
also noticed that due to equilibrium effects (NSE and QSE) the dependence on 
cross section uncertainties (in explosive burning) is strongly reduced. Exten
sive calculations of explosive C, Ne, O, and Si burning have been performed for 
many years [l]. The fuels for explosive nucleosynthesis consist mainly of N=Z 
nuclei like 12C, 160, 20Ne, 24Mg, or 28Si, resulting in intermediate to heavy 
nuclei, again with NwZ, unless densities are high enough to ensure substantial 
electron captures due to energetic, degenerate electrons.

We will concentrate here only on explosive Si-burning which differs strong
ly from its hydrostatic counterpart. Explosive Si-burning can be devided into 
three different regimes: (i) incomplete Si-burning and complete Si-burning 
with either (ii) a normal (high density, low entropy) or (iii) an alpha-rich (low 
density, high entropy) freeze-out of charged-particle reactions. At high tem
peratures or during a "normal” freeze-out, the abundances are in a full NSE. 
An alpha-rich freeze-out is caused by the inability of the triple-alpha reaction 
4He(2a,7)12C, transforming 4He into 12C, and the 4He(cm, 7)9Be reaction, to 
keep light nuclei like n, p, and 4He, and intermediate mass nuclei beyond A=12 
in an NSE during declining temperatures, when the densities are small. This 
causes a large alpha abundance after freeze-out, which shifts abundances in 
QSE groups to heavier nuclei, transforming e.g. 56Ni, 57Ni, and 58Ni into 60Zn, 
61 Zn, and 62Zn. It leads also to a slow supply of 12C still during freeze-out, 
leaving traces of alpha nuclei, 32S, 36Ar, 40Ca, 44Ti, 48Cr, and 52Fe, which did 
not fully make their way up to 56Ni. This effect, typical for SNe II, is a function 
of remaining alpha-particle mass fraction (or entropy).
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We will omit here the discussion of r-process nucleosynthesis (rapid neutron 
capture) and just point out that it relates to subsets of explosive Si-burning, 
either with low or high entropies and thus experiencing a normal or alpha-rich 
freeze-out. The requirement of a neutron/seed ratio of 10 to 150 after charged 
particle freeze-out translates in a normal freeze-out into a Yc =<ZjA> as low 
as 0.12-0.3, as found in neutron star matter. Another option is an extremely 
alpha-rich freeze-out with a moderate yc>0.40 [38, 47, 10].

3 Type II Supernova Explosions
All stars with main sequence masses M>8M0 [11, 42] produce a collapsing core 
after the end of their hydrostatic evolution, which proceeds to nuclear densities. 
The total energy released, 2-3 x 1053erg, equals the gravitational binding energy 
of a neutron star. Because neutrinos are the particles with the longest mean 
free path, they are able to carry away that energy in the fastest fashion as seen 
for SN1987A in the Kamiokande, IMB and Baksan experiments [5]. The most 
promising mechanism for supernova explosions is based on neutrino heating 
beyond the hot proto-neutron star via the dominant processes i/c + n —> p + e~ 
and Pc+p —* n+e+ with a (hopefully) about 1% efficiency in energy deposition. 
The neutrino heating efficiency depends on the neutrino luminosity, which in 
turn is affected by neutrino opacities [37, 25, 19, 36, 8]. The explosion via 
neutrino heating is delayed after core collapse for a timescale of seconds or less. 
The exact delay time depends on the neutrinos transport and convection 
entropy gradients [12, 17, 6, 26].

3.1 Induced Nucleosynthesis Calculations

The uncertainties of self-consistent models, suggests instead to make use of the 
fact that typical kinetic energies of 1051 erg are observed and light curve as 
well as explosive nucleosynthesis calculations can be performed by introducing 
a shock of appropriate energy in the pre-collapse stellar model [42, 46, 40, 29]. 
Present explosive nucleosynthesis, calculations for SNe II are still based on such 
induced supernova explosions by either depositing thermal energy or invoking 
a piston with a given kinetik energy of the order 1051 erg. Induced calculations 
(lacking self-consistency) utilize the constraint of requiring ejected 56Ni-masses 
from the innermost explosive Si-burning layers in agreement with supernova 
light curves, being powered by the decay chain 56Ni-56Co-56Fe. This can also 
serve as guidance to the supernova mechanism with mass cuts, based on 56Ni 
in the ejecta [40, 29].
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Figure 1: Isotopic composition of the ejecta for a core collapse supernova from 
a 13M0 star (3.3M0 He-core). The exact mass cut in M(r) between neutron 
star and ejecta depends on the details of the delayed explosion mechanism.

Fig. 1 shows the composition after explosive processing for a constant 
Ye=0.4989 in the inner ejcta, which experience incomplete and complete Si- 
burning. Huge changes in the Fe-group composition occur when this is changed 
to 0.4915 for mass zones below M(r)=1.5M0. Then the abundances of 58Ni and 
56Ni become comparable. All neutron-rich isotopes increase (57Ni, 58Ni, 59Cu, 
61Zn, and 62Zn), the even-mass isotopes (58Ni and 62Zn) show the strongest 
effect. One can also recognize the increase of 40Ca, 44Ti, 48Cr, and 52Fe with 
an increasing alpha-rich freeze-out.

In Fig. 2 we display the Yc-distributions of a 2OM0 star and the position 
of the outer boundary of explosive Si-burning with complete Si exhaustion, 
where predominantly 56Ni is produced. This changes as a function of the 
delay time (here 0, 0.3, 0.5, 1, and 2s) between core bounce and explosion 
because matter is accreted onto the proto-neutron star. Observed 56Ni ejecta 
indicate the corresponding neutron star masses. The upper mass limit of 
neutron stars, due to the nuclear equation of state [34], causes therefore also 
the upper mass limit of stars which undergo successful supernova explosions 
before the formation of central black holes set in. Different maximum stable 
masses between the initially hot and a cold neutron star, possibly related to 
kaon condensates [4, 34], could result in a supernova explosion and afterwards 
the formations of a central black hole.

Observational constraints for individual supernovae (e.g. SN1987A, SN1993J)
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Figure 2: The ^-distributions in a 20Mq star and the position of the outer 
boundary of complete Si-burning, as a function of the delay/accretion period 
tdc- A required amount of Ni-ejecta and the delay time tdc determine Yc and 
the composition in the ejected material. The steep drop in Yc corresponds to 
the edge of core O-burning.
and supernova remnants (e.g. Gas A, G292.0+1.8, N132D) give constraints on 
element abundances (like C, O, Si, Cl, Ar, Co, and Ni) and isotopic abundances 
(like 56Ni, 57Ni, 44Ti, and 26Al) from optical, UV, and X-ray spectra, supernova 
lightcurves, as well as gamma-ray lines following nuclear decay [40, 7], which 
constrain the products of hydrostatic burning stages like C, O, Ne and Mg and 
the composition close to the mass cut between the central neutron star and the 
supernova ejecta (^Co, 57Co, 44Ti). They give a consistent picture for neu
trino heating delay times of 0.3-0.5s, explosion energies of the order 1051erg, 
and a mass cut close to or outside the O-burning shell with minute permitted 
admixtures of deeper layers so that only matter with V^>0.497-0.498 is ejected. 
These constraints have to be met by self-consistent hydro calculations.

4 Type la Supernovae
There are strong observational and theoretical indications that SNe la are 
thermonuclear explosions of accreting white dwarfs [43, 13, 30). Theoretically, 
both Chandrasekhar mass white dwarf models and sub-Chandrasekhar mass 
models have been considered [32, 9, 14]. These corresponds to a single de
generate scenario, i.e., accretion of H or He via mass transfer from a binary
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companion at a relatively high rate. In the case of He accretion at low rates, He 
detonates at the base of the accreted layer before the system reaches the Chan
drasekhar mass [45, 24, 2]. A double degenerate scenario, i.e., the merging of 
two C+O white dwarfs in a binary system with a combined mass exceeding 
the Chandrasekhar mass limit [15] exists as well.

The Chandrasekhar vs. sub-Chandrasekhar mass issue has recently expe
rienced some progress. Observational features of SNe la in early phases clearly 
indicate that Chandrasekhar models give a more consistent picture than the 
sub-Chandrasekhar models of helium detonations [13, 33]. On the other hand, 
late time spectra challenge the traditional model W7 [32] due to a too large 58Ni 
content and too high central densities [23]. Thus, this model requires improve
ments (i) in terms of the Fe-group composition and (ii) the central ignition 
densities. The recent findings of supersoft X-ray sources, potential progenitors 
of SN la events with high accretion rates and low ignition densities [31, 22], 
leave hope also for late time spectra.

4.1 Ignition and Burning FVont Propagation

For Chandrasekhar mass models carbon ignition in the central region leads to a 
thermonuclear runway. High accretion rates cause a higher central temperature 
and pressure, favoring lower ignition densities. A flame front then propagates 
at a subsonic speed as a deflagration wave due to heat transport across the 
front [32]. Here the most uncertain quantity is the flame speed which depends 
on the development of instabilities of various scales at the flame front. Multi
dimensional hydro simulations of the flame propagation have been attempted 
by several groups, though the results are still preliminary [21, 27, 28]. These 
simulations have suggested that a carbon deflagration wave might propagate 
at a speed Vdd as slow as a few percent of the sound speed v, in the central 
region of the white dwarf. Though the calculated flame speed is still very 
preliminary, due to the lack of a proper treatment of turbulence, it is useful 
to examine nucleosynthesis consequences of such a slow flame speed. After an 
initial deflagration in the central layers, the deflagration is assumed to turn 
into a detonation at lower densities [20, 45].

In the deflagration wave, electron captures enhance the neutron excess. 
The amount of electron capture depends on both Vdef (influencing the time 
duration of matter at high temperatures, and with it the availability of free 
protons) and the central density of the white dwarf (increasing the electron 
chemical potential). The resultant nucleosynthesis in slow deflagrations [20] 
has some distinct features compared with faster deflagrations like W7 [32],
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Figure 3: Yz after freeze-out of nuclear reactions measures the electron cap
tures on free protons and nuclei. Small burning front velocities lead to steep 
^-gradients which flatten with increasing velocities (see the series of models 
WS15, WS30, and W7). Lower central ignition densities shift the curves up 
(CS15), but the gradient is the same for the same propagation speed. Only 
when the Ye from electron captures is smaller than for stable Fe-group nuclei, 
subsequent /^“-decays will reverse this effect(WSL).

thus providing important constraints on these two parameters. Initially slower 
deflagrations cause an earlier expansion of the outer layers with respect to the 
arrival of the burning front (as information of the central ignition propagates 
with sound speed and lead to lower densities for the outer deflagration and 
detonation layers. Here we want to concentrate on the main aim, which is 
to find the ’’average” SN la conditions responsible for their nucleosynthesis 
contribution to galactic evolution, i.e. especially the Fe-group composition.

4.2 The Fe-Group Composition in Slow Deflagrations

We adopt two models with central densities of p=1.37 (C) and 2.12x 109 g 
cm-3 (W) at the onset of thermonuclear runaway and assume that a slow (S) 
deflagration propagates with speeds iMef/u, = 0.015 (WS15, CS15) and 0.03 
(WS30) and consider also the extreme case of an initially laminar flame front 
(WSL). The central region undergoes electron captures on free protons and 
iron peak nuclei.

Fig. 3 summarizes the major options to change Yz values in the central 
part of SNe la explosions are: (i) the burning front speed, determininig the Yc 
gradient and (ii) the central ignition densities, being inversely proportional to
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Yc. These features hold true as long as Ye values in explosive burning do not 
drop below 0.44, when competing ^"-decays have also to be taken into account 
(case WSL). Such parameter studies can give important clues to and pCitjn. 
Ye values of 0.47-0.485 lead to dominant abundances of 84 Fe and 58Ni, values 
between 0.46 and 0.47 produce dominantly 56Fe, values in the range of 0.45 
and below are responsible for 58Fe, 54 Cr, 50Ti, 64Ni, and values below 0.43-0.42 
are responsible for 48Ca.

For all cases discussed here (WSL, WS15, WS30, CS15) 58Ni can be pro
duced within the permitted uncertainty limits. 54Cr is produced within these 
limits in CS15, but overproduced in WSL, WS15 and WS30, due to the too 
low central Yr's. 50Ti is produced close to solar values for CS15, well produced 
for WS30, and clearly overproduced in WSL and WS15 (for full details see 
[16]). From this exercise we see that this would make CS15 a better model 
than WS15, WS30 or WSL, in terms of avoiding overproduction of these ele
ments, and would permit solar abundances in total. This interpretation is also 
in agreement with identifying the recently discovered supersoft X-ray sources 
as SN la progenitor systems. Their high accretion rates (close to M=1O-7M0) 
would be in agreement with such low ignition densities.
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Abstract

The recently developed Shell Model Monte Carlo (SMMC) approach 
allows the calculation of nuclear properties at finite temperature and 
in much larger and hence more realistic model spaces than previous 
methods. The manuscript discusses two applications of the SMMC to 
nuclear problems of relevance in supernova physics: the calculation of 
a) electron capture rates on nuclei in the iron mass region and of b) 
level densities.

1 Introduction
The impact of nuclear structure on astrophysics has become increasingly im
portant, particularly in the fascinating and presently unsolved problem of 
type-11 supernova. In this context 1 will discuss two rather distinct nuclear 
problems: i) electron capture rates and ii) nuclear level densities. As their 
common feature, significant progress has been achieved in both areas being 
made possible by the development and applicability of a novel solution to 
the nuclear shell model. This novel method, the Shell Model Monte Carlo 
(SMMC) approach [1, 2), describes the nucleus by a canonical ensemble at fi
nite temperature T = /3_1 and employs a Hubbard-Stratonovich linearization 
of the imaginary-time many-body propagator, exp {—0H}, to express observ
ables as path integrals of one-body propagators in fluctuating auxiliary fields. 
The SMMC approach overcomes the severe mass limitations faced by stan
dard diagonalization techniques. As a shortcoming, the SMMC method does 
not provide detailed spectroscopic informations. However, it naturally allows 
the study of thermal properties of nuclei as they are often required in astro
physics. A review of the SMMC method and its applications can be found 
in Ref. [3]. As a highlight SMMC calculations in the complete p/-shell have 
been able to consistently reproduce the experimentally observed Gamow-Teller 
strength distributions [4] (if the universal renormalization of the spin-operator 
is employed [5, 6]). This property as well as its ability to study nuclei at 
finite temperature is the basis for the progress achieved recently in the calcu-
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lation of electron capture rates for the presupernova collapse and of nuclear 
level densities. These two topics will be discussed in turn in the following two 
sections.

2 Electron capture in presupernova collape
Key inputs for the precollapse scenario are the electron capture cross sections 
and rates for iron group nuclei [7, 8]. The core of a massive star at the end of 
hydrostatic burning is stabilized by electron degeneracy pressure as long as its 
mass does not exceed the appropriate Chandrasekhar mass Mch- If the core 
mass exceeds Mch, electrons are captured by nuclei [7]. Thus, the depletion of 
the electron population due to capture by nuclei is a crucial factor determining 
the initial collapse phase.

The presupernova electron capture rate Acc is given by folding the total 
electron capture cross section with the flux of a degenerate relativistic electron 
gas:

'°2 F(z,El) -Acc ---

6163sec. + exp [&(£= - Pc)] '
W

where 1 /p, and are the electron temperature, momentum, and chemical 
potential, and C = (Qlj — m\cA)1^ for Qij < — mcc2, and 0 otherwise, and 
Qij = —E = E{ — Ej is the energy difference between the nuclear states i and 
/, respectively. Here we have additionally accounted for the distortion of the 
electron’s wave function due to the Coulomb field of the nucleus by introducing 
the Fermi function F(Z,EC) = 2tt7?/ [exp(27rp) — 1] where 77 = Za/0, a is 
the fine-structure constant, ft =| /? | is the magnitude of the velocity of the 
incoming electron, and Z is the charge of the parent nucleus. In writing down 
Eq. (1) we have also considered that, under presupernova conditions (T « 0.5 
MeV, p, % 1.5 MeV), the electron capture rate is dominated by Gamow-Teller 
(GT) transitions. The appropriate GT strength distribution at temperature 
T, Sgt(E,T), is related to the dynamical GT response function (with A = 
Eili T+(0actr(*) where creS = 0.8(7 is the renormalized spin operator)

Ra(t) =
TTAle-^-^A^e-^A] Ei/(2J,- + l)e-^,e-T(£/-£,)|(/|-4|i)|

E,(2T, + l)e-0£'TrA[e~PH} 

by an inverse Laplace transform

/OO
SA(E,T)e-rBdE.

(2)

(3)
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Note that here E is the energy transfer within the parent nucleus, and that the 
strength distribution Sgt{E,T) has units of MeV-1. The response function 
can be directly calculated within the SMMC and the desired strength distri
bution is then obtained by using maximum entropy techniques to numerically 
perform the inverse Laplace transformation.

In Ref. [9] we have presented SMMC Gamow-Teller distributions for those 
p/-shell nuclei in the iron mass region for which experimental data are available 
^54,56pg 58,60,62,64^ 51 v, 55Mn and 59Co). The agreement between theory and 
data was very satisfying in all cases and it has been concluded that the SMMC 
approach has the predictive power to estimate the Gamow-Teller strength dis
tribution for nuclei for which no data exist. In the meantime we have extended 
the SMMC calculation to other p/-shell nuclei [10] which are of interest for 
the presupernova collapse: 55'57Co, 66Ni, 50,52Cr, 55-58Fe, 56Ni and 50Ti.

In Table 1 we compare the SMMC results for the Gamow-Teller peak in the 
daughter nucleus with the parametrization given by Fuller, Fowler and New
man [11] and subsequently used in the update of the presupernova electron 
capture rates by Aufderheide el al. [8]. We observe that Ref. [11] generally 
places the Gamow-Teller strength for even-even parent nuclei at too high an 
excitation energy in the daughter, while it is the opposite for odd-A parent nu
clei. The same trend as in the SMMC distributions is found in the data, iFrom 
the SMMC calculations and the data we can conclude that for an even-even 
parent, the Gamow-Teller strength, at low temperatures, is at low daughter 
excitation energies (~ 2 MeV), while it is at significantly higher excitation 
energies (~ 5 MeV) for an odd-A nucleus. This different behavior is related 
to the pairing energy difference between the even-even parent and odd-odd 
daughter. As the Gamow-Teller distributions usually have widths of order 1-2 
MeV, our SMMC calculations for odd-A nuclei might miss weak Gamow-Teller 
transitions at low excitation energies which could potentially increase the elec
tron capture rates. It appears therefore reasonable to follow the prescription 
of [II] and add some strength at low energies to the rates obtained from the 
SMMC Gamow-Teller distributions for odd-A nuclei. Such a procedure seems 
to be unnecessary for even-even parent nuclei.

Do the present electron capture rates indicate potential implications for 
the pre-collapse evolution of a type II supernova? To make a judgement on 
this important question, we compare in Table I the SMMC rates for selected 
nuclei with those currently used in collapse calculations [8] assuming typical 
physical conditions [8], Furthermore the table lists the partial electron capture 
rate which has been attributed to Gamow-Teller transitions in Ref. [8]. For 
even parent nuclei, Table I shows significant differences between the present
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rate and the one attributed to the Gamow-Teller transition in [8]. As discussed 
above, the origin of this discrepancy is due to the fact that Ref. [11] places 
the Gamow-Teller resonance for even-even nuclei systematically at too high 
an excitation energy. Of course, this shortcoming has been corrected for in 
Refs. [11, 8] by adding low-lying strength on top of the one attributed to 
Gamow-Teller transitions. However, the overall good agreement between the 
SMMC results for even-even nuclei and the recommended rates indicates that 
our SMMC approach also accounts correctly for this low-lying strength. We 
conclude therefore that, for even-even nuclei, the SMMC approach is able to 
predict the total electron capture rate rather reliably, even if no experimental 
data are available. We note that our SMMC rate is somewhat larger than the 
recommended rate for 56Fe and 60Ni. In both cases the experimental Gamow- 
Teller distribution is known and agrees well with the SMMC results [9], While 
the proposed increase of the rate for 60Ni is not expected to have noticeable 
influence on the pre-collapse evolution, the increased rate for 56Fe makes this 
nucleus to an important contributor in the change of Yc during the collapse.

Turning now to electron capture on odd-A nuclei. Here we observe that the 
SMMC electron capture rate, derived from the Gamow-Teller distributions, is 
significantly smaller than the recommended total rate. As already stressed 
above, this is simply due to the fact that for odd-A nuclei the Gamow-Teller 
transition peaks at rather high excitation energies in the daughter nucleus. The 
electron capture rate on odd-A nuclei is therefore carried by weak transitions 
at low excitation energies. Comparing our rates to those attributed to Gamow- 
Teller transitions in Refs. [11, 8] reveals that the latter have been in general 
significantly overestimated which is simply caused by the fact that the position 
of the Gamow-Teller resonance is usually put at too low excitation energies in 
the daughter. For example, Ref. [8] attributes 87% of the total capture rate on 
55Co to Gamow-Teller transitions (Table I), while our calculation predicts the 
contribution of the Gamow-Teller strength distribution to be negligible. Thus, 
we recommend that the capture rate on 55Co is significantly smaller (only 13% 
of the rate given in Table 4 of Ref. [8]). Our SMMC calculation implies that 
the Gamow-Teller transitions should not contribute noticeably to the electron 
capture rates on odd-A nuclei at the low temperatures studied in Tables 14-16 
in [8]. Thus, the rates for odd-A nuclei given in these tables should generally 
be replaced by the non-Gamow-Teller fraction.
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Table 1: Comparisons of the present SMMC electron capture rates with the 
total (Acc) and partial Gamow-Teller (A^.T) rates as given in Ref. [8]. The last 
two columns compare the position of the Gamow-Teller strength as calculated 
in the SMMC (£qt) and parametrized in Ref. [11]. The calculation has been 
performed for a density p =' 5.9 • 107 g/cm3, temperature T = 3.4 • 109 K and 
electron-to-baryon ratio Yc = 0.47.___________________________
nucleus Aec (sec ’)

(SMMC)
Aec (sec *) 
(Ref. [8])

A«J (sec 7) 
(Ref. [8])

Eci

(MeV)
Effn

(MeV)
"Co 2.25E-04 1.41E-01 1.23E-01 6.9 3.78
57Co 1.97E-06 3.50E-03 1.31E-04 4.8 3.77
54 Fe 4.64E-05 3.11E-04 9.54E-07 2.8 3.8
55 Fe 7.22E-09 1.61E-03 1.16E-07 6.1 5.4
56Ni 1.96E-02 1.60E-02 6.34E-03 2.6 3.78
58Ni 6.02E-04 6.36E-04 4.04E-06 2.0 3.76
60Ni 1.34E-05 1.49E-06 4.86E-07 1.0 2.0

3 Nuclear level densities
Nuclear level densities play an essential role for theoretical estimates of nuclear 
reaction rates needed in various astrophysics! nucleosynthesis processes like 
the s-, r- and rp-process [12]. Nuclear level densities have been described in 
these astrophysical studies by the backshifted Fermi gas model of Gilbert and 
Cameron [13). This model extends the non-interacting Fermi gas model of 
Bethe [14] by considering pairing among like nucleons via a backshift of the 
excitation energy E. Thus one has [12]

p(U) -
x/tt exp2Vot7

l2al/4 [/5/4 U = E — A

where A, a are the backshift and level density parameter [12]

a

A

A/8 MeV"1
. 12 10
"VA ---- - MeV

(4)

(5)

(6)

with the positive (negative) sign for even-even (odd-odd) nuclei and A = 0 for 
odd-A nuclei.

First attempts to determine level densities within the SMMC method have 
been reported by Ormand [15] and by Narad a and Alhassid [16]. Both ap-
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proaches are based on the fact that the excitation energy

£(/?) =
Tr [He-pff] 

Tr [c-*wl
JdEe-^EpiE)

Z (7)

can be evaluated within the SMMC [3]. Here, Z is the partition function with

In
Z(P)'

Z(0).
rdo'g^'),

Jo (8)

Z(0) is the total number of states in the model space. Using a saddle-point 
approximation to perform the inverse Laplace transform leads to [16]

p(E) =
JSE+lnZtf)

/ (9)

where 0 = 0(E) is obtained by inverting E = E(0).
We have calculated nuclear level densities for the nuclei 48-50Cr and 50,51Mn 

in the complete pf shell [17]. They contain only positive (negative) parity 
states for even-A (odd-A) nuclei which should be a reasonable approximation 
for the low-excitation spectrum considering that the splitting between major 
shells is hu> fa 10 MeV. For the residual interaction in the Hamiltonian the 
form pairing+multipole-multipole has been assumed. A missing isospin repul
sion has been corrected for by adding aT2 to the Hamiltonian (T is the isospin 
operator) and by treating this extra term in perturbation theory. At interme
diate energies (E fa 3 — 8 MeV) the SMMC level densities agree nicely with the 
backshifted Fermi gas model if the level density parameter a = A/7.6 MeV-1 
is chosen. For the backshift we obtain Awl MeV for even-even nuclei, which 
is slightly smaller than the phenomenological value, and A = 0 for odd-A nu
clei in agreement with expectation. The SMMC calculation also shows that 
in the odd-odd N = Z nucleus 50Mn (which has ground state isospin T = 1) 
the number of isoscalar (T = 0) levels is significantly larger than the number 
of isovector (T = 1) levels at moderate excitation energies. It is suggested to 
parametrize the level density of odd-odd N = Z nuclei in terms of T = 0 and 
T = 1 components (the latter being identical to the analog even-even nucleus, 
in which one proton has been changed into a neutron) to account for the fact 
that these nuclei at low excitation energies are dominated by proton-neutron 
correlations rather than like-nucleon pairing [18, 19] which is the basis of the 
backshift in the level density formula (4).
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4 Summary
In summary, the SMMC has been established in recent years as a very use
ful tool for nuclear structure calculations, including nuclear properties at fi
nite temperature. This is of particular interest for astrophysics as this new 
method allows improved and more realistic investigations of nuclear properties 
that are of importance in various astrophysical scenarios (see e.g. [3]). This 
manuscript has highlighted some of the very recent applications and gives a 
flavor of the kind of studies that can be performed with the shell model Monte 
Carlo method.

The work has been partly supported by the Danish Research Council. The 
collaboration with David Dean is gratefully acknowledged.

-------  SMMC (49Cr)
------- backshifted FG (49Cr)
------- SMMC (48Cr)
------- backshifted FG (48Cr)

E [MeV]

Fig. 1. Comparison of the level density in 48Cr and <9Cr as calculated within 
the SMMC and the backshifted Fermi gas (FG) model.
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Abstract

The recent observation of 44Ti radioactivity in the supernova remnant 
Cassiopeia A with the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory allows the 
determination of the absolute amount of 44Ti. This provides a test for 
current supernova models. The main uncertainty is the lifetime of 44Ti. 
We report a new measurement of the lifetime of 44Ti applying a novel 
technique. A mixed radioactive beam containing 44Ti as well as 22Na 
was implanted and the resulting -/-activity was measured. This allowed 
the determination of the lifetime of 44Ti relative to the lifetime of 22Na, 
r = (87.0 ± 1.9) y. With this lifetime, the 44Ti abundance agrees with 
theoretical predictions within the remaining observational uncertainties.
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1 Introduction
Supernovae are one of the main sources of galactic radioactivity. The light 
curve of supernovae are powered by the energy released by the decay of un
stable nuclei, first by 56Ni and its long-lived daughter 56Co, then by 57Co and 
44Ti. These nuclei are created in the a-rich freeze-out during the supernova 
explosion [1, 2, 3, 4], Here, material cools in nuclear statistical equilibrium 
at low densities and the build-up of heavy elements is handicapped by the 
slow triple-a-process. In particular the production of 44Ti depends critically 
on entropy and density conditions in the a-rich freeze-out [4, 5]. Of special 
interest is therefore the observation of the 1157 keV 7-line from the decay 
of 44Ti. So far, the only source for this line is the supernova remnant Cas
siopeia A [6]. From the observed 7-flux the total 44Ti mass ejected by Cass A 
can be determined, which provides a sensitive test for the various supernova 
models. However, a meaningful determination of this mass is hampered by 
the uncertainty of the 44Ti lifetime. The reported lifetime values (67 - 96 y) 
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11] lead to an uncertainty in the 44Ti mass of a factor of three. For 
this reason we measured the lifetime of 44Ti using a novel technique. A mixed 
radioactive beam containing 44Ti and 22Na was implanted into a stack of foils 
and the resulting activity was measured using a high-resolution Ge detector. 
This method allowed the determination of the 44Ti lifetime relative to the well- 
known lifetime of 22Na reducing the systematic uncertainties. The lifetime of 
44Ti depends only on two ratios, the relative amount of 44Ti and 22Na in the 
beam, N44Ti/NnNa, and the resulting relative activities, A44Ti/Ai2Na:

In the following we describe the experimental setup and analysis of the 
data followed by a discussion of the results.

2 Experimental Setup
A secondary ion beam was produced at the National Superconducting Cy
clotron Laboratory at Michigan State University. A primary beam of 46Ti 
with an energy of E/A = 70.6 MeV/u with an intensity of about 4 p-nA was 
directed onto a 9Be target with a thickness of 202 mg/cm2, which was lo
cated at the target position of the A1200 projectile fragment separator [12]. 
The A1200 was operated in the medium acceptance mode and optimized for 
maximum 44Ti intensity at the focal plane. With this setting all other N=Z
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fragments (e.g. 22Na) are also transmitted to the focal plane. The experiment 
was run in two modes. In the first, all fragments were implanted into a stack 
of A1 foils located at the focal plane. The stack consisted of seven A1 foils each 
with a thickness of 457 pm except for the fifth foil which had a thickness of 50 
pm. The 44Ti ions were implanted into the center of the third foil and the MNa 
ions into the center of the sixth foil. The second mode provided for particle 
identification of the implanted species. In this mode, the primary beam cur
rent was reduced and a set of detectors replaced the implantation foils. The 
set of detectors consisted of a 300 pm Si detector, a position-sensitive Parallel 
Plate Avalanche Counter and a plastic detector. This identified the different 
particle groups at the implantation spot by means of their energy loss, total 
energy, and their time-of-flight through the separator, and also provided a 
determination of the fragment intensity across the implantation spot.

Fragments were implanted for an accumulated time of 29 hours. About ev
ery three hours the relative intensities of the fragments were measured switch
ing to the second mode. The mean ratio N*tTi/N-22Na of all runs is 76.78 with 
la errors of ±0.73 (internal error) and ±0.78 (external error). The absolute 
44Ti intensity was «5T0s/s or about 5% of the total intensity and a total of 
«5T010 ^Ti ion were implanted. The position spectra gated on the ^Ti and 
22Na groups showed the same distribution of the implanted particles for both 
fragments.

The specific activities of the implanted foils were measured by detecting 
the characteristic 7-decay line of the radio-isotopes using a Ge detector which 
was completely shielded with 10 cm of Pb to reduce the room background. 
A sample holder allowed the placement of the foils at distances of 13.9mm, 
23.9mm, 44.0mm, and 83.9mm from the surface of the Ge-crystal. Short-lived 
activities were allowed to decay during a 3-month period between the end of the 
implantation and the beginning of the activity measurement. The activities 
were measured in four cycles and during each cycle the foils were placed in 
each of the four position. The 7-activity following the decay of 44Ti and 22Na 
is very similar [13] and only small corrections to the ratio of the 7-activities 
are necessary to obtain the ratio of their activities. In 99.87 % of the 44Ti 
decays a 7-ray with an energy of 1157 keV is emitted and in 99.94 % of the 
22Na decays a 7-ray with an energy of 1274 keV. Figure 1 shows the relevant 
part of the 7-spectra with a 22 Na foil in place (top panel) and with a 44Ti 
foil in place (bottom panel). From the observed relative intensities of these 
7-lines the ratio of the 44Ti and 22Na activities was determined to A**Ti/ArxNa 
= 3.322 ± 0.054. This final value includes a small correction (1%) of the 22Na 
activity to account for secondary 22Na production in the implantation foils.
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Fig. 1. Relevant part of the 7-spectra obtained with the 22Na foil (top) and 

with the 44Ti foil (bottom).

This correction has been estimated from the 22 Na activity of the neighboring 
foils and a systematic error of 1% was included in the error of the relative 
activities.

3 Results and Discussion
With these results for the ratios of the fragment intensities and the activities 
of 44Ti and 22Na the lifetime of 44Ti is given by equation 1: rnTi — (87.0 ±
1.9) y. The error is the linear sum of the la-statistical error of 1.0 y and the 
systematic error of 0.9 y. The present lifetime is in good agreement with two 
recently reported values of (85.1 ± 0.9) y [14] and (89.4 ± 2.9) y [15]. With 
the present lifetime, the observed 7-flux from Cass A [6], a date of 1680 AD for 
the explosion and a distance of 3.4 kpc [16], supernova Cass A ejected a 44T 
mass of (1.72 to^-lO-4 M0. The lifetime of 44Ti contributes now only little 
(6%) to the uncertainty which is now dominated by the experimental errors of 
the 7-flux and the distance measurements. The amount of 44Ti is in agreement 
with supernova model predictions (see e g. [4, 5]), but an improvement in the
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accuracy of the astrophysical input parameters is necessary before the observed 
44 Ti mass can be used to test and calibrate supernova models.
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Abstract

The deleptonization and cooling times of a newly born neutron star 
depend on the equation of state (EOS) and neutrino opacities in dense 
matter. Through model calculations we show that effects of Pauli block
ing and many-body correlations due to strong interactions reduce both 
the neutral and charged current neutrino cross sections by large factors 
compared to the case in which these effects are ignored.

1 The Fate of a Newborn Neutron Star
After a supernova explosion, the gravitational mass of the remnant is ~ 1 M0. 
It is lepton rich and has an entropy per baryon of S ~ 1 (in units of Boltz
mann’s constant kg,)- The leptons include both electrons and neutrinos, the 
latter being trapped in the star because their mean free paths in the dense 
matter are of order 1 cm, whereas the stellar radius is about 15 km. Accretion 
onto the neutron star increases its mass to the 1.3-1.5 M0 range, and should 
mostly cease after a second. It then takes about a few tens of seconds [1] for the 
trapped neutrinos to diffuse out, and in the diffusion process they leave behind 
most of their energy, heating the protoneutron star to fairly uniform entropy 
values of about 5 = 2. Cooling continues as thermally-produced neutrinos 
diffuse out and are emitted. After several tens of seconds, the star becomes 
transparent to neutrinos, and the neutrino luminosity drops precipitously [2].

Denoting the maximum mass of a cold, catalyzed neutron star by Mmax and 
the maximum mass of the protoneutron star with abundant trapped leptons 
by Mj^ax, there are two possible ways that a black hole could form after a 
supernova explosion. First, accretion of sufficient material could increase the 
remnant’s mass to a value greater than either Mmax or M^lax and produce a 
black hole, which then appears on the accretion time scale [3]. Second, if exotic 
matter plays a role and if accretion is insignificant after a few seconds, then 
for > M > Mmax, where M is the final remnant mass, a black hole will
form as the neutrinos diffuse out [4-8] on the deleptonization time scale.
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The existence of metastable neutron stars has some interesting implications 
[4, 11]. First, it could explain why no neutron star is readily apparent in the 
remnant of SN1987A despite our knowledge that one existed until at least 12 
s after the supernova’s explosion. Second, it would suggest that a significant 
population of relatively low mass black holes exists [9], one of which could be 
the compact object in the X-ray binary 4U1700-37 [10].

2 Neutrino-Poor versus Neutrino-Rich Stars
A detailed discussion of the composition and structure of protoneutron stars 
may be found in Refs. [4, 11]. The main findings were that the structure de
pends more sensitively on the composition of the star than its entropy and that 
the trapped neutrinos play an important role in determining the composition. 
Since the structure is chiefly determined by the pressure of the strongly inter
acting constituents and the nature of the strong interactions is poorly under
stood at high density, several models, including matter with strangeness-rich 
hyperons, a kaon condensate and quark matter were studied there.

Evolutionary calculations [1, 7] without accretion show that it takes a few 
tens of seconds for the trapped neutrino fraction to vanish for a nucleons-only 
EOS. To see qualitatively what might transpire during the early evolution, we 
show in Fig. 1 the dependence of the maximum stellar mass upon the trapped 
neutrino fraction Y„t, which decreases during the evolution. When the only 
hadrons are nucleons (np), the maximum mass increases with decreasing YUt, 
whereas when hyperons (npH) or kaons (npK) are also present, it decreases. 
Further, the rate of decrease accelerates for rather small values of YUc. Coupled 
with this is the fact that the central density of stars will tend to increase 
during deleptonization. The implication is clear. If hyperons, kaons, or other 
negatively-charged hadronic species are present, an initially stable star can 
change into a black hole after most of the trapped neutrinos have left, and this 
takes a few tens of seconds. This happens only if the remnant mass M satisfies
ML > M > Mmax.

On February 23 of 1987, neutrinos were observed [12] from the supernova 
SN1987A, indicating that a neutron star, not a black hole, was initially present. 
(The appearance of a black hole would have caused an abrupt cessation of any 
neutrino signal [2].) The neutrino signal was observed for a period of at least 
12 s, after which counting statistics fell below measurable limits. From the 
handful of events observed, only the average neutrino energy, ~ 10 MeV, and 
the total binding energy release of ~ (0.1 — O.2)M0 could be estimated.

These estimates, however, do not shed much light on the composition of
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Figure 1: Maximum neutron star mass as a function of Y„t for hadronic matter with only 
nucleons (np) or with nucleons and hyperons (npH) or kaons (npK).

the neutron star. This is because, to lowest order, the average neutrino energy 
is fixed by the neutrino mean free path in the outer regions of the protoneutron 
star. Further, the binding energy exhibits a universal relationship [4] for a wide 
class of EOSs, including those with strangeness bearing components, namely

B.E. = (0.065 ± 0.01)(MB/Mo)2Mo , (1)

where Mg is the baryonic mass. This allows us only to determine a remnant 
gravitational mass of (1.14 — 1.55)M01 but not the composition.

It must be emphasized that the maximum mass of the cold catalyzed star 
still remains uncertain due to the uncertainty in strong interactions at high 
density. At present, all nuclear models can only be effectively constrained at 
nuclear density and by the condition of causality at high density. The resulting 
uncertainty is evident from the range of possible maximum masses predicted by 
the different models. Notwithstanding this uncertainty, our findings concerning 
the effects of neutrino trapping offer intriguing possibilities for distinguishing 
between the different physical states of matter. These possibilities include 
both black hole formation in supernovae and the signature of neutrinos to
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be expected from supernovae. In an optimistic scenario, several thousand 
neutrinos from a typical galactic supernova might be seen in upgraded neutrino 
detectors (for rough characteristics of present and future neutrino detectors, 
see Ref. [13].) Among the interesting features that could be sought are:
• possible cessation of a neutrino signal, due to black hole formation;
• possible burst or light curve feature associated with the onset of negatively- 
charged, strongly interacting matter near the end of deleptonization, whether 
or not a black hole is formed;
• identification of the deleptonization/cooling epochs by changes in luminosity 
evolution or neutrino flavor distribution;
• determination of a radius-mean free path correlation from the luminosity 
decay time or the onset of neutrino transparency; and
• determination of the neutron star mass from the universal binding energy- 
mass relation.

3 Neutrino Opacities in Dense Matter
To date, calculations of neutrino opacities in dense matter have received rel
atively little attention [14-17] compared to other physical inputs such as the 
EOS. The neutrino cross sections and the EOS are intimately related. This 
relationship is most transparent in the long-wavelength or static limit, in which 
the response of a system to an external probe is completely determined by the 
ground state thermodynamics (EOS). Thus, in this limit, neutrino opacities 
consistent with the EOS can be calculated [14]. However, when the energy 
and momentum transferred by the neutrinos are large, full consistency is of
ten difficult to achieve in practice. Despite this, many salient features of an 
underlying dense matter model may be incorporated in the calculation of the 
neutrino opacities. In §4, we describe how this is accomplished for a poten
tial model. The effects of nucleon-nucleon correlations are calculated using the 
random phase approximation (RPA) in §5, where we show that the magnitudes 
of these many-body effects on both the scattering and absorption reactions are 
large. The scattering cross section in a multi-component system including the 
effects of correlation due to both strong and electromagnetic interactions are 
presented in §6 using a relativistic formalism. The implications of these results 
for neutrino transport in a protoneutron star are in §7.
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4 Model Calculations
In the non-relativistic limit for the baryons, the cross-section per unit volume 
for the two body reaction z/ + £2 —> Z + £4 is given by [17]

°{Ei)
V

^(V2 + 3A2)/_oodg0 R- r2£i — go
■7r(l "" /sC-Ea)) / dqqS(qo,q). 

7|?ol
(2)

The particle labels are: l:=incoming neutrino, 2:=incoming baryon, 3:=outgo- 
ing lepton (electron or neutrino), and 4:=outgoing baryon. The energy trans
fer to the baryons is denoted by q$ = E\ — E$ and the momentum transfer 
q = |/ci — k2\. Eq. (2) describes both the charged and neutral current reactions 
with the appropriate substitution of vector and axial vector coupling constants, 
V and A, respectively [17]. The factor (1 — /3) accounts for Pauli blocking of 
the final state lepton. The response of the system is characterized by S(qo, q), 
often called the dynamic form factor. In §5, we consider the modifications 
required in the presence of spin and isospin dependent forces.

At the mean field level, the function S(qo,q) may be evaluated exactly if 
the single particle dispersion relation is known [17]. We illustrate this using 
a potential model. In this case, if we retain only a quadratic momentum 
dependence, the single particle spectrum closely resembles that of a free gas 
and is given by

Ei (Pi) = + Ui, i = n, p. (3)

The single particle potentials Ui and the effective masses M? are density 
dependent. Because the functional dependence of the spectra on the momenta 
is similar to that of the noninteracting case, it is possible to obtain an analytic 
expression for the dynamic form factor S(q0,q) [17]. Explicitly,

S{q0,q)
m;m;t (--(+

7rq 1 — exp(-z) (4)

where

f±

e±

In 1 + exp((e± — H2 +
1 + exp((e± + qo — fa + 172)/T)

V r/ ^
9ltf*

1 + *^)±lA73S£

with x = 1 - (MJ/M;) and c = q0 + Ui - U4 - (g2/2M4*). The factor U2 - U4 
is the potential energy gained in converting a particle of species “2” to a
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Figure 2: Absorption (top panels) and scattering (bottom panels) mean free paths in 
/^-equilibrated stellar matter.

particle of species “4”. In neutral current reactions, the initial and final state 
particles are the same; hence, the strong interaction corrections are due only 
to Mg. For the charged current reactions, modifications due to interactions 
are twofold. First, the difference in the neutron and proton single particle 
potentials appears in the response function and also in fi = Hn — /rp. Second, 
the response depends upon the nucleon effective masses.

Results obtained using Eq. (4) are shown in Fig. 2, where electron neutrino 
absorption (top panels) and scattering (bottom panels) mean free paths are 
shown in matter containing nucleons and leptons. Various limiting forms are 
also shown for comparison. The charged current mean free paths are shown as 
thick solid lines in the bottom panel. These results demonstrate that effects 
due to kinematics, Pauli blocking, mass, and energy shifts are quantitatively 
important [17].
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5 Effects of Correlations
The random phase approximation (RPA) is particularly suited to investigate 
the role of particle-hole interactions on the collective response of matter. In 
this approximation, ring diagrams are summed to all orders. In terms of this 
more general response, the differential cross-sections are given by

vJrk = q?{1-ME3)) R{9o,q)' (5)

where R(%, 9) describes the system’s response. For the neutral current reac
tions [15]

Rs(go,g) = [cl (l + cos0)SOo(go,g) + <M (3 -cos0)Slo(go,g)] • (6)

Sqo and S10 are the density-density and spin-density response functions. Sim
ilarly, the charged current response may be written in terms of the isospin- 
density and the spin-isospin density response functions as

R.A(go,g) = [ffv (1 + cos0)Soi(go,g) + 92A (3 - cos0)Sn(go, g)] ■ (7)

5.1 Neutral Currents

Neutrino scattering on neutrons is the dominant source of scattering opacity. 
We therefore begin by considering the response in pure neutron matter. For a 
one component system, the RPA response functions are given by

Sy(go,g)
1

1 - exp(g0/T)
Im n°(g0, g)

[1 - VvRe n°(g0, g)]2 + [Fy/m n°(g0, g)]2 . (8)

The dielectric screening function ty is the modification introduced by the RPA 
to Eq. (2). The zeros of ty correspond to collective excitations, such as zero- 
sound and spin zero-sound. The potential Fy, which measures the strength of 
the particle-hole interaction in the medium, is a function of density, temper
ature, g0, and g. Both the energy and momentum transferred in the particle- 
hole channel are of order T. Since the particle-hole interaction is short ranged 
(~l/meson mass), explicitly density dependent interactions play a major role 
in determining the magnitude of Momentum dependent interactions in
troduce additional structure to Fy, which in turn alters the structure of Sy. 
We will consider these latter effects separately.
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Figure 3: Neutrino scattering cross sections versus qo/q in pure neutron matter for q= 10 
MeV and a neutrino energy of E„ = 50 MeV.

For situations in which q/kpi << 1 and T//t, << 1, the quasi-particle 
interaction may be obtained using Fermi-liquid theory. Here, the quasi-particle 
interaction is given by 14, = (62E/Snt5rij), and is usually expressed in terms 
of the Fermi-liquid parameters. For pure neutron matter, the force in the 
spin independent channel is given by F0, while the force in the spin dependent 
channel is given by Go- Thus, Vqo = F0/Nq and V10 = Gq/N0, where N0 is the 
density of states at the Fermi surface [18]. We employ the results of Backmann 
et al., [19] who have calculated F0 and Go in pure neutron matter for the 
densities of interest here.

In Fig. 3, the differential cross sections for v + n —» v + n are shown. The 
effects due to correlations lead to significant reductions at small %, since the 
interaction is repulsive and the excitation of collective modes enhances the 
response at large % The well defined zero-sound and spin zero-sound seen 
at T = 0 are damped at finite temperatures. The contribution from the low 
qo region dominates the total cross-section due to final state blocking. The 
presence of a repulsive particle-hole force acts to reduce the neutrino cross 
sections for neutrino energies of order T.
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Figure 4: Charged current reaction cross sections in symmetric nuclear matter.

The composition of charge neutral, /^-equilibrated stellar matter depends 
on the EOS of dense matter, which contains an admixture of protons and 
electrons. The correlations due to interactions between the different particle 
species and electromagnetic correlations also play an important role. In §6, we 
discuss a relativistic framework to describe the RPA response of a mixture of 
neutrons, protons, and electrons.

5.2 Charged Currents

The charged current reaction is kinematically different from the neutral current 
reaction, since the energy and momentums transfers are not limited only by 
the matter temperature. The energy transfer is typically of order p, — /i„ — .
The charged current probes smaller distances; hence, the q0 and q dependen
cies of the particle-hole force are likely to play an important role. In symmetric 
nuclear matter p. = 0, and therefore, the situation is very similar to the neutral 
current case. Since the collective response of laboratory nuclei is well estab
lished in nuclear physics, we begin by considering the response of symmetric 
nuclear matter to a charged current weak probe. Here the strength parameters
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Figure 5: Neutrino absorption cross sections in asymmetric matter.

Vqi for the spin independent iso-spin channel and the Vn for the spin depen
dent iso-spin channel are required. In nuclear matter, the particle-hole force 
(retaining only the l = 0 terms) is given by [18]

F(ku k2) = N0_1[Fo + Go<7i<72 + Tit2(Fq 4- Go(<7i<72)] ■ (9)

For the charged current reaction, isospin and charge are transferred along the 
particle-hole channel; hence, only the last two terms in Eq. (9) contribute. 
The potentials required to calculate the RPA response in Eq. (8) are given 
by Vio = 2Fq/N0 and Vn = 2G'0/N0, where the factor two arises due to 
isospin considerations. The Fermi-liquid parameters may be calculated from 
an underlying dense matter model, as for example, a Skyrme model, which 
successfully describes the low-lying excitations of nuclei [20]. In Fig. 4, the 
response of symmetric nuclear matter to the charged current probe is shown. 
Results are for two different parameterizations of the Skyrme force, SGII and 
SkM*. The excitation of giant-dipole and Gamow-Teller resonances shifts the 
strength to large q0, and as in the case of scattering, the low % response is 
significantly suppressed.

In asymmetric matter, the energy and momentum transfers are large. There-
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fore, the momentum dependence of the particle-hole force becomes important. 
At high momentum transfer, the conservation of the vector current implies 
that the response function S10 is not strongly modified. Further, since its 
contribution to the differential cross section is roughly three times smaller 
than the spin-dependent response function Su, we focus on the Gamow-Teller 
part and assume that the Fermi matrix elements are not screened. The iso
vector interaction in the longitudinal channel arises due to n exchange, and in 
the transverse channel due to p meson exchange. In addition, to account for 
the large repulsion observed, Migdal [18] introduced screening in this channel 
through the parameter g'. This form for the particle-hole interaction has been 
successful in describing a variety of nuclear phenomena. The longitudinal and 
transverse potentials in the 7r + p + g' model are given by [21]

Vl {Qo,q)

Vr{qo,g)

9o - Q2 ~ i
q2 C,

(10)

where F, = (A2—m2)/(A2-g2) and Fp = (A2-m2)/(A2-g2) are the wNN and 
pNN form factors. Numerical values used are Cp = 2, g' = 0.7, A = 1.4 GeV, 
and Ap = 2 GeV. The RPA response function then takes the form

Sn{qo,q)

cl,t
l-exp(q0/T)

im n°M (^ + 3^)

[1 - 2VLiTRe n°(9o, 9)]2 + [2VL>TIm n°(q0, q)}2 (11)

The cross sections in charge neutral stellar matter with a fixed lepton fraction 
Yl = 0.4 are shown in Fig. 5. The RPA screening reduces the cross sections 
by about a factor of two. The inclusion of virtual A-hole excitations reduces 
the cross sections further. Unlike in the case of ordinary /? decay, where the 
A-hole contribution is important, the role of these excitations is marginal here 
due to the large energy and momentum transfers.

6 Relativistic Treatment
At high density the baryons become increasingly relativistic and thus a rela
tivistic description may be more appropriate. Such a description also allows us 
to treat the baryons and the electrons on an equal footing. The basic formalism 
and some illustrative results may be found in [16, 17]. Here we present results
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Figure 6: Neutrino scattering cross sections in a relativistic approach.

for a system of neutrons, protons, and electrons at finite temperature. The 
ground state is described by a field-theoretical model at the mean field level, 
in which isoscalar a, w and isovector p meson exchanges modify the in-medium 
baryon propagators. We calculate the Hartree response by accounting for these 
modifications. Correlations are incorporated through the relativistic random 
phase approximation (RRPA), where the particle-hole interaction is mediated 
by the a and w mesons between the baryons, and electromagnetic interactions 
between protons and electrons are mediated by photons. Fig. 6 shows the re
sults (baryon density of 0.32 fm-3). Compared to the non-relativistic models, 
the screening effects are small, the dominant suppression arising mainly due 
to density dependent nucleon effective masses.

7 Discussion
We have highlighted the influence of correlations and collective phenomena on 
the neutrino opacities in dense matter. Our findings here indicate that the neu
trino cross sections are significantly reduced, and the average energy transfer 
in neutrino-nucleon interactions is increased due to the presence correlations
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in the medium. Several improvements are necessary before we can assess the 
influence of these results on the macrophysical evolution of a protoneutron 
star. Among the most important of these are calculations that provide (1) the 
dynamic form factor, (2) the particle-hole and particle-particle interactions,
(3) the renormalization of the axial charge, and, (4) the means to assess the 
role of multi-pair excitations, in charge neutral, beta-equilibrated dense mat
ter at finite temperature. While investigations along these directions are in 
progress (see also [22]), some general trends may be anticipated. The many
body effects studied here, including the improvements listed above, suggest 
considerable reductions in the opacities compared to the free gas estimates 
often employed in many applications. In the particular instance of the early 
evolution of a protoneutron star, the suggested modifications imply shorter 
time scales over which the deleptonization and cooling occur. Since mean free 
paths A are much less than the stellar radius /?, evolution is via diffusion. 
To order of magnitude, therefore, the timescale r oc 1/A. However, there are 
important feedbacks between these evolutionary consequences and the under
lying EOS, in particular the specific heat of multicomponent matter, which 
have to be studied before firm conclusions may be drawn.
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Abstract

We study the diffusive transport of neutrinos in a newly born neutron 
star to explore its sensitivity to dense matter properties. Energy and 
lepton number which are trapped during the catastrophic implosion 
diffuse out on the time scale of a few tens of seconds. Results for different 
dense matter models are presented.

1 Introduction
The core of a massive star implodes when its mass exceeds the Chandrashekar 
mass. The hot and dense remnant formed subsequent to the implosion is a 
protoneutron star. Numerical simulations of the implosion (and the subsequent 
formation of a shock wave at core bounce) indicate that, due to the high 
densities and temperatures, most of the star’s gravitational binding energy 
and lepton number released remains trapped in the star as neutrinos. The 
general features of the early evolution have been discussed in prior work [1, 2], 
The object of this work is to elucidate the role played by the microphysical 
inputs (equation of state (EOS) and neutrino opacities) on the macrophysical 
evolution of the protoneutron star.
2 The Basic Equations
The structure of the star is assumed to be in quasi-static equilibrium, and 
is described by the general relativistic equation for hydrostatic equilibrium. 
The loss of lepton number and energy due to neutrino flows is treated in the 
diffusion approximation. The equations governing the early evolution may be 
found in [1, 2], To solve the structure equations we need to specify the finite 
temperature EOS discussed in §3. Other microphysical inputs required to solve 
the transport equations are the neutrino mean free paths and bulk properties 
such as the specific heat and the nuclear symmetry energy.
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2.1 Deleptonization
To illustrate how microphysical inputs influence lepton number transport, we 
examine the Newtonian diffusion equation [3]

dYL 1 d
dt ' dr

(i)

Here YB — Ye + Y„ is the total lepton fraction and p„ is the local neutrino 
chemical potential. The neutrino mean free path \{E„) enters Eq. (1) via the 
unnormalized diffusion coefficients Dn (and Dn for anti-neutrinos) defined by 
D„ = /0°° dEv E" >„(£„) /„(£„)(! - /„(£„)). The time scales crucially depend 
on the magnitude of A(E„) and its energy dependence. For electron neutrinos, 
the dominant contributions to \(EV) arise from the charged current reaction 
i/ + n —> e~ + p. The rate of this reaction is sensitive to both temperature and 
the composition of the ambient matter [3-6]. Under degenerate conditions, the 
phase space for this reaction is proportional to p„T2(p + E„), where fin is the 
neutron chemical potential and p = fin — tip- The left hand side of Eq. (1) 
illustrates one way the EOS directly influences the lepton number flows. Note 
that ^ i and that is directly related to the nuclear symmetry
energy S(nB). Since p = 4S(n6)(l - 2Yp), where Yp is the proton fraction, the 
nuclear symmetry energy will play a crucial role in the deleptonization phase. 
Further, the possible presence of hyperons at high density affects both and 
the neutrino mean free path A will be altered [3, 4],

2.2 Cooling
At early times, the flow of electron neutrinos due to chemical potential gradi
ents results in net heating rather than cooling. This Joule heating and negative 
temperature gradients warm the central regions until the center reaches the 
maximum temperature. At this stage, the center begins to cool as the thermal 
gradients force all six neutrino species radially outwards. Due to the high den
sities and temperatures present, the pair production processes are sufficiently 
rapid to ensure that p and r neutrinos are in thermal equilibrium. Energy 
transport is governed by

T—= c 1d 

dt 67r(/ic)3 r2 dr
,^Dt,tdT
Y T2 dr

(2)

All general relativistic corrections and terms arising due to lepton number 
gradients have been dropped to highlight the essential role of the microphysics. 
The dominant opacity for p and t pairs is that due to scaterring on baryons and
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electrons, as the charged current reactions are kinematically inaccessible. The 
charged current reactions are still the dominant source of opacity for electron 
neutrinos; thus, relative to the n and r pairs their contribution to energy 
transport is significantly suppressed. Under partially degenerate conditions, 
the phase space for scattering reactions is roughly proportional to M*2T3 (note 
that the ambient temperature determines the average Ev)\ M* arises since it 
determines the density of states at the Fermi surface. The left hand side 
of Eq. (2) is directly related to the specific heat since Tds = CvdT, and 
is strongly dependent on the effective baryon mass M*. Neutrino mean free 
paths depend on the same physics, since they are proportional to the number 
of target particles which do not suffer significant Pauli blocking.
3 Microphysics
3.1 The Equation of State (EOS)
The dense matter EOS is an important ingredient in protoneutron star sim
ulations. For a detailed discussion of a variety of dense matter models see 
[7]. In this work, we have explored four different models (see Table) to study 
the early evolution. We broadly classify them as soft (GM3) and stiff (GM1) 
models [8], and models can contain (GM1-H, GM3-H) or not contain (GM1-N, 
GM3-N) hyperons. Hyperons begin to appear only towards the late stages of 
the deleptonization [7]. This results in these models having significantly lower 
maximum masses for Y„=o {4th column) and the existence of a range (3rd & 4th 
columns) of initial masses that become unstable upon deleptonization.

Model Composition = 0) My„=0 (T — 0)
GM1-N n,p + leptons 2.52 2.76
GM1-H n,p,H + leptons 2.25 1.96
GM3-N n,p -1- leptons 2.16 2.35
GM3-H n,p,H + leptons 1.95 1.74

3.2 Neutrino Interactions
Neutrino interactions are significantly modified in a hot and dense medium. 
The effects of Pauli blocking and strong interactions on the weak interaction 
rates have been investigated in Refs. [3-6] which showed that density and tem
perature dependence of the neutrino mean free path are significantly different 
from those employed in earlier proto neutron star simulations [1, 2], Strong 
interaction effects may be incorporated by employing appropriate dispersion 
relations and effects of Pauli blocking may be incorporated exactly. In ad
dition, Ref. [3] shows that the neutrino mean free path also depends on the 
composition of the ambient matter. In particular, the appearance of hyperons 
leads to significant reduction in A„ during the cooling phase.
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4 Results
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Figure 1: Central temperature and neutrino chemical potential vs time (model GM3). 
Right (left) panels: matter with (without) hyperons. Curves are labelled by the initial 
baryon masses. Models Mb > My^g = 1.74A/q are unstable and collapse as they delep- 
tonize (denoted by an asterix). Note, however, that if the baryon mass does not significantly 
exceed this value the meta-stable state lasts for a very long time.

We turn now to results of simulations which include the full effects of 
general relativity. In Fig. 1, the time evolution of the central temperatures are 
shown for models with (right top) and without (left top) hyperons for different 
initial masses. The deleptonization times are related to the time evolution 
of the neutrino chemical potential, which are shown for models with (right 
bottom) and without (left bottom) hyperons. The identification of time scales 
associated with deleptonization and cooling depend on their precise definition. 
Here, we opt to define the deleptonization time td as the time it takes for the 
central value of /z„e to drop below 10 MeV, and the cooling time tq as the time it 
takes for the central temperature Tc to drop below 5 MeV. Fig. 2 clearly shows 
the generic trends; (1) Softening leads to higher central densities, and thus 
higher temperatures, both of which act to decrease A„, (2) Hyperons decrease 
the baryon degeneracy in the central regions, and since the neutrinos couple 
quite strongly to the hyperons [4], A„ is reduced; and (3) Hyperonization is 
accompanied by compressional heating and neutrino production, both of which 
delay the cooling and deleptonization times. Hyperons thus always act to
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increase the deleptonization and cooling times. Fig. 2 also Shows that a softer 
EOS favors longer diffusion times due to higher temperatures and densities 
in the inner regions of the star. To discriminate observationally between these 
different dense matter scenarios, the neutrino luminosities must be folded with 
the response of terrestrial detectors.

Time (s)

1.2 i.4 i e i e 1.2 1.4 1.© 1.©

Figure 2: Deleptonization and cooling times. Left panel: to for various models as a 
function of the initial baryon mass. Right Panel: tc for the different models.
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Abstract

Recently we have pointed out that photons with energies between 5 
and 10 MeV, generated by the (p, i/py) and (//, t/'rry) reactions on 160, 
constitute a signal which allows a unique identification of supernova 
Vp and i/T neutrinos in water Cerenkov detectors. It was also shown 
that the cross sections for neutrino-induced knockout of a nucleon via 
a neutral current reaction on nuclei are affected by the strange quark 
content of the nucleon. Hence strangeness in the nucleon could have 
an influence on the energy spectrum of the photons emitted in these 
processes, which is investigated in the following.

1 Motivation
Astrophysics offers an application sphere for many branches of physics, i.e., in 
order to describe an astrophysical event, often detailed input from various other 
fields in physics is needed. Vice versa, sometimes observations in Astrophysics 
allow to go back and draw conclusions concerning parameters or assumptions 
contained in the input. From the outcome of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, e.g., 
the restriction A'„ < 3.5 [l] for the number of existing neutrino generations 
can be inferred, that is, a question originally from elementary particle physics 
is (also1) answered by Nuclear Astrophysics.

It is the aim of this paper to investigate another connection of this type. 
Our question from elementary particle physics is: “What is the strangeness 
content of the nucleon? That is, to what extent do pairs of ss-quarks in the 
nucleon contribute to its properties? A positive answer to this question has 
been indicated by experiments [2]." And we are going to point out that a ss- 
quark sea in the nucleon will affect the following astrophysical events: i) The 
outcome of the so-called “//’’-nucleosynthesis, which is the possibly substantial 
production of some rare isotopes that is caused by neutrino-induced reactions

'The precise, but to some extent complementary LEP-result is Nv = 2.991 ± 0.016 [1].
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on nuclei in explosive supernova burning [3]. ii) The outcome of the r-process. 
iii) The energy spectrum of the photons emitted in (i/, v'py) and (i/, i/'n7) 
reactions on ieO. These photons have been shown to constitute a signal for 
supernova i/M and uT neutrinos in water Cerenkov detectors [4].

2 Theory
The link between the ss-sea in the nucleon and Astrophysics is provided by in
elastic neutrino scattering on nuclei. In calculating the corresponding cross sec
tions we assume a two-step process. The 160(j/, v'p)- and 160(i/, u'n)- reactions 
were described within the continuum random phase approximation (RPA) [5], 
while the branching ratios in the various decay channels of the daughter nuclei 
were determined with the statistical model code SMOKER [6],

Due to the smallness of the Fermi coupling constant the neutrino scattering 
cross sections are accurately obtained within first order Born approximation. 
For low neutrino energies and small momentum transfer the weak Hamiltonian 
can be written, according to the Standard Model, in current-current form. 
Thereby leptonic and hadronic currents have the well-known (V-A)-structure:

j{0> = Vv7a(1 - 75)^ > A0> = i’N 7a + F2 + Ga7a7s j i>N-

The neutral weak form factors in the hadronic current account for the fact that 
protons and neutrons are extended objects. They are constructed from the 
underlying quark-currents and are given by (r3 — ±1 for protons, neutrons):

Ga =

(i sin2 6w) n* - sin &w Ki + Ki
2

- k,

^GAn + -G‘a

Arising from the ss-sea F'2 and G\ are purely isoscalar and therefore do not 
contribute to charged current reactions like ivcapture or /3-decay. Neglecting 
final state interactions and assuming that the axial-vector current gives the 
dominant contribution to the cross section a thumb-rule for the ratio of the 
proton-to-neutron neutrino-induced yield Ry can be applied:

Ry :=
(y,"'p) _ ((%)=

(GJ) (+|G3a + ±G’a
1 - tg‘a + (1)

This approximately linear dependence of Ry on G3A is confirmed within a more 
sophisticated continuum RPA calculation and was proposed as a sensitive way 
to measure G‘A at LAMPF [2],
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Figure 1: Cross sections for the for neutrino induced (..pi)-, (..n7)-, and (..orf)- 
reactions on 160 as a function of G),(y2 = 0).

3 Results
As we have already discussed the effects of a ss-quark sea in the nucleon on 
(/-nucleosynthesis in am earlier paper [7], we shall just summarize these re
sults here: (i) Like indicated by the thumb-rule (see Eq. (1)), the number 
of neutrino-released neutrons will be decreased in favor of the number of re
leased protons. We found, e.g., for scattering on 160, that Ry can rise due 
to strangeness by up to 56%, (ii) Combining the selection rules for transi
tions with the fact that the contribution from the ss-sea is purely isoscalar, we 
showed that there are (discrete) states in nuclei that can only be excited by 
(y, i/')-scattering, if G\ does not varnish (so-called “strangeness allowed tran
sitions”), (iii) Neutrino scattering off an isoscalar nucleus (T=0) dominantly 
leads to excitations of T=1 states. As (t/, i/a)-reactions are isospin-forbidden, 
their cross sections are very small. But with increasing G’, also T=0 states are 
populated and therefore the probability for neutrino-induced o-knockout from 
an isoscalar nucleus strongly rises with the strangeness content of the nucleon.

For the r-process it has been recently shown that an intense neutrino flux 
could affect its outcome by spallation of neutron-rich nuclei after the freeze- 
out [8). In a first investigation [9] we have pointed out, that for neutron-rich 
nuclei the A(i/, i/)X-cross section is reduced with increasing strangeness in the
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Figure 2: Differential cross sections for the ,60(j/. i/'p7)- (left) and 160(i/, i/'ny)- 
reactions (right) plotted versus the energy of the emitted photon with a binning 
of 0.5 MeV. The solid, dashed and dotted curve show the dependence on G%.

nucleon by up to 40%. Therefore, to describe the effects of neutrino-induced 
spallation on the r-process quantitatively, strangeness in the nucleon cannot 
be neglected.

Let us now examine, to what extent the energy spectrum of photons 
emitted in (1/, i/py) and (1/, 1/717) reactions on 160 depend on G^. For this 
purpose we calculated the 160(i/, t/x7)-reaction cross sections for x = p,n,a 
as a function of the strangeness content of the nucleon. The energy spectrum 
of the incoming neutrinos was assumed to follow a Fermi-Dirac distribution 
with a temperature of 8 MeV and a chemical potential zero, which is typical 
for and uT neutrinos coming from a type II supernova. In Fig.l these cross 
sections, averaged over neutrinos and antineutrinos, are plotted. We read from 
this plot that for a variation of G^ within the experimental range, the cross 
sections for the (i/,i/'p~f)-, (1/, i/rvy)- and (1/, a/ory)-reactions on 160 change by 
+22%, -25% and a factor of roughly 2, respectively. Especially the ratio of 
the (1/, 1/py)- and (1/, i/'nj)-cioss sections rises by more than 60%. Note, that 
the systematic error within our calculations can be estimated by comparing 
the (1/, i/'p)- and (1/, i/n)-branching ratios obtained within continuum RPA and 
statistical model and was found to be ~ 10%.
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The Superkamiokande-detector (SK) has a lower threshold for-ys of approx
imately 5 MeV. As the first excited states in ,5N (£* = 5.27 MeV) and 150 
(E* = 5.18 MeV) lie at energies larger than this threshold, all photons from the 
([/, v'fr()- and (i/, i/n7)-reactions on 160 can be observed in SK. However, the 
7s from (i/, i/'o7)-reactions dominantly come from the J* — 2+ excited state 
in l2C at 4.44 MeV and therefore are below the SK threshold. The spectrum 
of the photons measurable at SK is depicted in Fig.2 for a vanishing, medium 
and strong strangeness content of the nucleon, the latter causes changes in the 
spectra by a* ±20%. A measurement of this effect will be very difficult and 
will probably require to discriminate (</, i/'/ry)- and (i/, t/ri7)-reactions.

From Fig.2 it can also be seen that the sum of the photons from (i/, i/p7)- 
and (i/, i/'n7)-reactions is not very sensitive to G),, therefore the sum still 
constitutes a good signal for supernova 17, and vT in water Cerenkov detectors.

4 Summary
We have shown that a strong strangeness content of the nucleon will consid
erably affect (/-nucleosynthesis, the outcome of the r-process and the energy 
spectrum of photons emitted in 160(i/, u'pj)- and 160(i/, 1/717)-reactions. How
ever, considering the astrophysical uncertainties and experimental conditions 
for these processes at present time, it is certainly impossible to go back and 
draw conclusions from their outcome about the strangeness in the nucleon.
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Abstract
Cosmic rays are particles, which have been accelerated in the Galaxy or 
in extragalactic space. Cosmic rays come as electrons, protons, heavier 
nuclei, and their antiparticles. The interactions of cosmic rays produce 
high energy photons, secondary electrons and positrons, neutrinos, and 
as spallation products, other nuclei. Up to energies of some tens of TeV 
of particle energy it is possible to derive chemical abundances of cosmic 
rays. It has been proposed that cosmic ray particles can be attributed 
to three main sites of origin and acceleration, a) supernova shocks in 
the interstellar medium, b) supernova shocks in a stellar wind of the 
predecessor star, and c) powerful radio galaxies. This proposal leads 
to quantitative tests, which are encouraging sofar. Li, Be, B are sec
ondary in cosmic rays, as are many of the odd-Z elements, as well as 
the sub-Fe elements. Some of the spallation products are radioactive, 
therefore decay and allow quantitative tests of any propagation model 
for cosmic rays. At very low energies, cosmic ray particles are subject 
to ionization losses, which produce a steep low energy cutoff; all parti
cles below the cutoff are moved into the thermal material population, 
and the particles above it remain as cosmic rays. This then changes the 
chemical abundances in the interstellar medium, and is a dominant pro
cess of origin for many isotopes of Li, Be, B. The gamma-ray emission 
from our Galaxy observed by the instruments EGRET, COMPTEL and 
OSSE on board the Compton observatory satellite suggest that the in
teractions of cosmic rays with matter and the photon fields are powerful 
indicators of the origin of these energetic particles. In the lecture a brief 
outline will be given of the origin of cosmic rays, their interactions, and 
the tests with abundances, and the gamma ray spectrum.

1 Introduction
Cosmic Rays are energetic particles, which come to us from outer space, and 
are measured either through satellites, balloons, or Earth based experiments.
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These energetic particles interact, and the result of these interactions are the 
spallation products as well as gamma rays. Gamma rays arise either from colli- 
sionally excited nuclei or nuclear fragments, or as a continuum from rr-decay. In 
this review we limit ourselves to protons and heavier nuclei, ignoring the elec
trons, which produce ubiquitous radio, Inverse Compton or Bremsstrahlung 
emission.

The origin of cosmic rays is still a question [32, 37, 18, 19, 26, 30, 5] which 
is not finally settled. The debate has reached a consensus, that most are 
produced in the shockwaves of supernova explosions [2, 59, 24, 25, 42, 15, 13, 
4, 35, 27, 28), be it into the interstellar medium, or into a stellar wind [63, 60, 6]. 
Many of the relevant issues here have been dealt with in the excellent review 
by Hillas [33] and in the books by Hayakawa [30], Berezinsky et al. [5] and 
Gaisser [20].

Here we are concerned with the interactions of cosmic rays in the Galaxy, 
and so we will adopt the picture that indeed the cosmic ray particles origi
nate in the shocks of supernova explosions, and thus limit ourselves to lower 
energies.

The structure of this review is as follows: First we briefly summarize a 
recent proposal to account for the origin of cosmic rays; then we go through 
the arguments for interaction with the material close to the progenitor star; 
then we briefly address the issue where the interaction happens which produces 
the observed gamma ray emission from the Galaxy. Finally we draw some 
conclusions and stress the importance of better cross sections.

2 A quantitative proposal for the origin of galactic cos
mic rays

Cosmic rays arrive at earth with energies from several hundred MeV/particle 
to 3-1020 eV; their spectrum for protons is at GeV energies close to E~iJ5, and 
for He and higher elements close to £~2'65 below a knee at % 5 1015 eV, where 
the spectrum turns down to about E~31, to flatten out again near 3 • 1018 
eV, called the ankle (e.g. [43, 47, 65]). The chemical composition is roughly 
similar to that of the interstellar medium, with reduced hydrogen and helium 
relative to silicon.

A proposal (see, e.g., [6, 11]) is that three sites of origin account for the 
cosmic rays observed, i) supernova explosions into the interstellar medium, 
ISM-SN, ii) supernova explosions into the stellar wind of the predecessor star, 
wind-SN, and iii) radio galaxy hot spots. Here, in this concept, the cosmic 
rays attributed to supernova-shocks in stellar winds, wind-SN, produce an
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important contribution at all energies up to 3 • 109 GeV.
Particle energies go up to 100 Z TeV for ISM-SN, and to 100 Z PeV with a 

bend at 600 Z TeV for wind-SN, where Z is the charge of the nucleus considered. 
Radiogalaxy hot spots contribute up to about 100 EeV at the source, with 
some sources up to 4 ■ 1021 eV [12]. These numerical values are estimates with 
uncertainties of surely larger than a factor of 2, since they derive from an 
estimated strength of the magnetic field, and estimated values of the effective 
shock velocity.

The spectra are predicted to be E~2-7o±0■0'! for ISM-SN, and £'-2-67-°02±o.o2 
for wind-SN below the knee, and £-3-07-o.o7±o.07 for vvind-SM above the knee, 
and E~2 0 at injection for radiogalaxy hot spots.

These predictions can be compared at some detail with data, and we have 
given comparisons in previous work (e.g. [8, 6, 64, 10, 12]).

3 Spallation of cosmic ray nuclei
Cosmic ray nuclei can be broken up in collisions with thermal matter; this 
process is called spallation. Obviously, there is a corresponding interaction 
between energetic protons, and thermal material comprising heavier nuclei 
such as Carbon. In such collisions the remaining nuclei can also be excited, 
and then emit 7-ray lines.

Spallation is relevant in various sites (see, e.g., the recent work in this area 
[22, 16, 23, 17, 58] and the classical reviews by Reeves [54, 55]). The site 
normally explored is interstellar clouds [61]; cosmic rays travel through the 
interstellar medium, and interact. Good evidence for this interaction is the 
excellent correlation of the observed gamma ray continuum emission (arising 
from 7r° decay following p-p interaction) with the observed column density of 
interstellar material [34].

3.1 Source related spallation

Massive stars are believed to be the sources of energetic particles; massive 
stars also have powerful winds, which sweep up interstellar matter. Massive 
stars have so much mass loss, that they shed their outer layers, expose the 
processed material and thus late in life show a highly enriched wind. The 
wind, on the other hand, plows into the environmental gas, and sweeps it up; 
gas left over from the formation of the star may still be around as well, so as 
to increase the target for the expanding wind and form a shell. It is through 
this enriched wind and associated shell, that the supernova shock races, and
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causes particle acceleration and spallation by these particles directly. We note 
that the supernova shock compresses the wind itself into a shocked shell, which 
then smashes into the shell produced by the progenitor stellar wind. As the 
previous wind was also already enriched, spallation necessarily occurs in an 
enriched environment: This is actually required by the light element data 
as shown by Ramaty et al. [53]; Ramaty, Kozlovsky and Lingenfelter have 
contributed significantly in this area of research over many years.

Stars along the main sequence need to be considered in four separate zero 
age mass ranges:

• Stars below about 8 M3 do not explode as supernovae.

• Stars from about 8 to about 15 M0 explode as supernovae, but do not 
have a strong stellar wind, and so explode into the interstellar medium.

• Stars from about 15 to 30 MQ have a substantial wind [9]; the wind is 
enriched only in Helium. The chemical composition of the wind at the 
time of explosion is approximately 0.5 in He and 0.5 in H. The mass in 
the shell of wind-swept material is moderate.

• Stars from about 30 MQ have a strong wind; the wind is enriched in 
heavy elements and has little Hydrogen left. The mass in the shell of 
wind-swept material is large.

Therefore we can ask the following question: What happens when the 
supernova shock smashes into the wind-driven shell? The supernova shock 
shell is loaded with cosmic ray particles. In the enriched shock shell and wind 
shell the energetic particles may reside for some time, and then leak out into the 
normal interstellar medium. What is the wavefield that governs this leakage 
in the limit that the leakage is diffusive?

Therefore, we need to consider the diffusive loss from a shell, which is 
traversed by a shock filled with a cosmic ray population. So we first derive 
the wavefield in magnetic fields excited by the cosmic rays. Then, in a second 
step we consider the diffusive leakage from the shell under the influence of this 
wave field.

Turbulence is an ubiquitous phenomenon, and also is a key ingredient in 
the interstellar medium (see reviews [56, 29]). Key concepts to turbulence 
theory have been introduced by Prandtl and von K arm an & Howarth [51, 36], 
Kolmogorov [38, 39, 40], Obukhov, Heisenberg, and Kraichnan [48, 31, 41], and 
have been reviewed by Sagdeev [57]. One key argument which we wish to use,
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is the concept of the turbulent cascade. There the energy of the turbulence 
is injected into the gas at some large wavelength, and cascades down through 
wavenumber space, to the small wavelengths where the energy is dissipated; 
in many examples this leads in a three-dimensional isotropic model to the 
Kolmogorov cascade [45], which can be described in a local approximation by 
the following diffusion equation in wavenumber space [44, 1[:

d_1M. _ 1A fAL A
dt 4irk2 k2 dk l 3t* dk \4ttA:2 A6(k — k0) (1)

Here I{k) is the energy density of the turbulence per wavenumber k, and 
per volume element, and rk is the time scale of diffusion, which can be written 
as

*(7eljI(k)k/p)U2
Here p is the matter density, and 7ejf is an effective adiabatic constant 

for the turbulent energy. The turbulence has a source-term, here limited to 
a single wavenumber k0. Below we will consider an entire range of excitation 
wave numbers. The turbulence diffusion equation basically says that the tur
bulence moves through wavenumber space with no additional source or sink, 
as a constant energy current in wavenumber phase space [38, 39, 40]. The 
solutions to this diffusion equation can be written as I(k) ~ k2 for k < ka 

and I(k) ~ k~5^3 for k > ka. This latter behaviour is commonly referred to 
as the Kolmogorov cascade, and is found ubiquitously in nature.

The basic equation for the excitation of wavefields can be written as follows 
[3, 15]:

±m _, _r
dt 4ttk2 exat 4lrk2 (3)

with aexcit the excitation term and r*,mp the damping term. Here we will con
centrate on the excitation of waves, and ignore any damping. The excitation 
term can be written as

_ 4tt va 4 df 
3 I(k)kPVdx (4)

where v is the particle velocity, / the particle distribution function in phase 
space (assumed to be isotropic), and x the local coordinate perpendicular to 
the shock plane. We need to emphasize that only the difference of the particle 
spectrum across a shock wave or any other spatial gradient can excite waves;
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therefore, the first shock wave loaded with cosmic ray particles sweeping across 
the molecular gas shell around exploding stars and their winds is an excitation 
mechanism. Now the particle spectrum in energy space (in the relativistic 
domain of particle speeds) is N(E) = £-7/3 from the arguments of shocks in 
winds [6, 7]. Of course, this step in the argument depends on the proposal for 
the origin of cosmic rays summarized earlier to be correct.

We therefore need to determine which wave spectrum can balance the cas
cading with the excitation from the freshly injected cosmic rays. Equating the 
two expressions above for the cascading (eq. 1) and the excitation (eq. 3) in 
their ^-dependence using an arbitrary powerlaw for I(k) ~ k~P then yields 
the condition — | — |/3 = | — 5 which means j3 = y. We omit here for 
lack of space a thorough discussion of the errors in this line of argument, as 
in e.g. [7, 11, 64]. From [15] we obtain the diffusion coefficient based on the 
wavefield, and then the diffusive time scale of loss from the diffusion coefficient 
in turn. This entails an energy dependence of the leakage time from the zone 
of interaction

T& ~ E-5/9 (5)

This then means that the local spectrum of primary cosmic rays is steeper 
by this much, and so all secondaries are produced with a spectrum which is 
steeper by this much from the start.

Therefore secondaries are produced with a spectrum of

(6)

After transport through the Galaxy and insignificant further spallation this 
means that the ratio of secondaries to primaries remains at

AWTVrrn - 2-5/9 (7)
which is rather close to the observed dependence from the Boron to Carbon 
ratio of E~0M [17].

Clearly, this treatment breaks down at two ends, both on the low energy 
side, and on the high energy side. On the high energy side, it is obvious that 
from some energy the diffusive approximation breaks down, and from the low 
energy end it is clear that convective losses and the full break up of the shell 
will be faster than diffusion below some energy.

This is in contrast to the usual finding that a stationary leaky box gives a 
ratio of secondary to primaries ~ £~1|/3, if we use a Kolmogorov spectrum for
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turbulence; this latter result is obtained, when the interaction happens evenly 
throughout the residence period in the Galaxy.

This is also in contrast to the concept of clouds capturing and then releasing 
cosmic ray particles derived in [10].

Therefore, considering the history of the travel of cosmic rays through the 
normal interstellar medium (see also, e.g. [10, 49]), we can readily explain the 
ratio of secondaries to primaries, and at the same time use a spectrum of tur
bulence which is consistent with all other observational evidence. Translating 
this result into the language common in the literature, this means that escape 
length as measured in gm/cm2 and escape time can not be used synonymously. 
The escape time is given by TL gai, and is proportional to £-1/3 in the rela
tivistic range of particle energies. The escape length as a means to describe 
interaction is here ~ E~5^9.

4 The gamma ray spectrum of the Galaxy
It has been argued for decades that the Galaxy should emit gamma rays from 
the decay of tt0 particles resulting from collisions of cosmic ray protons, and 
interstellar medium protons, with a probably small contribution from nuclear 
collisions of higher element nuclei such as helium (much of the early work was 
done by Floyd Stacker [62]). The data originally collected appeared to confirm 
this hypothesis very nicely. One could even fit in detail the bumps and wiggles 
of the column density of the interstellar medium with the gamma ray emission, 
confirming rather well and quantitatively the expectations of the model. There 
has been a worry for a long time, that in such a fit, the radial variation of the 
cosmic rays deduced appeared to be small, while we believe to know from other 
galaxies, that at least the electron component has a clear radial drop off, and 
so one might think the proton component ought to show such a gradient as 
well.

Recently the gamma ray spectrum of the Galaxy has been measured with 
great precision using the EGRET satellite [34]. It turned out, that once again, 
the spatial variation of the gamma ray emission can be fit rather well, while 
the spectrum can not be fitted. The observed spectrum is much too flat to 
match the expectation based on the average cosmic ray spectrum - as deduced 
from either direct measurements or from radio data, once again connecting 
electrons and protons in this argument. This has caused quite a stir, but sofar 
no obvious solution appears to be convincing [46, 50].

The gamma ray emission can be fitted very well with a proton spectrum 
which is quite a bit flatter than the observed proton spectrum [21, 52], perhaps
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suggesting that we see the sources of cosmic rays. The picture raised here would 
suggest the following:

As one goes up the main sequence from about 15 M0, the mass in the shell 
produced by the stellar wind increases slowly, to become quite substantial for 
very high mass stars at the end of their lifetimes, just before the stars explode. 
Therefore, one might expect that the leakage of cosmic ray particles may not 
be diffusive for lower stellar masses. One the other hand, the enrichment also 
increases with higher stellar mass, and therefore, the spallation of carbon, 
oxygen and other nuclei will play an important role as a source for boron 
and other light elements only for the high mass stars. Thirdly, there are 
many more lower mass stars, and so the ^-producing collisions are dominated 
by the interaction in the shells of the lower mass stars, where the leakage 
is probably convective, and not diffusive. Then the interaction is with the 
primary spectrum, and so the gamma ray spectrum would be expected to 
match a proton energy spectrum of £~7/3 approximately. This does appear to 
be consistent with the data.

5 Outlook
Given that a quantitative theory is beginning to show the promise of an ex
planation for the origin of cosmic rays, it may be worthwhile to obtain much 
better cross sections for the cosmic ray interactions, especially near the critical 
threshold for any reaction. This would then, not only, provide a quantitative 
explanation of the various abundances, but also allow to actually use them to 
study both cosmic rays and the interstellar medium. A test would be a cal
culation with the model proposed here using all the element abundance data 
in cosmic rays, basically reinterpreting the results already obtained by, e.g., 
Garcia-Munoz et al. [23]. An important next step would be an interpretation 
of the isotopic data (e.g. [14]). The future in cosmic ray research promises to 
be rich for astrophysicists, particle physicists, and nuclear physicists.
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Abstract

Selected results from the HEGRA experiment on charged Cosmic Rays 
and on very high energy gamma-rays are discussed. The MAGIC Teles
cope is presented as an outlook to the future of gamma-ray astronomy.

1 Introduction to Ground-Based Cosmic Ray Data
As a general rule the dynamic range of precision detectors is limited to roughly
2 to 3 orders of magnitude in energy. In case of the charged Cosmic Rays (CR) 
with an energy spectrum extending over more than 13 orders of magnitude, this 
neccesitates a large number of different experimental setups in order to cover 
the full spectrum. Space-borne, i.e.,- direct experiments, cover the spectrum 
from % 107 eV to % 1015 eV/nucleon, and ground-based experiments operate 
above total energies of a few 1012 eV up to more than ID20 eV.

In the following we will concentrate on the ground-based measurements. 
Here various experiments which are sensitive in the energy region around 
1015 eV consistently show a significant steepening of the all-particle spectrum 
around this energy. When studying the data more closely, however, the agree
ment between the experiments turns out to be not so good, i.e., well above 
the fluctuation given by the individual errors. This is shown in fig. 1 where 
the data on the ’knee’ in the all-particle spectrum are collected [1], From 
these data one must conclude that the absolute position, the ’sharpness' of 
the knee, and also the absolute flux in this energy region are more uncertain 
than expected from the individual errors. Ground-based experiments use a 
detector, i.e., the atmosphere as absorber with some added readout elements, 
like scintillators, Cherenkov detectors, etc., which can only be calibrated in the 
laboratory to a very limited degree. The calibration therefore has to rely very 
heavily on MC simulations of the development of the extensive air showers and 
of the performance of the detectors. One possible reason for the deviations in
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Figure 1: The charged Cosmic Rays all-particle spectrum around the ’knee’ as 
measured by a number of ground-based experiments (taken from [1]).

the measured spectra might thus be the use of different Monte Carlo (MC) 
generators in the data analyses. This will be briefly discussed below for the 
most recent data.

2 The Energy Spectrum and the Chemical Composition
Currently the two experiments, HEGRA [3], located within the Observatorio 
del Roque de los Muchachos on the Canary island La Palma, and KASKADE
[4], located near Karlsruhe, Germany, are analysing their airshower data with 
respect to the all-particle spectrum and the chemical composition of the CR 
near the ’knee’. In the following we shall discuss some of the preliminary 
HEGRA results and compare to KASKADE where appropriate.

The HEGRA setup for the detection of CR with energies above « 15 TeV 
has 3 components: (i) 243 scintillator stations of 1 m2 each distributed over 
40,000 m2, (ii) 77 AIROBICC Cherenkov detectors spread out over the same 
area, and (iii) 17 Geiger towers within the central 15,000 m2.

2.1 The Reconstruction of Energy and Mass

The measured distribution of particle densities in the scintillator array is used 
to fit the shower size Ne at the detector level and the correlated shower size 
at the maximum (Xm^) of the shower development. The lateral Cherenkov
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light density pc[r) as measured by AIROBICC is analysed in the intervall 7.5 
m < r < 100 m and can be described by an exponential

Pc{r) = a-exp(T/R,ighl)t (1)

where the shape parameter, Rught, is inversely proportional to the absolute 

penetration depth, Xmoz, of the analysed shower. As MC investigations show, 
this proportionality is essentially independent of the mass A of the incident 
primary particle. The achieved resolution for Xmax varies between 1.0 and 
« 0.5 radiation lenghts (X0 = 36 g/cm2) for energies between 100 TeV and 
a few PeV. The reconstruction of the energy in two independent analyses 
relies either on a combination of Ne and Rugh.t, or on a combination of Ne, 
N„ (the corresponding muon shower size), and Rughf In both cases an energy 
resolution of % 30% is achieved. Using the CORSIKA simulation program
[5] different hadronic interaction generators (i.e., VENUS, QGSJET, HDPM, 
DPMJET, SIBYLL) can be used. MC investigations have shown that the 
qualitative sensitivity for physics parameters and e.g. the energy resolution is 
independent of the hadronic interaction generator. The absolute energy scale, 
however, turns out to be dependent on the MC generator and the chemical 
composition.

2.2 The Energy Spectrum

Using the VENUS model within CORSIKA, HEGRA performed a regularized 
unfolding of the measured Ne distributions on a run-by-run basis (see [1] for 
details). The result of the unfolding is shown in fig. 2.

The spectral index of the all-particle spectrum below the ’knee’ is found to 
be

7 = 2.63 ± 0.02(stat.) ± 0.05(syst.) ± 0.05(model), (2)

where the last error is an estimation of the dependence on the hadronic inter
action generator in the MC.

2.3 The Chemical Composition around the 'Knee'

In order to get a first indication of the behaviour of the chemical composition 
around the ’knee’ and in order to check the MC generators, HEGRA made in 
one analysis the simple ansatz of using parametrized MC distributions for the 
energy determination [6]. A more involved unfolding procedure based on the 
full MC and detector information is used in a second analysis decribed in detail 
in [1]. In both analyses the composition around the ’knee’ is observed to be
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Figure 2: The charged Cosmic Ray all-particle spectrum around the ’knee’ as mea
sured by HEGRA (denoted ’this analysis’) compared to older and recent (Tibet) 
data of other experiments. The unfolding of the detector smearing was done by a 
regularized unfolding procedure based on Monte Carlo events simulated with the 
VENUS interaction generator, (for details see [1]).

consistent with an unchanged or slightly heavier composition. For illustrating 
the results and the observed MC dependence the first approach is discussed in 
the following.

In the energy range from 300 TeV to 3 PeV the height of individual shower 
maxima can be reconstructed with an accuracy comparable to the RMS spread 
for iron showers (rms(Xmaz,iron) =33 ±2 g/cm2) and thus much better than 
the RMS spread for proton showers (rms(XmM,protOT1) = 84 ± 6 g/cm2). Since 
the mean Xmal values of protons and iron showers differ by about 140 g/cm2, 
the fractions of light (hydrogen and helium) and heavy elements (oxygen and 
iron) contributing to the measured distribution can thus be obtained from fit
ting model Xmax distributions to the data for different energy bins. The details 
of this analysis can be found in [2]. Under the assumption that the chemical 
composition is the same for the different energy bins, the mean fraction of 
light elements is fitted to be 0.52 ± 0.10 (total error), which within errors, is 
compatible with direct measurements below 100 TeV.

Besides the shape of the Xmol distribution the mean value may serve to 
determine the elemental composition. The measured mean values, however, 
turn out to be systematically smaller by 45 ± 24 g/cm2 than expected from 
MC for the composition compatible with the fitted fractions which are based
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on the detailed shape of the distribution. This apparant discrepancy
between data and MC can be due to detector, atmospheric, or MC generator 
effects. After careful investigations HEGRA now suspects the longitudinal 
shower development in the MC to yield too large Xmox values due to a non
perfect simulation of the longitudinal shower development. The investigations, 
however, are not yet completed. Note that the AIROBICC-type detectors as 
employed e g. by HEGRA are the only airshower detectors which are sensitive 
to the absolute position of the shower maximum due to the translation of the 
longitudinal development into the radial Cherenkov photon density. This is 
the consequence of the varying refractive index and height of emission along 
the shower.

Like HEGRA, the KASKADE collaboration also finds little change in the 
chemical composition around the ’knee’ [7]. The absolute determination which 
relies on the MC is, however, still biased by large discrepancies between some 
of the hadronic interaction generators. Here still considerable effort is needed 
in order to achive reliable results in the future.

3 Gamma-Ray Astronomy
Since the detection of the Crab nebula as a source of gamma-rays (7-rays) with 
energies above 500 GeV in 1989 [9], about 10 galactic and extragalactic sources 
of very high energetic photons (E > 300 GeV) have been detected by about as 
many experiments. The status of the field is indicated in fig. 3 which shows the 
skymap of the very high energy (VHE), i.e., E > 300 GeV, 7-ray sources as of 
August 1997. Note that contrary to former beliefs also extragalactic sources of 
VHE 7-rays were discovered during the last 5 years. The fast progress of the 
field will be illustrated below by the most recent HEGRA results concerning 
the brightest source on the 7-ray sky in 1997, the active galactic nucleus (AGN) 
Mkn 501 at a distance of z = 0.034 (« 600 million light years, for H0 = 50 km 
sec-1 Mpc-1).

3.1 The HEGRA Cherenkov Telescopes

In 1996 the HEGRA experiment completed the installation of six Imaging Air 
Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs). Four identical IACTs are operated in coin
cident mode, i.e., for each airshower up to four different views are recorded. 
Hereby the energy threshold can be lowered and the 7/hadron separation ef
ficiency can be improved. This is an advantage for the study of weak and 
especially for extended sources but is less than optimal for strong point-like
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VHE Gamma Sources (E > 300 GeV)
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Figure 3: The galactic coordinates of point sources of Gamma-radiation of 
energy E > 300 GeV as observed by the various Cherenkov telescope observa
tories around the world [8],

sources due to the restricted effective collection area. For the current energy 
range of IACTs, i.e., above 300 GeV, and the current stage of 7-ray astronomy, 
i.e., the discovery age in which we learn how to optimize the detectors, this 
setup, however, has its merits due to the redundancy of the information. For 
energies below 100 GeV where air showers only produce very little Cherenkov 
light, however, the redundancy will be lost to a large degree due to the very 
limited number of particles above the Cherenkov threshold, i.e., different tele
scopes will view different tracks in the shower. In this energy regime therefore 
very sensitive telescopes like the MAGIC Telescope discussed below will be 
needed which will not compromise on the effective photon collection area.

3.2 The Extragalactic TeV photon source Mkn 501 j

Mkn 501 belongs to the blazar class of AGN, i.e., it is an AGN with a large 
plasma jet which is pointing along the line-of-sight, and it has been observed 
at TeV energies since 1995 [10] wh|n its activity level corresponded to about 
8% of the flux of the strongest galactic source, the Crab nebula. Due to 
its steady emission level the Crab nebula has become the Standard Candle 
for 7-ray astronomy. The activity level of Mkn 501 in 1996 rose to about
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Figure 4: The light curve of the blazar Mkn 501 as measured by the HEGRA 
telescopes CT1 and CT2 during the 1997 observation campaign. MJD (Mod
ified s Julian Date) 50700 corresponds to the 8th of September 1997.

30% of the Crab flux [11] and in 1997 HEGRA recorded on average a flux 
corresponding to about 200% of the Crab flux, and, in addition to this much 
higher average activity level, huge flares, i.e., up to 10 times the Crab flux, 
on time-scales as short as a day or less were recorded. As summarized in [12] 
a great number of Cherenkov telescopes (Whipple, CAT, TACTIC, Telescope 
Array, HEGRA) were able to detect this signal and record a light curve. The 
most complete light curve was obtained by the stand-alone telescopes CT1 and 
CT2 of the HEGRA collaboration, because CT1 was also operational during 
moonshine. The light curve extending from March until September 1997 is 
shown in fig. 4. The short-term flares point towards very compact sources, 
i.e., regions in the vicinity of the supermassive (O(108)Mo) black hole thought 
to be in the centre of the galaxy and powering the very strong non-thermal 
emission of the AGN. These large fluxes, which for the first time were recorded 
from an extragalactic source, allowed the determination of the energy spectrum 
extending beyond 5 TeV. The energy spectrum as measured by the HEGRA 
IACT system telescopes in 1997 is shown in fig. 5 [13]. As the analysis of 
systematic effects at higher energies is not yet completed, the spectrum is only 
shown up to 10 TeV.

But already the unabsorbed spectrum extending up to 10 TeV allows to 
extract a fundamentally important upper limit on the density of infrared (IR)
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Mkn50l

Figure 5: The energy spectrum of the blazar Mkn 50i as measured by HEGRA 
system telecopes during the 1997 observation campaign. Measured points be
yond 10 TeV are not shown.

Figure 6: Energy density of the extragalactic diffuse background radiation. 
For detailed references see [14]. Symbols stand for: Stars: tentative detection 
of the FIR background without CMBR, full downward triangles: upper limits 
from the DIRBE experiment, squares: lower limit from faint blue galaxies, 
circles: upper limit of possible detection, open triangle: IRAS upper limit, full 
upward triangles: evolution mode dependent lower limits from number counts 
of infrared-bright galaxies, solid line: average model from MacMinn Sc Primack 
including the CMBR [15], dashed line: average model from Fall, Chariot & Pei 
added to the CMBR [16], dotted line: upper limit derived in [14].
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Figure 7: Sketch of the planned 17 m diameter MAGIC Telescope [17].

relic photons in intergalactic space. This density is dependent on the era of 
galaxy formation and thus on the nature of the Dark Matter.

One extraction of an upper limit on the IR photon density was performed 
in [14] where it is assumed that the IR background is uniformly distributed in 
the Universe. The result, together with existing upper limits, lower limits, and 
an average model for galaxy evolution based on a mixed Dark Matter ansatz is 
shown in fig. 6. The resulting low density of photons limits the parameter space 
for Dark Matter models and at the same time opens up the deeper regions of 
the Universe (i.e., z = 0(0.1)) for TeV astronomy.

3.3 The Future of Gamma-Ray Astronomy

Currently space-borne 7-astronomy is limited to energies below 10 GeV and 
ground-based 7-astronomy to energies above 300 GeV. In both cases the reasons 
are limitations of sensitivity and/or effective collection areas. The result is an 
observation gap between 10 GeV and 300 GeV where the Universe has not 
been observed in, and where we expect to find hints or answers to important 
physics questions in astrophysics, cosmology, and particle physics.

In order to bridge this gap the ground-based 17 m diameter MAGIC Tele
scope (see fig. 7) has been designed during the last 2 years [17]. Using inno
vative elements it will be possible to close the last observation gap for about 
1% (!) of the cost of a satellite experiment, which until now was believed to 
be necessary in order to do measurements in this energy domain. At the same
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time the sensitivity in the energy region of current Cherenkov telescopes will 
be improved by up to an order of magnitude.
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Gamma-ray astronomy has become a rich field of research and matured 
significantly since the launch of NASA’s Compton Gamma Ray Observatory 
(CGRO) in 1991. The gamma-ray sky in the 1 MeV to 10 GeV regime is seen 
to be dominated by a diffuse glow from the Milky Way which can largely be 
attributed to cosmic-ray electrons and protons interacting with the interstellar 
gas end photon fields. Embedded in this diffuse emission, a wide variety of 
sources can be expected and is already seen. This presentation will focus 
on the new progress that is being made in the 1 to 30 MeV regime, which 
was largely unexplored until recently but which is now well covered (imaging 
and spectroscopy) by the COMPTEL instrument aboard CGRO. At these 
MeV energies, gamma-ray lines provide a unique tool to trace radioactive and 
energetic (~ 2-100 MeV/nucleon) nuclei in the Galaxy. All astrophysical (non
solar) gamma-ray lines that are firmly detected so far originate from the decay 
of long lived radionuclei produced in nucleosynthesis processes (26A1,44Ti, and 
561,57Co) (in addition to the 511 keV line). The second category of gamma-ray 
lines, i.e. nuclear deexcitation lines from energetic particle interactions, is well 
known from solar flares and COMPTEL provides now the possibility to study 
the presence of such lines in the emission from astrophysical sources. First 
evidence has been seen, but conclusive line identifications are still lacking.
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Abstract

The telescopes aboard the NASA Compton Observatory have recorded 
gamma-ray line signals from several radioactive species: 57Co, 44Ti, 
26Al, and possibly 56Co. Radioactivities in the universe provide a di
rect measure of current nucleosynthesis processes through the gamma- 
ray lines emitted in the radioactive decay. Different isotope lifetimes 
address specific astrophysical questions, from integrated current nucle
osynthesis event frequencies in the Galaxy to nucleosynthesis yields of 
specific stars or supernova events. We discuss the status of those results 
from the on-going mission, and address issues for nuclear astrophysics.

1 Introduction
The discovery by HEAO-C (Mahoney et al. 1982) of 7-ray emission from ra
dioactive 26A1 has provided a boost for experiments targetting radioactivity as
tronomical measurements (see review by Prantzos & Diehl 1996). Even more 
than the numerous 26A1 measurements, the detection of decay gamma-rays 
from supernova 1987A originating from shortlived (and therefore sufficiently 
intense) 56Co and 57Co gamma-rays (see review by Diehl & Timmes 1998) was 
a convincing proof of supernovae being prime sources of new element forma
tion. Even though the list of isotopes that can serve as such nucleosynthesis 
tracers is short, the absence of a chain of corrections makes such gamma-ray 
measurements a valuable complement in the study of cosmic nucleosynthe
sis: e g., atomic lines observations require a precise account of their excitation 
function, putting high demands on stellar atmosphere models and atomic data; 
meteoritic abundance measurements require models of the nucleation and the 
fragmentation processes in the 4.6 Gy history of the material samples. Instru
mental capabilities still are in their infancy, compared to other astronomical 
fields: Spatial resolutions of most instruments is in the 10-100 degree regime, 
with the exeption of the COMPTEL telescope (~4 degrees FWHM); spec
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tral resolutions of the scintillation-detector based instruments are ~ 6-10% 
(FWHM), while a few short experiments with Ge detector instruments (0.1% 
resolution) give an outlook for the next-generation missions in preparation. 
The astrophysical value of the measurements depends manily on the ability 
to locate the source of emission on the sky, for identification with a specific 
astronomical object. Imaging resolution of ~ arcmin or below can be achieved, 
yet spectral resolution can help indirectly, utilizing Doppler shifts of the lines 
(e.g., Gehrels & Chen 1995). We summarize the current understanding of the 
26A1 measurements from the Galaxy, and of the supernova diagnostics using 
shortlived 44Ti and Co isotopes.

2 26A1 Measurements from the Galaxy
With its one-million year decay time, 26A1 accumulates in the interstellar 
medium from many source events. Therefore astronomical studies in the 1.809 
MeV gamma-ray line from 26A1 decay to 26Mg address the issue of the current 
average nucleosynthesis activity in the Galaxy and solar vicinity. Maximum 
entropy deconvolution images derived from the Compton Telescope (COMP
TEL) measurements aboard the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO) 
show the spatial structure of the emission (Fig. 1; Oberlack et al. 1998). The 
ridge of the Galactic plane dominates, but there is asymmetry in the emission 
profile along the disk, and there are several prominent regions of emission such 
as Vela and Cygnus.

Spiral-arm emission is indicated from the image and from model fits, includ
ing between 1.1 M© and all of the 26A1 (Diehl et al. 1997). All measurements 
of the integrated flux from the inner region of the Galaxy (± 30°in Galactic 
longitude) in the 1.809 MeV line with different instruments are consistent with 
values ~ 4x 10-4 ph cm-2 s-1 rad-1.

If massive stars are the candidate sources, they were thought to follow an 
irregular spatial distribution such as the one from the molecular gas (Dame 
et al. 1987), rather than a smooth exponential disk profile. Although both 
models are generally compatible with the 26A1 map, other tracers were found 
to provide a better fit. In a recent multi-frequency image comparison it was 
demonstrated that a map of the ionization power from massive stars as derived 
from the CORE DMR map with its intrinsic resolution of ~ 7 °by correction 
for the synchrotron contribution) is proportional to the 1.809 MeV map in 
all significant detail over the entire plane of the Galaxy(Knodlseder 1997). 
Assuming a standard initial mass function, this calculation reproduces the 
expected massive star population and the supernova rate from both maps
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consistently, if Wolf-Rayet stars from high-metallicity regimes in the inner 
Galaxy provide the bulk of 26A1 (Knodlseder 1997). Therefore it seems most 
plausible that the 26A1 distribution in the Galaxy follows the distribution of 
massive stars, and thus the dominating source type has been identified. Open 
issues still are the relative contributions from explosive and wind release of 26A1 
into the interstellar medium; and, of course the limits on contribution from the 
other candidate source types, novae and AGB stars. From 26A1 contributions 
from classical novae, a smooth distribution of the emission with a pronounced 
peak in the central bulge region would be expected. The upper limit for such 
contribution is probably 1 M0 of 26A1. On the other hand, Ne-rich novae 
in our Galaxy may occur more frequently in the disk, hence be less clearly 
dscriminated against massive stars in general. For the AGB contribution a 
similar problem is expected, since massive AGB stars M>3M0) are most likely 
candidate sources of 26A1.

Fig. 1: COMPTEL all-sky image of current nucleosynthesis in the Galaxy, as 
measured through 1.8 MeV 7-rays over 5 years (Oberlack et al. 1998)

Physically, 60Fe should be a good discriminant of different source types gen
erating 26A1, because massive stars produce 26A1 and 60Fe in the same regions 
and in roughly comparable amounts (Timmes et al. 1996). These core collapse 
nucleosynthesis models suggest that the majority of both 26A1 and 60Fe are pro
duced, mainly during the presupernova evolution, between 3-6 M0. These two 
isotopes should have similar spatial distributions after the explosion of these
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stars, and thus may help to disentangle explosive from hydrostatic nucleosyn
thesis contributions.

The ^Fe flux map is then expected to follow the 26A1 distribution, and the 
60Fe/26Al line flux ratio should be 16 ± 10%. A few recent ^°Fe studies are 
known (), yet do not have sufficient sensitivity to detect the ^Fe component.

A direct calibration of core-collapse supernova nucleosynthesis with the 
Vela SNR, which was a tantalizing prospect two years ago (Diehl et al. 1995), 
now appears less constraining due to superimposed other sources (a newly 
discovered young supernova remnant, and/or by OB associations and shell
like features at larger distances). The other prominent candidate source in 
the Vela region is the binary system ~/2 Velorum, representing the Wolf Rayet 
star “WR11” closest to the sun with an 0 star companion (van der Hucht et 
al. 1988). Recent Hipparcos parallax measurements suggest, that this binary 
system is at a distance of 250-310 pc, which is closer than previous estimates of 
300-450 pc (van der Hucht et al. 1997; Schaerer, Schmutz & Grenon 1997). At 
this closer distance the absence of a signal from 'y2 Velorum in the COMPTEL
1.8 MeV data is unexpected, particularly since recent models have increased 
the expected 26A1 yields for this object (Meynet et al. 1997). Modification of 
the 26A1 ejected from WR11 due to the O star companion seems inadequate to 
account for the discrepancy (Braun and Langer 1995; Langer et al. 1997).

About 80% of the prominent 1.809 MeV emission associated with the 
Cygnus region can be understood in terms of the expected 26A1 signal from 
known sources (del Rio et al. 1996). One may be concerned with this high 
fraction, since 26A1 decays on a timescale longer than the observable features of 
supernova remnants and Wolf-Rayet winds prevail. It has been suggested that 
the 26A1 from this region attributed to “seen” sources should be multiplied by 
a factor 1-10 to account for “unseen” sources. The latest COMPTEL images 
show structures which suggestively align with the Cygnus superbubble and 
Cyg OBI. Further analysis may be able to spatially separate source regions, 
and in particular assess the significance of emission from the prominent group 
of Wolf-Rayet stars in this region.

Supernova Constraints from 44Ti and 56/57Co
Only in the inner regions of supernovae, temperatures and densities are con
sidered adequate for formation of the surprisingly abundant 44Ca isotope, pro
duced as radioactive 44Ti in the “a-rich freeze-out”, (e.g., Hix (SzThielemann 
1996). Models predict 44Ti yields of typically ~ 3x 10-5 M@ for the Type II 
models, or twice that value for the Type lb models. Type la supernovae of
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could also be important sources of 44Ti if the sub-Chandrasekhar model turns 
out to be viable. Depending upon how frequently these sub-Chandrasekhar 
mass white dwarfs explode, the large production factors (up to 103 times the 
solar isotope ratio) suggest that these types of thermonuclear events might be 
the principal origin of 44Ca, rather than the typical core-collapse event.

The measurement of radioactive decay of 44Ti is possible through 3 gamma- 
ray lines, the 1.157 MeV deexcitation of 44Ca following 44Sc decay, or the 68 
and 79 keV hard X-rays from deexcitation of 44Sc following 44Ti decay, in this 
44Ti 44Sc 44Ca decay chain. The shortlived 44Sc stage (T,/? ~3.8 hrs) equilib- 
rizes quickly since 44Ti has a much longer decay time (T,/? ~60±1 y). The 44Ti 
decay time had been controversial until very recently (see Gorres et al. these 
proceedings), incurring large uncertainties in 44Ti mass estimates from astro
nomical gamma-ray results. The discovery of 1157 keV gamma-rays from the 
~ 300 year-old Cas A supernova remnant (Iyudin et al. 1994) was unexpected, 
model predicted 7-ray intensity generally below instrument flux sensitivities. 
The Cas A supernova remnant is relatively close (3.4 kpc) and young (ex
plosion in 1668—1680), and probably a Type lb explosion with indications of 
asymmetries, making it prime candidate among historic supernovae for 44Ti 
discovery. Further analysis of recent COMPTEL data supports a 5<7 detection 
of Cas A at 4.2 ± 0.9 xlO-5 ph cm-2 s-1 in the 1.157 MeV line (Iyudin et al. 
1997), implying 2.4 xlO-4 M@ of 44Ti. The COMPTEL flux value appears to 
be consistent with the marginal measurements of OSSE (The et al. 1996) and 
RXTE (Rothschild et al. 1997) within their respective uncertainties.

Current core collapse nucleosynthesis models (Timmeset al. 1996) suggest 
that any 44Ti ejection depends critically on the exact position of the mass cut, 
and that if 44Ti is ejected, so is a relatively large mass of at least 0.05 M@ of 
56Ni. This much shortlived radioactivity implies a bright supernova. Cas A 
was not widely reported as such; some 10 magnitudes of visual extinction is 
required to make the 7-ray 44Ti measurements consistent with these historical 
records (or rather their absence). There may indeed have been such a large 
visual extinction to Cas A at the time of the explosion. ROSAT studies of the 
X-ray scattering halo of supernova remnants indicate that Cas A could have 
been embedded in a dusty region at the time of the supernova, making its 
optical display unobservable from Earth (Hartmann et al. 1997).

SN 1987A is an epoch where the dominant energy source should be from 
the decay of 44Ti. Bolometric light curves of SN 1987A can be fit to light curve 
evolution models, and suggest ~10-4 M@of 44Ti (Fransson & Kozma 1997). 
The order of magnitude of ~10-4 Ma of 44Ti inferred to have been ejected in 
SN 1987A and in Cas A is surprisingly similar. If this 44Ti ejection should
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be typical, core collapse supernovae could be revealed even from embedded 
and hence occulted sites through their 44Ti decay gamma-ray lines. The first 
COMPTEL search for additional 44Ti sources in the Galaxy from 1991-1993 
data have been evaluated, and show no additional sources (Dupraz et al. 1997). 
This may be constraining the Galactic supernova rate; statistical fluctuations 
of this rate could conspire with light propagation differences from the super
nova sites to the observer, and easily produce a supernova record gap of 300 
years, however.

A long-standing goal of 7-ray astronomy has been detection of radioactive 
56Ni and 56Co from supernovae, mainly from type la events (Clayton, Colgate 
& Fishman 1969). Only one such event has been seen in 7-rays, SN 1991T in 
NGC 4527 by the COMPTEL telescope (Morris et al. 1995, 1997). The host 
galaxy is ~ 17 Mpc distant and in the direction of the Virgo cluster. This 
supernova is considered a prototype of a peculiar subclass, it was unusually 
bright at maximum and the light curve evolved unusually slow. Its spectra did 
become more typical of Type la events at later epochs when the expanding 
debris became more transparent. Detection of high velocity (~ 13000 km s-1) 
iron and nickel in the outer layers of SN 1991T favors models with delayed 
detonation. However, sub-Chandrasekhar mass models of Type la supernova 
are discussed as well, and may be favorable for ejecting a larger than average 
56Ni mass. COMPTEL data from two relatively (for 56Co) early epochs (66 
and 176 days after the explosion) reveal a clear hint of a signal as expected 
from s6Co decay (at > 3a significance). This is surprising for a supernova in 
general, as one would assume the 56Co still hurried inside. But in the case of 
SN1991T mixing of 5eNi into the outer layers has been inferred already from 
early light curve and spectra. The COMPTEL detection indicates that this 
isotope was present in the outer envelope, and thus supports extensive mixing 
scenarios. The COMPTEL measurement converts into a surprisingly large 56Ni 
mass, however, between 1.3 M@(for a distance of 13 Mpc, Morris et al. 1995 
and Lichti et al. 1995) and 2.3 M@for the 17 Mpc favoured currently (Ruiz- 
Lapuente, priv. comm.). This requires that almost all of the Chandrasekhar 
mass white dwarf must be turned into radioactive ^Ni. OSSE upper limits 
(Leising et al. 1995) may indicate that the 56Co line flux derived by Morris et 
al. (1995) is too high, although the detection itself is confirmed at the same 3- 
4a significance in more rigorous analysis employing different and independent 
analysis alternatives (Morris et al. 1997).
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3 Summary
COMPTEL measurements of radioactivity set constraints on nucleosynthesis 
in astrophysical objects. The 26A1 results from gamma-ray line imaging of 
the full sky in the 1.809 MeV gamma-ray line settle the massive-star origin 
of most of the 26A1 in the Galaxy, although some contributions from novae or 
from special local regions cannot be excluded. The prominent deviations from 
a smooth distribution along the plane of the Galaxy can be understood as glob
ally reflecting recent formation patterns of massive stars. In the Vela region, 
two known candidate source objects, the Vela SNR and the 72Velorum system 
with its Wolf Rayet star, are not seen as localized sources. This is compatible 
with expectations from models in the case of the Vela SNR, but inconsistent 
with current Wolf Rayet nucleosynthesis predictions. The discovery of 44Ti 
from Gas A by COMPTEL presents a puzzle for core collapse supernova mod
els, but also for the consistency of the Gas A observational database. The 
absence of a bright optical supernova may be reconciled with the hypothesis 
of a local dust concentration at Gas A at the time of the supernova, consistent 
with X-ray observed anomalies of Gas A SNR. No other prominent 44Ti sources 
have been found yet, and even the prospect of detecting SN1987A could be 
dim. Current searches for other 44Ti sources can help to assess how atypi
cal Gas A might have been. The peculiar thermonuclear supernova SN1991T 
resulted in a 56Co signal in the COMPTEL data. The derived 56Ni mass ap
pears too high, yet the detection itself favours delayed detonation scenarios 
or merger scenarios, consistent with anomalies detected in SN1991T’s spectra 
and light curve evolution. In view of these results, gamma-ray line astronomy 
of cosmic radioactivities appears as a newly opened discipline with tantalizing 
perspectives. The INTEGRAL mission, to be launched in 2001, is the next 
major experiment addressing this field.
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Abstract

The histogram of Ultra Heavy (UH) elemental abundances for Z > 65 
in the Earth’s neighbourhood is determined from the UHCRE results 
obtained by our group. The UH cosmic ray source abundances may be 
deduced by means of an appropiate propagation model. A Leaky Box 
model has been used for cosmic ray propagation studies. In this work, 
two different Solar System source abundances and an r-type source 
abundance have been assumed as starting point of the propagation cal
culation. It has been found that the UHCRE experimental results are 
better reproduced when an r-type source abundances is taken.

1 Introduction
The Ultra Heavy Cosmic Ray Experiment (UHCRE) has collected over 2500 
ions with Z > 65 with a charge resolution that allows the separation of the 
Lead and Platinum abundance peaks [I, 2, 3]. These abundances provide 
information about the relative contribution of the r and s processes to nucle
osynthesis as well as about the astrophysical conditions of the sites where this 
nucleosynthesis takes place. Because propagation models connect the source 
abundances of cosmic ray elements with the abundances of these elements mea
sured in the Earth’s neighborhood, it is possible to determine the abundances 
of cosmic ray UH ions at their sources from the UHCRE results and, in partic
ular, to study how the Platinum and Lead peaks vary with propagation from 
the Earth to the cosmic ray sources.

In this work the influence on cosmic ray transport calculation of source 
composition is studied, assuming a Leaky Box propagation model to describe 
the travel of UH ions through the interstellar medium. The propagation model 
is described in next section, whereas in the results section the r-'nutdrvnre
determined in the UHCRE are presented and compared to tlr-c.' obtained 
from our propagation model when three different source abundamcc ar* ur-vj
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2 The Propagation Model
We have developed a simple propagation model based on the well known Leaky 
Box (LB) model, firstly proposed by Cowsik et al. [4]. In order to obtain the 
transport equations corresponding to our model, only production and breaking 
up processes of the ions involved on the propagation have been considered. In 
addition, several assumptions have been taken into account in order to simplify 
our propagation model calculation: (1) neglecting energy loss by ionization and 
energy gain by re-acceleration; (2) neglecting particle injection processes after 
initial acceleration; (3) neglecting particle diffusion processes; (4) ISM atom 
density, n, taken constant along trajectory of particles; and (5) ISM composed 
only by Hydrogen atoms.

Taking into account the above assumptions for our model, the resulting 
transport equation for the i-th element may be written as:

dNj(x)
dx = E

i i
w +. V-** \3~"

j<i \ *dec *spall
Nj(*)

1 , 1 1
J— + TT~ + TT
Aesc *dec Aint

M(x)

which coincides with the transport equation used by Waddington [5]. In the 
above equation: x is the matter traversed by the UH cosmic ray ions from 
their sources, so that x = 0 g/cm2 characterizes these sources; A^c and are 
respectively the mean free paths for decay of nuclides of type i, and radioactive 
decay of nuclides of type j to lighter nuclides of type z; Ae,c is the escape mean 
free path of cosmic rays before leaking from the propagation region; and A^j, 
and A*nt are the spallation and nuclear interaction mean free paths, which can 
be obtained from the appropiate partial and total inelastic cross sections [6, 7).

The Weighted Slab Technique [8] has been utilized in the present work for 
solving the LB transport equation, in spite of solving the equations analiticaly 
as in former works of our group [3, 9). This technique involves the resolution 
of the transport equations for M as a function of the matter traversed x (in 
g/cm2), Ni (x), and the subsequent application of a Path Length Distribution 
(PLD) in order to obtain the propagated abundances.

We have utilized our LB model to propagate UH cosmic ray ions with charge 
comprised between 65 and 83 from the source to near the Earth. We have taken 
three different source abundances which, mathematically, play the role of initial 
conditions for transport calculations. The assumed source abundances are: 
the Cameron Solar System abundances [10], the Anders and Ebihara Solar 
System abundances [11] and an r-source type source abundances previously 
used by Binns et al. [12]. The First Ionization. Potential (FIP) correction 
given by Letaw et al. [13], which accounts for initial acceleration, has been
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applied to all these assumed source abundances. Only the most stable and 
most abundant isotope of each element is considered for propagation as a first 
approximation, thus disintegration terms in the transport equations vanish. A 
galactic volume with a value of XCBC = 6.0 g/cm2 is taken as the propagation 
region and, in consequence, only UH ions of Galactic origin are considered. 
An exponential PLD truncated at T = 1.0 g/cm2 has been used in order to 
obtain the abundances in the Earth’s neighbourhood of each UH element from 
the corresponding solution A, (z) of the above transport equation.

3 Results and discussion
The abundances relative to Lead obtained using our propagation model, under 
the conditions and with the parameters described above, are illustrated in 
figure 1. In this figure, the UH ion abundances for charges between 65 and 83 
propagated to the Earth’s neighborhood with our LB model, using the three 
different source compositions, are shown. An overabundance of r-synthesized 
ions (Platinum peak) after performing propagation is observed for all of the 
assumed source compositions.

—•—Cemexm Sokr Syvtaa
►— Aadin A Ebbm Sokr Sywao

Fig. 1. Abundances relative to Lead of UH cosmic ray ions in the Earth’s 
neighbourhood, obtained using three different source compositions and prop
agating at an energy of 5 GeV/n with the Silberberg & Tsao expressions for 
cross sections.
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The experimental abundances of UH cosmic ray ions with charge comprised 
between 65 and 92, obtained from UHCRE [2, 3] are plotted in figure 2, to
gether with a gaussian fit of the two abundance peaks (Lead and Platinum 
group peaks). In order to distinguish which of the assumed source abundance 
better agrees with the UHCRE experimental results, the following abundance 
ratio is defined,

R = Lead peak abundance
Platinum peak abundance

Mi (81<Z<86) 
Ni (74<Z<80)

Fig. 2. Experimental abundances of UH cosmic ray ions in the Earth’s neigh
bourhood, as measured in UHCRE.

The calculated values for this ratio are 0.496 if the Cameron SS abundances 
are used, 0.407 when the Anders & Ebihara SS abundances are considered, and
0.349 when an r-type source is taken. The UHCRE experimental value is 0.32 
These values may suggest that UH cosmic ray sotirces are better explained by 
an r-type source abundances. This conclusion is in agreement with previous 
works [12], although the study of the influence of other transport parameters, 
such as cross sections involved, may lead to different conclusions [14].
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Abstract
Nuclear interactions of high energy particles of cosmic radiation with 
nuclei present in the solar corona generate secondary particles which 
can reach outer regions of the terrestrial atmosphere causing small 
atmospheric showers which can be registered at the surface of the 
Earth. In this paper an attempt is made at interpreting measurements 
of coincidences between detectors situated at large distance in the 
framework of such a scheme.

1. Introduction
The existence of groups of genetically connected particles, generated 

in the Earth atmosphere by particles of the primary cosmic radiation 
and propagating at large distances in the direction of the primordial 
particle, was confirmed many years ago (Auger and Maze, 1938). Co
incidences were observed between the Geiger-Miller counters put away 
over a distance ranging from 2 m to 20 m causing diminishing in the 
number of observed coincidences from 1.7 to 0.9 per hour, respectively. 
Thus the ten-fold increase of the distance lowered the number of 
counts by the factor of nearly 2. This experimental result in the pio
neering measurements by Auger and Maze is widely considered as the 
discovery of great atmospheric showers in the cosmic radiation 
(so-called EAS - Earth Atmospheric Showers).

Today we know, on the basis of many measurements performed by 
numerous groups both in the mountains and at the sea level, that the 
particles in the showers propagate in the direction perpendicular with 
respect to the shower axis at a distances ranging from hundreds of me
ters to about 10-15 kilometres for the largest showers.
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The measurement of coincidences between detectors situated in Ge
neva and Basel, and thus separated by the distance of about 180 km, 
should be considered as a real sensation (Carrel and Martin, 1994). 
The situation resembles closely that in the year 1938 since the separa
tion of counters exceeded nearly two orders of magnitude the distances 
achieved earlier in the coincidence measurements.

We estimate that in order to explain this phenomenon - as caused 
by a single shower - the energy of the primary nuclei should be very 
high, i. e, equal approximately to 1019 eV. Shower produced by nuclei 
having such high (or even higher) energies were - and still are - 
measured in several experiments in the world (e. g. Akeno, Jakuck, 
Haverah-Park, Fly’s-Eye). However, it is absolutely evident that 
charged particles in the showers of these values of primary energies 
don not propagate at such enormous distances. How to explain the co
incidences measured in Switzerland then?

In the present work (see also Kempa and Michalec, 1998, for more 
details) we are trying to show that probably the only way to explain 
the observational data is to adopt the assumption that these showers 
are multi-core ones. As such they are produced by several y quanta 
rather then by just one, arriving simultaneously at the top of the Earth 
atmosphere. In our opinion such y quanta are produced in interactions 
of the primary cosmic radiation nuclei with the nuclei present in the 
solar corona. From the ring-like solar ..boundary”, where the gas den
sity is relatively small (in particular it depends on the current phase of 
the solar cycle), such particles can escape and reach the upper layers of 
the terrestrial atmosphere. Their mutual separation on the distance 
Sun-Earth (1 astronomical unit) may be as high as 100 km. Showers 
created by them, both ^individual” and small, yield on the surface of 
the Earth multi-core picture, capable of producing coincidences be
tween detectors distances of which may be hundreds of kilometres.

2. Experimental data.
Recently, for the first time, coincidences caused by the particles of 

the cosmic radiation between distant detectors have been measured. 
The distances were at least several tens of kilometres (cf. Carrel and 
Martin, 1994). There were four detectors, each of the area 
3 x 0.7 x 0.4 m3 = 0.84 m2, located in Geneva, Basel, Bern and Le Lode 
in the form similar to the ..Southern Cross”. This so-called ..Northern
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Cross” may be circumscribed on an ellipse with the area equal to 5000 
km2. Having adopted that each detector — in order to act - requires at 
least one particle, and that the density of particles inside the above 
mentioned ellipse is constant, one can estimate the entire number of 
charged particles in the shower which causes such a coincidence as 
N = 5 x 109.

Assuming further that each charged particle in the shower (before 
its maximal phase) has its energy between 1 and 2 GeV we may 
roughly estimate the energy of the primary nuclei, which caused such 
a gigantic shower, as E = 10" eV taking also into account the fact that 
in the EAS distribution of charged particles is not uniform.

On the background of random coincidences an excess on the level of 
4.8 o was measured. It was clearly visible during 180 hours between 
December 15* and December 22nd 1991. In this period 548 events above 
the background were detected.

It is very important that the detected signal was not uniformly dis
tributed in time. During each 24-hour period it was visible only twice - 
during two hours: between 4 and 6 universal time and between 16 and 
18 universal time. Thus the 12-hour separation is evident. Average 
frequency of registered signal per each 24-hour period was 73 showers 
which gives 18.3 showers per hour.

We may thus estimate that the unknown source, emitting nuclei re
sponsible for the creation of such showers, radiates in our direction 
flow of energy of at least L = n x E0= 10'2 W detected by the device dis
tributed on the area 5000 km2. Unfortunately, as to the directions, 
from which the showers arrive, we know nothing since an attempt of 
their estimation failed (cf. Carell and Martin, 1994). Having analysed 
various parameters they concluded that the probability of accidental 
detection of such coincidences is smaller then 10"*.

3. Sun as a target
The undoubtful fact that the showers were detected by the 

^Northern Cross” every 12 hours, i. e. shortly before sunrise and 
shortly after sunset, strongly suggest their close connection with the 
Sun.

Our hypothesis presented in this note states the following: meas
ured in Switzerland coincidences were produced by particles from
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great atmospheric showers, created in the terrestrial atmosphere by a 
group of coherent particles generated during collisions of nuclei from 
cosmic radiation with light nuclei (mainly protons) in the solar corona. 
Among the created particles there are both particles produced in nu
clear reactions and nucleons from the nuclei coming to the Sun which 
did not participated directly in the non-elastic interactions. We further 
suggest (see Kempa and Michalec, 1998) that the source itself may be 
located somewhere behind the Sun, on the line source-Sun-Earth, con
tinuously emitting energetic nuclei. Let us now have a look at some 
features which may be essential for accepting or rejecting our hy
pothesis.

a) . We know very little about sub-horizontal propagation of large 
showers in the terrestrial atmosphere. Regarding the horizontal show
ers we know that they create an ellipse on the Earth surface with its 
semiaxes ratio equal 1:10 (Billoir 1996). This effect may be caused by 
the bending of charged particles trajectories in the Earth magnetic 
field. It is possible that, in the case sub-horizontal showers, the struc
ture of magnetic field in the solar wind may be absolutely crucial.

b) . The very design of the Swiss device favours registering of show
ers in the direction Basel-Geneva. If the azimuthal angle 0 increases 
then the relative distances decrease which in turn increases the prob
ability of coincidence. In the period 15-22 of December 1991 the Sun 
was rising in Geneva along a small circle inclined to the horizon at 20°. 
This value seems to favour the above mentioned hypothesis.

The sensitivity of the device (with respect to changes in number of 
registered coincidences when the ©-angle changes) may be estimated 
from the shape of their registered temporal distribution during 24-hour 
period. Figure 5 in the work of Carrel and Martin reveals that the 
number of events during 2 hours period decreases twice whereas dur
ing the next 2 hours reaches effectively the background level.

c) . It is relatively difficult to explain why the described effect was 
observed during 180 hours, i.e. during 7.5 days and nights. Our rea
soning here is purely intuitive. We refer to the following dependence: 
number of events versus 0-angle. During 180 hours the change in the 
Earth position (in the Earth-Sun frame of reference) is equal to 7°.4. 
That means that the Earth leaves the preferred direction: 
source-Sun-Earth. Since the sensitivity of the ..Northern Cross” in the 
directional dipole distribution is very high, it seems that this should be 
the simplest possible explanation of the observed effect.
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4. Possible candidates for the source.
In the period 15-22 of December 1991 the Sun, as observed from the 

Earth, had its co-ordinates on the sky sphere:
Right Ascension ranging from 17h 30“ to 18h 02“
Declination ranging from -23° 15’ to -23° 26’.

In this area, or very close to it, we find (cf. Zombeck, 1980) the fol
lowing objects:

• M6 - 1736-321 or NGC 6405;
• M8 - HII region in Sagittarius constellation or GC 6523;
• Kepler’s supernova: 17" 30".4, -21° 29’ or radio source 3C358;
• QSO 1748 -25.3;
• NGC 6440 or X-ray source MX1746-20;
• Variable star of the type 5 Cep - X Sgr 1747-2750, with magnitude 

4.2-4.S and the period 7 days;
• Galactic microquasars: IE 1740.7-2942; (Ziolkowski, 1997).
• ^-emitting sources: GRS 1758-258, and a new source in the Ga

lactic centre discovered by SIGMA, X-ray nova: GRS 1739-278;
• Radio sources: Sgr A 1743-2856, Galactic Centre.

Concluding: Taking into account the fairly good agreement of the 
position of the Sun and the possible source (in right ascension) it seems 
reasonable to assume that the source, ejecting nuclei with high energy 
which subsequently generate showers measured by the ^Northern 
Cross”, is located near the galactic centre.

5. Conclusion
In this paper an attempt has been made to prove that the observed 

coincidences between the detectors located in Basel, Geneva, Bern and 
Le Locle may be entirely explained by adopting hypothesis that they 
are caused by multi-core showers (see Kempa & Michalec, 1998, for 
more details). These in turn require the initial bundle of particles 
which would arrive at the top of the atmosphere some 200 km apart 
from each other. Of course, these particles must also be coherent. In 
normal showers there are no such particles.

The hypothesis we tried to prove intuitively asserts that such groups 
of particles may be produced in the solar corona as a result of interac
tion of primary nuclei from the cosmic radiation with those already
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present in the corona. The energies required for these nuclei are fairly 
reasonable. In the case of multi-core showers the required energies 
may be much lower then 1019 eV. In principle, four particles having en
ergies 1016 eV may produce showers which could give coincidences ob
served in the Swiss device. This would even make possible to consider 
much lower initial energies, say - 1016 eV. Having assumed so low en
ergies of the primary nuclei we can easily explain the above mentioned 
100 km separation of the shower, both for iron nuclei and protons. 
Lower energies enable also to understand, at least qualitatively, the 
problem of anisotropy. If the results presented here required energies 
as high as 1019 eV then their source in the centre of our Galaxy would 
undoubtedly be discovered in earlier measurements. Also, the position 
of the source in the centre of Galaxy is a crucial evidence which 
strongly supports our hypothesis. For its experimental verification it 
would be necessary to build a special device dedicated, from the very 
beginning, to measuring of multi-core showers with large separation of 
their sub-cores (of order of tens of kilometres). Before that one should 
prove that we indeed observe multi-core showers from the Sun.

We strongly believe that an attempt of such measurements could be 
performed using KASCADE (Wages et al., 1997) which is at present 
the largest European device and very suitable for investigating 
multi-core showers having asymmetry in the distribution of particles 
on the detection plane, and for distances not exceeding 200 metres. If 
the measuring capabilities of this device could be increased by the fac
tor of 10 - which is already possible at low costs - then it would be in
deed a perfect device aimed at measuring the sub-cores generated in 
the solar corona during interactions of iron nuclei with protons.

On the other hand, in the larger scale, say 60 kilometres, multi-core 
showers can be analysed in PAO (Pierre Auger Observatory). It seems 
that such an investigating program could be successfully realised with 
only minor changes in the location of the detectors.

In conclusion we would like to remark that in order to verify our hy
pothesis one should, unfortunately, wait till December 1998 when the 
same configuration as that of 1991 will be repeated. However, possible 
negative result of the future observation does not exclude our hy
pothesis since the source of primary particles may be only periodical or 
it may have exhausted its power and terminated its activity.
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Abstract
In this talk the present status of solar models is reviewed. After an 
introduction to solar modelling, the results of helioseismology are dis
cussed, which show that modern standard solar models agree with the 
Sun at a level of better than 1%. While this rules out all non-standard 
solar models, the deviation is significant due to the high accuracy of 
observations. Nevertheless, it suffices to prove that the solar neutrino 
problem will find its solution in new particle physics, the most popular 
explanation now being the MSW neutrino oscillation effect.

1 The concept of a solar model
Since the first solar neutrino experiment has proven that the Sun shines due 
to nuclear reactions converting hydrogen to helium, the deficit of more than a 
factor 2 in the measured neutrino events compared to theoretical predictions 
has cast doubt on the quality of solar models (SM) and therefore stellar evo
lution theory in general. Only recently, due to the results of several neutrino 
experiments and of helioseismology the high quality of modern SM has become 
evident. The solution of the solar neutrino problem will therefore be found by 
extending the standard model of particle physics.

A solar model1 is actually the final product of a whole sequence of models, 
in which the evolution of a star with the mass of the Sun (1 M©) is followed until 
the solar age t© is reached. The initial model at t = 0 is a star with pristine 
homogeneous composition, getting its energy either completely out of nuclear 
(main sequence) or thermal (pre main sequence) energy. In the calculations 
of classical standard solar models (SM), two free parameters exist: the initial 
helium content and a parameter needed for the description of convective energy 
transport. They must be chosen in such a way that the solar radius and 
luminosity are matched at t©. The calculation of a solar model is therefore an

1For an introduction, see (12).
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interative process with the final parameter values depending on the details of 
the model assumptions.

Fig. 1. Evolutionary track of 
the Sun from the pre-main- 
sequence until its present 
state (courtesy of H. Schlattl)

quantity value ref.
M0 (1.9891 ±0.0012) • 1033 g
Lq (3.844 ±0.01) • 1033 erg/s
Rq (6.959 ± 0.001) • 1010 cm
Teff.O 5777 ±2.5 K
(Z/X) Q 0.0245 ± 0.001 [7]
T© 0.246 [3]

0.238 - 0.259 (0.246) [6]
Ac, 0.713 ± 0.003-Rq [5]
<© (4.57 ± 0.02) • 109 yrs

Table 1: Solar quantities: mass, luminos
ity, radius and effective temperature Mq, Lq, 
Rq, Teff;o. Yq: present surface helium content; 
Rci'- radius of the convective envelope’s lower 
boundary; errors are 1<j errors as given in the 
original papers.

The model ingredients are fairly simple: we assume spherical symmetry 
(ignoring magnetic fields and rotation) and hydrostatic equilibrium. Energy 
sources are thermal and nuclear ones; energy transport is either via radiation 
(diffusive) or convection. For the former the opacity of the material is im
portant. Here, great progress has taken place in the last years (e g [9]) as 
well as in the EOS (e.g [10]). Lacking a rigid theory for convection, simplified 
mixing-length approaches are still in use, although there are some improve
ments ([11]).

The most important additional physical aspect of modern SMs is the in
clusion of the diffusion of H, He, CNO and other metals. Although applied 
already in early models to check its influence on the neutrino fluxes (which is 
minor), only recently ([2]) it has become evident that it is a necessary ingredi
ent for accurate models. In particular, only these modern SM can reproduce 
the depth of the convective envelope (Rcz) and the helium content (V©) in it,
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as deduced from helioseismology. For example, Y0 « 0.245 (Table 1), while 
models without diffusion predict it to be the initial value, which is close to
0.28. Note that the consideration of metal diffusion adds another parameter 
to the models, the initial metal content, because only the present value relative 
to hydrogen, (Z/X)0, is known.

2 Helioseismology - confirming the standard model
Leighton in 1960 observed that the solar surface oscillates with a period of 
about 5 minutes and Ulrich ten years later showed that these oscillations are 
the superposition of many non-radial modes of very small amplitude. This 
was the beginning of helioseismology.2 Since 1975, starting with the work of 
Deubner, several thousands of eigenmodes have been identified by 2d-power 
spectra analysis. These non-radial eigenmodes are characterized by their ra
dial order n, the degree l and m (fine-splitting due to breaking of spherical 
symmetry). Typical frequencies are between 3000 and 4000 fj.Hz. Observations 
usually make use of the Doppler-effect. Incredible accuracy is achieved: the 
velocity amplitude is only 10 — 20 cm/s, which must be compared to the width 
of the Fraunhofer-lines, which is equivalent to 10 km/s!

Whether the eigenmodes are of oscillatory or damped nature depends on 
two critical frequencies, the buoyancy or Brunt-Vaisala frequency N

^2= _LumZ_uuip

\T; dr dr

where F, = and the acoustic frequency St

, in+1yb<- 15

(c being sound speed). Oscillatory solutions to the linear perturbation equa
tions of solar structure exist if

M > |IV| A |w| > |S|| or |to| < |/V| A |w| < |Sj|

The first conidition is fulfilled for modes, where the restoring force is pres
sure (p-modes; high u), the second if it is gravity (g-modes; low v). The 
modes are exponentially damped for |IV| < |w| < |Sj| or |S(| < |w| < |/V|. 3

3An excellent introduction is provided by the lecture notes of Christensen-Dalsgaard, 
available from http://Bvw.obs.aau.dk/ jcd/oscilnotes
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Fig. 2 shows v as a function of l for solar oscillations obtained from a SM and 
observational results. Their incredibly accuracy is evident from the fact that 
the error bars correspond to 1000-cr errors!

30 20 10 »

Fig. 2: left: p- and g-mode model frequencies. Lines connect modes of the 
same radial mode number n. The f-mode is a surface gravity mode; right: observed 
frequencies of p-modes. Errorbars correspond to 1000-ct errors(!) (from [4])

Mode frequencies depend on the equilibrium state of the fluid, in particular 
on p,p, Fi and g (gravitational acceleration). However, since the equilibrium 
must fulfill the stellar structure equations, this can be reduced to two variables 
(as function of radius r), usually p and ri, from which the two others can be 
derived. Note that I\ is a thermodynamical function depending on p, p and 
composition. With the first two quantities known, one can derive the latter 
one from helioseismology! In particular, this is possible in the deep convective 
envelope (modes with l > 40 are trapped here), where convection is adiabatic 
(minimum uncertainty in convection theory; no influence of opacities) and 
composition homogeneous. Based on these facts the surface helium content 
Y0 has been derived (the result, of course, depends on the EOS used, but 
seems to be fairly accurate).

In general, since p-modes are standing acoustic waves, sound speed c and p
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are derived from the observations and can be compared with the models. This 
is called the inverse method. From the properly scaled squared sound speed 
the bottom of the convective zone can easily be identified, as seen from Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Scaled squared sound speed in the solar interior. Within the convective 
envelope, this quantity is constant, below it rises sharply. Solid line: observations; 
others: two different models (from [12])

Another quantity of interest is the angular velocity of the rotating Sun, 
which is obtained from the fine-splitting (m) of frequencies. The result is that 
within a factor 2 the Sun appears to have the same angular velocity throughout. 
Variations within this range are: on the surface, higher latitudes are rotating 
faster than those closer to the equator, but at half radius the Sun appears to 
rotate like a rigid body. There is no evidence for a faster spinning core. These 
results justify the neglect of rotation in the models for the present level of 
accuracy.

The alternative forward method of comparison is the calculation of theo
retical p-mode frequencies from a SM. Relative deviations from observations 
are of order 10 /rHz.

Recently, we have turned around the solar model problem ([13]): we treated 
the solar age as a free parameter in addition to the usual ones and determined 
them from the best-fitting models of the Sun. Without diffusion considered in 
the models, the so-determined age can deviate by up to 100% from the true 
one, but even applying the best physics of the SM we could not determine the 
solar age with an accuracy better than +10%. This demonstrates that there 
are still systematic uncertainties in the models.
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3 Solar neutrinos - solar models leading the way to new 
particle physics

It is well known that all four existing solar neutrino experiments (Homestake 
(37C1; (Super-)Kamiokande (H%0); GALLEX and SAGE (71Ga)) agree in the 
fact that they measure a too low event rate compared with the prediction 
of the SM.3 The discrepancy is of the order of a factor of 2, well above the 
experimental errors (« 10%). There are the following arguments against the 
astrophysical solution, i.e. a model substantially different from the SM:

1. The SM is confirmed by helioseismology to a high degree (better than 
1%; rms error in c < 0.004). For the central temperature, relative deviations 
of only 0.002 are still possible. To account for, e g., the Be-f flux, which is 
~ T24 this implies a maximum error of only 5% in the prediction.

2. The experiments are inconsistent with each other. The argument goes 
as follows: Kamiokande can measure only 8B-t- due to its high threshold; 
take the event rate as measured and predict from this the 8B-f rate in the 
Homestake experiment (result: 3.2 SNU = 3.2 • 10~36 captures per target atom 
and second). The Homestake rate is 2.55 ± 0.25 SNU, such that there is no 
room for the additional 7Be-f which should also be measured here! Similarly, 
the GALLEX-experiment measures % 70 SNU, which can be accounted for by 
the solar luminosity and the argument that at least 1 pp-i/ must be emitted per
4 H-atoms converted to He. With the additional SNU from Kamiokande (7) 
this again leaves no room for any 7Be (predicted 34 from Homestake results) 
and/or CNO-cycle u\

3. The relative number of neutrinos would be different if one assumes that 
the various nuclear cross sections in the pp-cycle were wrong. Forgetting for 
the moment that they are believed to be known to better than 10%, even this 
cannot solve the neutrino problem. For example, to get rid of the 7Be-u as 
seems to be indicated by argument 2, one had to increase the p-capture rate on 
7Be by a factor of 100 to prefer the 8B branch over the competing e_ capture. 
However, this would in turn raise the expected Kamiokande-rate accordingly, 
such that this experiment would deviate from prediction even more.

4. Finally, there is a beautiful “no solar model “ argument: the measured 
flux of any experiment is the sum of the individual fluxes from all neutrino 
sources. If one, in addition, assumes that the solar luminosity must also be a 
linear combination of the same fluxes, it can be shown that at 99.5% confidence 
level there is no solution to account for all experimental results ([8]). (Even 
without the L0-constraint it is 95% excluded, and with additional constraints

3 For a recent review of the matter contained in this section, see [1]
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about relative branching ratios the argument gets even stronger.)
The conclusion, in particular due to arguments 2 and 4 is that something 

happens to the neutrino numbers and energy spectra on their way from source 
to detector. The favourite model for this “something” are neutrino flavour 
oscillations converting ve into and i/T which cannot be measured in present- 
day experiments (but SNO will, due to neutral current reactions on deuterium). 
Without going into a deeper discussion of these oscillations, in particular of 
the MSW-effect, it suffices to say that the density structure of SM does allow 
solutions of the neutrino problem: one for a small mixing angle sin2(26) «
0.008 and a squared mass difference between ue and of « 6 • 10~6 (SMA) 
and one for a large mixing angle sin2(26) % 0.7 and Am2 % 10-5 (LMA). 
In the future, Super-Kamiokande and/or SNO might be able to discriminate 
between these two due to the so-called earth regeneration effect. This effect is 
based on the fact that at night the neutrinos pass through the earth interior 
and therefore further matter-induced oscillations take place, which lead to a 
higher number of ve. Seasonal effects due to the excentricity of earth's orbit 
might be detectable by BOREXINO (for this and other questions concerning 
neutrino experiments see the contribution by L. Oberauer in this volume).

4 Summary of successes and failures of the SM
It appears that the field of solar models has reached a critical point, from 
which on the questions about the internal structure of the SUN and about 
the results of the solar neutrino experiments will separate. From all we know 
from helioseismology, there is presently no doubt that modern standard solar 
models describe the real Sun with high accuracy (rms error < 0.004). There is 
no room left, even for arbitrary changes in the models, to explain the neutrino 
experiments and we have no reason to distrust the predicted neutrino emission 
rates, which do not depend significantly on the remaining uncertainties any 
longer. While this is a great success for stellar structure theory, helioseismology 
also has resulted in the biggest failure of the SM: given the high accuracy of 
the observations, the SM clearly fail to reproduce them, as was demonstrated 
by our attempt to determine the solar age from solar models. In spite of all 
recent improvements in the model physics (in particular in opacities, EOS and 
diffusion), the models show a significant deviation from reality. However, the 
same improvements also have greatly inhanced our faith in stellar evolution 
theory which is one of the basics of astrophysics!

Solar models also have demonstrated that there is a need for an extension of 
the standard model of particle physics. This I consider another great achieve
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ment. (There are other particle-related questions which can also be addressed 
or even solved by stellar evolution results.) SM currently allow MSW solutions 
to the neutrino problem, but alternative solutions still have to be tested and 
predictions for further experiments have to be made.

In summary, thanks to the big efforts in the neutrino experiments and in 
helioseismology, the theory of solar models has become a success story with 
place for further improvements. In the future, we will have to include hydro- 
dynamical effects, rotation, magnetic fields and super-photospheric effects for 
even better models.
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Abstract

The status of experiments searching for neutrinos of astrophysical sources 
is reported. This includes solar neutrino experiments, searches for at
mospheric neutrinos, Supernova neutrinos, and neutrinos in high energy 
cosmic rays. Recent results in some of this fields may hint to physics 
beyond the standard model. Future experiments can find the clue for 
the solution of this puzzle.

1 Solar Neutrino Experiments
The solar neutrino problem comes from the discrepancy between the expec
tations of the solar neutrino flux, as calculated by the Solar Standard Model
[1], and the experimental results. In Table 1 the experimental results are 
compared with the expected values of the standard model.

Table 1:
Experiment Measured flux 

S.M. expectation
Threshold

(MeV)
Homestake 0.27±0.06 0.814

Kamiokande 0.44±0.06 7.5
Superkamiokande 0.358±0.009±0,014 6.5

Gallium (Gallex, Sage) 0.6 ± 0.06 0.235

All solar neutrino experiments are located in deep underground laboratories 
in order to shield the detector against cosmic rays. Pioneer work has been 
performed 1970 by R. Davis and coworkers by detetcing solar neutrinos in a 
radiochemical experiment by means of the reaction 37Cl + i/„ —>37 At + e at a
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threshold of 0.814 MeV [2]. Due to this threshold high energetic aB neutrinos 
dominate the signal. Since the flux of this branch is sensitive to small changes 
of the solar model, astrophysical solutions were discussed at this time as most 
prominent possibilities.

The radiochemical gallium detectors, GALLEX (Gran Sasso, Italy) [3] and 
SAGE (Baksan, Russia) [4], have been measuring the integral solar neutrino 
flux exploiting the capture reaction 71 Ga 4- i/e —> 71Ge + e~ . As the energy 
threshold is only 233 keV, this reaction allows to detect the pp-neutrinos from 
the initial solar fusion step which contribute about 90 % to the total solar 
neutrino flux.

In a typical run the target, consisting of 30 tons of gallium in the form 
of 1011 GaClg solution for GALLEX and 551 of metallic gallium for SAGE, 
is exposed to the solar neutrino flux for 3-4 weeks. Both experiments use 
the signature provided by the Auger electrons and X-rays associated with the 
decay 71Ge-)-e“ —> 71Ga + i/c for identification of 71 Ge during a several months 
counting time.

The combined result of all 65 GALLEX solar runs is 76.4 ± 6.3 SNU1. 
The present result from SAGE, 74 SNU [4], is in agreement with GAL
LEX. The overall results from both experiments are only about 60% of the 
predictions from solar model calculations.

Up to now only the Kamiokande experiment [5] in Japan records solar 
neutrinos in real time with energy information. In a large water Cherenkov 
detector elastic neutrino electron scattering is used as detection mechanism. 
Background rejection is realized mainly by measuring the direction of the scat
tered electron. It is peak in forward position. Since April 1996 an even larger 
water Cherenkov detector, Superkamiokande with 22.5kt fiducial target mass, 
is running. Superkamiokande confirms the data measured before with im
proved statistics (see Table 1) [6]. The systematic error has been reduced by 
calibration with a linear electron accelerator.

Information from helioseismology confirm the solar standard model. In 
addition, experimental results from the LUNA experiment (see M. Junker, this 
proc.) low energy measurements in the 3He +4 fife-channel seem to exclude 
explanations based on discrepancies in nuclear cross sections. At last, the 
overall performance of both gallium experiments has been tested by terrestial 
neutrino sources, and no discrepancy from the expected values has been found
[3]-

Data analysis of the existing experiments leads to the assumption of se-

11 SNU = 1 neutrino interaction per second in 1036 atoms.
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vere supression of the solar 7Be-branch (e. g. [7]), which probably cannot be 
explained by modifications of the standard astrophysical model of the sun.

If neutrinos have non-zero masses and if they mix in analogy to the quark 
sector, neutrino oscillations arise. It can be shown (e. g. [3]) that certain 
parameter on neutrino masses and mixing angles provide an excellent solution 
to all observed results. Future experiments may give the clue to the final 
solution of the solar neutrino puzzle (Table 2).

Table 2:

Experiment Reaction Experimental
method

Threshold
(MeV)

Expected
start-up

Statistics 
[full SSM]

SuperK vxe~ —» vxt~ C events 5. already
running

65/d

GNO i>llGa —► e +71 Ge Ge 0.235 1998 1/d
Iodine V™I - e +127 Xe I 0.789 - -
SNO ved —* ppe~ 

i>xd —> upn
G events 5. 1997

1999?
20/d
7/d

Borexino vxt~ -» t/xe~ liquid scint. 0.25 2000 55/d

Superkamiokande (SK) is as reported above already running and has con
firmed the discrepancy in the solar neutrino flux as obtained in the Kamiokande 
experiment. Due to the enhanced statistics SK gets information of the solar 
®B-spectrum by unfolding the experimental data with the theoretical spectrum 
of neutrino electron scattering. A* the phase of neutrino oscillations is energy 
dependent detected detonations in the spectral shape could prove the oscilla
tion hypothesis. How pronounced this effect shows up depends on the actual 
oscillation parameter. For certain parameter day/night effects must show up 
which are detectable in high statistic experiments as SK.

GNO (Gallium Neutrino Observatory) is a prolongation of Gallex with 
increased volume and an upgrading of the analysis devices. In this way the 
Gallex collaboration planes to depress both the statistical and the systematical 
uncertainties.

SNO is sensitive to 8B-neutrinos only. Since it will measure both neu
tral and charged current interaction direct information on neutrino flavour 
oscillations can be obtained. Here the measured neutral current flux can be 
considered as a monitor of the total solar neutrino flux independent of flavour
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oscillations. In addition the neutrino energy spectrum is measured directly. No 
unfolding is necessary and the same argument for proving neutrino oscillations 
as for SK holds also for SNO.

The aim of Borexino is to measure in real time the solar neutrino flux 
with low energy threshold at high statistics, and energy resolving via pure 
leptonic neutrino electron scattering v + e —* u + e. Here liquid scintillator 
(300t fiducial mass) will be target and detector material. The monoenergetic 
7Be-neutrinos give rise to a compton like recoil spectrum in Borexino with a 
edge at 660 keV. Assuming validity of the standard model a counting rate for 
7Be-neutrinos, which would consist in this case purely as of roughly 55/day 
in Borexino is expected.

In scenarios of total neutrino flavour conversion (i.e. for neutrino mass 
differences Am2 ~ 10-6 —> 10-5 eV2) a reduced flux of approximately 12/day 
would be measured due to the lower cross section of v^T scattering, which 
occurs only via neutral current interaction.

In case of vacuum oscillations (i.e. for neutrino mass differences Am2 ss 
1CT10 eV2 ) Borexino would see a distinct time dependent periodical neutrino 
signal due to the seasonal eccentricity of the earths orbit around the sun.

For neutrino mass differences in the range of Am2 ~ 10-7 eV2 and for 
large mixing Borexino should see a 'day/night' effect due to electron neutrino 
recovery during the path through the earth.

Borexino also can serve for additional projects in neutrino physics. Via the 
inverse beta-decay i7c + p —> e+ + n Borexino can look for signals from geo
physical neutrinos as well as for neutrinos emitted by european nuclear power 
plants. The latter would serve as a long baseline neutrino oscillation experi
ment probing the so-called large mixing angle solution for the solar neutrino 
problem.

A new radiochemical experiment is under way at Homestake with 127/ as 
target material. At the treshold of 789 keV a quite large fraction of 7Be- 
neutrinos contribute to the signal. Two new experiments, still in R&D phase, 
are Supermunu and Hellaz. Both are based on gas TPC’s. Hellaz planes to use 
a 2000 m3 TPC filled with He-CH4 at 5-10 bars, cooled at 77 K. The energy 
threshold should be ~ 100 KeV. Supermunu is similar to Hellaz, but it should 
employ CF4 as target.

We can conclude that there is a good chance that the solar neutrino problem 
should be solved in the first years of the 21st century. Experiments on 7Be 
neutrinos, on neutral current events and on time variations could be decisive 
in this field.
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2 Atmospheric neutrinos
Atmospheric neutrinos are produced in the cascade originated in the atmosphere 
by a primary cosmic ray. Pion and muon decays are the main sources, disinte
gration of kaons plays a role only at high energies. From these decay channels 
one expects at low energies about twice muon neutrinos with respect to elec
tron neutrinos. This ratio is not very sensitive to detailed calculations.

The water Cherenkov experiments, IMB in the United States and Kamiokande 
in Japan, discovered that this ratio between events with a muon and those 
with an electron was lower than expected. A possible interpretation of this 
anomaly is the oscillation of the neutrino species in the path length between 
the production point and the detector (in the range 10 -13000 km). Recently 
this discrepancy was confirmed by the iron calrorimetric experiment Soudan 
in Canada. However, the anomaly was not confirmed by the proton decay 
iron fine-grained experiments at Frejus and by NUSEX. The latter experiment 
suffered under small statistics.

By separating into a low energy region with E < 1 GeV and into a high 
energy region different event topologies in a detector can be defined. The low 
energy region generally corresponds to events fully contained inside the fiducial 
volume. High energy events can be defined by the topology of the interaction 
vertex inside and not fully contained tracks, or with the interaction vertex in 
the rock outside the detector. In the latter case background considerations 
imply, that only upgoing muons can be interpreted as neutrino signals.

The absolute neutrino fluxes are predicted with uncertainties of 20%. How
ever the ratio of i/p + to i/c +i^ fluxes is known to better than 5% and there
fore experiments measure the double ratio R = (fi/e)oA'TA/(f1/£)mc, where 
p/e denote the ratio of p-like to e-like neutrino interactions.

Due to the huge target mass Superkamiokande (SK) now has the best statis
tics. Particle identification in SK is based on the pattern of Cherenkov rings. 
Electrons create diffuse patterns and are separated from sharper Cherenkov 
rings caused by muons. The misidentification probability for single-ring events 
is estimated by the collaboration to be 0.8 ± 0.1%. At the end of 1997 at 
about 20.1 kton-years of SK has been sampled. From these data one obtains:
R = 0.63 ± 0.03(stat) ± 0.05(sys) [8],

We can conclude, that the deficit of muon neutrinos reported from ear
lier experiments has been confirmed during the first year of data collection 
in Super-Kamiokande. In addition the angular distribution of reconstructed 
tracks has been studied [8] and an asymmetry has been observed for both en
ergy regions. Those results may suggest the neutrino oscillation interpretation.
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However, the collaboration concludes, that more data are needed to exclude 
any possibility of detector related biases.

The atmospheric neutrino discrepancy can be explained either by muon- 
electron neutrino oscillation, or by the muon- tau neutrino mode. Very recently 
results from a long baseline reactor experiment at Chooz [9] (France) has been 
published, which excludes the possibility of relevant muon- electron mixing, as 
it was necessary for onterpreting the Kamiokande result in terms of oscillations, 
completely.

The possibilty of muon- tau oscillation can be verified (or falsified) by long 
baseline accelerator experiments in which muon neutrino beams are created. In 
Japan a muon neutrino beam from KEK will be directed to Superkamiokande. 
Data taking there is expected to start in 1999. Projects of long baseline ex
periments are considered also at CERN to Gran Sasso, and from Fermilab to 
the underground laboratory at Soudan.

3 Collapsing Stars and Neutrino Observations
At the initial stage of a collapsing star with Af > 1.5 M,un the uc- flux of 
the neutronization process dominates. However, during the
very early cooling phase neutrinos of any flavour will be created by thermal 
processes (e+ + e~ —* v + v). One can estimate that in total ~ 1053 erg in 
neutrinos will be emitted. Calculations yield comparable, but not equal, fluxes 
of vc, Vp and vT.

Approximately 5 • 1052 erg can be expected in form of ve, with typical aver
age energies of about 10 MeV. Water Cherenkov detectors such as Kamiokande 
or IMB are mainly sensitive to because this neutrinos can be detected via 
charged current weak interaction (namely uc + p —> n + e+), which has a much 
higher cross section as neutrino electron scattering. IN february 1987 a neu
trino pulse was detected prior to the optical outburst of SN1987a. Kamiokande 
measured 12 pulses within At ~ 13 sec [10] and IMB detected 8 neutrinos with 
At ~ 6 sec [11].

This coincidental (within 1 minute precision) neutrino observation in two 
independent detectors confirms the general princips of supernova mechanism. 
Calculations yielded 6 ±4 counts in 2000 t of water for a collapse like SN 1987a 
(distance ~ 50 kpc), in fair agreement with the number of events seen in both 
Cherenkov detectors.

Since 1987 several new experiments looking for future supernova neutrinos 
are under way. The SOkton water Cherenkov detector Superkamiokande in 
Japan is already under operation, the segmented liquid scintillation detector
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LVD (Large Volume Detector) at Gran Sasso is going to be build up.
The Galactic SN rate is estimated to be about 20 it 8 per millennium

[12]. There are only 6 historical supernovae on record which would imply, 
that roughly 2/3 of all Galactic supernovae have been hidden. Supernovae 
in the Local Group have been observed in M31 (S And: SN 1885A) and in 
the Large Magellanic Cloud (SN 1987A). The prediction for the Local Group 
is slightly above 2 (excluding the Galaxy), which appears consistent. The 
small observational baseline, however, excludes any firm conclusion from such 
a comparison.

Therefore supernovae which can be observed in the light of neutrinos are 
very rarely. In spite of this the development of new detectors looking for 
supernova neutrinos is considered seriously, because its observation not only 
would yield important information about processes in stellar collapses, but 
also could reveil unknown neutrino properties. Superkamiokande would re
ceive about 4000 events from the inverse beta reaction if a supernova at 10 
kpc happens2. This would be enough statistics to determine a significant neu
trino lightcurve. From the prompt uc burst one expects about 15 events in a 
few ms. Its detection would set interesting constraints on neutrino oscillation 
parameter. Due to neutrino dispersion a direct mass limit of about 1 eV could 
be set. In addition one would expect to see about 40 events for each + and 
vT + i7t from elastic neutrino electron scattering. Since the scattered electrons 
are peaked in forward direction one can separate them from non-directional i7c 
reactions. Hence, massive or vT would imply delayed forward signals, lead
ing to sensitivities of about 100 eV [13], orders of magnitude more sensitive 
than existing laboratory limits.

4 High energy neutrino telescopes
Experimental search for high energy cosmic neutrinos is motivated by several 
items. Without claiming completeness a few are listed here:

• Search for neutrino point sources, like the galactic center and active 
galactic nuclei (AGN).

• Search for an isotropic high energy neutrino background due to AGN.

• Search for neutrino signals coincident with gamma ray bursts.

• Search for very high energy neutrinos from cosmological origin like strings.

’Recall that the solar system is at a distance of about 8 kpc from the galactic center.
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• Neutrino emission in the 10 GeV region due to solar WIMP annihilation. 
Here WIMP stands for Weak Interacting Massive Particles: they are 
candidates for cold dark matter.

This physical program sets certain requirements on the experimental setup. 
The detector should be located deep underground in order to shield against 
background, the target mass must be large (about 1 km?), and the possibility 
for measuring the direction of the interacting neutrino must be given.

Two projects are described here, Amanda and Antares. Both rely on 
Cherenkov detection. Amanda is located at the south pole. Strings with 
photomultipliers were brought inside the ice. At the end of 1997 two modules 
have been realized: Amanda A at a depth from 810m to 1000m and Amanda 
B which is ranges between 1520m and 1950m. Amanda B consists of 4 strings 
with 20 tubes each which was realized in 1996. In addition there are now 
installed 6 strings with 36 tubes each.

Crucial for the proper operation are absorption and scatter lenghts of the 
Cherenkov photons in the ice. In the wavelength band between 340nm and 
460nm absorption lengths of about 100m has been measured, whereas the 
effective scatter length is shorter and was determined to be at 24m for Amanda
B. Muon track reconstruction is realized by the timing information of the 
individual tubes. With this method upgoing muons which result from neutrino 
interaction can be separated by background muons produced in the atmosphere 
by cosmic rays.

Antares is aiming towards a deep-sea high energy neutrino telescope. It 
is planned to set up a "demonstrator”, consisting of three strings 100m apart 
which is scheduled for 1999. Site for the demostrator should be at 2410m 
depth in the mediterranean sea, close to the city of Toulon, France. Aim is 
to realize finally a detector with lkm3 target volume. The detection concept 
is very similar to Amanda. Since it is located on the northern hemisphere 
Antares is sensitive to neutrinos emitted in the southern sky, whereas Amanda 
is a neutrino telescope for the opposite direction.
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Abstract

A 50 kV accelerator has been installed by the LUNA-Collaboration 
in the underground laboratories of the Laboratori Nazionaii del Gran 
Sasso (LNGS) in Italy making it possible for the first time to determine 
the cross section of the reaction 3He(3He,2p)4He in the thermal energy 
region of the sun.

As a next step the LUNA-Collaboration will build a new facility 
at the LNGS. It will consist of a 400/200 kV accelerator with gas and 
solid target stations and a low background detector set up for gamma- 
spectroscopy. The system will offer the possibility to study the other key 
reactions of the pp-chain at very low energies. In addition the reactions 
of the other hydrogen burning phases such as the NeNa and the MgAl 
cycles can be investigated.

1 Introduction
Due to the Coulomb Barrier involved in the nuclear fusion reactions, the cross 
section of a nuclear reaction drops nearly exponentially at energies which are 
lower than the Coulomb Barrier, leading to a low-energy limit of the feasible 
cross section measurements in a laboratory at the earth surface. Since this 
energy limit has up to now always been far above the thermal energy region 
of the sun, the high energy data have been extrapolated down to the energy 
region of interest transforming the exponentially dropping cross section cr(E) 
to the astrophysical S-factor

S{E) = o(E)E exp(2 7tt/),

with the Sommerfeld parameter given by 2 tt 77 = 31.29^ Ziin/E)1^2 [lj. The 
quantities Zi and Z2 are the nuclear charges of the interacting particles in the

'for full collaboration list see [11]
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entrance channel, n is the reduced mass (in units of amu), and E is the center- 
of-mass energy (in units of keV). In case of a non resonant reaction S(E) may 
then be parameterized by the polynom

S{E) = S( 0) + S'(0)E + 0.5 S"(0)E2.

As usual in physics, extrapolation of data into the “unknown” can lead onto 
“icy ground”. Although experimental techniques have improved over the years 
to extend cross section measurements to lower energies, it has not yet been 
possible for the most reactions to perform measurements within the thermal 
energy region in stars.

For nuclear reactions studied in the laboratory, the target nuclei and the 
projectiles are usually in the form of neutral atoms/molecules and ions, re
spectively. The electron clouds surrounding the interacting nuclides act as a 
screening potential: the projectile effectively sees a reduced Coulomb barrier. 
This leads to a higher cross section, as(£), than would be the case for bare 
nuclei, a\>{E), with an exponential enhancement factor [2, 3]

/iab(£) = vs{E)/ab{E) = expiry Ue/E),

where Ue is the electron-screening potential energy (e.g. Ue ~ Z\ ■ Z<i ■ e2/77% 
approximately, with /Za an atomic radius). For a stellar plasma the value of 
crb(E) must be known because the screening in the plasma can be quite different 
from that in laboratory studies [4], and ab(E) must be explicitly included in 
each situation. Thus, a good understanding of electron-screening effects is 
needed to arrive at reliable ab(E) data at low energies. Low-energy studies 
of several fusion reactions involving light nuclides showed [5, 6, 7] indeed the 
exponential enhancement of the cross section at low energies. The observed 
enhancement (i.e. the value of Ue) was in all cases close to or higher than 
the adiabatic limit derived from atomic-physics models. An exception are the 
3He+3He data of Krauss et al [8], which show apparently no electron screening 
down to £=25 keV, although the effects of electron screening should have 
enhanced the data at 25 keV by about a factor 1.2 for the adiabatic limit 
Ue=240 eV. Thus, improved low-energy data are particularly desirable for this 
reaction.
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2 Measurements of 3He(3He,2p)4He at the LNGS
The low-energy studies of thermonuclear reactions in a laboratory at the 
earth’s surface are hampered predominantly by the effects of cosmic rays in 
the detectors. Passive shielding around the detectors provides a reduction of 
gammas and neutrons from the environment, but it produces at the same time 
an increase of gammas and neutrons due to the cosmic-ray interactions in the 
shielding itself. A 4tt active shielding can only partially reduce the problem 
of cosmic-ray activation. The best solution is to install an accelerator facility 
in a laboratory deep underground [9], The worldwide first underground accel
erator facility has been installed at the Laboratori Nazionaii del Gran Sasso 
(LNGS) in Italy, based on a 50 kV accelerator [10]. This pilot project is called 
LUNA and has been supported since 1992 by INFN, BMBF, DAAD-VIGONI 
and NSF/NATO.

The major aim of the LUNA project is to measure the cross section of 
3He(3He,2p)4He which is one of the major sources of uncertainties for the 
calculation of the neutrino source power of the sun. It has been studied pre
viously [8] down to about Ecm=25 keV, but there remains the possibility of a 
narrow resonance at lower energies that could enhance the rate of path I of the 
pp-chain at the expense of the alternative paths that produce the high-energies 
neutrinos (£„ > 0.8 MeV). The LUNA-facility allows to study this important 
reaction over the full range of the solar Gamow Peak, where the cross section 
is as low as 8 pbarn at Ecm=25 keV and about 20 fbarn at Ecm=17 keV.

Figure 1 shows the results obtained in the energy region between 
£cm=25 keV and £’cm=20.7 keV. The lowest counting rate was of 3 events 
per day at Ecm=20.7 keV. At this energy about 1000 Cb of 3He+ have been 
accumulated on the target. The data obtained at higher energies (450 kV ac
celerator in Bochum) with the LUNA setup [10] are included for completeness. 
Previous data obtained [8] at £cm=25 are also shown in figure 1. The LUNA 
data have been obtained at energies within the solar Gamow Peak, i.e. below 
the 21 keV center of this peak, and represent the first measurement of an im
portant fusion cross section in the thermal energy region. The astrophysical 
5-factor has been extrapolated to zero energy [11]:

5(0) = 5.40 ± 0.05(stat) ± 0.30(sys) dfc 0.30(screen).

The first error contains the statistical error (one standard deviation) including 
counting statistics and apparative variations of pressure, beam power and tem
perature measurement. The second error is the systematical error (one stan
dard deviation) including uncertainties in pressure, beam energy and power,
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Figure 1: The S(E) factor of 3He3He from [8] and the present work. The dashed 
and solid curves represent S\}(E) and Se(E), respectively. The solar Gamow Peak 
is shown in arbitrary units.

efficiency and energy loss data. The 10% error of the energy loss data trans
forms to an uncertainty of 0.1 to 0.2 keV in the effective energy. This in turn 
leads to an error of 1 to 3.5 % for the astrophysical 5-factor. This is due to the 
exponential decrease of the cross section at low energies. The third compo
nent of the error results from the lack of understanding of electron screening: 
Fitting all existing data sets with 5(0), S'(0), 5"(0) and t/e as free parameter 
gives an Electron Screening Potential Ue of 323 eV with 5(0) = 5.30 MeVb. 
Fixing 5(0), 5'(0) and 5"(0) at energies higher than 100 keV (where the elec
tron screening effect is neglectible) gives 5(0) = 5.1 MeVb. In turn fitting [Ze 
in a second step including also the low energy data gives Ue = 432 eV. A fit 
to the data assuming no electron screening gives 5(0) = 5.7 MeVb. The adia
batic limit for Ue based on theoretical atomic physics is 240 eV. The first two 
methods give Ue values higher than the adiabatic limit (240 eV), consistent 
with observations in other fusion reactions. The difference between observed
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and predicted Ue values is not understood at present giving a considerable 
uncertainty on 5(0).

The excess of the screening potential could also be explained as a tail of a 
narrow resonance lying in the not measured low-energy region. Upper limits for 
the strength of such a resonance have been calculated assuming the adiabatic 
limit for the screening potential. Our data seem to exclude the existence of a 
resonance with a strength high enough to give a sizeable contribution to the 
3He(3He,2p)4He reaction rate in the sun in the energy region below 9 keV and 
between 9 and 20 keV, if the resonance width is > 2 keV. Once again, it must 
be remembered that these calculations are dependent on the description of the 
screening potential and only measured upper limits can definitively confirm 
this conclusion. For energies higher than 20 keV such a resonance is excluded 
by the exsisting data. In the near future the LUNA collaboration will extend 
the measurements down to E = 17 keV: the foreseen running time here is 
one year. Definite conclusions with respect to the expected solar neutrino 
fluxes have to await the results of these experiments. For this next phase a 
new detection setup, designed to reduce the background induced by deuterium 
contamination in the beam and in the gas target, has been developed. The 
data taking with this new setup started recently.

3 Future Prospects
Also the other key reactions of the pp-chain like 3He(a,7)7Be and 7Be(p,7)8B 
and the key reaction of the CNO-cycles, 14N(p,7)l50, have never been studied 
in or even near their solar Gamow peaks. All these reactions are critical to 
the solar neutrino puzzle. The reaction rate of 14N(p,7)150 is also one of the 
ingredients needed to determine the theoretical scenario used to constrain both 
the age and the distance of the oldest stellar system in our galaxy, namely the 
Globular Clusters.

Due to the higher Coulomb barrier of the actual 50 kV LUNA accelerator 
is not suited to investigate these reactions but a 200 kV machine is needed 
to get an overlap with the previous measurements. In addition, a new 200 
kV accelerator will give the possibility to study many (p,7) reactions of the 
NeNa and MgAl cycles below an incident proton energy £p=200 keV. Exper
imental data about these channels, very important for the understanding of 
nucleosynthesis processes in Red Giant stars, are up today still missing or very 
uncertain (12]. The NeNa cycle may play a role in understanding the almost 
pure 22Ne abundance found in meteorites samples, while the MgAl cycle may 
provide the mechanisms for production of 26Al, the decay of which gives rise
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to the 26A1/27A1 anomaly found in some meteorites. All the involved (p,7) 
cross sections of these cycles are scarcely known at low energies. For example 
the strength of the low lying resonances in the reaction 25Mg(p,7)26Al, which 
is crucial for the production of 26Al, could be experimentally determined for 
the first time. Also other reactions of these cycles like 26Mg(p,7)27Al and 
27Al(p,7)28Si can be investigated using accelerator and detector systems of the 
LUNA experiment.

While studying the reaction 3He(3He,2p)4He in the low energy region of the 
solar Gamow Peak an enlarged LUNA II collaboration will install a new accel
erator facility at Gran Sasso. The maximum proton energy reachable with this 
machine will be 400 keV. The acceleration and beam transport system however 
will be optimized for optimal transmission in the energy region from 200 to 50 
keV. In this energy range a proton current of 500 fik will be available on the 
target with a long term energy stability of better than 1-1CT4. The maximum 
energy of 400 keV has been chosen to get a sufficient overlap with literature 
data. In addition it allows to check the energy calibration of the accelerator 
using standard resonances and to perform tests on the stoichiometry of the 
solid targets used. A new windowless gas target as well as solid target stations 
will be developed. In order to achieve high beam currents on the target the 
development of accelerator and target stations will be linked together closely.

Special care has to be taken for the choice of the detectors for the new 
underground accelerator. As the measured cross sections are of the order of 
a some 100 fbarn or lower high efficiency detection systems are required. In 
addition the background counting rate of the detectors must be reduced as 
much as possible. The aim of the development is to detect count rates as low 
as a few events per day in the region of interest. While cosmic ray background 
is suppressed efficiently due to the massive shielding provided by the Gran 
Sasso rock, background events from environmental and intrinsic radioactivity 
must be eliminated as well as events caused by electronic noise [13].

In the setup used for the measurements on 3He(3He,2p)4He reaction pre
sented above the problem of intrinsic activity has been solved by asking for 
coincidences between two detectors of one telescope, while the suppression of 
electronic noise has been realised using an anticoincidence condition with all 
the other detectors mounted in the target chamber. This procedure is not 
possible for the study of the (p,y) reactions of interest. In order to investigate 
these reactions, two detector setups could be used:
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1. A high purity germanium detector, giving detailed information on the 
different gamma-transitions of the reaction. The knowledge on the con
struction of germanium detector systems with a low background counting 
rate has been accumulated over the years by running HPGe detectors in 
neutrinoless double beta decay experiments (see [13] for a review). In 
addition due to there good resolution HPGe-detectors would allow for an 
efficient suppression of beam induced background. On the other hand 
germanium detectors have a quite low intrinsic efficiency specially at pho
ton energies of a few MeV and normally cover only small solid angles. 
This makes it difficult to identify all the different lines and the corre
sponding branching ratios induced by the nuclear reaction studied and 
may thus lead to considerable uncertainties in the deduced solar rates.

2. A summing crystal made from BGO or Nal(Tl). These detectors can 
cover solid angles of nearly 4tt, adding up all the photons of one cascade 
in the “sum-peak”. While some spectroscopic information will be lost, 
the stellar reaction rate could be extracted from measurements with this 
kind of detector without any additional assumptions. First experiments 
with a 12”x 12” Nal(Tl) detector showed that due to the incomplete ab- 
sorbtion of the gammas an energy region must be studied which reaches 
from the “sum-peak” down to about 3 MeV, in order to get the nuclear 
cross section independently from the Q-value, the branching ratios of the 
gamma cascades and the energy of the different gammas involved in the 
specific reaction. This in turn imposes an effective reduction in beam 
induced and intrinsic background in the energy region of interest. Due 
to its high mass number BGO detectors have a better “sum-peak” ef
ficiency than Nal(Tl) detectors. However there worse energy resolution 
may lead to a worse signal to peak to background ratio for the signature 
of the reaction studied as well as for beam induced background.

The LUNA II collaboration is currently investigating the different aspects of 
the detection setup in order to have it available on completion of the new 
400/200kV LUNA Accelerator at LNGS.
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Abstract

The p-nuclidic yields from the Type II supernova explosion of mas
sive stars are reviewed. The nucleosynthetic predictions rely on detailed 
stellar models, on quantitative p-process seed abundances, as well as on 
extended nuclear reaction networks. Our predictions are confronted 
with the bulk solar system composition with the help of a simplified 
galactic evolution model. The production of 146Sm is also briefly dis
cussed on grounds of new nuclear data. This radionuclide is inferred to 
have been present in the early solar system, and could help developing 
a p-process chronometry.

1 Introduction
The stable neutron-deficient isotopes of the elements with charge number Z > 
34 are classically referred to as the p-nuclei. Those nuclides are observed only 
in the solar system, where they represent no more than 1% to 0.1% (with 
increasing Z) of the bulk Z > 34 elemental abundances, made predominantly 
of the more neutron rich s- and r-nuclei. Isotopic anomalies involving p-nuclei 
are also found in some primitive meteorites.

It seems now astrophysically plausible that the p-nuclides originate from 
oxygen/neon layers of highly evolved massive stars during their pre-supernova 
phase [1], or during their explosion either as Type II supemovae (SNII) [20], 
or even as pair-creation supemovae [3]. At the temperatures of about 2 to 
3 billion degrees that can be reached in those layers, the p-nuclei may be 
synthesized by the (7,n) photodisintegrations of pre-existing more neutron- 
rich species (especially s-nuclei), possibly followed by cascades of (7, p) and/or 
(7,0) reactions. It has also been proposed that those nuclear transformations 
could take place in the C-rich zone of Type la supemovae (SNIa) as well [10].

This review summarizes in Sect. 2 some of the p-process calculations that 
have been conducted recently on grounds of a variety of detailed SNII mod
els. These extended calculations represent the first step towards a quantitative
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build-up of a model for the evolution of the galactic p-nuclidic content, which 
allows a comparison to be made with the bulk solar system composition. Sec
tion 3 deals briefly with the p-process anomalies, and in particular with the one 
attributed to the decay of the long-lived p-nuclide 146Sm. Some conclusions 
are drawn in Sect. 4.

2 The p-process in SNII
The p-process can develop in the SNII O/Ne layers that are heated to peak 
temperatures in the approximate 1.8109 < Tm ^ 3.3 10® K range [20]. These 
zones are referred to in the following as the p-process layers (PPL’s), the precise 
characteristics of which are derived from pre-SN and SN models of Z = Z® stars 
with masses M ranging from 13 to 25 Mg (see [20] for detailed references to 
the adopted stellar models). Specific calculations have also been conducted 
for the supernova SN1987A [16]. In all cases, the PPL’s are far enough from 
the SNII mass cut for its precise location not to affect the predicted p-process 
yields in any significant way. In contrast, the precise extent and mass of the 
PPL’s, and consequently the predicted p-process abundances, may be sensitive 
to the still somewhat uncertain 1JC (a, 7) 160 reaction rate, as well as to the 
assumed final kinetic energy of the ejecta. The nominal values adopted for 
these quantities are the reaction rate proposed by [6] (see [20] for a justification 
of this choice), and a kinetic energy of 1061 erg. The impact of a change of 
the values of these two quantities on the SNII p-process yield predictions has 
been evaluated by [20].

The adopted nuclear reaction network is thoroughly described in [19]. It 
includes approximately 1050 nuclei and 11000 reactions induced by neutrons, 
protons, and a-particles, as well as photodisintegrations. As for the reaction 
rates, the Hauser-Feshbach model of [22] is used for targets heavier than Si. For 
lighter nuclei, the compilations of [7] for charged particle reactions [except for 
the nominal 12C (a ,7) 160 rate] and of [5] for neutron captures are adopted.

The selected p-process seed abundances are discussed in detail by [20]. In 
the A > 40 range, they derive mainly from the s-process that develops during 
hydrostatic core He burning. The concentrations of the lighter species are 
assumed to be equal to the presupernova values.

The nuclear flows leading to the production of the p-nuclides are discussed 
in detail by [20]. We limit ourselves here to a brief presentation of the pre
dicted yields. For this purpose, let us define the mean overproduction factor 
(Fi)(M) of the p-nuclide : in a star of mass M as the total mass of this p- 
nuclide produced in the PPL’s divided by the corresponding mass if the PPL’s
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Figure 1: Normalized p-nuclei overproductions obtained in SN1987A. Solid 
lines join different p-isotopes of the same element. Fig. la: self-consistent 
seed abundances; Fig. lb: artificial, solar-like, abundances

bad a solar composition. We then introduce the normalized overproduction 
as the ratio (Fi)(M)/F0(M), where F0(M) is the mean overproduction factor 
averaged over the 35 p-nuclei. With such definitions, all the normalized over
productions would be equal to unity if the derived abundance pattern were 
solar. Figure la displays the normalized overproductions derived for SN1987A 
from the nominal model ingredients defined above.

The normalized overproductions predicted on the same grounds for the Z = 
Z@ 13 < M < 25 M0 stars lie in the ranges indicated in Fig. 2 by the vertical 
bars associated with each p-nucleus. Roughly speaking, these overproduction 
factors are seen to depend only relatively weakly on the star masses, this being 
less true, however, for the lightest p-nuclei 74Se, 78Kr and ^Sr. This result is 
discussed in [20].

Following test calculations performed for the Z = Z0 25 M0 star [20], it ap
pears that the impact on the p-process yields of a change in the 12C (a , 7) 160 
rate or in the explosion energy is roughly of the same magnitude as the changes 
implied by the consideration of models of different masses calculated with the 
same input physics (see Fig. 2). The abundances of 74Se, 78Kr and MSr are 
again the most sensitive to variations in the input physics (see [20] for a dis
cussion of this feature).

The SNII yields for individual stars have been used by [20] in order to eval
uate for the first time the evolution of the galactic content of the p-nuclides. 
As a zeroth-order approximation to the build-up of a full galactic chemical
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Figure 2: Ranges of variations of the normalized p-nuclei overproductions 
predicted for the individual SNII explosions of Z = Z© stairs with masses in 
the range from 13 to 25 M© . For the sake of simplicity, these ranges are just 
schematized by vertical bans, the results for individual model stars not being 
represented (Precise data for eamh of the considered stars cam be found in Table 
2 of [20]). Open squares indicate the vadues of the normalized overproductions 
obtained by integration over the IMF proposed by [11]. Solid lines join different 
p-isotopes of the same element

evolution model, the p-process yields have been averaged over an Initial Maiss 
Function (IMF), leading to the IMF-averaged normalized overproduction fac
tors displayed in Fig. 2. Of course, the build-up of a model for the temporal 
evolution of the galactic content of the p-nuclides not only requires the knowl
edge of the stellar maiss dependence of their yields, but also their variations 
with the metallicity. This question hais been first addressed qualitatively by
[20], who have just evaluated the role of metallicity from a comparison between 
the results obtained for the 20 M© star with Z = Z© and the predictions by
[16] for the 20 M©SN1987A progenitor with the LMC metallicity Z « 0.3 
Z© . It appears that the p-process is about twice less efficient in SN1987A 
than in its solar metallicity counterpart. This conclusion is likely to be safely 
extrapolated to the other considered model stars.

From the IMF-averaged overproduction factors displayed in Fig. 2, it is 
concluded that about 60% of the produced p-nuclei fit the solar system com
position within a faictor of 3. Let us note in pairticular that 180Tam cam emerge 
in large quantities from the PPL’s in all the considered SNII models. The s- 
process could also produce this nuclide [14]. The relative contribution of these
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various mechanisms to this interesting nuclide remains to be unravelled.
Some discrepancies are also apparent. We just limit ourselves here to a 

brief discussion of the underproduction of the Mo and Ru p-isotopes. The 
origin of this problem is not fully identified yet. As discussed in some detail 
by [20], it cannot be cured by a mere change in photodisintegration rates. 
On the other hand, the necessary level of transformation of A < 90 seeds by 
proton captures appears to be unlikely in view of the very low PPL proton 
concentrations obtained in our calculations, except of course if the predicted 
proton capture rates are grossly underestimated.

In order to examine the Mo-Ru question further, test calculations have been 
performed by enhancing artificially the abundances of the A 90 seed nuclei 
above the predicted core He burning s-process values. This indeed alleviates 
to a large extent the SNII underproduction of the Mo and Ru p-isotopes [2], as 
shown in Fig. lb, based on a solar-like seed distribution used by [10] for their 
p-process calculations in SNIa explosions. At this point, it is not possible, 
however, to provide any realistic justification for such increased PPL seed 
abundances. However, one notes that the s-process calculations fall short to 
account for the Ba observed in SN1987A by a factor of about 10 [15]. Could 
it be that the puzzle of the Mo and Ru p-isotopes lies in our inability to 
model the s-process in massive stars correctly ? Alternatively, other sources of 
these isotopes have been proposed, but no truly plausible candidate has been 
identified yet.

As stressed by [20], another embarassment might come from a global SNII 
underproduction (compared to solar) of the p-nuclides with respect to oxygen 
by a factor of about 4 ± 2 in the Z = Z0 25 M@ star. This problem of the 
oxygen overproduction may be eased in lower mass SNII explosions, while it is 
worsened with decreasing metallicity [20]. It may thus be that the p-process 
enrichment of the Galaxy has been slower than the oxygen enrichment. There 
is at present no observational test of this prediction. At this point, it must 
also be kept in mind that uncertainties on stellar convection introduce also a 
large uncertainty (a factor of 2-3) in the oxygen yield of massive stars [23].

3 The p-process isotopic anomalies and chronometry
There is now observational evidence for the existence of isotopic anomalies 
due to the p-isotopes of Kr, Sr, Xe, Ba and Sm in various meteoritic materials, 
including different classes of grains of possible circumstellar origin (e.g. [20] 
for references). In particular, there is now strong evidence for the existence in 
the early solar system of the two p-process radionuclides 92Nbs(<i/2 = 3.6 107
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y) and 146Sm(<1/2 = 1.0310s y) ([9], and references therein). The case of 92Nb® 
has been discussed by [20], and will not be repeated here. It is concluded that 
various uncertainties in the level of production of this radionuclide by SNII 
explosions make rather unreliable at this time the development of a 92Nb-based 
p-process chronometry.

The situation concerning samarium has improved, in particular as a re
sult of new experimental data that have helped putting on firmer grounds 
the evaluation of the rate of 148Gd (7, a) l44Sm. This reaction, along with 
l48Gd (7 ,n) 147Gd , is known to influence the SNII 146Sm/144Sm production ra
tio entering the development of a Sm-based p-process chronometry (e.g. [18]). 
More specifically, a direct measurement of the 144Sm(a,7) 148Gd cross sec
tion down to energies very close to the Gamow window of relevance to the 
144Sm production has been conducted [21]. These data, complemented with 
an (0,0) elastic scattering experiment [13], have helped constraining the pa
rameters of the a-144Sm optical potential, the poor knowledge of which has 
been identified as the main source of uncertainty in the evaluation of the rate of 
l44Sm(a,7) l48Gd and, consequently (through the detailed balance theorem), 
of its reverse. In fact, it has been possible to construct an energy-dependent 
ar-nucleus optical potential with a Woods-Saxon shape which satisfies several 
physical constraints, and which accounts remarkably well for the experimental 
cross section data, including the lowest energy data points, as demonstrated 
by Fig. 3 [21]. This potential leads to an astrophysical rate that is about 5 to 
10 times lower than the latest predictions of [17] and [13] in the temperature 
range of relevance for the production of the Sm p-isotopes. By application 
of the detailed balance theorem, the rate of the reverse 148Gd (7, a) 144Sm of 
direct astrophysical interest is reduced accordingly.

This revised rate is used to re-evaluate the production ratio P = 146Sm/144Sm 
in the SNII models considered in Sect. 2. Its values are shown in Fig. 4 for 
stars with masses M = 13, 15, 20 and 25 M@ and compared with the values 
obtained by using the old estimate for the 148Gd (7 , o) 144Sm rate calculated 
with the global ar-nucleus optical potentials of [12] (see Fig. 3). The revision 
to lower values of the 148Gd (7, a) 144Sm rate lowers the production of 144Sm, 
and favours concomitantly the 146Sm synthesis through the main production 
channel 148Gd(7,n)147Gd(7,n)146Gd (/?+)146Sm. As a net result, the P values 
are increased.

Other nuclear problems add to the uncertainty in the evaluation of P. 
As noted above, this concerns in particular the 148Gd (7, n) 147Gd reaction, 
for which no experimental information can be foreseen in a very near future in 
view of the unstable nature of 147Gd (<i/2 * 38 h). A more complete discussion
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Figure 4: The production ratio P = 146Sm/144Sm in the explosion of stars 
with masses M = 13, 15, 20 and 25 A/©, calculated with 2 different rates 
for 14aGd (7 , a) 144Sm. Open squares: using the global a-nucleus optical po
tentials of [12]. Full squares: using the energy-dependent optical potential 
developed in this work (see Fig. 3).
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of the effect of the present nuclear uncertainties on P is presented in [21]. In 
addition, astrophysical uncertainties concur to the difficulty of predicting P 
reliably. The consequences of these various uncertainties on the possibility of 
a l48Sm based s-process chronometry are briefly discussed in [21].

4 Conclusions
This contribution reviews the unprecedented effort to model the p-process 
developing during SNII of massive stars. The variety of considered stellar cases 
makes possible for the first time the calculation of IMF-averaged abundances 
of the p-nuclides, and a meaningful comparison with the bulk solar system 
p-nuclidic content. It appears that about 60 % of the p-nuclides are nicely 
co-produced (with respect to solar). Some problems are also identified, and 
a speculative remedy to the relative underproduction of the Mo and Ru p- 
isotopes is briefly discussed.

Some anomalies found in various meteoritic materials are attributed to 
p-isotopes . This concerns in particular 142Nd excesses attributed to the in- 
situ decay of 146Sm that can be synthesized in the SNII p-process. New rates 
for the key reaction 14®Gd (7 , a) 144Sm based on recent experimental data for 
144Sm (a ,7) 148Gd are proposed, and the corresponding 146Sm/144Sm produc
tion ratios are presented. In spite of this advance made in the nuclear physics 
involved in the synthesis of 146Sm, some uncertainties of nuclear and astro
physics nature remain in the predicted level of production of this radionuclide. 
These uncertainties of course hamper the development of a truly reliable p- 
process chronometry based on the 146SM-144Sm pair.
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Abstract

The current status of optica] potentials employed in the prediction of 
thermonuclear reaction rates for astrophysics in the Hauser-Feshbach 
formalism is discussed. Special emphasis is put on a+nucleus potentials. 
Further experimental efforts are motivated.

1 Introduction
The investigation of explosive nuclear burning in astrophysical environments 
is a challenge for both theoretical and experimental nuclear physicists. Highly 
unstable nuclei are produced in such processes which again can be targets for 
subsequent reactions. Cross sections and astrophysical reaction rates for a 
large number of nuclei are required to perform complete network calculations 
which take into account all possible reaction links and do not postulate a priori 
simplifications.

The majority of reactions can be described in the framework of the statisti
cal model (compound nucleus mechanism, Hauser-Feshbach approach, HF) [1], 
provided that the level density of the compound nucleus is sufficiently large 
in the contributing energy window [2]. In astrophysical applications usually 
different aspects are emphasized than in pure nuclear physics investigations. 
Many of the latter in this long and well established field were focused on specif
ic reactions, where all or most "ingredients”, like optical potentials for particle 
transmission coefficients, level densities, resonsmce energies and widths of gi
ant resonances to be implemented in predicting El and Ml 7-transitions, were 
deduced from experiments. As long as the statistical model prerequisites are 
met, this will produce highly accurate cross sections. For the majority of nuclei 
in astrophysical applications such information is not available. The real chal
lenge is thus not the well-established statistical model, but rather to provide

1 APART fellow of the Austrian Academy of Sciences
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all these necessary ingredients in as reliable a way as possible, also for nuclei 
where none of such information is available.

2 Transmission Coefficients
The final quantities entering the expression for the cross section in the statis
tical model [1] are the averaged transmission coefficients. They do not reflect 
a resonance behavior but rather describe absorption via an imaginary part in 
the (optical) nucleon-nucleus potential [3], In astrophysics, usually reactions 
induced by light projectiles (neutrons, protons, a particles) are most impor
tant. Global optical potentials are quite well defined for neutrons and protons. 
It was shown [4, 5] that the best fit of s-wave neutron strength functions is 
obtained with the optical potential by [6], based on microscopic infinite nuclear 
matter calculations for a given density, applied with a local density approxima
tion. It includes corrections of the imaginary part [7, 8], A similar description 
is used for protons. Deformed nuclei are treated by an effective spherical po
tential of equal volume [5], For a detailed description of the formalism used 
to calculate El and Ml '/-transmission coefficients and how to include width 
fluctuation corrections, see [2, 5] and references therein.

2.1 a+Nucleus Potentials

Currently, there are only few global parametrizations for optical a-1-nucleus 
potentials at astrophysical energies. Most global potentials are of the Saxon- 
Woods form, parametrized at energies above about 70 MeV, e.g. [9, 10]. The 
high Coloumb barrier makes a direct experimental approach very difficult at 
low energies. More recently, there were attempts to extend those parametriza
tions to energies below 70 MeV [11].

Early astrophysical statistical model calculations [12, 13] made use of sim
plified equivalent square well potentials and the black nucleus approximation. 
Improved calculations [14] employed a phenomenological Saxon-Woods po
tential [15], based on extensive data [16]. This potential is an energy- and 
mass-independent mean potential. However, especially at low energies the 
imaginary part of the potential should be highly energy-dependent.

Most recent experimental investigations [17, 18] found a systematic mass- 
and energy-dependence and were very successful in describing experimental 
scattering data, as well as bound and quasi-bound states and 5(E2) values, 
with folding potentials [19]. Motivated by that description (a global para- 
metrization is not given in [18]), the following global a 4-nucleus potential is
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proposed. The real part V = AV) of the optical potential is calculated by a 
double-folding procedure:

Vf(r) = / / pp(rP)pT(rT)uefr(£,/5N = Pp + PT,'’= |r-|-rp - rx|)d3rP d3ra ,
(!)

where pp, p? are the nuclear densities of projectile and target, respectively, and 
vcfr is the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction taken in the well-established 
DDM3Y parametrization [20]. The remaining strength parameter A can be 
determined from the systematics [17] of the volume integral per interacting 
particle pair

i&cj v^r ■ (2)

Introducing a mass-dependence in addition to the energy-dependence, one 
enn reproduce the behavior derived from the imaginary part by applying the 
dispersion relation [18], by the relation

Jr
_ f /(A) + 0.67£c„ 
- \ [0.0

(£=.m. < 26)
011/(A) - 2.847] Ecm - 1.277/(A) + 626.591 (26 < Ecm. < 120),

(3)
with /(A) = 311.0132 exp (at2/3) and Ec.m. given in MeV. Using Eqs. 2 and 
3, the value of A can be set.

The mass- and energy-dependence of the imaginary part is more crucial 
for the calculation of transmission coefficients. The volume integral of the 
imaginary part can be parametrized according to [21]:

J[(Ec.m.
{ 0

Jo ■ (Ecm.-Eo)'
(Ecm.-EoP + aZ

for E, 
for E,

< E0 
> E0 (4)

where E0 is the threshold energy for inelastic channels, J0 is a saturation 
parameter and A the rise parameter.

As can be seen [18], the resulting volume integrals are quite diverse for 
different nuclei and a straight-forward mass-dependent parametrization is not 
possible. In Ref. [18], J0 and A were fitted to experimental data. For a global 
parametrization, one has to include nuclear structure and deformation infor
mation into the fit. Having chosen the (probably energy-dependent) geometry 
parameters [11] (and appropriately modified them for deformed nuclei), the 
depth W of an imaginary Saxon-Woods potential can be determined with 
Eq. 4. At energies Ec,m, > 100 MeV, the value of W should reach the satura
tion value [10]. This determines the parameter Jo. The threshold Eo = Eo(p)
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is given by the energy of the first excited state. The increase in the num
ber of inelastic (competing) channels is described by A. As a first estimate, 
this can be related to the increase in the total number n = n(p) of levels: 
A — / (dn/dE) — aE0 + 0A2^3 + 7 In (dn/dE). The functional dependence is 
found by comparison with experimental values for A [18]. Thus, microscopic 
and deformation effects are implicitly included via the level density p = p(E).

With nuclear level densities p(E) taken from [2], a good fit is obtained to the 
values given in [18], as well as for various (0,7) and (n,a) data [22]. However, 
it has to be emphasized that the aim is to obtain a reasonable global potential,
i.e. with a low average deviation from experiment. For specific reactions, such 
a potential might be improved by fine-tuning to a particular nucleus (e.g. [23, 
24]) but will lose predictive power by that.

3 Conclusion
With the recent improvements of the level density treatment [2] and the 
a4-nucleus potential, the two major remaining uncertainties in the existing 
global astrophysical reaction rate calculations have been attacked. The new 
descriptions will provide more reliable predictions of the low-energy cross sec
tions of unstable nuclei.

Nevertheless, to check and further improve current parametrizations, not 
only of a-(-nucleus potentials but of all involved quantities, experimental data 
is needed. Especially investigations over a large mass range would prove useful 
to fill in gaps in the knowledge of the nuclear structure of many isotopes 
and to construct more powerful parameter systematics. Such investigations 
should include neutron- and proton-strength functions, as well as radiative 
widths, and charged particle scattering and reaction cross sections for stable 
and unstable isotopes. This information can be used to make future large-scale 
statistical model calculations even more accurate.
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Abstract

An approximation to a self-consistent model of the ground state and 
fi-decay properties of neutron-rich nuclei is outlined. The structure of 
the ,3-strength functions in stable and short-lived nuclei is discussed. 
The results of large-scale calculations of the /3-decay rates for spherical 
and slightly deformed nuclides of relevance to the r-process are analysed 
and compared with the results of existing global calculations and recent 
experimental data.

1.Introduction
The modeling of explosive astrophysical events is bound to a knowledge of a 
large body of nuclear data. The /3-decay rates of short-lived nuclides are at the 
present time among the most uncertain nuclear quantities in the calculations 
of the r-process nucleosynthesis. For some neutron-rich nuclides the /3-decay 
rates have been measured with RIB facilities and high-flux reactors. However, 
given the lack of experimental data for the vast majority of the neutron-rich 
nuclei produced by the r-process, theoretical predictions of nuclear properties 
far from stability are of fundamental importance. Since most of the nuclear 
models are fitted to experimental data along the valley of /3-stability, some
times only crude extrapolations to remote regions of the nuclear chart are 
available. Thus, among the different nuclear models used for practical pur
poses, those having the most reliable predictive power far from stability are 
to be preferred for the r-process modeling. In addition, for a reliable calcula
tion of the r-process nucleosynthesis, the different nuclear quantities, such as 
masses, deformations, /3-decay rates, ... have to be estimated within the same 
model.

1On leave from Institute of Physics & Power Engineering, 249020 Obninsk, Russia
2Laboratoire de Physique Nucleaire, Universite de Montreal, Montreal, H3C 3J7 Canada
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The main characteristic of the nuclear /3-decay process is the /3-strength 
function, i.e the spectral distribution of the /3-decay transition probability 
which defines the /3-decay half-life. For the short-lived nuclides produced by 
the r-process (T^ < Is), the approximation of allowed Gamow-Teller (GT) 
transitions (A L=0, A S=l, Att =no) is usually accurate enough. Experimen
tal measurements of /3-strength functions show a typical resonance structure 
which is quite pronounced in spherical nuclides and more spread-out in de
formed ones. The resonance shape is essentially due to single-particle transition 
effects. This gives grounds to the “gross theory” [1] (a statistical approach cor
rected for single-particle and pairing effects). The latest version of the “gross 
theory” (GT2) is widely used for astrophysical applications.

At the same time, realistic microscopic models like the proton-neutron 
quasi-particle random phase approximation (QRPA) show that the single
particle properties as well as the pairing and spin-isospin components of the 
effective NN-interactions play an important role. Various microscopic predic
tions of the /3-decay properties [2, 3] have been performed. In particular, 
the recent work [3] contains the ground state and /3-decay characteristics ob
tained within the Finite-Range Droplet Model (FRDM) and simplified QRPA 
approach based on an empirical one body single-particle potential, a simple 
pairing interaction and a separable A-dependent effective NN-interaction.

Despite this important effort, the lack of consistent theoretical models still 
makes the predictions of the /3-decay properties quite unreliable. The half-lives 
calculated with empirical models [1, 2, 3] show deviations among each other, 
but also with new experimental data near neutron-rich closed-shell nuclei (see 
NUBASE [4]). A common problem to all the non-self-consistent models is 
related to the empirical choice of a suitable mean field, for which the extrap
olation to exotic nuclei has to be questioned.

A fully self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) plus QRPA ap
proach applicable to large-scale calculation of the ground state and /3-decay 
properties far from stability is not feasible so far. However, as a practical step 
in this direction, it is possible to develop the QRPA on the ground state de
scription given by self-consistent mean-field models[5] and especially by those 
used for large-scale calculations of nuclear masses [6, 7). The predictive power 
of the latter approaches can be significantly improved if the form and param
eters of the corresponding density functional or effective force are fitted not 
only to the nuclear ground state properties near the line of stability, but also 
to the ones away from stability.

For astrophysical applications, the simultaneous evaluation of many differ
ent nuclear properties for a great number of nuclides is required, hence we are
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forced to consider microscopically founded approximations to self-consistent 
methods. Much effort has been devoted to build up such a unified microscopic 
model based on the Extended Thomas-Fermi plus Strutinsky Integral (ETFS1) 
approximation to the HF method [6], The present work is devoted to ETFSI 
based approximation to the description of the spin-isospin excitations in very 
neutron-rich nuclei.

2.The ETFSI+cQRPA model of /?-decay properties
For large-scale calculations of /3-decay rates, existing fully self-consistent HF 
+ RPA schemes based on the Skyrme effective interaction [8, 9, 10] are of 
limited practical use. For this reason, we consider here the continuum QRPA 
(cQRPA) based on the ETFSI ground state description [6]. The main features 
of the resulting ETFSI+cQRPA method are:

1. The nuclear mean field is obtained by folding the Skyrme force over the 
smooth (fourth order) ETF nuclear density. The density-dependent two-body 
option of the Skyrme force with an effective mass m*/A/=l [6] is used.

2. The quasi-particle basis is constructed by including a staggered 6-pairing 
[12] on top of the HF solution (in practice, the pairing strength is taken to be 
2% stronger for an odd neutron number than for an even one).

3. In order to control the description of the spin properties of the Skyrme 
force, its parameters can be constrained by the values of the dimensionless 
Landau-Migdal spin-isospin constant g'0 or spin-spin constant go [11].

4. Based on 1-3, the Skyrme force parameters are determined by optimizing 
the fit to known nuclear masses. The resulting force corresponds to gg=0.21, 
go =-0.04 (normalized to Nq1 = 150.5MeV fm3). Note that g£=0.45 is the 
highest value of the spin-isospin constant that can be used to constrain the 
Skyrme parameters without violating the spin stability condition of the nuclear 
matter (g0 >-l). Increasing further the value of g'0 also makes the mass fit 
worse. At the same time, the nuclear-matter symmetry energy of the Skyrme 
force is chosen to be equal to J=28 MeV in order to avoid the unphysical 
collapse of neutron matter at lower J values. The resulting force (SkSCl7) 
predicts nuclear masses with a root mean square deviation of 732 keV from 
the 1722 A > 35 masses of the 1995 Audi-Wapstra compilation.

5. The strength function of the charge-exchange excitations and the re
sulting /)-decay rate is calculated within the spherical cQRPA with the exact 
account for the single-particle continuum in the particle-hole (ph) channel.

7. Only allowed transitions are included in the global calculation of the 
/3-decay half-live of short-lived nuclides.
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8. The effective spin-isospin NN-interaction strength used in the cQRPA 
calculations corresponds to a renormalized Landau-Migdal constant g'0 with 
respect to the one constraining the ETFSI Skyrme parameters. We adopt 
for the spin-isospin interaction in the ph channel a renormalized one-pion ex
change term plus a contact 5-term with a Landau-Migdal constant g^=l.94 
obtained by a fit to the experimental position of the GT resonance in 208Pb. In 
the present approach with the constraint on m*/M=l, it is impossible simul
taneously to describe a spin-stable nuclear matter and to keep a good quality 
fit to the masses using the empirical value of the g'=l.6-1.8 (F,=0) [11].

In the pp channel, a form of the effective NN-interaction similar to that of 
the pairing is used with the strength constant derived from the /3+-decay data 
in [13, 5],

3.GT strength in stable nuclei
Making use of the SkSCl? force to describe the ground state properties, we 
perform continuum QRPA calculations of some experimentally known energies 
of the giant GT resonances in order to check the derived value of g'0. First, 
let us discuss the single-particle energies which are the basic ingredients in the 
calculation of the GT strength function.

Experimental [18] singe-particle energies in 132Sn are compared in Table 1 
with ETFSI predictions obtained with force SkSC4 (g'Q = 0.21, J=27 MeV) [6], 
and SkSC17 (g'0 = 0.21, J=28 MeV). Non-negligible deviations are observed 
between SkSC4 and SkSCl7 predictions reflecting their different behaviours 
at increasing neutron excesses due to different adopted values of J. Only in
significant changes are produced by the change of g'0 and g0, as the ground 
state properties are basically insensitive to the spin-dependent component of 
the density functional. However, for the specific application to the calculation 
of the GT decay, the main contributing single-particle transition energies turn 
out to be quite similar for both forces. The energies of the main GT resonance 
component i/lgg/zTrlg?/? are -6.73 and -5.91 for SkSC4 and SkSCl7, respec
tively. The same conclusion is found for the GT component ulg7^27rlg3/2- 
Note that no special adjustment to the experimental single-particle spectra 
has been performed.

The GT resonance energies calculated for the chain of tin isotopes are 
compared with available experimental data obtained from (3He,t) reactions
[14] in Table 2. The overall good agreement with experiment confirms the 
estimated value of g'0=1.9. However, a possible underestimate of about 5%
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Table 1: Single-particle levels (in MeV) in l32Sn calculated for Skyrme forces 
SkSC4 and SkSClT. Experimental data are taken from [18]

Level eexp eSkSC4 <SkSCL7 Level £exp CSkSC-4 CSkSCl?
"lg9/2 -15.67 -15.19 7r2p3/2 -16.82 -17.32
^2d5/2 -9.041(38) -11.21 -10.64 7r2p1/2 -16.131(52) -15.39 -15.91
tTg7/2 -9.820(38) -9.96 -9.63 7rlgg/2 -15.778(44) -14.39 -14.81
vZS\j2 -7.718(38) -9.29 -8.80 ***

i4hu/2 -7.628(38) -7.87 -7.43 7Tlg7/2 -9.653(43) -8.94 -9.28
^Sda/; -7.386(38) -8.52 -8.42 7r2d5/2 -8.691(43) -9.66

*** 7r 1 hi 1/2 -6.860(43) -6.85 -7.24
u2i-jj2 -2.445(49) -3.32 -2.88 7r2d3/2 -6.945(43) -6.80 -7.34
^3p3/2 -1.5913 -1.56 -1.24 7r3s,/2 -6.87 -7.38
f/lhg/2 -0.8841 0.11 -0.21 7r2f7/2 -1.02 -1.48
iy3pi/2 (-0.75) -0.87 -0.56
Z/2fs/2 -0.4404 -0.27 0.08

on the value of g'0 cannot be ruled out. The RPA approaches are known to 
overestimate the experimental energy of the giant resonances by about 1 MeV. 
Only the extended RPA approach including higher order (damping) effects 
predicts a spread of the GT resonance and the shift of its maximum by about 
1 MeV downwards [17]. Thus, deriving the strength parameter g'0 from the 
direct reproduction of the experimental position of the giant GT resonance 
within the 1st order QRPA might lead to some underestimate of its value.

Another test for the adopted value of g'0 can be found in the description of 
the low-energy GT strength. As seen in Table 3, the maxima for several GT 
pygmy resonances in 118Sn calculated with force SkSCl7 are in satisfactory 
agreement with the averaged excitation energies derived from the experimen
tal triton energy spectrum of u8Sn(3He,t)u8Sb [14]. This also increases our 
confidence in the adopted value of g£>.

4. /?-decay rates for spherical nuclides near closed shells
The major relative uncertainties in the QRPA prediction of /7-decay half- 
lives arise for nuclides characterized by a low Qg-value and/or a low /7-decay 
transition energy tv. In the first case, the uncertainty is essentially related 
to the typical errors (0.5-1 MeV) in the prediction of the Qg- and tv-values,
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Table 2: Experimental and calculated Qy-values and GT resonance excita- 
tion energies in the chain of tin isotopes and in the 208Pb.

Nucleus

%o*1 MeV £x, MeV
SkSC17 exp. SkSCl7 exp.

1,2Sn 7.30 7.06 8.6 8.94(25)“
ll4Sn 6.07 5.88 9.3 9.39(25)a
116Sn 4.55 4.71 10.2 10.04(25)“
U7Sn 1.77 1.76 12.6 12.87(25)“
u8Sn 3.52 3.66 10.5 10.61(25)“
119Sn 0.71 0.59 13.2 13.71(25)“
120Sn 2.50 2.68 11.0 11.45(25)°
122Sn 1.53 1.62 12.1 12.25(25)“
124Sn 1.00 0.62 13.0 13.25(25)“
20Spb 3.08 2.88 15.8 15.6(3)6
“ ref. [14], 6 ref. [15]

Table 3: Calculated and experimental [14] mean excitation energies of the 
low-lying GT pygmy resonances in 118Sn (Given in the first line are the 

____ energy intervals from [14] in which the averaging has been performed) .
AE 0.8 - 2.0 MeV 2.0 - 3.8 MeV 3.8-5.6 MeV

ale 1.5 3.0 5.2
E'er? 1.47 ±0.20 3.17 ± 0.20 5.38 ±0.25

as well as to the contribution of the first forbidden transitions. In the case 
of a low-energy GT /9-decay, high-order effects beyond the QRPA cannot be 
neglected.

For spherical and slightly deformed nuclides (p2 < 0.1) with a high-energy 
GT /9-decay, the ETFSI+cQRPA calculation [19, 20] shows a reasonable agree
ment with experimental/9-decay half-lives. This is illustrated in Figs. 1,2 which 
compares different half-live predictions in the Ni, Cu, Ag, Cd and Sn isotopic 
chains with available experimental data [4]. The half-lives calculated with self- 
consistent single-particle potentials [5, 20] reveals a quite regular A-dependence 
which can be understood in terms of the monotonic A-dependence of the en
ergies of those single-particle levels responsible for the GT-transitions. The 
calculations also show some systematical overestimate (by a factor of 2 to 8) 
of the experimental half-lives which can be attributed to the possible existence
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of an additional transition strength within the (^-window. It may originate 
from the contribution of forbidden transitions or effects beyond the QRPA 
(such as the spreading of the lplh strength over more dense neighbouring np- 
nh configurations or/and the appearance of an additional GT strength due to 
np-nh correlations in the ground state). The impact of this additional strength 
on the half-lives depends on the /3-decay transition energy. In the vicinity of 
the Z=28 closed shell, calculations predict the existence of a high-energy GT 
/3-decay transition both for isotopes below and above the proton shell closure. 
On the contrary, for the Z>50 nuclides in the region of the double magic 132Sn 
a switch to low-energy GT /3-decay regime is found by all QRPA models. 
This naturally results in a large overestimate of the experimental half-lives as 
seen in Fig.lc. In the case of low-energy GT /3-decay, even a weak additional 
strength located at high transition energies has a strong impact on the total 
half-life (because of the strong energy dependence in the phase space factor).

To account for the spreading width (F^), a semi-microscopic scheme [16] 
can be used including the Green functions averaging procedure and some ele
ments of the optical model. The energy dependent quasi-particle damping is 
described in terms of a complex self-energy Ep/,(£r) depending on the exci
tation energy Ex, spin S and isospin T transfered by the (ph) pair [17]. We 
have used a parametrization for the spreading width which is numericaly close 
to [17]. The line shape of the individual GT excitation has been described 
by a Lorentz function with F^ = a(Qp — tv)2, where a «0.02 roughly corre
sponds to the experimental width of the GT resonance in medium and heavy 
nuclei. Such a simple recipe allows us to improve the half-lives description 
significantly, especially for the nuclides with a low-energy GT /3-decay in the 
Z—50-54 region near 132Sn.

Large-scale calculations of the /3-decay rates of spherical and slightly de
formed (/32 <0.1, A <0.02) short-lived nuclides ranging from Fe to U have 
been performed within ETFSI+cQRPA [20]. The comparison of our pre
dictions with the phenomenological “gross-theory” (GT2) [1] and empirical 
FRDM + QRPA [3] show that although the different models give quite similar 
predictions of the very high-energy /3-decay rates around N=184, large de
viations between them can be observed near the other neutron shell closures 
(N=28, 50 and 126), especially between the ETFSI+cQRPA and FRDM+QRPA 
models. These deviations are partially due to differences in the ground state 
description. In particular, Fig. 3 compares theoretical predictions of the /3- 
decay rates for the N=82 and 126 neutron shells. Since the production of the 
heavy elements by the r-process is very sensitive to the predicted /3-decay rates 
of the nuclides along the various neutron closed shells, the differences shown
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Figure 1: Comparison for Ni and Cu isotopic chains of the experimentaJ half- 
lives with the ETFSI+cQRPA, GT2 [1], FRDM+QRPA [3] and DF3 [5] pre
dictions.

in Fig. 3 are expected to affect the predicted r-abundance distribution.

5. Conclusions
The model outlined in the present work for the calculation of the /3-decay 
properties of spherical neutron-rich nuclides is based on a self-consistent de
scription of the ground state properties which not only reproduces masses 
and radii of experimentally known nuclei remarkably well, but also predicts 
single-particle energies of relevance to high-energy GT decay in fair agreement 
with available experimental data. The calculated set of /3-decay half-lives of 
spherical neutron-rich nuclei near exotic shell closures can be regarded as more 
coherent and reliable than the one derived by previous large-scale calculations
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ETFSI

Figure 2: Same as Fig.l for Ag, Cd and Sn isotopic chains

[1. 2, 3]. It remains of high interest to elucidate the influence of high-order 
effects on the /3-strength function on a more microscopic level. A consistent 
account for deformation effects will allow us to complete a fully coherent table 
of /3-decay half-lives, which would help to improve our understanding of the
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Figure 3: a) Ratios of the ETFSI(SkSCl7)+cQRPA to GT2 and to 
FRDM+QRPA /3-rates for the neutron-rich N=82 isotones, b) same as a) 
for the N=126 isotones.

explosive nucleosynthesis.
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The structure and decay of very neutron-rich isotopes in the vicinity of the 
doubly magic, unstable nucleus 132Sn play a crucial role in the description of 
the astrophysical r-process in this mass region. Stable nuclides produced by 
this nucleosynthesis process show a pronounced solar-system r-abundance peak 
at A~130, that has been attributed to the specific nuclear-structure properties 
of their isobaric progenitors lying on or near the closed neutron shell N=82.

In this context, experimental investigations of the classical “waiting-point” 
isotopes below 132Sn are of particular interest; however, they were severely 
complicated in the past by (i) very low production yields and (ii) chemi
cally non-selective plasma ionization modes at conventional isotope separators. 
Therefore, in recent years element-selective laser ion-source systems based on 
resonance ionization of atoms in a hot cavity have been developed - e g. for 
47 Ag, 48 Cd and soSn - at the CERN-ISOLDE facility.

We will report here on our recent studies of very neutron-rich Ag-isotopes 
at the GPS of CERN-ISOLDE. Gamma-rays and /3-delayed neutrons following 
the decays of 122-128Ag have been investigated. Excited structures beyond 
the first 2+ level have been studied in the even-even Cd-daughters. Using 
a high-efficiency neutron long-counter, the long searched-for N=82 r-process 
waiting-point isotope 129Ag was unambiguously identified. So far, only the 
half-life of its 7rg9/2 ground-state decay could be determined to 46l| ms. The 
existence of the Trpi/2 129Ag-isomer, predicted to lie roughly 300 keV above the 
ground state and to decay with a half-life of about 350 ms, could not yet been 
verified due to the still too high isobaric background from unavoidable surface- 
ionization of 129In. For these investigations, the use of the high-resolution 
ISOLDE separator is foreseen.
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Abstract

In the framework of our investigation to explain the nucleosynthetic ori
gin of the correlated Ca-Ti-Cr Isotopic Anomalies in the refractory in
clusion EK 1-4-1 of the Allende Meteorite, /3-decay properties and defor
mation of the nuclear shape as well as neutron capture cross sections of 
neutron-rich isotopes in the N=28 region have been determined. These 
nuclear data are important input parameters for dynamic astrophysics! 
calculations in a complete reaction network. As astrophysical scenario 
a high entropy bubble at the outer core of a type II supernova was as
sumed. It will be outlined that at certain entropies between 1 and 200 
fcB/Baryon the observed Ca-Ti-Cr Anomalies can be reproduced simul
taneously.

1 Introduction
The progress in understanding nucleosynthesis is closely combined with the 
knowledge of physical properties of nuclei. In this context, both, the extrac
tion of nuclear data, observable in experiments and by the use of self-consistent 
models is aspired. In particular, if energy levels, spin and parity as well as de
formation are known, reaction-rates and /?-decay properties can be determined. 
For r-process like scenarios neutron separation energies (S„), half-lives (T^) 
and the probability of ^-delayed neutron emission (Pn) of nuclei far from sta
bility are of intereset mainly for three reasons, (i) By investigation of these 
nuclear structure properties the behaviour of nuclei with increasing neutron 
number can be studied. With the T,/;- and Pn-values, the nuclear shape can be 
determined at least for light nuclei due to the fact that only a few energy levels
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have a significant influence on the global /3-decay properties. These parame
ters can be considered in the theoretical description and improve the predictive 
power of the models, (ii) Approximately half of the stable isotopes above the 
iron group elements are created in the r-process. During this neutron capture 
ptrocess the vicinity of the closed neutron shells W=28, 50, 82 and 126 will 
be reached qilickly. In order to reproduce the observed solar r-process abun
dances the investigation of /8-decays after and during neutron-capture as well 
as the discovery of the branching-points and the so called turning-points are 
important. Branching appears at nuclei where the number of further neutron 
captures is of the same order as the number of ,8-decays (T,/2(n) ~
Whether a nucleus has such branching-points depends i. a. on the neutron- 
separation energy (5„). With the measurement of the global nuclear physics 
parameters the models can be improved as mentioned above. That leads to reli
able predictions concerning deformation and Sn-values. Turning-points appear 
at nuclei with a relativly small neutron capture cross section so that ,8-decays 
dominate further neutron-captures (T1/2(n) > T,/2(/9)). If the branching- and 
turning-points are known, the nucleosynthetic-path can be determined more 
exactly. This admits the conclusions of temperature (T9) and neutron-density 
(rtrt) Of mass-rich stars where the r-process takes place. Thus the number of 
possible astrophysical scenarios can be limited, (iii) The understanding of nu
cleosynthesis in our solar-system is closely combined with the clarification of 
the origin of isotopic composition in meteorites. In the context of this inves
tigation, isotopic compositions which differ from those of the remaining solar 
system; the so called isotopic anomalies, were found in Ca-Al rich inclusions 
of primitive meteorites. In such high temperature condensates of the star
dust, inhomogenities can be covered which derive probably from one single 
nucleosynthetic event. These condensates are the best source of information 
of protosolar element- and isotopic-compositions [1]. The explanation of these 
anomalies can also be received if the nuclear properties of its instable progen
itors are understood. It could be shown already in earlier investigations that 
the /?-delayed neutron emission of neutron rich progenitor isotopes influence 
directly the isotopic abundance of 48Ca/46Ca in the refractory inclusion EK 
1-4-1 of the Allende-Meteorite [2],

2 The Experiment
In order to delimit the uncertainties in nuclear-structure properties, already 
mentioned above, we performed an experiment at the Grand Accelerateur Na
tional d’lon Lourds (GANIL) in Cean, France. In this experiment the gross
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nuclear properties Tj/2 and Pn of the neutron-rich isotopes 43P, 42S, 44S, 45S, 
44C1, 45C1, 46C1 and 47Ar could be measured. The isotopes were produced by 
the methode of projectile fragmentation. The separation of the fragments was 
done by the use of LISE3 spectrometer. Our detector-system was a /9-telescope 
consisting of three silicon detectors with a thickness of 300 /im for the first and 
the second detector and 5500 pm for the third one. This /3-telescope was placed 
at the end of the beam tube. It was surrounded by the neutron detector con
sisting of a polyethylen moderator where 60 3He-tubes were placed in three 
concentrical rings. The /3-telescope delivered the AE1, AE2 and the E3 sig
nal. With the complete detector system single /?- and neutron events, and 
/3-neutron coincidences could be observed. The experimental setup and the 
identification of the isotopes are described in detail in [3].

In this experiment half-lives and P„-values of the isotopes 43P, 42S, 44S, 45S, 
44Cl, 45C1, 46C1 and 47Ar were measured. The half-lives of 44S, 45C1 and 46C1 
which were already obtained in an earlier experiment could be confirmed. The 
experimental results are outlined in Tab. 1.

3 Deformations from a QRPA Parameter Study
One of the motivating questions for the parameter study was to get at least a

Tab. 1 QRPA-calculation of Tj/2 and P„ with an optimized quadrupole defor
mation e2 of the investigated nuclei. In column 2 the quadrupole deformation 
is given which leads to the best agreement between the calculated Ti/2- and 
P„-values (columns 3 and 4) and the experimental observed values (columns 
5 and 6).

Isotop Ed
optimized adjustment experimental values

^1/2 [ms] Pn[%\ T1/2[ms] Pn[%]
43p -0,175 70 100,0 36+4 100+10
42S -0,300 1300 0,9 579+46 <4

+0,300 1570 0,1
44S +0,325 133 15,3 123+10 18+3
45S -0,200 83 39,8 72+5 54+6

+0,125 90 36,7
44C1 -0,250 434 1,8 438+19 <8
45C1 -0,200 392 10,4 412+39 38+5
46C1 +0,100 204 57,9 223+37 60+9
47 A r -0,180 705 0,1 613+197 <1

+0,125 709 0,1
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first idea of the nuclear shape of the investigated nuclei. The nuclei examined 
in this work, contain 15 to 18 protons and 26 to 29 neutrons. In this low 
mass region the single-particle levels do not have a high density in the Nilsson- 
diagram. The energy distance is about 1-5 MeV. This leads to the fact that 
there are only a few Gamow-Teller transitions possible. Tjy2 and Pn are domi
nated by one or two strong transitions in the corresponding energy interval. 
Thus the investigated correlation between the gross /Tdecay properties and 
the nuclear shape of the corresponding nuclei is unambiguous at least in the 
fundamental decision whether the nucleus is spherical or deformed. If heavier 
nuclei are examined this is certainly not the case due to the high level-density 
(approx. 10 levels per MeV).

In the detailed parameter study Tj/2 and Pn were calculated as a func
tion of the quadrupole deformation e2. The e2-values were varied from -0.35 
to 0.35. Starting from the FRDM-model prediction 44S should be spherical. 
This would lead to the gross /Tdecay properties T2/2 = 1.12 s and Pn = 100%. 
However, since the first GANIL experiment in 1991 we know: Tj/2 = (1233:10) 
ms, Pn = (183:3)% [4], The discrepancy concerning the half-live is a factor of 
10, the Pn-value is a factor of 5 less than in the prediction. A spherical shape 
of the nucleus 44S can be excluded. Good agreement with the experimentally 
observed values is reached if a prolate deformation of e2 = 0.325 is assumed: 
Tj/2= 133 ms, Pn= 15.3%. Similar results are obtained for other investigated 
nuclei. Tab. 1 summarizes the quadrupole deformation which leads to the best 
agreement with the experimentally observed values. For 42S, 45S and 47Ar it 
can not be determined whether the shape is prolate or oblate deformed. For 
42S the absolute value is the same for both possible deformations, |e2| = 0.300. 
Meanwhile an experiment at Michigan State University (MSU) was performed 
where the B(E2)-values of 36_44S were measured via Coulomb-exitation [7]. 
The absolute value of the quadrupole deformation can be determined directly 
from the B(E2)-values. The deformation values obtained from the parameter 
study for 42S and 44S are in excellent agreement with the experimentally ob
served ones. Although in the experiment no information of the sign is given. 
For the calculation of the neutron-capture cross sections only the absolute 
deformation value is needed due to the equally increasing level-density.

For 45S we get a prolate and an oblate value which both reproduces the 
experimental results. The values differ a bit. The prolate value is in agreement 
with the RMF-prediction [5]. The QRPA-calculation of 47Ar reaches good 
agreement with the experimental values for £2=-0.180 and 3-0.125.
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4 Network calculations
Important input data in the calculation of nucleosynthesis are neutron-capture 
cross section (<rn). Typical astrophysical neutron energies favor two reaction 
mechanisms [6]: (i) capture reactions where a compound nucleus, CN is cre
ated. Cross sections will be calculated by the use of the statistical model 
of Hauser-Peshbach | and (ii) reactions where a neutron is directly captured 
into bound states (direct capture, DC). The DC-mechanism can dominate the 
neutron-capture for nuclei with low lying level density in the vicinity of the neu
tron separation energy. This is especially the case for even-even nuclei because 
here the level density is lower compared to in nuclei with one or two unpaired 
nucleons. Thus in addition to the CN-cross sections the DC-contribution of 
the even-even nuclei from 40S to 74Fe were calculated [6].

Nucleosynthesis in the late phase of a massiv star is dominated by neu
tron capture reactions. The process paths as well as the development of the 
star can be calculated by computers nowadays. The reliability of such calcu
lations depends on nuclear properties of the involved isotopes. Thus, in our 
calculations of nucleosynthesis all nuclear input data such as energy-levels, 
neutron-separation energies, spin and parity, nuclear shape, neutron-capture 
cross sections and decay-properties were taken into account. If available experi
mental data were used; if not, the input data were calculated by the use of 
internally consistent models. In this work we tried to find a process which 
synthesises much 48Ca, 50Ti and 54Cr. The deduced stellar parameters, espe
cially neutron density (/>„), radiation-entropy (5 oc Tg/p) and time scale of 
the process (r), point out the possible astrophysical scenarios.

In the late phase of massiv stars rapid neutron capture can occur. But 
first of all, due to the high temperatures T9 > 3, reactions with charged par
ticles such as (p,7), (p,n), (o:,n) and (0,7), the reverse reactions, 0"""-decay 
and electron capture take place. Due to that the computer-code is organized 
in two steps. The network which calculates the reactions with charged parti
cles in the so called a-process is developed by F.-K. Thielemann and extends 
from H to Pd (Z=46). On the neutron-rich side all nuclei up to the neutron- 
drip line are included. On the proton-rich side the first three isotopes be
ginning from ^-stability are taken into account. After the calculations in the 
or-process, further calculations will be performed with the r-process code from 
C. Freiburghaus. This makes sense if there exits one or more free neutrons per 
seed-nuclei (Yn/Ysccd < 1). A detailed description of the physical processes 
and the requested system of equations is given in [8]. The r-process calcula
tions are fully dynamical and do not make use of the (n,7)-(7,n) equilibrium
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as former calculations did.

4.1 Reproduction of the Isotopic-Ratios

In this work the network-calculations were applied to find out if the observed 
isotopic anomalies can be reproduced. During the process the stellar temper
ature varies from Tg ~ 9 to 2.6. As electron abundances Yc =< ZjA > in the 
astrophysical scenario the values 0.42, 0.45 and 0.48 were choosen. In Fig. 1 
the abundance ratios for **Ca/^Ca, 4aCa/50Ti and 48Ca/54Cr at Ye = 0.42 are 
displayed. The entropy is varied from S = 3 to 300 kg/Baryon. The dashed 
lines represent the values observed in EK 1-4-1.

Y =0.42

,0 30 60 90 120 ISO 180 210 240 270 300

,0 30 60 90 120 ISO 180 210 240 270 300
K) |------ i------ i------------ i-----i------------ i-------- i-------- i-------- 1 ■ i ■ |

10"* C------1------»------'------'------'------'------'------1------'-----
0 30 60 90 120 150 160 210 240 270 300

Entropie

Fig. 1 Calculated isotopic-ratios dependent on entropy. The y«-value equals 
0.42.
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Fig. 2 Flow-charts obtained from the r-process calculations. Shown is the status 
after neutron-capture just before the different decay-modes start.

The isotopes 48Ca, 50Ti and 54Cr are the most neutron-rich ones observed in 
the corresponding isotopic chain. Plotted are the ratios 4SCa/46Ca, 48Ca/50Ti 
and 48Ca/54Cr, because they represent the most sensitive test for the repro
duction of the anomalies. In solar matter normaly less neutron-rich isotopes 
of each isotopic chain were mostly produced due to the homogenization. A 
simultaneous reproduction of the observed abundance ratios is obtained at the 
entropies S = 30, 130 and 190 kg/Baryon.

In Fig. 2 the flow charts with the electron abundance Yc = 0.42 and two dif
ferent entropies S = 30 (upper part) and S' = 190 (lower part) are shown. The 
figures are a snapshot where the most neutron-rich isotopes in each chain are
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reached just before the different decay-modes start (/3-decay, /3-delate emission 
of one, two or more neutrons). In the plots this is marked with the correspond
ing arrows. Fig. 2 shows that a higher entropy leads to more neutron-rich 
isotopes. This makes sense, because at high entropies the alpha-rich freeze-out 
leaves more neutrons, which can be captured.

4.2 Possible Astrophysical Scenario

As astrophysical scenario for this type of nucleosynthesis a type II supernova 
can be considered. At the entropy S ~ 30 kg/Baryon the isotopes are synthe
sized in a process of a-rich freeze-out. 48Ca is built directly without significant 
neutron captures. The observed anomalies are also obtained with entropies 
of S ~ 150 and 190 kg/Baryon. In this case '“Ca is generated by /3-decay of 
48Ar. The astrophysical location in these cases is presumably the outer core 
of a type II supernova. Typical values for the produced masses with S = 150 
kg/Baryon are 1 x 1CT10 M0 for 46Ca, 4 x 10-8 M0 for 48Ca, 2 x 10-9 M0 
for 50Ti and 3 x 10-8 M0 for 54Cr. This is about 2 to 3 orders of magnitude 
less than in a type la supernova. In addition type II supernovae events are 
approximately 10 times more seldom than type la supernovae. All together 
the contribution of produced and ejected matter on type II supernovae is a 
factor 103 till 104 less than via type la supernova scenarios and therefore not 
sufficient to generate the solar 48Ca, wTi and 54Cr. The majority of the solar 
matter is built in SN la. This is in agreement with [9). However, the amount 
of matter ejected by type II supernovae is enough to explain the observations 
in EK 1-4-1. First evidence that the outer core of a type II supernova can be 
considered as astrophysical scenario, is already mentioned in [10].

5 Summary
The parameter study showed clearly that the experimentally observed Tjy2- and 
Pn-values can only be reproduced when significant quadrupole-deformation is 
assumed. The nuclear shape and therefore ist locations of the single-particle 
levels are crucial nuclear physics input-parameters for r-process calculations. 
Due to this, it is a challenge to observe quadrupole deformation via Coulomb 
excitation. First experiments showed already that this is nowadays possible. 
Further the flow chart of each nucleosynthesis calculation gives information 
about the isotopes involved. The comparison with the observed abundance 
pattern leads to isotopes whose decay properties are especially worth to be 
investigated by experimentalists. The better the process paths can be deter
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mined owing to the nuclear physics parameters the more exact statements of 
stellar temperature, neutron density and entropy can be made. A detailed 
investigation of these correlations and therefore of the chemical evolution in 
SN la and SN II is of interest.
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Abstract
The production and study of the nuclei involved in the r-process is fun
damental for the full understanding of the heavy-element synthesis. In 
this work we describe the results of a model calculation on the pos
sibility to extend the limits of the chart of the nuclides towards the 
neutron-rich side. In particular, we make quantitative predictions for 
the production rates which will be reached after the intensity upgrade 
of the GSI accelerator complex.

1 Introduction
The absence of experimental information on the nuclei involved in the r-process 
is one of the main limitations for the understanding of the solar-system r- 
abundance distribution. The first difficulty of this experimental study is the 
production of such neutron-rich isotopes. Experiments performed at GSI [1, 2] 
have shown that it is possible to produce isotopes approaching the r-process 
path in the region of light fission fragments by means of inverse kinematic 
heavy-ion collisions at relativistic energies.

Two reaction mechanisms are responsible for the production of very neutron- 
rich isotopes, namely projectile fragmentation and fission which populate dif
ferent regions in the chart of the nuclides. On one hand, fission populates the 
neutron-rich side of the ^-stability valley, while the maximum of the fragmen
tation process is situated at the neutron-deficient side. On the other hand, the 
width of the mass distribution of isotopes produced by fragmentation is much 
larger than that produced by fission. Thus, the full understanding of both 
processes is needed to conclude about the production of isotopes approaching 
the r-process path.

Using a modern version of the abrasion-ablation model [3] which includes 
a detailed description of the fission process [4] we discuss the production of 
these neutron-rich isotopes and the expected yields for both, fragmentation and
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fission, taken into account the present limitations and future developments on 
beam intensities.

2 The model
Heavy-ion reactions at relativistic energies can be described as a two-steps 
process consisting of a fast interaction between the projectile and the target 
and the subsequent deexcitation of the reaction products. The initial stage 
can be described by a Glauber-type model where only the nucleons in the 
overlapping region between the projectile and the target, the “participant” 
interact strongly, while nucleons in the non-overlapping zone, the ’’spectator”, 
continue to move almost undisturbed. The mass of the spectators is a function 
of the impact parameter [3]. Their mean excitation energy of about 27 MeV 
per abraded nucleon is given by hole excitations and interactions with the hot 
participant zone [5]. At larger impact parameters without nuclear contact, 
electromagnetic excitations are considered.

The second stage of the reaction is treated in the framework of the sta
tistical model. The emission probability of a particle is calculated using the 
Weisskopf formalism.

We use a simplified approach, similar to the one proposed in ref. [6], to 
estimate the production yields of very neutron-rich nuclei. Excited nuclei with 
large neutron excess almost exclusively deexcitate by evaporating neutrons; 
they have a negligible probability to emit protons or other charged particles. 
Therefore, in the deexcitation phase leading to the production of very neutron- 
rich projectile fragments, only neutron evaporation is considered. In this way, 
the computing time could be reduced many orders of magnitude, allowing to 
estimate very low production cross sections.

The fission decay width in the statistical deexcitation has been included 
according to the transition-state method of Bohr and Wheeler [7].

We introduced also a semiempirical description of the fission-fragment prop
erties taking into account the influence of nuclear structure on the fission pro
cess. The model is supposed to be able to predict the magnitudes and widths of 
the different fission channels (symmetric and asymmetric), the even-odd fluc
tuations and the neutron-to-proton ratio of the fission-fragment distributions 
as a function of nuclear charge, mass and excitation energy of the fissioning 
nucleus in a global way. A more detailed description of the model can be found 
in ref. [4],
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Figure 1: Isotopic production cross sections obtained in the reaction Pb(l 
A.GeV)+Cu (circles) from ref.[8]. a) Cross sections for Pt isotopes compared 
with the result of the abrasion-ablation model (solid line) and the EPAX for
mula (dashed line), b) Cross sections of the proton removal channel for the 
same reaction.

3 Results on production rates by fission and fragmen
tation reactions.

A complete calculation with this model allows us to predict the complex nu
clide distribution resulting from peripheral relativistic heavy-ion collisions. In 
order to illustrate the different reaction mechanisms contributing to these dis
tributions we have compared existing experimental data with our calculations.

In figure 1 we report the production cross sections of Pt isotopes (a) and the 
proton-removal cross sections (b) obtained in the reaction Pb(l A.GeV)+Cu 
[8]. These data are compared with our model calculations and the EPAX 
formula [9]. The discrepancy for very neutron-rich isotopes between the data 
and the EPAX calculation shows that this formula does not correctly reproduce 
the cold fragmentation. In contrast, the abrasion-ablation model shows a 
fair agreement with the data even for the most neutron-rich isotopes. The 
predictions of the present model closely compare also with the cross sections 
of the proton-removal channels(b), indicating a realistic description of the cold 
fragmentation process which is dominant in the production of very neutron- 
rich isotopes.

Fig. 2 shows the variation of the mass distribution and the N/Z ratio, of Zr 
isotopes, for fission of 238U at different excitation energies. When increasing
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Figure 2: Mass distribution of fission fragments (a) and N/Z ratio of Zr iso
topes (b) produced from 238 U fission at different excitation energies. The steps 
in excitation energy are the same in both cases.

the temperature, the mass distribution broadens considerably, leading to dras
tically increased production rates of very light and heavy fission fragments. 
The width of the isotopic distribution grows also when increasing the exci
tation energy. However, due to neutron evaporation, the neutron-rich side is 
almost independent of energy up to about 100 MeV.

In order to compare the isotopic distributions produced by fission and frag
mentation, in figure 3 we report the calculated Zr isotopic distribution in the 
induced fission of 238U in a beryllium target (triangles and solid line) and in 
the projectile fragmentation of 136Xe in an aluminium target. In this picture, 
the open squares represent experimental production cross sections of Zr fission 
fragments measured in the reaction 238U+Be [2], The fair agreement between 
the measured and calculated production cross sections of fission residues in
dicates that the proposed model gives a good description of the N/Z ratio of 
fission residues. As we have already seen, this ratio together with the width of 
the fission-fragment mass distribution determines the population of neutron- 
rich isotopes by fission. From this picture, we can conclude that the fission 
mechanism allows to produce high intensities of moderately neutron-rich iso
topes. However, the fragmentation process dominates the production of very 
neutron-rich isotopes, in particular those involved in the r-process path, as 
indicated in the picture.
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Figure 3: Production cross sections of Zr isotopes produced by fission of23aU 
(solid line) and fragmentation(full circles) in the reaction 136Xe(l A.GeV)+Al. 
The fission production cross sections are compared with experimental data ob
tained in the reaction 23aU(750 A.MeV)+Be [S] (open squares).

4 Future perspectives on the production of neutron-rich 
secondary beams at GSI.

Inverse-kinematic reactions at relativistic energies seem to be a very promis
ing tool for the production of very neutron-rich isotopes. The choice of different 
projectiles allows to profit from the advantages of fission and fragmentation 
reaction mechanisms.

We have estimated the expected production rates of neutron-rich isotopes 
taking into account the final primary-beam intensities delivered by the SIS syn
chrotron at GSI after the intensity upgrade. The results of these calculations 
are shown in figure 4. In this picture, the different hatched areas represent 
different production rates of neutron-rich isotopes ranging from 200 ions/s till 
10 ions/day, as indicated in the scale. Calculations were performed assuming 
a primary-beam intensity of 2 10® ions/s and a 1.5 g/cm2 thickness A1 target 
for fragmentation and a Be target for fission, respectively.

The predictions of the proposed model show that the r-process path can 
be reached for a large number of nuclear species with production rates about 
100 ions/week by using different projectiles. 238U fragmentation seems to be 
the only chance to approach the r-process at the waiting point around A=195, 
while 176Yb and 136Xe fragmentation can compete with 238U fission to approach 
the r-process at the waiting point around A=130.
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Figure 4: Calculated production rates of neutron-rich isotopes obtained with 
primary beam intensities available after the intensity upgrade of GSI. The pre
dictions are given in three different regions with different projectile-target com
binations. The neutron-deficient limit in the calculations is determined by the 
maximum of the production rate.

5 Conclusion.
We conclude that fission is an efficient reaction type to produce high-intensities 
of moderately neutron-rich isotopes in the mass region of fission products. Pro
jectile fragmentation reaches further to the neutron-rich side, however, with 
very low production cross sections. Nontheless, projectile fragmentation seems 
to be the most promising tool for extending our knowledge on nuclear prop
erties when approaching the neutron drip line. The primary-beam intensities 
are decisive for the limits to be in reach.
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Abstract

Th6 tolar system r-abundance distribution is commonly derived from 
the Observed solar values by subtracting the possible nucleosynthetic 
Contribution of the s-process. A new model of the s-process called the 
chft&nical multi-event model is used to derive the s-component of the 
tolftr abundance distribution and to study the impact of nuclear and 
Observational uncertainties on the solar r-abundance distribution.

1 Introduction
Thb glow neutron-capture process (or s-process) and the rapid neutron-capture 
p(ticess (or r-process) are known to be the 2 major nucleosynthetic mechanisms 
responsible for the production of the elements heavier than iron observed in na
ture. Though both processes invoked neutron captures on light seed nuclei to 
Produce the heavy elements, they take place in completely different astrophys- 
ical environments and on very different timescales. About 30 nuclei, called 
s-only isotopes, are exclusively synthesized during the low-neutron-densities 
(Nn ~ 10®cm-3) events characteristic of the s-process. Most of the neutron- 
rich stable isotopes cannot be produced by the s-process and the high neutron 
densities (Nn it lO^cm-3) found in the r-process are called for to explain their 
origin. In addition to these s-only and r-only nuclei, a large number of stable 
isotopes (called sr-isotopes) are potentially produced by both processes. In 
order to understand these 2 very different nucleosynthetic mechanisms, it is of 
first importance to decompose the observed solar system abundance distribu
tion into its s- and r-components. To do so, the s-contribution is obtained by 
fitting parametric s-process models to the abundance of the s-only isotopes. 
Such a fit defines the s-component of the sr-nuclei, and consequently the solar 
r-abundance distribution by a simple subtraction of the s-contribution from 
the observed solar values.
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For this specific purpose, fully parametric s-process models, free of all as
trophysics! constraints, have been introduced. The most popular of these 
parametric models, well-known as the classical s-process model, is based on 
the original canonical model of [1] which assumes that some stellar material 
composed of iron nuclei only is subjected to neutron densities and tempera
tures that remain constant over the whole time scale of the neutron irradiation. 
In addition, the classical model assumes that the solar s-element composition 
results from a superposition of exponentially decreasing neutron exposures (for 
a review, see [2]).

However, when dealing with the separation of the s- and r-components of 
the solar abundances, the reliability of the classical model naturally comes to 
mind. Obviously, the solar s- and r-abundance distributions are affected by 
uncertainties related to observational data, but also with theoretical shortcom
ings inherent to the classical s-process model. In particular, the fundamental 
assumptions made in the classical model regarding the exponential form of 
the exposure distribution can be questioned. In order to test the influence of 
this assumption, a new s-process model has been developed [3]. This so-called 
multi-event s-process is reviewed in Sect.2 and compared with the classical 
model predictions. In Sect.3, the uncertainties related to imprecise observed 
abundance data and inaccurate experimental or theoretical (n, 7) rates of rele
vance in the s-process nucleosynthesis are discussed. Their impact on the solar 
r-abundance distribution is analysed.

2 The multi-event s-process model
The canonical multi-event s-process is defined as a superposition of a given 
number of canonical events taking place in different thermodynamic condi
tions. Each canonical event is characterized by a given neutron irradiation on 
the 56Fe seed nuclei during a time t at a constant temperature T and a con
stant neutron density Nn. The combination of s-process events that provides 
the best fit to the solar abundances is derived with the aid of an iterative 
inversion procedure described in [3]. In contrast to the classical model which 
assumes a superposition of exponentially decreasing exposures, the multi-event 
model makes no hypothesis concerning any particular predefined exposure dis
tribution. By considering a set of astrophysically plausible events, an opti
mized s-abundance curve is derived by the iterative inversion method, along 
with the corresponding exposure distribution. For each event, a full network 
calculation including 640 nuclei between Cr and Po is solved to derive the 
abundances. The latest experimental neutron capture cross sections are used.
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Figure 1: a) Ratio of the calculated s-abundances to the solar value for the s- 
only Isotopes. Circles corresponds to the multi-event model predictions and crosses 
to the classical fit [7]. b) Comparison of the solar r-abundances deduced from the 
multi-event (circles) and classical (crosses) models.

When not available, the cross sections are calculated within an updated sta
tistical Hauser-Feshbach model called M0ST[4].

For a given set of nuclear physics data, two degrees of freedom appear in the 
multi-event approach, namely the range of allowed thermodynamic conditions 
and the set of nuclei the inversion method is supposed to fit (or equivalently 
the set of nuclei the s-process is expected to produce). With respect to the 
set of nuclei the s-process should produce in solar abundances, it seems clear 
to consider the s-only nuclei which cannot be produced by any other known 
nucleosynthetic process. The solar abundances are taken from [6], and for 
comparative purposes we consider the classical model prediction of [7], As 
regards the astrophysical conditions in which the s-process events are allowed 
to take place, we consider temperatures in the 1.5 < T[10*K] < 4 range 
and neutron densities in the 7.5 < log Mi [cm-3] < 10 range. Each of the 
121 (Ta,N„) events evenly distributed in grid steps of 0.25 in T[10*K] and 
logW„[cm-3] are assumed to take place at 40 different irradiation times.

Figure la shows that an excellent fit to the solar system abundances of the 
s-only nuclei can be obtained with the multi-event model. The multi-event 
predictions are also in good agreement with the classical model [7]. The resid
ual r-abundances calculated within the multi-event model are compared with
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the classical model predictions in Fig.lb. Non-negligible deviations can be 
seen for A ^ 90 and A > 204 nuclei. This result is to be expected, because 
of the difficulty for the classical model reliably to determine the characteristic 
neutron exposures of the weak and strong components. As regards the solar r- 
abundances in the 90 < A < 204 range, both models globally predict the same 
abundance distribution, although some small differences are observed for the 
A ~ 120,140,180 nuclei. These so-called s-dominant nuclei are significantly 
synthesized by the s-process, and their resulting residual abundances are con
sequently affected by small modifications in the s-process modelling. More 
generally, the r-abundance of all the s-dominant nuclei is expected to be very 
sensitive to uncertainties in the nuclear physics and astrophysical modelling of 
the s-process, as well as in the observational data. The multi-event s-process 
model is particularly well suited to an analysis of the impact of such uncer
tainties on the solar r-abundance distribution. As a matter of fact, it offers 
the advantage of determining, for a given input, the best fit to the abundances 
of the s-only isotopes. Through the iterative inversion procedure, a modifica
tion of the input parameters automatically leads to a renormalization of the 
thermodynamic conditions required to fit the s-only abundances.

3 Uncertainties in the solar r-abundance distribution
Different types of uncertainties affect the determination of the solar r-abundance 
distribution. First, the quality of the observational data is inevitably influ
enced by the spectroscopic or physico-chemical peculiarities of each species
[6], In particular, three specific elements still raise severe problems. These are 
the non-observable Kr, Xe and the ill-detectable Hg. To calculate the impact 
of such uncertainties on the solar r-abundances, we consider the multi-event 
calculations described in the previous sections when a random selection is made 
among the upper and lower limits of each solar value [6]. Such a procedure is 
performed 10 times in order to pick out a representative sampling. The result
ing uncertainties in the calculated r-abundance distribution are illustrated in 
Fig.2a as error bars around the standard calculation of Sect.2.

Second, nuclear uncertainties in the s-process model could also influence 
the r-abundance distribution. These concern mainly the estimate of the neu
tron capture and /3-decay rates. Although all the /3-decay rates of relevance in 
the s-process modelling are known in terrestrial conditions, the contribution 
of thermally populated excited states, as well as atomic effects in the strongly 
ionised stellar plasma can drastically modify the laboratory value [5]. The 
calculated /3-rates in stellar environments are subject to nuclear uncertainties
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Figure 2: Uncertainties in the solar r-abundance distribution due to uncertain 
a) observational data, b) experimental (n, 7) rates, c) theoretical (n, 7) rates, (d) 
corresponds to the cumulative effects of uncertainties a), b) and c).

which remain difficult to estimate systematically. For this reason, the study of 
/3-decay uncertainties are postponed to a future work. As regards the neutron 
capture rates, effects due to experimental and theoretical imprecision were 
studied separately. First, multi-event calculations were reiterated allowing for 
various random changes of the experimental (n, 7) rates within the prescribed 
error bars (note that the thermalization effects were systematically included, 
but not added to the experimental uncertainties at this stage). The resulting 
effects on the solar r-abundances are illustrated in Fig. 2b. Similarly, tests were 
conducted with the recommended experimental data, but when not available, 
with (n, 7) rates predicted by an older version of the Hauser-Feshbach code 
(called SMOKER [8]) and based on a different descriptions of the nuclear struc-
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ture input. The impact of the remaining uncertainties in the experimentally 
unknown (n, 7) rates on the r-abundances is shown in Fig. 2c.

Finally, observational and nuclear uncertainties in the s-process calculations 
are studied simultaneously. Their impact on the r-abundances is shown in 
Fig.2d. As summarized by Fig.2d, the solar r-abundances can be considered 
as relatively well determined around the r-only isotopes corresponding to the 
A ~ 130 and A ~ 195 peaks and the A ~ 160 hill. Unfortunately, the 
uncertainties in observational data and nuclear input of the s-process modelling 
still affect our predictions of the r-contribution to the abundance of the s- 
dominant nuclei, i.e. the A ^ 90,120,140,180 and 200 regions. Moreover, it 
should be recalled that other uncertain factors in the s-modelling have not been 
considered here and could also exert influence on the separation of the solar s- 
and r-components. These mainly concern nuclear uncertainties in the /3-decay 
rates and most of the assumptions inherent to the canonical s-process model, 
i.e. the seed abundance distribution, the range of thermodynamic conditions 
to be considered and the time-independent thermodynamic profiles.
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Abstract

The late stages of stellar evolution are characterized by a series of nu
cleosynthesis events. With respect to the heavy elements, these are 
the s process associated with the helium burning layers in Red Giant 
stars as well as the r and p processes which occur in supernova explo
sions. In contrast to the explosive scenarios, the nuclear physics data 
for s-process studies can be determined in laboratory experiments as 
illustrated at few recent examples. The application of these techniques 
to measurements of relevance for the p process are also discussed.

1 Nucleosynthesis between Fe and the Actinides
In realistic astrophysics! scenarios charged particle reactions are not contri
buting to the formation of the elements in the mass range A>60 due to the 
increasing Coulomb barriers and the decreasing binding energies. Therefore, 
the origin of the heavy elements must be ascribed to neutron capture reactions. 
The characteristic features of the observed abundance distribution between 
iron and the actinides [1] require essentially three processes: The dominating 
mechanisms are the slow and the rapid neutron capture processes (s and r 
process), each accounting for approximately 50% of the heavy element abun
dances, while the p process adds the rare proton rich nuclei.

The s process is associated with stellar helium burning where relatively low 
neutron densities imply neutron capture times of the order of several months, 
much longer than typical -decay half-lives. Therefore, the s-process path 
follows the stability valley, and the resulting s abundances are inversely pro
portional to the respective (n,7) cross sections. In contrast, the r and p proces
ses are related to explosive scenarios, presumably to supernovae (SN). In these 
cases, the reaction paths are driven off the stability valley where experimental 
data are extremely difficult to obtain. Correspondingly, the synthesized mate
rial consists of short-lived nuclei, which decay back to the stability valley after 
the explosion.
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Fig. 1. Reaction flows and abundance contributions in the mass region between 
Ba and Nd.

The various reaction paths are sketched in Fig. 1. The s-process flow is 
shown by the solid line connecting the nuclei in the stability valley whereas the 
r and p contributions are schematically indicated by dotted arrows. Obviously 
most isotopes received abundance contributions from both main mechanisms, 
the s and the r process. But there are pure s isotopes - e.g. 142Nd in Fig. 1 - 
which are shielded by stable isobars against the r-process /7-decays. On the 
other hand, there is also an ensemble of i—only nuclei that are not reached 
by the s process because of their short-lived neighbors. The abundances of 
these two subsets represent the most crucial test for the various nucleosynthesis 
models.

Compared to the clear signatures from the two main processes, the p ab
undances represent only a few % of the s and r components. Therefore, the 
p-abundance features are much less pronounced.

The following discussion in Section 2 deals with the s process, which is 
more easily accessible to laboratory experiments and which can be studied by 
stellar models and astronomical observations as well [2], Contrary to the s 
process, the experimental basis for the p process is extremely limited. First 
attempts for measurements in this context are addressed in Section 3.
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2 Neutron Data for the s Process and Astrophysical 
Implications

2.1 The Karlsruhe 4tt BaF% Detector

The Karlsruhe 4x BaF% detector is sketched in Fig. 2, showing the setup at the 
accelerator. The detector consists of 42 individual BaF2 crystals, forming a 
spherical BaF2 shell of 15 cm thickness and 20 cm inner diameter. The essential 
features of this detector are a resolution in 7-ray energy ranging from 14% at 
662 keV to 6% at 6.13 MeV, a time resolution of 500 ps, and an overall efficiency 
for capture events of better than 98% (for a detailed description and typical 
measurements see Refs. [3, 4]).

Fig. 2. The Karlsruhe 4%-BaP2 detector.

Neutrons are produced by means of a pulsed Van de Graaff accelerator 
(repetition rate 250 kHz, average beam current 2 ft A, pulse width 0.7 ns) via 
the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction. The collimated neutron beam hits the sample in the 
center of the detector at a flight path of 77 cm. Up to 9 samples can be mounted 
on a vertical ladder. One of these positions holds a gold sample for determining 
the neutron flux, and two others are used for background determination.

With this detector, differential (11,7) cross sections are measured by the 
time-of-flight technique, usually in the neutron energy range from 3 to 225 keV. 
The stellar cross sections are obtained by folding these differential data, a(En), 
with the stellar neutron spectra for various temperatures. In a recent study 
of the stable Nd isotopes [5, 6], the Maxwellian averages for the ”standard”
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thermal energy of kT=30 keV could be determined with uncertainties of 1.5% 
to 2%. These uncertainties are slightly larger than for other REE isotopes [7] 
due to the unfavorable capture/scattering ratio in the vicinity of the magic 
neutron number N=82. Among the investigated nuclei, the s-only isotope 
142Nd is an important normalization point for the overall s-process abundance 
pattern.

2.2 The Activation Technique

The activation technique represents an interesting alternative for the deter
mination of stellar (n,-y) rates. Compared to the techniques based on the 
detection of prompt capture 7-rays, it offers far superior sensitivity (which 
means that much smaller samples can be measured reliably - an important 
aspect for the investigation of radioactive isotopes on the s-process path), it is 
selective via the specific signatures of different reaction products (which means 
that more than one cross section may be determined using a natural sample), 
and it is comparably simple. However, this technique is restricted to reactions 
leading to unstable nuclei, and is also affected by uncertainties of typically 3 
to 5%.

Proton Kinematically
Beam dolllmated Neutron Beam

Sample between
Gold Foils

Neutron
Monitor

Measured

20 40
Neutron Energy [keV]

Fig. 3. The activation technique: irradiation of a sample sandwich at the 
accelerator (left) and the angle-integrated neutron spectrum (right).

The setup for such a measurement is shown in the left part of Fig. 3. The 
sample is sandwiched between thin gold foils which serve for neutron flux 
determination, and is directly attached to the neutron target. The neutron 
yield is continuously monitored during the irradiations by means of a 6Li glass
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detector, an option that allows to consider the decay of the induced activity 
during the irradiation properly.

For this technique it is essential that stellar neutron spectra can be simu
lated in the laboratory. With the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction, a continuous energy 
spectrum with a high-energy cutoff at En= 106 keV and a maximum emission 
angle of 60° can be obtained that corresponds closely to a Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution for kT=25 keV [8, 9] as shown in the right part of Fig. 3. Hence, 
the reaction rate measured in such a spectrum yields immediately the proper 
stellar cross section.

The activation technique was also successfully used to determine the stellar 
cross sections of radioactive branch point nuclei, e.g. for 155Eu [10] and 163Ho
[11]. Thanks to the excellent sensitivity of this method, the sample mass could 
be reduced in these experiments to less than 1 pg, resulting in a manageable 
sample activity.

2.3 The s Process Yields of the Rare Earth Elements

Together with the here reported results, stellar (n,-y) cross sections have been 
remeasured for 32 of the 55 stable isotopes in the REE region over the last 4 
years, 23 with the 4irBaF2 detector. These investigations included the s-only 
nuclei 142Nd, 150Sm, and 160Dy which are important normalization points of 
the s process abundance distribution. The general shape of this distribution 
versus mass number yields information on the required seed nuclei as well as 
on the corresponding neutron exposure [2],

Fig. 4 shows the product of stellar cross section times abundance, [(<t)N,]a, 
that is characteristic of the classical approach, an often used phenomenological 
s-process model [2], In this mass region the empirical products for the s-only 
isotopes carry uncertainties smaller than the size of the symbols. Obviously, 
the differences between the classical approach (solid line) and the empirical 
values for the expected normalization points 142Nd and 160Dy exceed the un
certainties considerably. The value of 142Nd lying below the calculated curve 
means that this isotope is overproduced by the model, even if a possible p con
tribution is neglected. This discrepancy is inherent to the assumption of an 
exponential distribution of neutron exposures, on which the classical approach 
is based. Correspondingly, this result reveals a severe deficiency of that model, 
which should, therefore, be used with some reservation in the future.

In contrast to 142Nd, the value for 160Dy is 11% higher than the curve. 
Principally, such a difference could be explained by a small p-process contri
bution to the observed abundance. In this case, however, current p-process
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MASS NUMBER
Fig. 4. The (<r)N,(A)-curve in the mass region of the REE. The differences 
between the classical s-process approach (solid line) and the empirical values 
for the expected normalization points 14^Nd and ®°Dy (black squares) are 
discussed in the text. Note that in some cases the uncertainties have already 
been reduced to the symbol size.

models [12, 13, 14] predict this component to be comparable to that of p- 
only 158Dy, which would explain only 30% of that difference. Very likely, 
this apparent excess of 160Dy is the first experimental evidence for a thermal 
effect: At s-process temperatures the excited state in 160Dy at 87 keV becomes 
significantly populated. Though this state may have a larger cross section than 
the ground state due to its larger spin, the total (n,7) cross section is reduced by 
the competing reaction channel for inelastic scattering from the excited state 
down to the ground state. This process is sometimes denoted as superelastic 
scattering. In contrast to this experimental result, previous statistical model 
calculations predicted a 10% enhancement for the stellar 160Dy cross section 
[15, 16].

3 Measurements for the p Process
The presently favored site of the p process is the explosively burning O/Ne 
layer in SN of type II where temperatures of 2 to 3 GK are reached for about 
1 s at densities of «106 gem-3. Under these conditions, proton-rich nuclei are 
produced by a sequence of (7,n) and subsequent (7,p) and (7,0) reactions. In 
total, this scenario involves about 1000 nuclei and 10000 reactions.
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In view of this huge number of reactions it is surprising that experimental 
data are almost completely missing. Therefore, the (p,7) cross sections for 
a set of Mo isotopes was measured via the activation technique by proton 
irradiation of thin, natural molybdenum layers. In this way, the (p,7) cross 
sections of 92Mo, 94Mo, 95Mo, and 98Mo could be determined simultaneously 
in the same experiment (for details see [17]).

The metallic Mo layers were prepared by sputtering with thicknesses bet
ween 1200 to 5000 A corresponding to proton energy losses of 10 to 40keV in 
the investigated range between 1.5 and 3.0 MeV. The experiment was carried 
out in energy steps of 50keV using a proton beam of typically 45 /iA. Each of 
the 31 activations lasted for 3 to 4 h. The resulting 7 spectrum was measured 
off-line with a HPGe detector, the intensities of the 7 lines from the various re
action products being a measure for the respective cross sections. On average, 
typical uncertainties of 4 % could be achieved.

j___ 1___ L

PROTON ENERGY (keV)
Fig. 5. The (p,7) cross section of 92Mo compared to a statistical model calcu
lation (dashed line).

In Fig. 5, the final cross section of 92Mo is shown as an example. The 
fluctuations in the cross section reflect the small level density of the neutron 
magic nucleus 92Mo. For comparison, the result of a statistical model calcula
tion with the Hauser-Feshbach code SMOKER [18] is also included. While in 
excellent agreement with the experimented data for 92Mo, the calculated cross 
sections for MMo and 95Mo differ from the respective experimental results by 
factors of 1.5 and 2. Hence, a more complete set of experimental data will 
be useful for improving the parameter systematics for such calculations, which 
are indispensible for most unstable isotopes in the p-process network.
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Abstract

The rp-process was first suggested by Wallace and Woosley (1981) as 
the dominant nucleosynthesis process in explosive hydrogen burning at 
high temperature and density conditions. The process is characterized 
by a sequence of fast proton capture reactions and subsequent The time 
structure of the energy release is discussed within the frame work of a 
self consistent one-zone model for the thermonuclear runaway. Within a 
sufficiently long time scale for the thermonuclear runaway mainly N=Z 
even-even nuclei are produced in the associated nucleosynthesis.

1 Introduction
X-ray bursts have been suggested as possible sites for hot temperature hy
drogen burning via the rp- and ap-process [1, 2, 3). While x-ray bursts are 
frequently observed phenomena [4], the nucleosynthesis and the correlated nu
clear energy generation, are not completely understood yet. The standard 
models for type-I x-ray bursts are based on accretion processes onto the sur
face of a neutron star. Typical predictions for the accretion rate vary from 
10-10 to 10-9 M0 y-1. The accreted matter is continuously compressed by 
the freshly accreted material until it reaches sufficiently high pressure and 
temperature conditions which allow the thermonuclear ignition.

Nuclear burning is ignited at high density, p >10® g/cm3, in the accreted 
envelope, via the pp-chains, the hot CNO-cycles and the triple-a-process. The 
released energy triggers a thermonuclear runaway at the electron degenerate 
conditions at the bottom of the accreted layer near the surface of the neutron 
star. Peak temperatures up to 2-109 K can be reached before the degeneracy 
is completely lifted [5]. These temperatures are sufficiently high to trigger the 
rp- and the ap-process which cause rapid nucleosynthesis towards heavier mass 
regions. The time-scale for the thermal runaway and the subsequent cooling 
phase varies between 10 s up to 100 s [2]. Within this time-scale, the rp-process 
can proceed well up to ®®Ni [1] or even further up to 96Cd [6].
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The fast proton capture reactions drive the path out towards the proton 
drip-line until a waiting point nucleus is reached where a (p,7)-(7,p) and/or a 
(p,7)-(p)-equdibrium is achieved. This causes an enrichment in these isotopes 
until /3-decay or, for nuclei with low Z, (a,p) reactions occur. Waiting point 
nuclei are typically even-even nuclei which are characterized by low or negative 
Q-values for subsequent proton capture. Typical waiting points are the even- 
even Z=N nuclei 56Ni, 64Ge, 68Se up to 92Ru, ^Pd, and 100Sn.

- ,0"

time (s)

time (fe)

time (s)

Figure 1: Shown is the energy production (luminosity), the temperature, and the 
density as a function of time for the thermonuclear runaway in a simplified x-ray- 
burst model. Indicated are different phases in the thermonuclear runaway.

2 The rp-process in the thermal runaway of the x-ray 
burst

The following section will focus on the rp-process characteristics calculated for 
temperature conditions during the thermonuclear runaway in a one mass zone 
x-ray burst model. The hydrostatic evolution during the process in terms of
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pressure p and temperature T is determined by the radiative flux F which 
changes with the depth y of the accreted layer, the nuclear energy production 
e, and the mass accretion rate rh,

dF „ far . ar\ar + < = c'(w+"%r CVTm.
(1)

Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and is the adiabatic change in 
the neutron star atmosphere. The pressure P in the burning zone is determined 
by the ion pressure Pion, the pressure of the degenerate electron gas Pe, and 
the radiation pressure Prad-

Phase 1 Phase 2

2a 2b ,2c
1a 1b

6 m"

Time (») iTIme (s>

Time (•)

Time (»)
Time («)

Figure 2: Energy production (luminosity) and nucleosynthesis in the early phase 
(1) of an x-ray burst. Peak la and lb correspond to the burning of 17F and 13N. 
The second part of the figure shows phase 2 of the x-ray burst. The structure of 
the energy generation curve is determined by the waiting point characteristics of the 
rp-process.

The total pressure P is kept constant [5]. The timescale for thermonuclear 
runaway is faster than for convective processes, the temperature conditions are
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therefore only determined by the energy release from the thermonuclear reac
tions in the runaway, e, and by the various cooling processes [5, 7], When the 
cooling rate becomes equal to the nuclear energy generation, further temper
ature increase is prevented and the peak temperature of the burst is reached.

Figure 1 shows the energy production, the temperature and the density 
in the accreted envelope (burning-zone), and the hydrogen and helium abun
dances calculated as a function of time over the duration of the x-ray burst. 
The structure of the energy production curve is directly correlated with the 
waiting point concept of the rp-process [6]. A series of fast proton captures 
and /3-decay processes causes a peak in the energy production. The energy 
production drops when the material is stored in waiting point nuclei with slow 
/3-decay. Initially the temperature

Burst 2d

mi 1X1
8(i8) n

Ug|l2) |

Hi (io)' n

stable isotope 

waiting point 

Flux > 10%

Flux 1 -10%

Figure 3: The ap- and rp-process reaction path in the thermonuclear runaway 
phase (2) of the x-ray burst.

increases dramatically due to the energy generation in the thermonuclear 
runaway and the density remains constant as long as the pressure is dominated 
by the pressure of the degenerate electron gas. When the cooling rate becomes 
equal to the energy production rate of enud «1018 erg/g s the temperature 
reaches its peak value of T ss2109 K. At this point the pressure has dropped 
by approximately one order of magnitude to p «2.5-105 g/cm3. With the
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decrease in temperature the density increases due to the condition of constant 
pressure.

The energy production in the burst is characterized by four periods, the 
ignition phase of the burst (1), the peak of the burst (2), the dormant phase of 
the burst (3), and the phase of the after-burst (4). Phase (1) is characterized 
by the hot CNO cycles. The energy production and the nucleosynthesis are 
shown in figure 2. The two peaks in the energy production are caused by the 
conversion of the initial abundance of 12C into 140 and of 160 into 150 by two 
subsequent proton capture reactions.

Phase 4

4a 4b

Time («)

■s.

Time (»)

Figure 4: Energy production (luminosity) and nucleosynthesis in the late phase (4) 
of an x-ray burst. The peaks in the luminosity correspond to the destruction of 
waiting point nuclei.

Phase (2) is initiated at a temperature of T «2.4108 K via the triple 
Q-process. Parallel to that the 140 and l50 waiting point nuclei are rapidly 
depleted by a-capture processes. The fine structure of the energy burst is char
acterized by the different waiting points along the process path and is shown
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in figure 2 together with the abundances of the most important waiting point 
nuclei along the process path. During the first burst (2a) the waiting point 
isotopes uO, l50, and 18Ne are rapidly converted by the op-process to 24Si. 
Because the process has to wait for its /2-decay, the energy production drops 
until it is reinitiated by proton and a capture reactions leading to the next 
waiting point isotopes 29S (2b) and 34Ar (2c). The rapid increase in tempera
ture allows subsequent o-capture to bridge these waiting points forming 56Ni. 
The reaction flow, integrated over the duration of the last phase (2d) of the

Burst 4c

Figure 5: The reaction flux in the late phase (4d) of the x-ray burst. The overall flux 
is dominated by the rp-process. Indicated are the light p-nuclei which are possibly 
produced in the x-ray burst.

burst is shown in figure 3. Because most of the reaction path is characterized 
by (a,p) reactions considerably more helium is burned than hydrogen. At this 
point, peak temperatures of T ssl.5109 K have been reached and further pro
cessing is halted by the 56Ni(p,7)-(7,p) equilibrium [6]. The energy production 
drops rapidly while most of the initial heavy isotope abundances as well as a 
large fraction of the initial helium remains stored in the waiting point nucleus
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56Ni.
At peak temperature conditions the 56Ni has an equilibrium lifetime of 

approximately 100 s. However, with the decrease in temperature and the 
parallel increase in density, the 56Ni(p,7)-(7,p) falls out of equilibrium and 
the effective lifetime of 56Ni decreases to fractions of a second at temperatures 
T «1.5109 - 1-109 K. At these temperatures, phase (4) of the energy burst is 
initiated by the rp-process beyond 56Ni. Figure 4 shows the details of the burst 
structure in the cooling phase. The energy production is due to the depletion 
of 56Ni and the further processing towards the waiting points 64Ge and 68Se. In 
the final phase the waiting point 68Se is converted to heavier isotopes up to the 
mass 100 region. Figure 5 shows the reaction flow integrated over the duration 
of (4c). Most of the initial helium as well as most of the other isotopes has 
been converted to heavy isotopes with masses A >72.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Figure 6: The abundance distribution and the ratio of the produced abundances and 
the initial solar abundances after the thermonuclear runaway. The light p-nuclei are 
marked as black dots, their overabundance is about one order of magnitude larger 
than the of other isotopes.

3 x-ray burst nucleosynthesis of the light p-nuclei?
Figure 6 shows the abundance distribution in the material after the freeze out 
of the thermonuclear runaway. This means that the /3-unstable isotopes along 
the process path have decayed back to the line of stability. While there is 
still an appreciable amount of hydrogen, the bulk of the material has been 
converted to nuclei with masses A>70. Figure 6 shows also the comparison
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with the solar abundances. All isotopes above mass A=68 are enriched by 
more than four orders of magnitude compared to the solar abundances. Clearly 
peaking are the abundances of the light p-nuclei 74Se, 78Kr, 84Sr, 92Mo, 94Mo, 
96 Ru, 98 Ru [8]. They are Overproduced by up to seven orders of magnitudes 
compared to the solar abundances of these particular isotopes. This is in 
particular noticable because the relatively high observed abundances for these 
isotopes have not been explained yet in classical p-process scenarios [9, 10] 
or in alternative neutrino-induced processes in type II supernovae [11]. If a 
suffiently high mass loss out of the gravitational potential of the neutron star 
can be achieved by photon or neutrino driven winds or by jet-ejection, x-ray 
bursts may be a potential source for these isotopes [6].
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Abstract

Reactions of interest to nuclear astrophysics have been studied with 
radioactive beams at the ATLAS accelerator. Using a modified ISOL 
technique, beams of 18F(Ti/2=H0min) and 56Ni(Tl/2=6.1d) have been 
produced. The reactions 18F(p,a)150, 18F(p,7)19Ne, and 56Ni(d,p)57Ni 
have been investigated. The results indicate that the 18F(p,7) route is 
a small contributor to the breakout from the hot CNO cycle into the 
rp process, while the 56Ni(p,7)57Cu rate is about ten times larger than 
previously assumed.

1 Introduction
The development of radioactive ion beams[l] during the last ten years has 
opened many new research opportunities in the area of nuclear astrophysics. 
While in quiescent hydrogen burning the nuclear reactions inside a star involve 
mainly stable isotopes, the cataclysmic events at the end of a star’s life hap
pen on such a rapid time scale that reactions with short-lived isotopes play 
the dominant role. These conditions occur in various stellar explosions, such 
as novae, supernovae and X-ray bursts[2]. The network of nuclear reactions 
that transforms lighter CNO material to heavier elements involves hundreds of 
reaction rates. These processes have been simulated in network calculations^] 
using reaction rates which were obtained from theoretical estimates, e g by 
using Hauser-Feshbach calculations. If the excitation energy in the compound 
system is high enough these estimates are usually quite reliable. For reactions 
involving nuclei in the vicinity of closed shells, however, in the proton capture 
reactions mainly states at low excitation energies are populated and, thus, 
properties of the individual levels become important. In this contribution we 
discuss two examples of reactions in the vicinity of 18F and 56Ni, where nuclear 
structure effects play a dominant role.
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2 Beam production techniques
Since the half-life of 18F (T]/2=110 min) and 56Ni (Ti/2=6.1d) are relatively 
long, a modified version of the ISOL technique[4] was used for generating the 
radioactive ion beams. The 18F material was produced by bombarding en
riched H;80 water with all MeV proton beam from the medical cyclotron at 
the University of Wisconsin. After a chemical separation the 18F material was 
mounted in a copper insert for a negative ion sputter source (SNICS) which 
is installed at the tandem injector of the superconducting ATLAS accelerator 
at Argonne National Laboratory. Details of the source preparation technique 
and the beam intensities obtained in actual experiments are given in Ref.[5].

The 56Ni source material was produced via the 58Ni(p,p2n)56Ni reaction 
by bombarding a small (125 mg) 58Ni pellet with a 50 MeV proton beam 
from the injector of the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source at Argonne National 
Laboratory. Taking into account the cross section of the (p,p2n) reaction, and 
the size of the beam spot of the proton beam, a fraction of ~5xl0-6 of the 
58Ni nuclei was converted into ®®Ni. Because of the larger cross section of the 
58Ni(p,2pn)56Co reaction, the source material contained about 10 times more 
56Co, which due to the small mass difference Am(56Ni - ^CoJ/m = 3.5 xlO-5 
is difficult to suppress, even using a high resolution mass separator. The 56Ni 
pellet was also mounted in a copper insert for the negative ion sputter source. 
Further details can be found in Ref. [6].

3 The Breakout from the hot CNO cycle to the rp- 
process via the 18F(p,7)19Ne reaction

The rapid proton (rp) capture process is a series of (p,7) and (p,a) reactions 
followed by 0+ decays, where nuclei up to 56Ni and beyond are produced. The 
border line between the hot CNO cycle and the rp process passes through 
19Ne since the reaction Q values in this mass region are such that, once nu
clei beyond 19Ne are formed, no recycling into lighter CNO material is pos
sible. The 18F(p,7)19Ne reaction is, together with the 150(ct,7)19Ne and the 
18Ne(a,p)21Na reactions, one of the pathways leading from the hot CNO cycle 
into the rp process. However, due to the positive Q value of the 18F(p,a)150 
reaction, the contribution of the 18F(p,7) route to the breakout from the hot 
CNO cycle depends strongly on the cross section ratio <t[18F(p,7)]/<j[18F(p,q:)].

The cross section of the 18F(p,a)150 reaction has been measured recently
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in the energy range Ecm. = 265 - 740 keV[7, 8, 9]. It is dominated by the 
contribution of a new 3/2+ (s-wave) resonance at Ez= 7.064 MeV in 19Ne and, 
at lower temperatures, by the 3/2" state at 6.741 MeV[9]. The maximum 
angle-integrated cross section for the higher of the two resonances is ~ 250 
mb, while for the proton capture reaction 18F(p,7)19Ne only an upper limit of 
42 /ib has been determined[10] so far.

With these cross sections the astrophysical reaction rates and, thus, the 
mean lifetimes of 18F in a star can be calculated. The results for a star with 
a density p=5000 g/cm3 and a mass fraction X#=0.77 are given in Fig. 1 
as function of the temperature Tg, where Tg is the temperature in 109 K. 
Also included are the mean lifetimes for the 19Ne(p,7)20Na and 150(a,7)19Ne 
reactions[ll] using a mass fraction XWj=0.2.

ANLP-22.2«6

Ne(p ,Y )

Figure 1: Mean lifetimes of 18F, 19Ne and 150 in a star with a density p=5000 
g/cm2 as function of the temperature Tg.

As can be seen, the lifetime of 18F in hydrogen is dominated by the (p,a) 
reaction which destroys 18F within less than 10_s sec. The lifetime for con
verting 18F via the (p,7) reaction is typically 3 orders of magnitude larger 
and comparable with the lifetime of the 19Ne(p,7)20Na reaction. Although the 
lifetime for producing 19Ne via the 150(a,7) reaction is still 4-5 orders of mag
nitude higher, the amount of 150 available in the-stellar environment makes 
the 150(q,7) reaction the main route for generating 19Ne. This was shown in 
a simplified network calculation involving the 18F(p,a), 18F(p,7) and 150(q,7) 
reactions. From the time dependence of the relative contributions for 18F, 150
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and 19Ne, respectively, it can be seen that due to the large 18F(p,a) reaction 
rate the 18F material is immediately converted into 150, indicating that the 
18F(p,7)19Ne route is only a small branch for the production of 19Ne, which is 
more efficiently produced via the 150(a,7) reaction.

4 The 56Ni waiting point
The doubly closed shell nucleus 56Ni is of considerable interest to astrophysics. 
56Ni is produced via helium burning in the core of massive stars, in supernova 
explosions and in the rp process[2]. The small Q-value (Q=0.695 MeV) for the 
(p,7) proton capture reaction on 56Ni makes this nucleus a ’waiting point’ for 
the reaction flow towards heavier nuclei. For a realistic determination of the 
astrophysical reaction rate, detailed information on the structure (excitation 
energy and spectroscopic factors) of nuclei around A=56 is required.

We have therefore measured spectroscopic factors for low-lying states in 
57Ni, populated via the inverse d(56Ni,p)57Ni reaction using the 250 MeV 56Ni 
beam described above. The 56Ni beam bombarded a 500 /ig/cm2 CD2 target 
located in the scattering chamber of the Fragment Mass Analyzer (FMA)[12], 
The protons emitted at backward angles from the d(56Ni,p)57Ni reaction were 
detected in a large Si detector array consisting of a position sensitive annular 
detector and six 5x5 cm2 Si strip detectors (strip width 1 mm), covering a total 
solid angle of 2.8 sr. To separate the (d,p) reactions on 56Ni from those induced 
by the 88Co and 56Fe beam impurities, the reaction products were identified 
by their mass and nuclear charge at the focal plane of the FMA in coincidence 
with protons. For the Z identification of the reaction products it was necessary 
to use a passive absorber[13] consisting of a stack of ten Au foils with a total 
thickness of 7 mg/cm2 that slowed down the Fe, Co and Ni particles differently.

A Q-value spectrum for protons from the d(56Ni,p) reaction, as measured 
with the annular Si detector that covers the angular range 6 = 147° - 162° 
in coincidence with 57Ni ions detected in the FMA is shown in Fig. 2a. In 
the center-of-mass system this range corresponds to forward angles for a (d,p) 
reaction, where transitions to low-spin states (£=0,1) should be strongly pop
ulated. Indeed, the spectrum is dominated by the transitions to the 3/2" 
(E%=0 MeV) and the 1/2" (Ex=1.113 MeV) states in 57Ni while the yields for 
states at Ez=2.5 and Ex=3.8 MeV are considerably smaller indicating little 
single-particle strength for low-spin states in 57Ni at higher excitation energy. 
The spectrum is quite different from the one obtained for the d(28Si,p)29Si re-
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Figure 2: (a) Q-value spectrum measured at forward c.m. angles for the 
d(56Ni,p)57Ni reaction at E(56Ni)=250 MeV. (b) Q-value spectrum for the 
d(28Si,p)29Si reaction. In this angle range, only 1= 0,1 states are strongly 
populated

action, where a strong population of the high-lying 2p3/2 single-particle state 
at Ez=4.9 MeV is observed (see Fig. 2b).

The angular distributions for the first three states in 57Ni are presented in 
Fig. 3. The uncertainties in the measured differential cross sections include 
the statistical errors as well as uncertainties associated with beam current de
termination and detection efficiency. The solid lines in Fig. 3 are the result 
of DWBA calculations for the reaction mechanism with spectroscopic factors 
from shell-model calculations. The code PTOLEMY[14] was used with optical 
model parameters taken from the literature. A shell-model calculation was 
performed within a space containing the f7/2, h/i, P3/2 and p,/2 orbitals with 
a Hamiltonian described in Ref.[15]. The configurations included 0, 1 and 2 
particles excited out of the f7/2 orbital. This calculations yielded spectroscopic 
factors of S=0.91 (2p3/2), S=0.91(lf5/2) and S=0.90(2pi/2), respectively. With 
these spectroscopic factors good agreement between the experimental and the 
calculated angular distributions is obtained, indicating that these states in 
57Ni are indeed well characterized as the 2p3/2, 2pi/2 and lf5/2 single-particle 
states. These angular distributions together with the low yields observed in 
the excitation energy region between 2-4 MeV, where higher lying 1/2", 3/2", 
and 5/2" states are expected, support the fact that the main single parti
cle strength for these low-spin states is concentrated in the first three excited 
states.

The observation of the single-particle structure of 57Ni allows us to make
/
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Figure 3: Differential cross sections as function of the center-of-mass angle 6cm 
for the three lowest states populated in the d(56Ni,p)57Ni reaction. The solid 
lines are the result of DWBA calculations.

predictions for the strength of the 56Ni(p,7) reaction leading to the mirror nu
cleus 57Cu, which is crucial for the production of heavier proton-rich nuclei in 
explosive nucleosynthesis}! 6]. Because of the small Q-value, the yield of the 
radiative capture reaction depends on the excitation energies and the spectro
scopic strengths of specific low-lying states in 57Cu. The excitation energies 
of these states were determined recently}!?]. At the temperatures occurring 
in typical nova and supernova explosions and in X-ray bursts (T9 ~ 0.5 - 1), 
the main contribution comes from the low-lying (Ex < 3 MeV) 5/2" and 1/2" 
states. Assuming charge symmetry and using the same spectroscopic factors 
C2S as measured for the mirror nucleus 57Ni, we estimate the proton widths 
Tp for proton-unbound mirror states in 57Cu from the expression:

rp(Ej) = c2s-rapp(Ej) (i)
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The single particle widths TpP (E, t) were calculated in a Woods-Saxon poten
tial with a radius parameter of r0 = 1.25 fm and a diffuseness of a= 0.65 fm 
or from R-matrix theory using a radius of 5.36 fm (see Ref.[6] for details).

The calculated astrophysical reaction rates are shown in Fig. 4 as a function 
of the temperature Tg . In the critical temperature region T9 <1 the 1/2" 
state completely dominates. Higher-lying states in 57Cu with Ez > 2.5 MeV 
contribute only at temperatures Tg > 1.

ANL-P-22.267

f

0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
T„

Figure 4: (a) Astrophysical reaction rates NA < cry > for the 56Ni(p,7)57Cu 
reaction. Also shown are the results from Refs. 3 and 17, respectively, (b) 
Lifetimes of 56Ni calculated using the results from the present experiment and 
Ref. 3 , respectively.

The dashed lines in Fig. 4a represents the result for the astrophysical reac
tion rate obtained in Refs. [17] and [3], respectively. Since these authors used 
a smaller proton width for the 1/2" state [17] or a higher (p,7) threshold [3] 
their estimates of the reaction rate for the 56Ni(p,7)57Cu reaction are lower by 
more than an order of magnitude at temperatures below T9 = 1.

The mean life of ^Ni with respect to the (p,7) reaction as function of the 
temperature T9 is shown in Fig. 4b in comparison with the results of Ref. [3] 
As can be seen, a considerable decrease in the lifetime of 56Ni is observed in 
the critical temperature region between T9=0.3 - 1. This shorter lifetime will 
result in an increased production rate of elements and isotopes on the proton- 
rich side of the mass valley above 56Ni.
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Abstract

Recent experimental data concerning proton-rich nuclei between A=20 
and A=100 are presented and discussed with respect to their relevance 
to the astrophysics! rp process and to the calibration of solar neutrino 
detectors.

1 Introduction
During the past few years, improvements in experimental techniques have 
opened the possibility to study very proton-rich nuclei close to and even be
yond the proton drip line. Such nuclei are characterized by exotic ground-state 
decay properties, in particular by direct emission of charged-particles such as 
protons, a-particles and clusters, and /3-decay with high energy release. Due 
to the latter fact, the Gamow-Teller (GT) strength in /3-decay can be mea
sured for a large range of excitation energies in the daughter nucleus, and the 
quality of theoretical predictions can thus be stringently tested by comparing 
them to experimental GT data. In this way, unusually interesting insights are 
gained into phenomena relevant to nuclear physics as well as to astrophysics.

This motivation holds in particular for proton-rich nuclei near double shell 
closures, as will be exemplified by presenting recent experimental data for 
20Mg, 36Ca, 45Cr, 49Ni, 56Cu, and for nuclei near 100Sn. The results were ob
tained by means of the LISE3 spectrometer at G ANIL, the Projectile Fragment 
Separator FRS or the On-line Mass Separator at GSI. Similar experiments 
have also been performed at MSU and RIKEN. With a focus on the astro- 
physical rp process, the identification of new nuclei near the proton drip line 
and the measurement of their /3-decay properties will be discussed (Sect. 2). 
Furthermore, the relevance of /3-decay experiments on 37Ca and 40Ti for the 
calibrating of the 37C1 and 40Ar solar-neutrino detectors, respectively, will be 
presented (Sect. 3). Sect. 4 contains the summary and an outlook.
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2 Astrophysical rp Process
As can be seen, e g., from recent network calculations [1, 2, 3], the rp process 
path involves nuclei with N~Z and takes a course near the proton drip line. 
Input data for such calculations concern (i) masses, Q-values for /?+/EC-decay 
and proton or alpha capture reactions, delineation of the proton drip line; (ii) 
(p,7) and (0,7) rates, (iii) half-lives for j9+/EC and direct proton decay; and 
(iv) clarification of the structure of selected “threshold states”, e.g. by using 
/3+/EC-data. In this section, I shall present data related to the topics (i) and 
(iv).

As far as identification of new isotopes and mapping of the proton drip line 
are concerned, the following experiments are of interest, which use fragmention 
reactions of proton-rich stable isotopes and analyse the radioactive reaction 
products by a magnetic spectrometer combined with of energy loss and time- 
of—flight measurements:

• The first Tz=-3 nucleus 22Si was identified [4], whereas 19Na (Tz=- 
3/2) and 21A1 (Tz=-5/2) were not observed. Experiments of this kind 
only yield half-life limits with reference to the time-of-flight between 
target and detector, but do not give any quantitative information on 
mass etc.. It is previous reaction work [5] that has shown that 19Na and 
21A1 are unbound, the proton separation energies Sp being -333(12) and 
-1260(300) keV, respectively.

• Since the first identification of the Tz=-7/2 nuclei 45Fe and 49Ni [6] it 
seems possible to reach the double shell closure at 48Ni. There would then 
be three double shell closures for one and the same element becoming 
available to experiment. This speculation does not have any immedi
ate relevance to the rp process. However, this exceptionally long chain 
of nickel isotopes from A=48 to A=78 would definitely be interesting 
for testing mass and radius predictions in the spirit of P.-G. Reinhards 
talk [7].

• There is some experimental evidence that 69Br, 73Rb may lie beyond the 
proton drip line [8, 9], which would mean that the rp process had to 
proceed by means of a double proton capture [2, 3].

As far as /?+/EC decay studies are concerned, one should note that the 
quenching of the GT strength is of great astrophysics interest [10), that con
siderable experimental and theoretical progress has been made in the nuclear 
physics interpretation of the quenching of the GT strength in decay near 
40Ca [11], 56Ni [12] and 100Sn [13], and that further progress is expected from
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the high-resolution and low-resolution measurements being performed near 
100Sn [14]. Furthermore, /3-decay data of proton-rich nuclei may help to clar
ify the structure of threshold states that are important in some of the (p,7) 
reactions in the rp process. In this context I would like to mention the fol
lowing examples which are meant to show the perspectives and limits of such 
investigations:

• From the /3-decay results obtained for 20Mg, a tentative 1+ assign
ment can be deduced [15] for the 2645 keV state in 20Na. This level 
lies 450 keV above the proton threshold of the 19Ne(p,7)20Na reaction 
(Sp(20Na)=2195(7) keV [5]) and is thus relevant to the “break out” from 
the hot Ne-Na cycle to the rp process. It is interesting to note that 
a recent measurement of interaction cross-sections at relativistic ener
gies yielded information on the matter (and charge) radii of A=20 nuclei 
from 20N to 20Mg [16]. Even though the experimental indications for a 
neutron or proton skin, respectively, are weak, they may be relevant for 
the calculation of (p,7) rates.

• On the basis of experimental data for the /3-decay of 36Ca, a 1+ assign
ment can be excluded [11] for the 1670 and 1890 keV states in ^K, which 
lie close to the threshold (SP(3SK)=1666(8) keV [5]) of the 35Ar(p,7)36K 
reaction.

• In a recent experiment, the /3-decay of s6Cu decay to the doubly-magic 
nucleus 56Ni was measured for the first time [12], and the /3-strength, 
deduced for four transitions, was compared to shell-model predictions. 
As in the case of light nickel isotopes mentioned above, there is no im
mediate connection to astrophysics except in the general sense of testing 
nuclear models in a region of nuclei relevant to the rp process. I would 
like to mention, in particular, the new data on the 56Ni(p,7)57Cu reac
tion [3,17], and shall return to the question of further related experiments 
in Sect. 4.

• If the rp process indeed extends to the 100Sn region, the synthesis of 
“p nuclei” such as 92Mo and ®®Ru will critically depend upon /3-delayed 
proton branching ratios. However, the latter quantities were found [18] 
to be small for the A=96 and A=98 chains, which is not surprising 
in view of the known systematics of GT decay properties near 100Sn. 
Correspondingly, /3-delayed proton emission does not seem to have a 
major influence on the (puzzle of the) production of p nuclei.
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Fig. 1. Energy spectrum of /^-delayed protons from the decay of 40Ti. The 
proton peak, characterized by coincidences with 2.5 MeV 7-rays, is marked by 
an arrow. This peak as well as that at 3.8 MeV are interpreted as being due to 
Fermi decay, whereas the remaining strength is attributed to GT transitions. 
The insert shows the time distribution of proton events with energies above 
1.5 MeV, which was used to determine the half-life of 55(2) ms [19]

3 Calibration of the 37C1 and 40Ar Solar-Neutrino De
tectors

The ^-decay data obtained for 37Ca [11] and 40Ti [19] (see Fig. 1) can be 
used to determine, under the assumption of isospin symmetry, the neutrino 
absorption cross-section for 37C1 and 40Ar, respectively. In the former case,
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the result of 1.09(3)10-42 cm-2 agrees very well with that used for the evalu
ation of data from the Homestake Mine detector. In the latter case, the result 
of 1.38(6)10-42 cm-2 for the neutrino absorption cross-section in 40Ar repre
sents the first experimental information on the calibration of the liquid-argon 
detector ICARUS. It is interesting to note that the experimental value is ap
proximately 3 times larger than a previous estimate [20] which only took Fermi 
transitions into account.

4 Summary and Outlook
In this paper, experimental results on proton-rich nuclei were discussed in 
their relation to the astrophysics! rp process and to solar neutrino detection. 
According to my opinion, the influence of the /3-decay data on our understand
ing of the rp process has been rather modest so far. In an attempt to improve 
chi;; situation, the following questions were discussed at the workshop:

• Would it be interesting to measure ^-delayed 7-rays of 57Zn in order to 
clarify the structure of 56Ni(p,7)57Cu threshold states? This idea does 
not seem to be promising as the allowed /3-decay of 57Zn (7/2~) will not 
strongly populate the dominant 1106 keV (l/2~) threshold level in 57Cu.

• Are Coulomb breakup reactions of relativistic beams of 40Ti [21] or 57Cu 
a suitable tool for clarifying the 38Ca(2p,7)40Ti or S6Ni(p,7)57Cu rates, 
respectively? At preseent, such experiments do not seem to be possible 
in view of the low beam intensities. In the case of 40Ti, a value of about 
one atom per minute has been reached so far [19]. Improvements by one 
to two orders of magnitude can be expected by choosing 50Cr instead of 
58Ni as a primary beam and by taking advantage of intensity upgrade 
program underway at GSI. However, the 40Ti intensity will still be many 
orders of magnitudes lower than that used, e.g., in the 8B Coulomb 
breakup measurement [22].

rvll in all, in planning experiments on proton-rich nuclei far from stability that 
are of astrophysical interest, one may end up making experiments far from 
asirophysical interest.....
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Abstract

In the hot cycles, most of the proton capture reactions involve radioac
tive nuclei in the entrance and exit channels. This paper evaluates the 
specific methods that were designed to measure such reactions.

1 Introduction
The Hot CNO cycles and the rp-process are characteristic of explosive stel
lar environments. Hydrogen burning happens in cycles starting from a seed 
even-even nucleus (12C, 160, 20Ne, ...), continuing through two proton cap
tures, a /?+ decay, another capture, a /3+ decay and finally a (p,a) reaction 
: the chain 12C(p,7) 13N(p,7)140(/J+)14N(p, 7)150(/?+)15N(p,a)12C is a well- 
known example ; another one is the 20Ne(p,7)21Na(p,7)22Mg(/?+)22Na(p, 7) 
23Mg(/?+)23Na(p,a)20Ne. Moreover, cycles can be extended and/or possibly es
caped through additional capture reactions, like 150 (a, 7) in the first example 
and 23Mg(p,7) in the second one. A thorough discussion of these processes and 
of their evolution versus temperature can be found in ref. [1]. Proton capture 
reactions occur thus frequently and some of them involve radioactive isotopes. 
In the last decade, the advent of radioactive beams has allowed to measure 
several capture reactions. The purpose of the present contribution is to evalu
ate critically the methods used in experiments performed in Louvain-la-Neuve 
[2, 3], and to extrapolate to other cases.

In order to measure the cross section of a A(p,7)B reaction, three possi
bilities exist, i.e. to detect 7-rays, B nuclei or both in coincidence ; I will 
consider successively each of them. However, as the detection problems are 
deeply dependent on earlier characteristics of the set-up, i.e. the beam and 
the target, these points will be examined first.
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2 Prior to the detection : the beam and target
As is well known, radioactive beams have to be preferred to radioactive targets 
for lifetimes shorter than a few hours. This means that most of the (p,7) 
reactions will have to be measured in inverse kinematics (proton target). In 
Louvain-la-Neuve, radioactive beams are accelerated up to an energy typical of 
explosive processes, i.e. 1 MeV/amu, by a cyclotron, implying that beams are 
: i) broad in energy (typical AE/E is about 1 %) and ii) affected with a large 
emittance of the order of 60 mm mrad. Keeping in mind that proton capture 
reactions are most of the time dominated by resonances in the B compound 
nucleus, it becomes obvious that the conjunction of a broad beam and a thin 
gas target would cause difficult deconvolution problems if a broad resonance 
has to be measured. A CH2 polyethylene foil of typical thickness 100-300 
/ig/cm2 appears as a good choice [4]. While traversing the target, the beam 
will scan an extended range of excitation energy in the B compound nucleus. 
Moreover, the CH2 target is favored by the fact that : i) recoil protons and 
ions scattered from C can be detected and used for normalization purposes 
(this point will be discussed further on) and ii) charge equilibrium of beam 
and final nuclei is certainly reached in the target, which is not the case in a 
thin windowless gas target [5]. However, some drawbacks should be mentioned 
as well : i) a CH2 target contains 0.015 % of Deuterium which, though the 
(d,n) reaction, leads to the same final B nuclei with a much larger cross section 
(mb instead of /xb for the (p,y)) ; ii) the presence of C causes a loss of efficiency 
(typically a factor of 3) with respect to a pure H target of the same thickness.

3 Detection methods
3.1 Prompt y-rays

This method is mostly dependent on the Q-value of the reaction and the decay 
scheme of the B-nuclei. Due to the large ambient activity of 511 keV 7- 
rays brought in by the /?+ decay of the proton-rich beam, the best cases are 
characterized by a large Q-value and a small number of excited levels in B 
below the (p,y) threshold. The 13N(p,7)140 reaction appears as such a very 
good case, with a Q-value of 4.62 MeV and a first excited level at 5.15 MeV in 
140. On the contrary, the 21Na(p,7)MMg reaction is a very bad case with a large 
Q-value (5.50 MeV), but a final nucleus having 4 excited levels within 1 MeV 
above threshold and 8 excited levels below threshold ; problems of summation 
effects in large volume 7-ray detectors would render difficult a measurement 
in a radioactive beam.
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The energy resolution of the detectors is an important parameter. In a 
case like 21Na(p,7), it is mandatory to use detectors with the best possible 
resolution, e.g. Ge crystals. In a case like 13N(p,7), fast detectors, e.g. Nal 
scintillators, packed closely around the target, could be used [6].

The importance of an additional signature has to be stressed : a bunched 
accelerator offers the possiblity to record the time-of-flight of the 7-rays with 
respect to a RF signal or a signal indicating the passage of a beam burst 
through the target (the second method is more precise). In the 13N(p,7) mea
surement [2] the signal-over-background ratio was increased by a factor 5 after 
the correlation with the t.o.f. peak was taken into account.

In this method, another factor to control is the cosmic ray background : big 
7-ray detectors are very efficient also to cosmic rays. In particular cylindrical 
detectors disposed horizontally will produce a continuous spectrum of ampli
tudes from cosmic rays. Vetoing on the latter is indeed very useful : the gain 
in signal-to-background was a factor 2 in the 13N(p,7) measurement. Large 
surface plastic scintillators are the most effective detectors for vetoing ; how
ever, in order to veto efficiently, they have to be close to the 7-ray detectors, 
and thus close to the beam, which implies that they are also susceptible to 
record a large number of background 511 keV 7-rays. An alternative solution 
is plastic Cerenkov detectors which have a detection threshold large enough to 
suppress most of the interactions of 511 keV 7-rays [7].

3.2 Radioactivity of B-nuclei : detection of positrons

Both the B and A nuclei are positron emitters. Being further away from the 
stability line, B will have a larger (3+ endpoint and a shorter lifetime : these 
are the two signatures that can be used to separate B from A. B and A being 
implanted in a catcher foil perpendicular to the beam direction beyond the 
target, a brute force method using a set of plastic scintillators would appear 
sufficient to select positrons from A (stopping the first part of the stack), 
from positrons from B (continuing further on in the stack). A more elaborate 
solution is a positron magnetic spectrometer along the beam axis in which 
low energy positrons spiral in the axial field and are stopped in an obstacle 
a few cm beyond the catcher, while high energy positrons are able to escape 
the obstacle and they are guided to a stack of scintillators. Alternating beam 
ON-OFF time with a period determined by the lifetime of B, and recording 
the stack counting rate versus time inside a period allowed to get the lifetime 
signature, in addition to the (rough) energy signature of the positrons in the 
stack. This method was used successfully in the 19Ne(p,7)20Na case ; the
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endpoint energy and lifetime of l9Ne are 2.2 MeV and 17.2 s, respectively, 
which are very different indeed from the same quantities in 20Na, i.e. 11.2 MeV 
and 0 44 s. Other favourable cases are : 7Be(p,7)8B, nC(p,7)12N, 27Si(p,7)28P, 
35Ar(p,7)36K.

In such a magnetic spectrometer, cosmic rays were found to be an important 
source of background. Although the spectrometer was surrounded by plastic 
scintillators it appeared that the neutral cosmic component could interact in 
the iron and the coils of the solenoid and create particles reaching the detectors. 
A solution to this problem was to separate the first scintillator of the stack 
from the rest (40 cm in front of the rest), and to record the time-of-flight 
between this first scintillator and the other ones. A remaining background of 
about 2 events/hour survived after all the cuts were applied [8].

It should be realised that, contrary to the 7-ray detection (3.1), this method 
suffers from a less precise signature. As a consequence, the contribution of 
Carbon in the target can be a problem as soon as direct reactions with beam 
particles are energetically possible and they lead to final nuclei having a life
time and a @+ endpoint close to the ones of the B nuclei. This problem was 
experienced in the 19Ne(p,7)20Na measurement, where the 19Ne (12C,t)28P was 
possibly occuring.

3.3 Delayed activity of B-nuclei : detection of hadrons

In a limited number of cases, the positron decay of B nuclei is followed by 
subsequent emission of hadrons (a-particles or protons). The branching ratio 
of such decays varies from 100 % (in 7Be(p,7)8B) to 0.05 % (in 35Ar(p,7)36K). 
The 19Ne(p,7)20Na is intermediate with a branching ratio of 20 %.

In order to detect with a decent efficiency the delayed particles, one has 
thus to place solid state detectors close to the implantation of the B-nuclei, 
which is also the source of the positrons from the beam nuclei: thin segmented 
detectors have to be used to limit the sensitivity to positrons. These detectors 
should really be as thin as possible : double sided strip silicon detectors of 34 
pm-thickness detected delayed a-particles from the l9Ne(p,7)20Na reaction [9], 
in which the maximal a-energy is 4.4 MeV, with a range of about 20 pm in 
Si ; a clear signal was obtained from the energy spectrum only. Due to their 
larger range, the detection of delayed protons appears more problematic ; two 
solutions are i) identification in AE/E thin strip detectors and ii) recording of 
the time-of-flight information in addition to the energy.

The delayed a-particles can be detected as well in passive nuclear track 
detectors, which reveal the presence of a-particles when they are subsequently
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etched. The difficulty is to treat properly the foils in order to decrease as much 
as possible the background tracks before the irradiation ; a number as small 
as 1.6/cm2 was obtained [9], This background problem is particularly serious 
here as the only signature is the lifetime of the B-nuclei, which is obtained 
after the activity was moved successively in front of different track detectors 
(the information is thus strongly discretized).

3.4 Direct detection of B-nuclei in a recoil mass spectrometer

As far as the collection efficiency si concerned, this method is by far superior to 
the previous ones : typically a gain of one order of magnitude can be expected, 
from a few percent to a few tens of percent. A spectrometer is well adapted to 
capture reactions performed in inverse kinematics. Beyond the target, beam 
and final nuclei are contained in a narrow cone of which the opening angle 
is determined by three factors : the kinematics of the reaction, the multiple 
scattering in the target, the emittance of the accelerator. Both species come 
out of the target in a superposition of different charge states, of which the 
most abundant can represent about 40 % of the total [10]. Moreover, mo
mentum conservation implies that beam and final nuclei have nearly the same 
momentum, which means that their velocity is slightly different. In Louvain- 
la-Neuve, these characteristics were used to design a recoil mass spectrometer 
(RMS) presently under construction : a dipole magnet will first select the 
most abundant charge state of B (and of A as well), then a velocity filter will 
transmit the B nuclei and deflect the A nuclei, and finally a AE-E detector 
will record the B-nuclei. This last item will be of particular importance to 
achieve the desired global rejection of 1010 to 1011 (which is the usual ratio of 
beam to final nuclei) ; not only the AE-E identification but also the AE-t.o.f. 
two dimensional spectrum will be utilized. Each selection element - dipole, 
filter, detector - is preceded by a quadrupole magnet. The total length of the 
spectrometer is 9 m.

3.5 Detection of B-nuclei and 7-rays in coincidence

In principle, combining a recoil mass separator with a set of 7-ray detectors 
around the target would provide with a reduced background. However, this 
reduction in background will be obtained at the expense of a decrease in de
tection efficiency when compared with the efficiency of method 3.1 or 3.4, and 
of a large increase in cost. In addition, 7-ray detectors will furnish a timing 
signal, which is useful only near non-bunched accelerators, and they will also 
give some spectroscopic information on the B-nuclei, which can probably be
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obtained more easily through nuclear reactions other than proton capture. In 
case a RMS set-up would suffer from a background problem, a first action 
should be to surround the B-nuclei detector with a large solid angle positron 
detector.

4 The recoil protons
Detecting the recoil protons from the target appeared mandatory in measure
ments with radioactive beams [11], for several reasons : i) the number of recoil 
protons is proportional to the product of the beam intensity and the hydrogen 
density in the target, whereas the ratio of recoil protons to scattered beam nu
clei is a measurement of the stability of the hydrogen content in the target ; ii) 
the upper and lower boundaries in a recoil proton spectrum measure the CH2 
target thickness, versus time ; iii) the proton spectra at different angles contain 
important spectroscopic informations on the levels of the B nuclei which are 
scanned by the beam across the target, provided these levels have a total width 
larger than about 1 keV ; iv) proton spectra can be self-normalized through a 
fit to a squared amplitude which is the sum of a Coulomb and resonant contri
butions, and thus recoil protons provide with an absolute normalization to the 
(p,7) measurement; v) proton spectra monitor continuously that the resonant 
states of interest are effectively scanned completely by the beam through the 
target.

5 The (d,n) reaction : poison or help ?
As mentioned earlier, the deuterium content in the CH2 target induces the 
A(d,n)B reaction leading to the same final B nuclei. Although it is in principle 
possible to make CH2 foils which are deuterium free, the procedure is so com
plicated that it was not tried (in particular, not only the initial hydrogen has 
to be deuterium-free, but also in the further steps, any organic catalyst has to 
be such as well). In practice, an additional measurement with a CD2 target 
has thus to be performed, in order to subtract the deuterium contribution in 
the CH2 target, which in fact can be as large as the (p,7) signal and leads thus 
to a significant increase of the error affecting the (p,7) measurement. More 
positively, the CH2 measurement allows to calibrate the (p,7) experimental 
set-up very quickly and efficiently. Positive also is the fact that the (d,n) cross 
section is needed to extract spectroscopic factors of levels in B that are used to 
calculate the direct (non-resonant) component of the (p,7)-cross section [12].

Among the methods described above, the positron spectrometer (3.2) can
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easily be modified to decrease the deuterium contribution : the CH% target 
is replaced with a static gas cell containing protium, i.e. hydrogen in which 
the natural deuterium content was depleted by a few orders of magnitude. 
Beam and final nuclei are then stopped in the back face of the cell, wherefrom 
positrons are emitted into the spectrometer. Beam nuclei backscattered from 
the thin entrance window of the cell are used for normalization.

Finally, one can notice that the recoil mass spectrometer (3.4) is nearly 
insensitive to the presence of deuterium in the CH2 target ; the kinematics 
of the (d,n) reaction is very different from the (p,7) reaction : not only the 
emission cone but also the momenta of the B-nuclei will strongly differ.

6 Conclusion
This contribution has summarized some experimental methods which were 
used to measure proton capture reactions induced by radioactive beams. These 
methods had existed long before radioactive beams became available, but they 
had to be adapted to this new situation. In fact,two obvious factors to take into 
account were the radioactivity of the beam, and its low intensity with respect 
to stable beams used formerly to study capture reactions. Moreover, other 
problems deserved some reflection, like the choice of the target, the absolute 
normalization of the cross section, the optimization of the detector efficiency 
and of the signal-to-background ratio.

The author is a Directeur de Recherches of the National Fund for Scientific 
Research, Brussels. He wishes to thank his colleagues who took part in the 
experiments reported in this contribution, and he is grateful to W. Galster and
P. Lipnik for many fruitful discussions.
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Abstract
One of the most important reactions which determines the rate of breakout 

from the hot CNO cycle is the 150(a,7)leNe. The reaction 18Ne(a,p)21Na may 
also provide an alternative breakout route. Experiments are being undertaken 
at Louvain-La-Neuve using the radioactive 18Ne beam to study these reactions 
by measurement of a(18Ne,p)21Na and d(18Ne,p)18Ne" —1150 + «

1 Introduction.
During explosive hydrogen burning, the seed nuclei C, N and O may leak out of 
the CNO cycle to produce heavier elements and isotopes. The main reaction which 
determines the leak rate is 150(a,7)19Ne[l]. However in high temperature situ
ations it may be that other reactions in addition provide alternative leakout routes. 
In particular the reactions 18Ne(o-,p) and 18Ne(2p,7) have been suggested as pos
sible candidates, although for the 2p reaction abnormally high densities would be 
required[2].

There is some information concerning the ljO(a,7) reaction deduced from direct 
experimental measurements of the a branching ratios for higher lying resonance 
states in the compound nucleus 19Ne*, but there is no direct information for the 
4.033 MeV resonance state in the 19Ne*corresponding to the first resonance at an 
energy of 504 keV in the 150 + a system[3]. However, some information on this 
resonance has been deduced from reactions on the mirror system[4].

For the reaction 18Ne(a,p)21Na no information is known about the reactions 
strength. Indeed there is limited information concerning even the position of states 
in the compound system 22Mg at and above the a particle threshold energy of 8.14 
MeV.

The paper here describes progress on two experiments carried out at Louvain- 
La-Neuve using the 18Ne radioactive beam, to study the 18Ne(a,p) reaction, and the
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150(or,7) reaction via the 18Ne(d,p)19Ne* —t150 + a reaction.

2 Beam production.
The 18Ne used in these experiments was created via a (p,2n) reaction, using a 30 
MeV proton beam from the CYCLONE 30 cyclotron on a lithium flouride target. 
The 18Ne produced was extracted from the target and passed to an ECR source. 
The ejected ions in the 3+ charge state were then mass separated by a 90° analysing 
magnet before being passed to a second cyclotron, which accelerated the ions, giving 
a beam of 18Ne with an intensity of of up to 106 particles per second.

3 The 18Ne(a,p) experiment.
3.1 Experimental method.

The helium gas target was contained inside a large chamber at a pressure of 500 mb, 
separated from the beam line vacuum by a nickel window of 2 mg/cm2. Charged 
particles produced during the experiment were studied using a three detector tele
scope composed of double sided silicon strip detectors, DSSSD’s, in an arrangement 
as shown in Figure 1. The thickness’s used were 60/i, 300p and 500p. The use of such 
a thin AE detector allowed protons to be identified down to an energy of 3.3 MeV, 
above a background of coincidences of elastically scattered protons or helium nuclei 
with /3 particles. The ‘quasi pixellisation’ of the DSSSD’s allowed the trajectory of 
a proton event to be reconstructed in the analysis.

E2 detector 500p
Nickel foil 5.6 mgGold foil 0.1 mg

El detector

Surface barrier detector*

A E detector 60 p
Helium gas at 500mb

Nickel window. 2mg

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for 18Ne(a,p).
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The telescope system was protected from the beam particles by a nickel foil of
5.6 mg/cm2 directly in front of the first detector, as shown in figure 1. The telescope 

system, together with this nickel foil, was mounted upon a movable platform which 
allowed the distance that the beam particles could travel through the gas to be 
varied, and so different energy ranges to be scanned in the compound nucleus.

The 30 MeV 18Ne beam entered the gas volume at an energy of 17 MeV and 

degraded to an energy of 9 MeV before being stopped in the nickel foil. Resonant 
reactions between 18Ne and a could therefore be detected between 3 and 1.8 MeV 
in the CoM of the 18Ne 4- a system.

The data was normalised using the Rutherford scattering of beam particles from 
the gold foil into the surface barrier detectors in the backward angle.

3.2 Results.

Proton energy spectra are shown in figure 2 for two different cases, with and without 
a gas target. Various groups of protons are seen which may be interpreted either 
as being due to the reaction 18Ne(or,p) or as being due to the elastic scattering of 

proton contamination present in either the nickel and gold foils or in the gas.
The peaks labeled #4 and #6, present when the gas was evacuated from the tar

get chamber, are due to the elastic scattering of protons from water contamination 
from the beam line side and the target chamber side of the nickel window respect
ively. Peaks #1, #2, #3 and #5 are due to reactions with the gas and correspond 
to two different levels being excited in the compound state.

3.3 Discussion.

These results indicate that there are at least two resonance states in the energy range 
between 2.5 and 3.0 MeV. The peaks shown in figure 2 indicate that the upper level 
resonance decays to the 3.544 Mev excited state and the 0.331 MeV excited state of 
21Na. The lower resonance decays to the ground state and the 1.716 MeV excited 
state of 21 Na.

Preliminary analysis indicates that the oj7 values of the two resonances are of 
order of keV. If this analysis is confirmed then these resonances will have a signific
ant contribution in the reaction rate for temperatures > 109K. Further work is in 

progress to investigate the systematic errors in order to specify the most appropriate 
final values of w-f in each case.

4 150(a,7)19Ne
4.1 Background.

The first scattering resonance for the 150 4- a system occurs at an energy of 504 keV, 
corresponding to a compound state at 4.033 MeV in 19Ne. Since the a branching
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GAS IN

GAS OUT

Energy (MeV)

Figure 2: The proton energy spectra for the gas target in and the gas target out. A 
smoothing of the raw data over a width of 150 keV was performed in both cases.

ratio for this state is expected to be very small (~ 10—4), then ivy ~ ivF„. Excit

ation of states in 19Ne above the a + 150 threshold of 3.529 MeV and investigating 
their a decay can give information concerning ivy for such states, and therefore the 
reaction rate for helium burning of 150.

An excellent experiment using the reaction 19F(3He,t)19Ne* to excite 19Ne states 

gave information concerning the a decay for states down to 4.379 MeV[3]. With 
the production of radioactive beams other reactions become available for study. 
This paper reports first results for the reaction d(18Ne,p)19Ne* —> a + 150. The 
advantage of this reaction is that in general (d,p) reactions tend to have significantly 
higher cross sections than charge exchange reactions, however the beam intensities 
of radioactive beams are at present lower than for stable beams.

4.2 Experimental methods.

A beam of 18Ne at 42 MeV, with an intensity of 105 pps, was allowed to interact with 
a CD2 target of thickness 0.5 mg/cm2 in a chamber with various silicon detector
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d(18Ne,19Ne*)p

(8 segments^ - 9 deg
ALFA

(8 segments, 10-25 deg)
BACK

segment, 160-170 deg)

'Ne-beam

ANNI
(4 sectors, 177 - 179 deg) 508mm

285mm

Figure 3: The d(18Ne,p)19Ne* —> a + 150 detector arrangement.

arrays to detect the reaction particles. In total, the arrays composed 276 individual 
detectors. The arrangement of the scattering chamber is shown in figure 3. Since the 
reaction is inverse, the maximum yield of protons will be in the backward direction. 
Forward silicon (LBDA) arrays were used to detect the recoiling lsO and a particles. 
TDC’s were used on all detector channels for measurement of time of flight spectra 
for particle identification purposes.

4.3 Results.

Preliminary results of a proton spectrum recorded in the back proton detectors 
under the conditions that the event caused 3 detectors to fire in coincidence in 
separate arrays:(BACK,ALFA,LEDA), is shown in figure 4. Such a multiplicity 3 
condition would be consistent with an event of the type d(18Ne,p)19Ne* —► a + 150. 
However due to intense /3+ background caused by the radioactive beam, events of 
the type d(18Ne,p)19Ne* —► 19Ne + 7 are also present in the spectrum of figure 4, 
of multiplicity 3 and type: (p, 19Ne, 0+). The spectrum shows many states that 
can be identified as belonging to 19Ne. For the events shown in figure 4, when a 

total energy requirement is placed on the three energy signals so that E, > 35 
MeV, nearly all the events above 2.5 MeV in the spectrum vanish. This is exactly as 
expected since such a gate will reject the (p,19Ne^8+) events, and the a branching 
ratio becomes small for the 19Ne states below 4.5 MeV.
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BACK

Energy (UcV)

Figure 4: The proton multiplicity 3 spectrum.

4.4 Discussion.

This preliminary experiment shows the yield that can be expected from such a reac
tion. With straightforward improvements in beam intensity to 106 pps and detector 

arrangements (giving an increase by a factor of ten in the solid angle) the information 
that is obtainable would be similar to that of the earlier (3He,t) experiment[3]. To 

have a reasonable chance of obtaining useful information concerning the a branching 
of the 4.033 MeV state would require an intensity > 107 pps of 18Ne. It is hoped 

that such an intensity will be possible in the future.
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Abstract
A brief review of the common properties of windowless and recircu
lating gas targets is presented. As example the Stuttgart gas target 
facility Rhinoceros in the extended and in the supersonic jet mode 
with its properties and techniques is explained, also with respect to gas 
purification techniques. Furthermore several typical experiments from 
the field of nuclear astrophysics with characteristic results are described 
(D(a, 7)6Li, 15N(a,7)19F, 160(p,7)17F, 160(a, 7)20Ne, 20Ne(a, 7)24Mg, 
21Ne(a,n)24Mg, 180(a,n)21Ne, 17O(a,n)20Ne). In several cases the ex
perimental sensitivity could be raised by up to a factor of 106.

1 Introduction
Windowless gas targets are a unique tool for physics experiments in nuclear, 
astro-, atomic, molecular and plasma physics. They are required to bring an 
intense particle beam from the high vacuum side of an accelerator into a gas 
which is under a pressure in the range of mbars up to bars[l].
These targets have proven to be undestructible under high beam power. Gas 
recirculation makes experiments with very expensive isotopic enriched gas pos
sible. The gas can be recovered after each run to about 98 % in the storage 
bottle. Using pure gases avoids stoichiometric problems. The target thickness 
can easily be controlled by the target pressure and the target is changed by 
changing the gas without breaking the vacuum. Mixtures of gases make cali
bration runs simple. In contrast to the work performed with solid state targets 
on backings experiments with gas targets don’t suffer from high background, 
especially when worked in transmission geometry when the beam is dumped 
far away from the reaction chamber in a Faraday cup. Using properly pas
sivated reaction chambers and gas purification elements allows clean working

* Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, Bonn
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with no build up of deposits. In the cases where high enrichment of a gas or 
isotop is not available, differential measurements allow to distinguish the yield 
contribution of each component.
Windowless gas targets are constructed as extended e.g. merely differential 

pumped systems and as supersonic jet systems, where the target zone is a gas 
jet behind a Laval nozzle.

A gas target can be used in regular kinematics with the gases H2, D2, 3He, 
4He, 14N2, 15N2i 1602, ''02, 1802, 20Ne, 21Ne, 22Ne, and all heavier rare gases. 
Furthermore the use of compounds like CO, C02, CF4 gives access to carbon 
and fluor as a target. Working with inverse kinematics nearly all nuclei are 
accessible as a projectile and the target consists of H2, D2, 3He, 4He and heav
ier species. This method is especially of interest for the work with radioactive 
beams.

0 Se FC

Fig. 1: Scheme of the differentially pumped (“static’’ or “extended") version of 
Rhinoceros with all essential elements. The beam, enters the recipients from the 
left and is controlled by a diaphragm (A 1), a beam profile monitor (Sc) and a Fara
day cup (FC). It is transferred to the target chamber through six apertures, (A 1-A 6) 
which are mounted in two spheres, each consisting of two semispheres. Each semi
sphere is connected to a pumping stage, in total four stages. On the right side of the 
scheme one finds three purifier elements.
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2 The Stuttgart gas target facility RHINOCEROS
The Stuttgart gas target facility RHINOCEROS has been designed for experi
ments with high intensity beams in the kW range from a DYNAMITRON ac
celerator where one is searching for rare events of very different subjects of 
physics f.i. extreme low cross sections. The advantage of the RHINOCEROS fa
cility is its versatility and its technical design which opened new experimental 
fields. The facility (block scheme see Fig. 1) has the following criteria: both 
configurations can be set easily using the same set of pumps: the extended 
set-up for thick target applications and the jet configuration for cases where 
a pointlike target is needed. Because of the use of isotopic enriched target 
gases the recirculation mode and the purification of the gas is mandatory. To 
achieve a maximum of versatility the target pressure can be chosen between 
lO-4 and about 2000mbar in the extended mode and a target thickness of up 
to 25 mg/cm2 can be obtained. In the jet mode a maximum target thickness of 
10pg/cm2 is achievable. Fig. 2 shows the cross section of the jet configuration. 
With 4 to 6 differential pumping stages and 20 mechanical pumps and com
pressors a pressure reduction of up to 1:1011 can be reached. Using enriched 
isotopes a gas investment of 0.5-1 1 is sufficient to run an experiment at a
mbar-level in the extended mode.

Fig. 2 : Sectional drawings of the recipients of the supersonic jet set-up. On the right
side one finds the jet surrounded by a scattering chamber. On the left side the beam 
enters through a differential pumping section (stage 1 and 2), the same which is used 
in the extended setup.
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Attention was directed to avoid leakage and contamination of the facility as 
far as possible by the use of metal sealed connections, proper lubrication of 
the pumps, grease for the turbo pumps and oil with low vapour pressure for 
the roots blowers. The leakage of the whole RHINOCEROS facility is in the 
range of 10-7 mbar • 1 • sec-1. The purification of the target gas is performed 
by the use of three elements: absorber, cryotrap and getter. The purification 
works up to a level of 10-' for rare gases. For critical applications as the use 
of chemical active or aggressive gases the reaction chambers have been gold 
plated and some of the pumps have been passivated. By this also experiments 
with metal vapours or with fluorine rare gas mixtures could be undertaken to 
a certain extent. All parts which guide the beam are directly watercooled in 
an efficient way.

3 Characteristic experiments and their results obtained 
with the RHINOCEROS facility

3.1 Investigation of D(o,7)6Li as example for big bang nucleosyn
thesis

The reaction D(a, -y)6Li is producing 6Li according to the big bang model, but 
the amount of 6Li produced depends on the reaction rate at the appropriate 
temperature.

Fig. 3: Excitation
function of D(a,~)fLi 
around the res-
onance at 711keV 
(CM) together with a i
DC model description. 6
The extixipolation 
towards lower energies 
is not shown, but 
leads to a S-factor 
of 2.7-1(T9 MeVb at 
Ecm =53keV

To improve the situation concerning the experimental data of this reaction 
a direct measurement has been undertaken to obtain the excitation function 
around the dominating 3+ resonance at 711 keV (CM) and to describe the
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experimental data within the framework of a DC model. From the model 
description the cross section at low energies is deduced. The result of the gas 
target experiment on D(a,7)6Li is shown in Fig. 3 together with the result of 
the calculation [2]. The conclusion concerning the reaction rate was, that the 
big bang synthesis of 6Li cannot explain the 6Li abundance.

3.2 Search for a mirror state in 19Ne concerning the breakout from 
the HotCNO cycle by observing 15N(o,7)19F

The reaction 15N(o, 7)19F gets involved because 19F is the mirror nucleus of the 
unstable l9Ne nucleus which is responsible for the breakout or recycling from 
the HotCNO cycle. The question was to find a 3/2+ state at Ez « 7.1 MeV 
which might lead to a considerable reaction rate at Tg = 0.5-1 MeV. Therefore 
a direct search for a resonance of 15N(a, 7)19F at E„ « 4 MeV should give clarity 
and show a clear and unique signature in the 7 decay scheme for a 3/2+ state 
in contrast to an already known 7/2+ state. The experiment at the maximum 
voltage of the Stuttgart DYNAMITRON yielded the result of Fig. 4. There was 
observed a clear evidence for a 3/2+ resonance at E? = 7100.7 ± 0.8 keV with 
F0 = 27.9 ±1.1 keV and a strength of 1V7 = 0.77 ± 0.11 eV. Since the 7-width 
is only F-, = 0.38 ± 0.06 eV the 18F(p,o)150 reaction is the dominating branch 
which recycles material back to the HotCNO cycles [3]. On the other hand the 
reaction 15N(a, 7)19F is also of interest for the production of 19F and it has 
been investigated by [4].

Fig. 4: Exci
tation function 
of 1*N(a,-!)19F 
around the 3/2* 
resonance at
£a Ri V MeV. The 
signature for the 
3/2* state was ob
tained clear by the 
7-decay scheme.

im -ms mt -mt nm in? mi 7115 7iit 
E.(k«V)

,5N(o,y),,F

• data
— Breit-Wigner
— Breit-Wigner 

folded with 
energy loss

E„„ = 710l keV
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3.3 The reaction leO(p,7)17F in the CNO cycle

The reaction 160(p,7)l7F occurs in the regular CNO cycle II and the /3+- 
decay of |7F leads to a u emission which gives information on the original 
oxygen abundance. The ,60(p,7)17F-reaction proceeds in the energy range 
below 2.6 MeV by two branches of nonresonant direct capture. The excita
tion function for both branches has been obtained in a gas target experiment 
in the energy range Ecm = 200-3600 keV. The astrophysical S-factor shows a 
quite different behaviour for the DC —> 1 and the DC0 branch which can 
be explained in the framework of a Direct Capture model [5]. For the DC -> 1 
branch the overlap integral of the interaction has its maximum at a radius of 
about 42fm in contrast to the DC -> 0 branch (r«18fm) and therefore one 
characterizes the properties of the 1/2+ state as halo [6].

Fig. 5 : S-factor
curves of 160(p.~f)17F 
for the DC—> I and 
the DC—tO branch 
together with a model 
fit [5]. The S-factor 
for the capture to the 
first excited 1/2* state 
of 11F is enhanced 
towards low eneigies 
because of the halo 
properties of this state.

• DC-. 0(5.2'(n w
• DC—»495 (1/2') ii

—' fils eccordiei io DC-model

Energy ECM (keV)

3.4 The helium capture reactions 160(or,7)20Ne and 20Ne(a, 7)24Mg

In the helium burning the reaction 160(a,7)20Ne proceeds with a rather slow 
reaction rate because in the relevant temperature range (TgRsO.2) no reso
nance is present and only the nonresonant direct capture will contribute [7]. 
To extrapolate this nonresonant capture into the energy range of interest the 
whole excitation function has to be explored to extract this nonresonant part in 
a proper manner by an R-matrix analysis. The data points at the lowest yield 
correspond to a cross section of about 10 pikobarn. Because of the extended 
geometry the yield cannot be transfered to a cross section point by point. The 
experimental result is shown in Fig. 6. The 160(a,7)20Ne reaction is also of 
interest in hotter scenarios where the back reaction (photodisintegration) can 
occur. For the same reason the 20Ne(a, y)24Mg reaction has been investigated
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improving the dynamic sensitivity by a factor of about 1000. This was due 
either to the advanced target technique but also to the improved detectors 
(100% Ge with BGO active shielding) [8].

Fig. 6: Exci
tation function 
of '*0(a,i)mNe 
obtained in a 
direct gas target 
experiment. The 
lowest data points 
correspond to a 
cross section of 
about 10 pikobarn.
The curves rep
resent different 
calculations.

3.5 Some (a,n)-reactions of interest for neutron production in stars

All (a,n)-reactions for the elements up to Mg have been investigated in our lab
[9], some of them using the gas target RHINOCEROS. The neutrons escaping 
the tubular reaction chamber have been detected in a 4tt neutron detector with 
up to 40% absolute efficiency. Using the gas target the range of the excitation 
function for 2lNe(a,n)24Mg (see Fig 7) could be extended towards lower ener
gies in a dynamic range of 1:10s compared to measurements with a drive-in 
target. The reaction 180(a,n)21Ne could be measured directly from threshold 
at 860 keV up to about 2 MeV. Similar the excitation function for 17O(a,n)20Ne 
could be determined, however because ,70 was only available with 50 % enrich
ment, the yield due to 180(a,n)21Ne (29%) had to be subtracted very carefully, 
a typical advantage of the gas target technique [10]. 160 (21 %) has no (ab
reaction in this energy range. In the same manner the reaction rate of the 
prominent 22Ne(a,n)25Mg reaction has been determined [11] using a differential 
measurement against 20Ne as target gas to get rid of some neutron background 
from the walls of the reaction chamber. By this the sensitivity limit was at a 
level of 4 • 10_1° b and it comes mainly from neutrons induced by cosmic rays.

10

R —» 1
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Fig. 7: Excita
tion function of 
21 Ne(a,n)24Mg. 
The arrow indi
cates the dynamic 
range which has 
been gained by 
the use of the 
windowless gas 
laiyet and of the 
4ir-detector.
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Abstract
Accurate determinations of reaction rates at astrophysical energies are very 
important in stellar structure and evolution studies. The cases of two key 
reactions, namely 7Be(p,y)8B and l2C(a,y)l60 are discussed, both from the 
point of view of their astrophysical interest and of the experimental 
difficulties in the measurement of their cross section.

1 Introduction

The study of both the quiescent and explosive phases of stellar evolution requires 
an accurate knowledge of the rate of several reactions taking place in astrophysical 
environments. These nuclear inputs in stellar models are fundamental quantities 
needed to perform reliable predictions of the structural evolution of the star and the 
energy production, as well as of the nucleosynthesis of elements [1,2].
The cross sections of a large fraction of the reactions of interest at the relevant 
energies are still poorly known to date, due to the extremely small rates with which 
laboratory investigations are confronted. This may be ascribed either to the very 
small cross sections, in the case of very low energy reactions involved in quiescent 
burning, or to the difficulties of producing adequate targets or beams, in the case of 
reactions at Coulomb energies in which one of the partners is a short-lived 
radioactive nucleus.
New efficient experimental approaches which allow high selectivity are then needed 
to put stellar model predictions on more solid bases. In this paper we present some
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preliminary results on the study of (p,y) and (a,y) capture reactions, which play a 
key role in the above scenarios. This study is based on the use of inverse kinematics 
to obtain cross section measurements in singles by a Recoil Mass Separator (RMS), 
identifying and counting with high efficiency the heavy residues of the reaction. 
Attention is devoted to the cross sections of the 'H(7Be,y)8B reaction, which plays a 
key role in the solar neutrino problem and is to date affected by large uncertainties, 
and of the 4He(l2C,y)l60 reaction. The latter is known to be crucial in establishing 
the stellar lifetime during the He burning phases as well as in determining the late 
evolution of massive stars. Some key quantities, like the cosmological He 
abundance as derived from the oldest galactic stellar population or the remnant 
mass of a type II supernova explosion, might be affected by a change in the current 
rate of l2C(a,y)l60. We report some preliminary calculations of stellar models 
showing the influence of this reaction rate on the current stellar evolutionary 
scenario.
First results obtained with the Naples RMS for the 'H(7Be,y)8B reaction at 1 MeV 
center of mass energy, using a radioactive 7Be beam and a windowless H% gas 
target, are reported in section 2. Modifications to the RMS lay-out which have lead 
to the improved momentum- and angle-acceptance ERNA recoil separator, under 
construction at the Bochum accelerator for the study of the 4He(l2C,y)l60 reaction, 
are discussed in section 3.

2 The 7Be(p,y) reaction

The astrophysical S-factor S(E) = o(E) E exp(2ar|) of the 7Be(p,y) reaction at solar 
energies is a fundamental parameter for the predictions of the Standard Solar model 
(SSM) [3] concerning the expected flux of high energy neutrinos, and therefore 
plays a key-role in the solar neutrino problem.

2.1 Astrophysical motivation

Apart from the overall discrepancy between the experimental data obtained from 
the operating solar neutrino experiments (GALLEX, SAGE, HOME STAKE and 
KAMIOKANDE) and the SSM predictions, the so-called Be/B anomaly, i.e. the 
incompatibility of Chlorine and v-scattering experiments, is closely related to the 
above nuclear input. The predicted rates in the high energy neutrino flux 
measurements (both for the operating one and for those planned for the future), as 
well as the dominant contribution in SSM predictions of the rate of the Cl 
experiment, are proportional to the low-energy rate of the 7Be(p,y) reaction. 
Whatever the right solution to the Be/B anomaly will be found to be (i.e. a nuclear 
solution or the need of a new neutrino physics, in contrast with the standard
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electroweak model), an accurate determination of the cross section of the 7Be(p,y) 
reaction at the Gamow energy (~18 keV) is perhaps “the most important experiment 
to be performed in nuclear astrophysics” [4], This cross section has been to date 
measured down to 140 keV using 'Be targets and, in most cases, detecting the a 
particles coming from the ^-delayed decay of *B. The target stoichiometry can be 
the source of systematic errors, which have produced the big discrepancies in the 
absolute values measured in different experiments [5].
Direct access to the astrophysical energy is extremely difficult, due to background 
problems [6], so that extrapolations from higher energy measurements have to be 
performed. In next section we briefly report on preliminary results of an experiment 
aiming to solve the problem of possible systematic errors, due to the use of 
radioactive targets, by means of an inverse kinematic approach. The result is 
expected to be a reliable normalization point at 1 MeV center-of-mass energy, 
which can be used for a more accurate extrapolation.

2.2 Measurements in inverse kinematics

For the purpose of the inverse kinematic measurement of the cross section of the 
'H(7Be,y) reaction, a pure Be beam has to be guided on a windowless gas target. 
A radioactive Be beam at E|^=8MeV from the 3 MV tandem TIT-3 accelerator of 
the University of Naples was produced [7] using a proton-activated Li20 cathode in 
the sputtering source of the accelerator, injecting the BeO" molecules into the 
accelerator at 2.614 MV, accelerating the 7Be3+ ions in the high energy stage, post
stripping them to the 4+ charge state in a thin carbon foil and finally separating the 
radioactive beam from the 7Li3+ ions by the analyzing magnet. Charge state 
ambiguities were eliminated by use of a "purification" Wien filter between the 
accelerator and the analyzing magnet. With a low activity cathode a 30 pA beam, 
lasting about 12 hours, was obtained and focused onto a differentially pumped gas 
target system filled with Hz gas at a pressure of 5 mbar [8], The interaction region 
was surrounded by Si detectors used for normalization of the cross section to the 
Rutherford backscattering of heavy projectiles, measured through the detection of 
recoiling protons.
The 8B recoil nuclei are separated from the beam - with equal linear momentum - 
by a Recoil Mass Separator featuring a 30° magnet and a crossed field velocity filter
[9], The angular and momentum acceptance, as well as the beam suppression factor 
and the charge state probability, have been accurately measured, using also as a test 
case the 'H(l7C,y)reaction at Ecm=0.84lMeV [9],
The first run for the lH(7Be,y) reaction yielded in the final detector the matrix 
shown in fig. 1. The five SB events give a cross section of 0.5 pb, with a 50% 
statistical error due to the low statistics. It is presently planned to continue this 
experiment using high activity cathodes produced via hot chemistry to achieve
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higher beam intensity and therefore better statistics. In any case, our results show 
that the present RMS is able to accurately measure radiative capture cross sections 
when the angular and momentum spread of recoil products are not larger than 7 
mrad and 1.9%, respectively.

„8B-Recoils

"leaky" 7Be-

Fig. 1. Identification matrix obtained in the lH(7Be,y),B experiment.

3 The 12C(a,y) reaction

The l2C(a,y)l60 reaction is since several decades at the same time the dream and 
the nightmare of nuclear astrophysicists. Despite the enormous experimental efforts 
devoted to the measurement of its cross section, the corresponding rate at 
astrophysical energies is far from being well established. On the other hand, its 
accurate knowledge would be a milestone in all stellar structure and evolution 
studies.

3.1 Astrophysical motivation
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All the stars with mass larger than 0.5Mo will experience a central He burning. 
These stars are quite bright, so that they are easily identified in the Color-Magnitude 
diagrams (CMD) of very different stellar systems, from the oldest galactic globular 
clusters up to the very young supergiant population of the galactic disk and of the 
Magellanic Clouds. For this reason the study of the He burning phase of stellar 
evolution is a fundamental step for the comprehension of the galactic history, from 
its very early stage up to the present one. In addition, the measurement of the 
overall properties of these stars can be used to test the reliability of stellar models 
with very different masses.

M(M,) tH« (yr)xlO6 
(a) (b) (c) (a)

X|2C
(b) (c)

tc (yr) xlO4 
(a) (b) (c)

11 2.04 2.42 2.36 0.61 0.21 0.21 3.08 0.98 0.87
13 2.44 1.62 1.67 0.59 0.24 0.19 2.79 0.64 0.49
15 1.08 1.29 1.25 0.58 0.20 0.19 2.01 0.36 0.36
18 0.85 0.92 0.96 0.54 0.22 0.15 0.78 0.27 0.19
20 0.80 0.80 0.81 0.54 0.20 0.16 0.61 0.23 0.13
22 0.61 0.72 0.73 0.53 0.18 0.13 0.48 0.19 0.11
23 0.66 0.67 0.70 0.53 0.18 0.13 0.48 0.30 0.10
24 0.56 0.65 0.65 0.52 0.17 0.14 0.42 0.09 0.08
25 0.53 0.61 0.62 0.52 0.19 0.14 0.40 0.15 0.05

Table 1. Dependence of He-buming life-time, central l2C mass fraction at the end of 
He-buming, C-burning life-time on stellar mass with three assumptions for the S-factor 
of l2C(a,-y) reaction: (a) lower limit (62 keVb) suggested in [10]; (b) compilation in [14]; 
(c) upper limit (270 keVb) suggested in [10].

In this context, a precise theoretical evaluation of the He burning lifetime might be 
immediately compared with the observed distribution of stars in the CMDs: the 
larger the lifetime, the larger the expected number of these stars. It is probably 
unnecessary to emphasize that such a precise evaluation of the stellar lifetime is 
strictly connected with the accuracy of the measurement of the relevant 
thermonuclear reaction rates which are at work during the He burning.
When the central temperature is a few 10s °K, the burning of He into C occurs by 
means of the 3a reaction. As the stellar core becomes richer in 12C, the l2C(a,y)l60 
reaction takes place. As it is well known, the cross section of this reaction is 
dominated by three resonances (two of which below the particle threshold) and the 
direct capture process, with interference terms between some of them, so that its 
rate is presently very poorly known [10].
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270 keVb

Fowler 85 I

3 4.8
62 keVb

270 keVb

3 4.8 Fowler 85

3 4.8
62 keVb

Fig. 2. Theoretical paths followed in the CMD of two stars of 20 and 22M0 obtained under 
different assumptions about the reaction rate of the l2C(a,7)l60 reaction. The squares 
indicate time intervals of 100 kyr.

This uncertainty sets a lasting limit to our knowledge of the properties of stellar 
interior. In fact, although the energy released by the l2C(a,y)l60 reaction is 
comparable to that of the 3a process, the He consumption is just 1/3. Thus, owing to 
the competition between the two reactions, the He-buming lifetime is strongly 
affected by a change of the l2C(a,y)160 reaction rate: the larger the reaction rate, the 
larger the lifetime. Direct evidences of the corresponding structural changes can be 
found in the different theoretical paths followed in the CMD of a star of 20-25 M0i 
obtained under different assumptions about this reaction rate (fig. 2). A larger He- 
buming lifetime favors the production of more compact (blue) giants, while a
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shorter lifetime implies the formation of a red supergiant. In addition the central 
amount of l2C left after the He burning is also strongly influenced by the quoted 
uncertainty. Such an occurrence has dramatic consequences on our understanding of 
the final evolution of massive stars. The related hydrostatic nucleosynthesis and 
even the modality of the supernova explosion are affected by the central C 
abundance in the He exhausted core of the star. More quantitatively in Table 1 we 
report the results of our stellar model computations as obtained under different 
assumptions for the critical reaction rate. Note, in particular, that for the greatest 
values of the astrophysical factor, which are still compatible with the presently 
available experimental determinations, very little Carbon is left by the He- burning, 
so that the C-buming phase is drastically reduced.
Let us finally mention another important astrophysical consequence of an eventual 
revision of the nC(a,y)l60 reaction rate. As firstly noted by Iben [11], the number 
ratio of the horizontal branch (HB) stars (which corresponds to the central He- 
buming phase) and red giant (RGB) stars (which corresponds to the shell H-burning 
phase) is a linear function of the original amount of He. Such an occurrence 
provides us the opportunity to put a stringent upper limit to the cosmological He, 
which is - in the framework of the standard big bang model - the main product of 
the primordial nucleosynthesis. The calibration of Buzzoni et al. [12] is widely 
accepted. By analyzing a sample of the old galactic globular clusters, they found Y 
= 0.23 ± 0.02. Such a calibration was obtained by using theoretical HB models based 
on the tabulation of thermonuclear reaction rates of Fowler [13]. Obviously, a 
revision of the nC(a,y)l60 reaction rate would imply a change in the estimated HB 
lifetime and in turn a modification of the theoretical calibration of the primordial 
He. We recall that the evaluation of the big bang nucleosynthesis products is 
commonly used to constrain the total amount of barionic matter (visible and dark) 
which is one of the main goals of modem cosmology.

3.2 Measurements in inverse kinematics

A Montecarlo simulation of the measurement of l60 recoils emitted in the 
4He(12C,y)l60 reaction by an RMS shows that the angular and momentum spreads 
of recoils are very large compared with the 'H(7Be,y) case, essentially owing to the 
very different Q-values, and therefore the present RMS has not a wide enough 
acceptance to collect them. In addition, the 4He(l2C,y)l60 recoil is a stable and very 
abundant isotope; charge exchange processes on O ions not originated from the 
reaction can give rise to a background undistinguishable from reaction products.
A test experiment [15] was performed to investigate the last point, exploiting the 
fact that the Ecm=3.2 MeV 4+ resonance decays strongly to the 2* 6.92 MeV state
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the ERNA recoil separator.
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[16], giving rise - with its reduced y-recoil effect - to l60 ions falling within the 
acceptance of the RMS. Using the “purification" Wien filter, placed before the 
analysing magnet, on and off it was possible to show that the background can be 
strongly reduced and subtracted, obtaining at the same time an estimate of the cross 
section on top of the resonance consistent with the value quoted in [16]. These 
encouraging results show, for the first time, that it is possible to detect 160 recoils 
from 4He('2C,y)l60 without any coincidence condition with y-rays, as it was done 
before [17]. It is also clear in which direction the major efforts have to be done to 
setup an optimised RMS able to measure 4He(l2C,y)'°0 over an energy range from 
=.7 to 5.0 MeV, that would allow to gain astrophysically significant information. 
Namely the desired specifications of such a system should be a momentum 
acceptance up to 7.2%, an angular acceptance up to 35 mrad, a very good beam 
purification (suppression of l60 contaminant better than 10"*) and a beam 
suppression factor in the separator of about 10"'*, with a free choice of the recoil 
charge state to allow good detection efficiency.
Having this in mind, a new RMS was designed to be installed at the Dynamitron 
Tandem of the Ruhr University in Bochum. The beam purification system consists 
of two Wien filters and a dipole magnet between the accelerator and the analyzing 
magnet which will provide an adequate contaminant beam suppression. A jet gas 
target, with much smaller length, will replace the extended one, so that the 
maximum angle defined by the apertures contains the angular spread of recoils and, 
in addition, a focusing quadrupole triplet with larger gap can be placed closer to the 
interaction region. The new RMS has been designed increasing the gap of all 
transport elements to 4” and inserting a first Wien filter to eliminate as soon as 
possible the bulk of the incident beam. The 30° magnet will be replaced by a 60° 
one and again will be followed by a velocity filter. The system is arranged to have 
an horizontal and vertical achromatic waist at the entrance of a AE-E telescope with 
very thin entrance window for low threshold detection. Fig. 3 shows a scheme of 
the RMS starting from the jet gas target and the results of optics calculations for the 
trajectories of a 2.8 MeV l2C3+ beam incident on the gas target and three l603+ 
recoils with AP/P - 0%, +3.6% and -3.6% with respect to the paraxial beam with an 
emittance of 2tv2-40 mm mrad at the gas target emplacement. The design 
specifications of the recoil separator are an angular acceptance of ±40 mrad, a beam 
spot of ±2 mm, an image size of ±10 mm, a momentum acceptance of ±4%. The 
estimated beam suppression factor of the primary beam is of the order of 10"'5.

4 Conclusions

A big effort has been devoted to the measurement of the cross section of the 
7Be(p,y) reaction, fundamental for the understanding of the H burning phase in the
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Sun. The role of the inverse kinematics approach and of the use of a performant and 
selective RMS has been underlined. The experience gained in this study has been 
exploited for the design of a new tool for the measurement of another key reaction, 
namely 12C(a,y)l60. Its importance in the context of the evolution of massive stars 
has been recalled and the predictions of an evolutionary code, showing the 
criticality of the corresponding reaction rate, have been presented. The results of 
first observations of l60 recoil nuclei produced in an inverse kinematics study of 
the reaction show the potentialities of the experimental method.
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This talk shall mainly present the status of the 7Be target work undertaken at 
the Dynamitron Tandem Laboratory in Bochum. First beamtimes are sched
uled for November 1997, so first spectra might be available. Depending on 
the results and the granted time, this contribution will also deal with the 
preparations for radioactive ion beam measurements at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory and at TRIUMPF, where several experiments have been proposed 
with the participation of the Ruhr-Universitat Bochum.
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Abstract

We give an overview of new applications of Coulomb dissociation for 
nuclear astrophysics.

1 Theory of Electromagnetic Dissociation
It is interesting to study nuclear collisions where the colliding nuclei interact 
only electromagnetically. This can be achieved by using bombarding energies 
below the Coulomb barrier or by choosing very forward scattering angles in 
high energy collisions. With increasing beam energy states at higher excita
tion energies can be excited; this may lead, in addition to Coulomb excitation, 
also to Coulomb dissociation [1], Such experiments are also feasible with se
condary (radioactive) beams. Because Coulomb dissociation is generally well 
understood theoretically, a clean interpretation of the experimental data is 
possible. This is of interest for nuclear structure and nuclear astrophysics 
[2, 3, 4],

We first discuss some questions that have to be considered in the theore
tical treatment of Coulomb dissociation. Multiple electromagnetic excitation 
may be important. We mention two aspects: it is a means to excite new 
nuclear states, like the double phonon giant dipole resonance [4]; but it also 
appears as a correction to the one-photon excitation [5, 6, 7], In the equiva
lent photon approximation the cross section for an electromagnetic process is 
written as a = f ^ n(iu)c77(iv) where <t7(o>) denotes the corresponding cross 
section for the photo-induced process and n(w) is called the equivalent pho
ton number. For high enough beam energies the latter is well approximated
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by n(w) = ^Z2a In ^ where R denotes some cut-off radius. More refined 
expressions, which take the dependence on multipolarity, beam velocity or 
Coulomb-deflection into account, are available in the literature [1, 6, 8]. The 
theory of electromagnetic excitation is well developed, for nonrelativistic as 
well as relativistic projectile velocities. In the latter case, an analytical re
sult for all multipolarities was obtained in ref. [8], The projectile motion was 
treated classically in a straight-line approximation. Using Glauber theory, the 
projectile motion can be treated quantally [1, 7, 9, 10, 11]. This gives rise to 
characteristic diffraction effects. The main effect is due to the strong absorp
tion at impact parameters less than the sum of the two nuclear radii. Effects 
due to nuclear excitation have also to be taken into account [10, 12]. They are 
generally small and show a characteristic angular dependence, which can be 
used to separate such effects from electromagnetic excitation.

Higher order effects can be considered in a coupled channels approach, or 
using higher order perturbation theory. This involves a sum over all interme
diate states considered to be important. Another approach is to integrate the 
time-dependent Schrodinger equation directly for a given model Hamiltonian
[13].

For a sudden collision the time ordering in the usual perturbation approach 
can be neglected and the interaction can be summed up to infinite order. 
In this case one only has to calculate the matrix-element of the excitation 
operator between the initial and final states (i.e. the intermediate states do 
not appear explicitly). A related approach was developed for small values of 
( in Refs. [5, 6,7].

2 New applications of Coulomb dissociation for 
nuclear astrophysics

In nuclear astrophysics radiative capture reactions of the type 6 + c —► a + 7 
play a very important role. They can also be studied in the time-reversed 
reaction 7 + a —► 6 + c , at least for those cases where the nucleus a is in 
the ground state. As a photon beam we use the equivalent photon spectrum 
which is provided in the fast peripheral collision. Recent reviews, both from 
an experimental and a theoretical point of view have been given [2], thus we 
concentrate here on a few points.

Nucleosynthesis beyond the iron peak proceeds mainly by the r- and s- 
processes (rapid and slow neutron capture) [14, 15]. To establish the quantita
tive details of these processes, accurate energy-averaged neutron-capture cross 
sections are needed. Such data provide information on the mechanism and
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time scales of the process, as well as on temperatures involved in the process. 
The data should also shed light on neutron sources, required neutron fluxes 
and possible sites of the processes (see Ref. [14]).

With the new radioactive beam facilities (either fragment separator or 
ISOL-type facilities) some of the nuclei far off the valley of stability can be 
produced, which are relevant for the r-process. In order to assess the r-process 
path, it is important to know the nuclear properties like /3-decay half-lifes 
and neutron binding energies. Sometimes the waiting point approximation 
[14, 15] is introduced, which assumes an (n,7)- and (7,n)-equilibrium in an 
isotopic chain. It is generally believed that the waiting point approximation 
should be replaced by dynamic r-process flow calculations, taking into account 
(n,7), (7,n) and /3-decay rates as well as time-varying temperature and neutron 
density. In slow freeze-out scenarios, the knowledge of (n,7) cross sections is 
important.

In such a situation, the Coulomb dissociation can be a very useful tool to 
obtain information on (n,7)-reaction cross sections on unstable nuclei, where 
direct measurements cannot be done. Of course, one cannot and need not 
study the capture cross section on all the nuclei involved; there will be some 
key reactions of nuclei close to magic numbers. Quite recently, it was proposed 
[16] to obtain information about (n/y) reaction cross sections, using nuclei like 
124Mo, 126Ru, 128Pd and 130Cd as projectiles. The optimum choice of beam 
energy will depend on the actual neutron binding energy. Since the flux of 
equivalent photons has essentially an ^ dependence, low neutron thresholds 
are favourable for the Coulomb dissociation method. Note that only infor
mation about the (0,7) capture reaction to the ground state is possible with 
the Coulomb dissociation method. The situation is reminiscent of the loo
sely bound neutron-rich light nuclei, like 11 Be and 11 Li. In this context the 
recent Coulomb dissociation experiment of 28.53 MeV/nucleon 9Li is worth 
mentioning [17]. It is relevant for the 8Li(n,7) reaction which is of interest for 
inhomogeneous big bang nucleosynthesis.

For future radioactive beam facilities, like ISOL od SPIRAL, the maximum 
useful beam energy is an important issue. We propose to use the handy forma
lism of Ref. [5] to assess, how far one can go down in beam energy. In Ref. [5] 
the lal and 2nd order Coulomb excitation amplitudes are given analytically in 
a zero range model for the neutron-core interaction. Meaningful results with 
the Coulomb dissociation method are obtianed when the l’1 order amplitude 
is not too much disturbed by corrections due to higher orders. For Coulomb 
dissociation with two charged particles in the final state, like in the 8B —► 7B 
+ p experiment with a 26 MeV 8B beam [18] such simple formulae seem to
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be unavailable and one should resort to more involved approaches mentioned 
above.

A new field of application of the Coulomb dissociation method could be 
two particle capture reactions. Evidently, they cannot be studied in a direct 
way in the laboratory. However, sometimes the relevant information about 
resonances involved can also be obtained by other means (transfer reactions, 
etc.), like in the triple a-process. Two-neutron capture reactions in supernovae 
neutrino bubbles are studied in [19]. In the case of a high neutron abundance, a 
sequence of two-neutron capture reactions, 4He(2n,7)6He(2n,7)8He can bridge 
the A = 5 and A = 8 gaps. The 6He and 8He nuclei may be formed prefe
rentially by two-step resonant processes through their broad 2+ first excited 
states [19]. Dedicated Coulomb dissociation experiments can be useful. Ano
ther key reaction can be the 4He(an,7) reaction [19]. The 9Be(7,n) reaction 
has been studied directly (see Ref. [20]) and the low energy resonance is 
clearly established. Despite this, a 9Be Coulomb dissociation experiment could 
be worthwhile (cf. also Ref. [21]). Other useful information is obtained from 
(e,e’) and (p,p’) reactions on 9Be [22].

Also in the rp-process, two-proton capture reactions can bridge the waiting 
points [23, 24, 25]. From the 150(2p,7)17Ne, 18Ne(2p,7)20Mg and 38Ca(2p,7) 
40Ti reactions considered in Ref. [24], the latter can act as an efficient reaction 
link at conditions typical for X-ray bursts on neutron stars. A 40Ti —» p + p + 
^Ca Coulomb dissociation experiment should be feasible. The decay with two 
protons is expected to be sequential rather than correlated (u2He” -emission). 
The relevant resonances are listed in Table XII of Ref. [24]. In Ref. [25] it is 
found that in X-ray bursts 2p-capture reactions accelerate the reaction flow 
into the Z > 36 region considerably. In Table 1 of Ref. [25] nuclei are listed 
on which 2p-capture reactions may occur; the final nuclei are 68Se, 72Kr, 76Sr, 
80Zr, 84Mo, “Ru, 92Pd and ^Cd (see also Fig. 8 of Ref. [23]). It is proposed to 
study the Coulomb dissociation of these nuclei in order to obtain more direct 
insight into the 2p-capture process.

In summary peripheral collision of medium and high energy nuclei (stable 
or radioactive) passing each other at distances beyond nuclear contact and 
thus dominated by electromagnetic interactions are important tools of nuclear 
physics research. The intense source of quasi-real (or equivalent) photons has 
opened a wide horizon of new experimented possibilities (also for the GSI) to 
investigate efficiently photo-interactions, i.e. single- and multiphoton excita
tions and electromagnetic dissociation, in nuclei.

Supported partially by grant LMWolT of GSI.
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Abstract
The Coulomb dissociation method was applied to several radiative cap
ture processes of astrophysics! interest.. The method has an advan
tage of high experimental efficiency, which allow measurements with 
radioactive nuclear beams. The reactions 13N(p,7)140 and 'Be(p,7)8B 
are mainly discussed. They are the key reaction in the hot CNO cycle in 
massive stars and the one closely related to the solar neutrino problem, 
respectively.

1 Introduction
In thermonuclear burning processes in stars or in early universe, nuclear re
actions at low energies play important roles. In so called explosive burning 
situation, where both temperature and matter density are high, nuclear re
actions on unstable nuclei can be faster than their competing /3 decays. To 
study directly the reactions in such explosive nuclear burning scenarios, ra
dioactive targets should be used. Therefore measurements are very difficult or 
sometimes not possible when short-lived isotopes are involved.

Recent development on radioactive (or RI) beam production allows for new 
approaches to those difficult-to-measure reactions. One possibility is to realize 
the reaction system with the unstable nucleus as the beam at a low energy. 
This approach becomes possible only if a strong RI beam at several hundreds 
keV/u is available. The first example is the 13N(p,7)140 reaction studied at 
Louvain-la-Neuve [1] using a 13N beam of 3 x10s s-1 intensity at 630 keV/u 
incident energy.

Another possibility is to use intermediate-energy RI beams, which are now 
available at many laboratories with variety of ions. Low-energy cross sections 
can be extracted indirectly from the data of Coulomb dissociation, for exam
ple, at several hundred MeV/u. An advantage is availability of thick targets.
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Targets with several tens or several hundred mg/cm2 thickness are commonly 
used in actual experiments. This is larger by an order of 3 or 4 than the typical 
thickness of targets in low-energy direct measurements, where the thickness is 
limited by the energy loss of the incident beam. This makes experiments with 
weak radioactive nuclear beams realistic.

2 Coulomb Dissociation Experiments
In the Coulomb dissociation method, the residual nucleus B of the capture 
reaction A(x,7)B bombards a high-Z target and is Coulomb excited to an 
unbound state that decays to the A-fx channel. Since the process is regarded as 
absorption of a virtual photon, t.e. 8(7,x)A, the radiative capture (the inverse 
of the photoabsorption) cross section can be extracted from the dissociation 
yield. This idea was first proposed by Baur [2] based on the virtual photon 
theory. Topical reviews were given by Baur and Rebel [3]. In addition to 
the advantage discussed before, the Coulomb dissociation method enhances 
the original capture cross section by a large factor. This is due to the large 
virtual-photon number and the phase space factor. The two factors can be in 
the order of 100 or 1000 in some actual cases like the ,40 and SB dissociation, 
which will be discussed later in this report.

Pioneering studies of the Coulomb dissociation were made for the stable 
Li isotopes, 6Li—► o+d and 'Li—* aTt, at around £jn=10 MeV/u [4, 5, 6, 7). 
The asymmetry observed in the 6Li dissociation at 10 MeV/u [6] vanishes 
at a higher incident-energy of 26 MeV/u [8]. This suggests the dominance 
of the Coulomb dissociation mechanism at high incident energies. However, 
Hirabayashi and Sakuragi [9] argue possible strong contribution of nuclear 
breakup based on a microscopic cluster model applied to the wave function of 
6Li-d+a.

The first Coulomb dissociation experiments with radioactive beams were 
made for the 208Pb(l4O,13N p)208Pb reaction at yet higher incident energies of
87.5 MeV/u [10] and 70 MeV/u [11]. The results demonstrates the usefulness 
of the method, and stimulated further studies of the Coulomb dissociation such 
as 12N—*nC+p [12] and 8B—*'Be-hp [13, 15, 16, 17].

3 140 Breakup and Hot CNO Cycle
In the core of super massive stars, novae or at the surface of neutron stars, 
the 13N(p,7)140 reaction becomes faster than the 6+ decay of 13N, and the 
hot CNO cycle starts instead of the regular CNO cycle. This key reaction
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13N(p,7)140 was difficult to be studied because the radioactive nucleus 13N 
(10 min. half life) is involved. The experimental goal is to determine the 
El electromagnetic- width P-, of the first 1” state in 140, because this resonant 
state dominates in the hot CNO burning. The experimental accuracy obtained 
in the indirect measurements, where a small branching ratio («10~4) of the 
7 decay was measured, was rather poor. We performed an experiment of 
Coulomb dissociation [10] hoping that the experimental accuracy for f\ might 
be improved.

An 140 beam was obtained by the projectile-fragmentation scheme with 
the RIPS separator at RIKEN [18]. It bombarded a thick (350 mg/cm2) 
208Pb target. Outgoing particles were detected in coincidence. The detec
tion system consisted of a mosaic of 24 A£(Si)-£(CsI(Tl)) counter telescopes 
“EMRIC” [19] and two (x and y) planes of plastic scintillator hodoscopes.

By comparing the result with the predicted cross section, the radiative 
width was deduced to be 3.1±0.6 eV, which agrees with the width obtained 
by the direct measurement of the 13N(p,7)140 reaction performed at Louvain 
la Neuve [20] almost at the same time as our Coulomb dissociation experiment. 
Another Coulomb dissociation experiment at 70 MeV/u [11] at GANIL also 
yields a value consistent with above value within errors.

radioactive beam

helium bag

analyzing system
for breakup fragments
(plastic scintillator hodoscopes)

production target

primary beam 
(cyclotron)

Figure T. Experimental setup for the 8B Coulomb dissociation experiment.
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4 8B Breakup and Solar Neutrino Problem
The 7Be(p,7)8B reaction at low energies is relevant to the high energy neutrino 
production in the sun through the /? decay of 8B. A series of experiments has 
been and is being performed for the Coulomb dissociation of 8B at RIKEN. 
They are intended to simulate this important reaction cross section. It should 
be noted that the astrophysical process is dominated by the El transition to 
the unbound continuum state of 8B. Therefore the Coulomb dissociation to 
continuum states should be studied.

The first measurement is described in two articles [13, 14], and a part 
of the second result is reported in Ref. [15]. The data obtained in the third 
experiment is now being analyzed. A schematic view of the experimental setup 
is shown in Fig. 1. Beams of 8B were produced by the 12C+9Be interaction at 
92 MeV/u for the first two experiments and 135 MeV for the third one. The 
8B energies in the center of the target, 50 mg/cm2 208Pb, were approximately 
50 MeV/u. We employed the time-of-flight (TOP) technique to determine the 
energies of fragments. A plastic scintillator hodoscope was set 3-5 m from the 
target. The outgoing particles of the Coulomb dissociation, 'Be and p, are 
identified by the AE-E method. Their scattering angles are determined by 
the positions in the 10x16 segments formed by the AE and E scintillators. 
A p-7Be relative energy spectrum could be constructed from the measurement 
and it was converted to the 1 Be(p,7)8B cross section with the help of a Monte- 
Carlo simulation calculation on detection efficiency and theoretical calculation 
for the Coulomb dissociation mechanism.

In the second and third experiments, the DALI setup [21] was also used to 
measure the deexcitation 7 rays from the first excited state of 7Be at 429 keV 
populated in the dissociation process. The contribution from this process was 
measured to be about 5% of the Coulomb dissociation yield.

In Fig. 2 the astrophysical 5-factors obtained in the first and second ex
periments are shown together with the ones determined in direct (p,7) mea
surements. Our Coulomb dissociation data are consistent within errors with 
the results by Filippone et al. [22] and Vaughn et at. [23].

Figure 3 shows the angular distributions for the scattering angle 08, the 
angle of the center-of-mass for the p-'Be system. They are well fitted by 
the DWBA type calculation assuming pure El transition. This suggests that 
possible mixture of the E2 amplitude is small enough to be neglected. Small 
E2 mixture is also supported by the low energy measurement performed at 
Notre Dame University [17] using 3.25 MeV/u 8B beams. An inclusive 7Be 
spectrum was measured with a 58Ni target.
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1000 2000 3000

(keV)

Figure 2: Astrophysical S'17-factors for the 7Be(p,7)8B reaction extracted 
from the first (thick crosses) and second (large solid dots) experiments. Ex
isting direct (p,7) data are also shown.

The post Coulomb-acceleration effect is expected to be small owing to the 
special situation for aB where the proton binding energy is only 137 keV. 
Trajectories very far from the target are enough to excite the continuum state 
of 8B, because a low energy virtual photon is responsible for the excitation. 
Recent theoretical calculations supports this picture [24, 25]

In general, higher order processes including the post acceleration is less 
important at higher incident energy. We also performed a Coulomb dissocia
tion experiment at GSI using 8B beams of 254 MeV/u and a 208Pb target [16]. 
Outgoing fragments were measured in coincidence by a magnetic spectrograph 
called KaoS [26], which has a momentum acceptance large enough to allow for 
detecting protons and 7Be that have quite different magnetic rigidities. Our 
analysis in a preliminary stage suggests that Sn factors are quite similar to 
the Coulomb dissociation results obtained in the second RIKEN experiment, 
and therefore to the direct (p,q) results by Filippone et al. [22] and Vaughn et 
al. [23]. The agreement between the two results obtained at the different ener
gies (50 MeV/u at RIKEN and 250 MeV/u at GSI) might indicate smallness 
of the higher-order contribution.
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Figure 3: Angular distribution of the 8B Coulomb dissociation reaction.

5 Further Applications of Coulomb Dissociation
We plan to extend the Coulomb dissociation method to several cases where the 
capture cross sections are not known. An example is the 8B(p,'j-)9B reaction. 
In very high temperature and high pressure situation, this reaction becomes 
faster than the /3+ decay of 8B, and the regular pp-chain nuclear burning is 
switched to the hot pp mode [27]. No experimental information is available 
so far for this 8B(p,7)9B reaction, and its cross sections are only estimated by 
theoretical calculations [28, 29]. Recently, a Coulomb dissociation measure
ment of 9C+208Pb—>8B+p+208Pb has been performed with almost the same 
technique as for the 8B dissociation experiments. Preliminary analyses yield 
,5'ig factors which are consistent with those prediction by Descouvemont [29], 
but are smaller by a factor of four than the evaluation of Wiescher et al. [28].

6 Summary
Since the idea of laboratory experiments for astrophysical thermo-nuclear reac
tions was proposed in 1950s, much progress has been achieved. Recent develop
ment of producing radioactive nuclear beams allows now for access to unstable 
nuclei important in explosive nuclear burning. So called indirect method using
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projectiles of unstable nuclei at intermediate-energies can also be applied to 
“hard-to-access” cases. Especially the Coulomb dissociation method has been 
studied for several important reactions. The 140 and 8B dissociation provide 
typical examples of resonant and non-resonant breakups. Their experimental 
results encourage new measurements of astrophysical reactions. Further exper
imental investigation to control the possible ambiguities as well as theoretical 
works are desirable.

The works present in this report were performed in collaboration with
T. Kikuchi, T. Takei, N. Iwasa, Y. Ando, K. Ieki, M. Kurokawa, S. Moriya,
H. Murakami, T. Nishio, J. Ruan (Gen), S. Shirato, S. Shimoura, T. Uchi- 
bori, Y. Yanagisawa (Rikkyo University), A. Goto, T. Ichihara, N. Inabe, 
T. Kubo, H. Sakurai, T. Teranishi, Y. Watanabe, M. Ishihara (RIKEN), M. Hi- 
rai, T. Nakamura (University of Tokyo), S. Kubono (INS), Y. Furutaka( TIT), 
Y. Futami( Tsukuba University), S. Kox, C. Perrin, F. Merchez, D. Rebreyend 
(ISN Grenoble), M. Gai, R. France III, K.I. Hahn, Z. Zhao (Yale University), 
Th. Delbar, P. Lipnik and C. Michotte (Louvain la Neuve).
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Abstract

As an alternative method for determining the astrophysics! 5-factor for 
the 7Be(p,7)8B reaction we have measured the Coulomb dissociation 
of 8B at 254 A MeV. From our preliminary results, we obtain good 
agreement with both the accepted direct-reaction measurements and 
the low-energy Coulomb dissociation study of Iwasa e< al. performed at 
about 50 A MeV .

1 Introduction
The Coulomb dissociation of 8B into 7Be + p is an alternative method for de
termining the astrophysical 5-factor for the 7Be(p,"y)8B reaction which is a key 
quantity in solar neutrino physics [1]. Experiments with a 8B beam of about 
50 A MeV were performed at RIKEN [2]. In their first experiment, Iwasa et 
al. [3] determined the 7Be(p,7)8B 5-factor for center-of-mass energies 0.6 MeV 
< Eon <1.7 MeV. In a subsequent study, Kikuchi et al. [4] studied the an
gular distribution of the breakup products and found it compatible with pure
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El multipolarity. Even at their energy around 50 A MeV the E2 contribution 
to the cross section was found practically negligible.

At GSI, we have measured the Coulomb dissociation of 8B at 254 A MeV. 
The aim of this study was to check the results of the RIKEN experiment 
at a higher bombarding energy (which should yield a lower E2 contribution 
and a higher Ml contribution to the Coulomb-dissociation cross section). In 
addition, the strong forward focussing allows to use the large-acceptance spec
trometer KaoS at GSI [5] for a simultaneous detection of the breakup prod
ucts, proton and 7Be. Moreover, angular and energy straggling effects should 
in principle allow to obtain cleaner results at the higher incident energy.

2 Experimental procedure
A 208Pb target with a thickness of 200 mg/cm2 located at the entrance of the 
large-acceptance spectrometer KaoS [5] was bombarded with a secondary 8B 
beam produced by the fragment separator FRS at GSI [6] through projectile 
fragmentation of a 350 A MeV 12C beam. The 8B secondary-beam intensity 
was of the order of lO4 ions/spill, with a purity of about 80%. The 8B projec
tiles were identified event by event with the help of an energy-loss time-of-fiight 
measurement.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of the experimental setup at KaoS. The 
scattering angles of the reaction products, 7Be and proton, behind the 20ePb 
breakup target were measured with an accuracy of about 2 mrad by two pairs of 
silicon micro-strip detectors (100 /im pitch) placed a distances of 15 and 30 cm, 
respectively, downstream from the target. Each of the detectors of the pairs 
was position sensitive only in one direction orthogonal to the incident beam (i 
or y). While the 7Be breakup particles could be identified unambiguously from 
their energy loss in the four Si strip detectors and from the hit multiplicity, 
the low energy loss of the breakup protons (AE ~ 200 keV) does not allow 
an unambiguous discrimination from noise. Therefore, only those hits were 
attributed to breakup protons that had their vertex at the target position. The 
breakup position at the target in beam direction (z) could be reconstructed 
with an accuracy of about a, = 3 cm. In this way also the large background 
from nuclear breakup in the micro-strip detectors or other layers of matter 
downstream from the target could be identified event by event.

The momenta of p and 7Be were obtained from measuring both the posi
tions and angles of the particles in front of KaoS as described above and from 
a position measurement behind KaoS with two large-area multi-wire propor
tional counters (MWPC). From the momenta and angles measured, the invari-
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup used to detect the 8B breakup 
products, 7Be and proton, in coincidence at the KaoS spectrometer at GSI. The 
secondary 8B beam from FRS enters from the left. The insert in the lower part of 
the figure shows the arrangement of the 208Pb breakup target and the two pairs of 
Si strip detectors at the entrance of KaoS.

ant mass of the p-7Be system and thus the relative energy between the proton 
and the 7Be ion in the c m. system, ETCi, could be reconstructed. Corrections 
necessary to account for the finite acceptance and the finite resolution of 
the setup were estimated with the help of extended GEANT simulations.

3 Preliminary results
We could determine the 8B(7,p)7Be cross section in the energy interval

0.15 MeV < jErd < 2.95 MeV. Preliminary results are shown in Fig. 2. 
As indicated by the full histogram, opr Ere]-distribution is in good agreement 
with the results of the direct (p,7) measurement [7]. The full histogram was
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1 Erel [MeV]2

Fig. 2. Preliminary differential cross section distribution, der/dErci. The solid curve 
has been obtained by a Monte-Carlo simulation using the results from the direct 
(p,7) measurements of Filippone et al. and Vaughn et al. [7]. The dashed curve 
has been obtained in the same way but using only the nonresonant (E1-) component 
of the direct measurement.

obtained by converting properly the (p,7)- into Coulomb-dissociation cross 
sections and by running a complete GEANT simulation of our experiment to 
take into account our finite angular and momentum resolution. The dashed 
histogram has been obtained in the same way but without the (Ml) resonance 
at Erei = 632 keV, i.e. it should represent the non resonant (E1-) contribution. 
We have tacitly assumed that the E2 contribution is negligible in accordance 
with the results of Kikuchi et al. [4] obtained at « 50 A MeV; at our energy, the 
E2 contribution should be even smaller [8]. Unfortunately our experiment does 
not allow to extract the angular distribution of the combined (7Be+p)-system 
relative to the incoming 8B beam since the PPAC detectors designed to track 
the 8B beam in front of the target could not be used during the production 
run. The angular distribution that we measure is determined entirely by the 
emittance of the 8B beam.

It is clear that the resolution of the present experiment is much poorer 
than that of the direct reaction studies, which is mainly due to our rather 
thick Pb breakup target necessitated by the relatively low second ary-beam
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intensities. This is particular obvious from the broadening of the Ml peak 
which is hardly visible as an isolated peak in Fig. 2. On the other hand, the 
lowest £„] bin measured is (150 ± 50) keV, where the direct (p,7)-reaction 
has a cross section of the order of only 10 nb and which is below the range 
covered by the most recent (p, "^-measurement [9]. We hope to extract an 
astrophysics] 5-factor from our cross sections in the near future when the 
remaining problems of the efficiency determination have been solved.
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Abstract
We present here the first application of realistic shell model (SM) in
cluding coupling between many-particle (quasi-)bound states and the 
continuum of one-particle scattering states to the calculation of the to
tal capture cross section and the astrophysical factor in the reaction 
7Be(p,7)8B.

The theoretical description of weakly bound exotic nuclei is one of the 
most exciting challenges today. What makes this subject both particularly 
interesting and difficult, is the proximity of the particle continuum implying 
strong modification of the effective N — N interaction and causing unusual 
spatial properties of the nucleon density distribution, such as halo or large 
diffusivity. Many of those nuclei are involved in the chain of thermonuclear 
reactions and, in the absence of data at relevant energies, the models of stars 
rely to certain extent on calculated astrophysical factors[l] . The number of 
excited bound states or narrow resonances in weakly bound exotic systems 
is small, and they couple strongly to the particle continuum. Hence, these 
systems should be described in the quantum open system formalism which 
does not artificially separate the subspaces of (quasi-)bound (the Q-subspace) 
and scattering (the P-subspace) states. Coupling between Q and P subspaces 
modifies both the scattering solutions as well as the spectroscopic quantities 
for interior bound states.

The influence of scattering continuum on the SM properties has not been 
addressed before. A possible starting point could be the Continuum Shell 
Model (CSM) approach [2], which in the restricted space of configurations 
generated using the finite-depth potential, has been applied to giant resonances 
and radiative capture reactions[3, 4] . This is insufficient for nuclei close to
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drip lines, where it is essential to have a realistic description of bound state 
subspace. For that reason, the corner-stone of our approach, which we call the 
Shell Model Embedded in the Continuum (SMEC), is the realistic SM itself. 
The SM is used to generate the many-particle wavefunctions for (quasi-)bound 
configurations. In descibing the particle continuum we restrict ourselves to a 
subset of one-nucleon decay channels, which apart from few rare cases of two- 
nucleon halo, should be a good approximation in weakly bound systems. The 
coupling between SM states and the one-particle scattering continuum is given 
by the residual interaction : V = — V6(a + 6P1<,2)5(ri — r2) , with a + b = 1 and 
a = 0.73 . The key element of both SMEC and CSM is the treatment of 
single-particle resonances; the part of resonance inside a nucleus is included 
in Q subspace, whereas the remaining part is left in the P subspace[3] . The 
wavefunctions of both subspaces are then renormalized in order to ensure the 
mutual orthogonality of wavefunctions in both subspaces.

In the SMEC, we solve identical equations as in the CSM [3] but, due 
to specific features of exotic nuclei, ingredients of both models are differ
ent. For the (quasi-)bound states we solve the realistic SM problem using 
the code ANTOINE [5] . The quasi-bound resonances in the continuum are 
included as well. For the continuum part, we solve the coupled channel equa
tions : (ZJ(+) — Hpp)£C£+- = 0 , where index c denotes different channels 
and Hpp = PHP . The sign ± characterizes the boundary conditions, i.e., 
wheather we consider incoming or outgoing ’+’ scattering waves. The 
channel states are defined by coupling one nucleon in the continuum to a ’hole 
state’ of (A— 1) -nucleus, described by the SM. To generate both single-particle 
(s.p.) resonances and the radial formfactors in the coupling matrix elements 
between states in Q and P , we use in the first iteration the finite-depth av
erage potential of Saxon-Woods (SW) type with the spin-orbit part included. 
The parameters of the average potential are fitted to reproduce experimental 
s.p. states. The microscopic coupling of bound and scattering states gener
ates important correction to the mean-field, modifying the s.p. wavefunctions 
for each J* of the quasi-bound state. This correction deepens the average 
potential, increases slightly its diffusivity and produceses a maximum at the 
center. It is this corrected potential which is then used to calculate the radial 
formfactors of coupling matrix elements, the s.p. wavefunctions and the new 
correction term to the mean-field. We iterate this procedure until convergence 
is reached. The third system of equations are the coupled channel equations 
with the source term : (E+ — Hpp)u\+^ = Hpq4>, . These equations define 
functions , which describe the decay of quasi-bound state $, in the con
tinuum. The source term couples the wavefunction of A - nucleon localized
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Figure 1: Multi pole contributions to the total capture cross section (left hand 
side) and the astrophysical S factor (right hand side) of 7 Be(p,i)8B as a 
function of the center of mass energy. The SMEC calculations has been done 
with the residual interaction strength Vo = 1200 MeVfm3.

states with (A — 1) - nucleon localized states + one nucleon in the contin
uum. The complete solution of SMEC can be expressed by means of the three 
functions :<!><,££; and iv,[3, 7] .

As an example of SMEC calculations, let us consider the proton-rich nucleus 
8B which is produced in the solar interior via the reaction 7 Be(p^)8B at the 
center of mass (c.m.) energy of about 20 keV. This nucleus is the main source 
of high energy neutrinos observed in many solar-neutrino experiments^] . The 
observed deficit of 8B neutrinos as compared to the prediction of standard 
solar model]!] , can be partly related to the value of the 7Be(p, 'y'fB cross 
section. We have calculated the spectrum of 8B in p - shell, both in the SM 
and in the SMEC, using the CK interaction^] . Calculations in SMEC have 
been done for different strength V0 of the residual interaction. The SW average 
potential with parameters : U0 = —31.924 MeV, U,0 = 6.84 MeV, Rq — Rso = 
2.95 fm and a = aso — 0.52 was used as a starting guess. The agreement with 
the data is largely improved by taking into account the microscopic coupling 
between (quasi-)bound and scattering states in SMEC. For example, the energy 
difference between the if resonance and the 2f ground state is 843 keV for 
Vo = 1200 MeVfm3, whereas the SM yields 1083 keV and the experimental 
value is 637±6 keV. The calculated width of if state is 27keV for Vo = 1200 
MeVfm3 , whereas the experimental value is 37 ± 5keV. In the SMEC, the
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initial wavefunction \P,([75e + p]j») is :

E*'” l [Yu x Xf x x7
<•*)

and the final wavefunction */([8B]j'=-2+) is :

*/(r) = E A
ibJb

[K'» x x'r X x7'
W

m/

(1)

(2)

It and s denote the spin of target nucleus and incoming proton, respectively.
*s the coefficient of fractional parentage and uj^- is the s.p. wavefunc

tion in the many-particle state J/ . With those wavefunctions we calculate the 
transition amplitudes :

TEC = C(EC)ilajjlt,ji,ja < CiJjrrij | J,m, >< /t0£0 | Za0 >
xWWtCJiJpJWihsCuhUltti^

for El and E2 and :

(3)

TMl = ilantiJj < lSJ/mf | Jjrrii > 
x |l4',(y6/1l,71; Jf]a)]aJb

I‘(j$ + ^)LLW(lbslja-nla) + (-l)’i~ia2ftassW(alilja-,jis)

'Ith

(4)

for Ml transitions, respectively. In the above formula, <5 = m,- — m,f, a = 
\/2a + 1, a = \Ja(a + 1) and I^j^ = j '■libikrCi,u3adr - The radiative capture 
cross section can then be expressed in terms of those amplitudes as :

El,Ml = _J------- 1— y' | T
9 \kj \hc)\hc)23 + l 2/,-f l 1̂

El,Ml |2

= S (|) (£) (ib) ETT 27HE ^ 1 tE2 P

(5)

(6)

/i stands for the reduced mass of the system. Fig. 1 shows the calcu
lated multipole contributions to the total capture cross section and the as- 
trophysical S factor as a function of the c.m. energy. The proton thresh
old energy in SMEC is adjusted to yield the energy of calculated if state
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at the experimentally observed value. This corresponds to a trivial read- 
justement of the energy scale. The photon energy is given by the differ
ence of c.m. energy of [7Be + p]j, system and the experimental energy 
of the 2f ground state of SB . The calculated value of the S factor at 
c.m. energy of 20 keV is 5 = 22.70 eV-b , and disagrees with the most 
recent experimental value[9] . One should stress however, that different ex
periments show significant fluctuations in the extrapolated values of 5 . The 
ratios of S factors at different c.m. energies are : S(20)/S(100) = 1.07 and 
S(20)/S(500) = 0.997. The resonant part of Ml transitions , which yields 
the contribution of SM1 = 18.23 eV-b at the if resonance energy, decreases 
fast and becomes SMi = 1-3-10-1,6-95-10-3,1.03-10—3 eV-b at c.m. energies 
of 500, 100, 20 keV , respectively. This value is sensible to the spectroscopic 
factor of p-states, i.e. to the SM force. At the position of 1+ resonance, the 
predicted by SMEC calculations value of S - factor (S' = 41.97eV-b) is some
what smaller than seen in the experiments, but part of this discrepancy could 
be related to the absence of quenching factor in our calculations.

In conclusion, we have shown results of SMEC calculations which couple 
the realistic SM solutions for (quasi-)bound states with the scattering solutions 
of one-particle continuum. The application to 7 Be(p,j)BB reaction yields sat
isfactory description of different components of the radiative capture cross 
section, including the resonant components. At present, we are applying the 
SMEC to many other reactions of astrophysical interest such as 14C(n,'f)15C, 
160(p,7)17F, 180(n,7)190 .
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Abstract
The continuum states of two-neutron halo nuclei are calculated in the 
method of hyperspherical harmonics. Using DWIA theory appropriate 
for dilute halo matter we have probed the structure of the low-lying 6He 
continuum via calculations of charge-exchange and inelastic scattering.

1 Introduction
At Hirschegg’96 [1] we reported the first exploratory calculations for the con
tinuum of Borromean halo nuclei, using 6He as a benchmark system. We 
emphasized that (i) a few-body approach employing expansion on hyperspher
ical harmonic (HH) functions seemed technically feasible, and (it) that the 
calculated continuum response exhibited interesting new structures.

Since then we [2, 3] (and also [4]) have extended and improved the calcu
lations technically to allow for sufficiently large expansions, and we have tried 
to assess the physical nature of the continuum. The eigenproperties of the 
continuum as would appear in 3-3 scattering cannot be easily probed in the 
laboratory, but possibly in dense astrophysical scenarios. What is accessible to 
experiment are various responses (transition properties) for observables of long 
and short range, associated symmetries and multipolarities. Genuine 3-body 
resonances, which are very complex in shell-model language, have simple char
acteristics in few-body HH representation. This is also evidenced by various 
correlation plots connecting Jacobi coordinates in momentum space as well
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Figure 1: Diagonal phase shifts (a) and dB(£l)/dE distributions (b) in the 1“ 
continuum, for the K = L = 1, S = lnn = 0, /(„„)„ = 1 channel, for different 
Pauli treatments PP, PS and PC (see text). All curves used Amox = 10 and a 
three-body potential adjusted to reproduce the ground state energy.

as in ordinary space. Such plots are also used to explore more complicated 
accumulation of low-lying strength such as that with l-.

The calculation of £1 dipole breakup of two-neutron halo nuclei requires 
the calculation of the continuum states of the three-body n+n+core system. 
Because of the large size of the ground state, the wavefunctions in the contin
uum interval 0 < E < 3 MeV must be accurately calculated, and it is precisely 
in this region that the question of any soft-dipole mode must be answered.

2 Continuum Structure of 6He
In a three-body model, we find three-body scattering states in a basis of hy- 
perspherical harmonics up to some Kmax, and find a ‘continuum phase shift’ 
for each harmonic K. In doing so, we must take into account that there are Os 
occupied states in the 4He core. This can be done by (PC) a repulsive Gaus
sian potential [4, 2), (PS) a supersymmetric transform of the n-core potential, 
(PA) by removing the lowest adiabatic energy surface [5], or (PP) by using 
projection operators and solving the Schrodinger equation within the allowed 
space [3]. The PP method removes that part of the total wavefunction which 
would disappear under full antisymmetrisation, while the other methods do 
this only approximately. The methods differ, for example, in the number of 
interior nodes in the bound state and scattering wave functions.
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HH CS1 [7] CS2[8] Exp. [6]
J* E r E r E r E r
Of -0.98 -0.6 -0.78 -0.97
21 0.8 0.60 0.74 0.06 0.8 0.26 0.822 0.113
2? 2.7 1.2 - - 2.5 4.7 - -

1- not found not found not found - -

1+ 3.2 1.8 - - 3.0 6.4 - -

of 5.4 6.0 - - 3.9 9.4 - -

Table 1: Comparison of resonance positions and widths of 6He continuum 
states. Results from the present method (HH) and the Complex Scaling 
method (CS) [7, 8] are shown, with experimental data. In the HH case, a 
three-body potential was fitted to the the Of and 2f positions. The existence 
of the Of state is least certain.

The ground state energies are slightly different in the 4 methods, but after 
renormalising an effective three-body potential, the bound state properties 
are not very different. In [5] it was shown that the PC and PA methods 
give similar bound state wave functions, but the three-body scattering phase 
shifts were not examined. This similarity does not hold, however, for the PP 
continuum properties: we see in fig. 1 that the PP continuum phase shifts 
differ noticeably from the others, while the non-PP methods give 50% more 
dB(£l)/dE strength at the low-energy peak. This indicates that the three- 
body continuum probes the off-shell structure of the two-body interactions, 
and therefore that phase-equivalence is not a sufficient physical specification 
for those interactions.

We have made predictions [2, 3] for the strengths of the isoscalar monopole, 
electric dipole and quadrupole excitations, as well as for nuclear inelastic and 
charge-exchange response functions. The known 2+ resonance in 6He is repro
duced. Strength concentrations at lower energies are found and in table 1 we 
list the new 0+, 1+ and 2+ resonances expected [2, 3].

Using DWIA theory appropriate for dilute halo matter we have probed 
the structure of the low-lying 6He continuum (below two-body threshold) via 
calculations of charge-exchange (Fig. 2) and inelastic scattering [2],

Here we will only comment on the new 2f resonance and the so-called “soft 
dipole mode”. To this end, as in binary systems, we look for pockets in the 
diagonal potentials Vk-,,k~,{p), and we study the energy dependence of three- 
body phase shifts (extracted from diagonal elements of the S-matrix) and of 
eigenphases. To discriminate between genuine 3-body resonant behaviour and
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Figure 2: Predicted charge-exchange cross section for the 6He continuum. The 
total magnitude and multipole decomposition are given.

response in particular binary partitions, we study how energy correlation plots 
vary with choice of Jacobi coordinates. As for the much narrower 2/, the 
2^ behaviour shown in Fig. 3 for ‘di-neutron’ {rnn,rQ(nn)} coordinates stays 
the same when we change to the {ran, rn(m)} system. Potential pockets and 
phase shifts also support a classification of these responses as due to a genuine 
3-body resonance.

This is not the case for the dipole response peak which shows preference 
for the di-neutron partition. It is easier to say what it is not than what it is: 
it is not a simple di-neutron oscillation either. Nature does not seem to quite 
favor an idea that created a lot of enthusiasm, at least not in 6He.

The question is then: May soft-dipole resonances be realized in other halo 
systems? The natural candidate would be the halo nucleus par excellence, llLi. 
A problem for theory has been the rudimentary information on the binary n- 
9Li channel, with implications for the question about the relative proportion 
of Pi/2- and ,s,y2-motion in the ground state of nLi. The only calculations 
that agree with the available data (MSU and RIKEN) for the electric dipole 
response in uLi, have a large component of s2-motion [9], They produce again 
a strength accumulation at low energies, but no genuine dipole resonance. The
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Impulse correlations

Figure 3: Correlated response for 1 ‘soft dipole’ (left), and resonance 
(right).

exploration of the !1Li continuum is not a closed chapter.
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Abstract

The use of the 18TRe/1870s solar abundance ratio to determine the age of 
our galaxy has been improved by : I. A survey for the most reliable data 
on meteoritic abundances. II. A measurement of the decay of completely 
ionized 187Re nuclei in the Experimental Storage Ring of the GSI. This 
is dominated by bound-state /? decay with a halflife of (32.9±2.0) yr. III. 
A detailed analysis of the fate of 187Re and 1870s after being processed 
in stars of the relevant range of masses. IV. Constraining a model of the 
galactic chemical evolution by astrophysical observations. The analysis 
leads to an age of the Galactic disk of (15 ± 3) Gyr.

1 Introduction
Apart, from astronomical observations on globular clusters, the age of our 
galaxy can be estimated from abundancies of longlived radionuclides and their 
daughters. The pair 187Re and 1870s has been proposed as such a chronometer 
by Clayton [1] a long time ago. 187 Re has a half-life of 42 Gyr, which exceeds by 
far the age of the universe. It is produced by the r-process but not its /3 decay 
daughter 1870s. This is a great advantage compared with other chronometers 
like 232Th/238U, where the relative r-process production ratios are required.

From today’s abundances in meteorites we can easily calculate the 187Re 
and 1870s abundance 4.56 Gyr ago, when the meteorites (and the solar system) 
formed and were closed off from the admixture of newly synthesized heavy nu
clei. But in the commonly used compilation [2] the abundance ratio is only 
given with 11% uncertainty. To get a more precise ratio we have extensively 
searched the literature for recent data. The results will be discussed in sec
tion 2. l870s is not only populated by /? decay, but also in the s-process by 
n-capture on 1860s. Assuming equilibrium this contribution can be estimated 
from the abundance of 1860s, a pure s-process nuclide (apart from a possible 
tiny contribution from the p-process [3]), and the two (n,7) cross sections. The
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latter have to be averaged over thermal neutron energies, and the n-capture 
by the thermally excited 9.75 keV first excited state in 1870s has to be taken 
into account [4].

A major obstacle in using the 187Re/1870s chronometer has been the fact 
that the decay rate of 187Re can change dramatically if embodied from the 
interstellar medium into a new star. Then it becomes highly ionized and 
bound-state 0 decay, even to the first excited state in 1870s becomes possible. 
This can enhance the decay rate, as estimated by Takahashi et al. [5], by 
more than 9 orders of magnitude. The recent experimental determination of 
that decay rate [6] will be described in section 3. This result can be used to 
calculate the half-life of 187Re in any charge state.

To take the astration effects into account, stellar evolution models [7] have 
been adopted to calculate fractions of 187Re and 187Os embedded in a newly 
born star that are ejected. Using this information the chemical evolution of 
the galaxy can be modelled [8] with its age as a parameter, to reproduce in 
addition to observational constraints the relative abundances of 787Re, 1870s 
and 788Os.

2 Meteoritic abundances
The solar system abundance ratio of 187 Re and 787Os, taken from the compi
lation of Anders and Grevesse [2] , is only known with 11% uncertainty. This 
would restrict in any case the precision of the galactic age. Therefore we have 
searched the literature for new data. The best representatives of the solar 
system composition are the most primitive meteorites, the carbonaceous chon
drites, where measurements are apparently difficult. But already from iron 
meteorites we can deduce important information.

Very precise and reproducible measurements on iron meteorites have been 
reported recently by two groups [9, 10] . In these the Re/Os ratio varies over 
a large range, but the 787Os/788Os ratio plotted versus the 787Re/788Os ratio 
defines perfectly a linear relationship, as it should, if all the samples have 
the same age and the same fraction of 787Re has decayed. The individual 
measurements are so precise that even slightly different slopes and initials can 
be deduced for different classes of meteorites. The slope equals (exp(XT) — 1) 
with the 787Re decay constant A and the age T of the meteorites, the initial 
gives the 787Os/788Os ratio at the time of its formation. Smoliar et al. [9] use 
the isochrone for the iron meteorites of class IIIA, whose age is assumed as 
(4558±5) Myr to determine the decay constant A = (1.666± 0.017) x 10~17yr-7. 
This is in agreement with values derived from differently dated meteorites
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[10, 11, 12], corresponds to a half-life of 41.6 Gyr and is considerably more 
precise than the only direct determination by Lindner et al. [13]. The initial 
1870s/1880s ratio decreases also correctly with increasing age and amounts to
0.0952(2) for the oldest meteorites, like the carbonaceous chondrites, which 
formed 4.56(1) Gyr ago.

For chondrites even the recent data are not as consistent. Meisel et al.
[14] published 5 measurements on CM2 and CVS chondrites with an average 
187Re/1880s ratio of 0.389, significantly lower than the average for ordinary 
chondrites of about 0.44. These do not nicely determine an isochrone and 
Meisel et al. report that the 187Re/1880s in different samples of the same 
meteorite are not reproducible within the quoted uncertainties, but that the 
1870s/1880s ratios are. Therefore they suggest that the latter ratio reflects 
the original composition, and that the former has been altered in a late stage. 
If this were the case, we could determine the original 187Re from the l870s 
content using the initial value derived from the iron meteorites and arrive at a 
18'Re/1880s ratio of 0.390(5). But for the time being we use their directly mea
sured values (neglect older measurements by the same group [15]) and combine 
them with four recent measurements of Cl to CK4 carbonaceous chondrites 
by Jochum [16] yielding a present day solar abundance ratio and rms devia
tion of 187Re/1880s= 0.392 ± 0.010. Thus the 187Re/1870s abundance ratio is 
determined with a precision better than 3%.

3 Half-life of bare 187Re
The 0 decay of neutral 187Re atoms has a Q value of 2.66 keV. Because the total 
electronic binding energy is higher in Os than in Re, 0 decay of bare 187 Re75+ 
nuclei to continuum states is energetically forbidden. Instead bare 1870s76+ 
nuclei can decay to 187Re7o+ by capturing an electron from the continuum. But 
187Re75+ can 0 decay when the decay electron is bound in the atomic K-shell of 
18'0s75+. This bound-state decay is even possible to the nuclear first excited 
state with a Q value of 63.22 keV. Whereas the ground-state transition is 
unique first forbidden, that to the excited state is of non-unique first forbidden 
character and thus its nuclear matrix element expected to be larger by orders 
of magnitude. To determine this matrix element was the main purpose of the 
experiment [6] to measure the half-life of bare 187Re75+, which was estimated 
earlier [5] to be 14 yr. At the GSI Darmstadt 187Re ions were accelerated to 
70% of the speed of light, completely stripped of electrons and injected into 
the experimental storage ring (ESR). In the ring the ions were cooled with the 
electron cooler and for about 30 minutes ion bunches were accumulated until
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some 108 ions were coasting in the ring, which has a circumference of 106 m. 
After a waiting time of up to 5 hours the number of 1870s75+ ions produced by 
bound-state /? decay were counted with two independent methods. Since the 
hydrogen-like 1870s75+ ions differ from the 187Re75+ mother nuclei not in charge 
but only by a miniscule mass difference, they are indistinguishable. Only after 
turning on a gas stripper the 1870s75+ can loose their electron and proceed on 
a different trajectory. In the first method of identification, this trajectory was 
intercepted by a particle detector which yielded information on position and 
the nuclear charge. The second, very elegant method measured the revolution 
frequency of the coasting ions with high precision and thus could identify and 
count the 1870s76+ ions. A dozen measurements with either method yielded 
consistent results for the half-life and an average value of TXji = 32.9 dh 2.0 yr. 
This is indeed 109 times shorter than for the neutral atoms and yields the 
desired nuclear matrix element between the 5/2+ ground state in 187Re and 
the 3/2“ first excited state in 1870s.

4 Astration effects
With the necessary nuclear matrix element now determined one can calculate 
the decay rates of 187Re ions for j}~ decay and of 1870s ions for capture of 
a continuum electron in a hot environment as a function of temperature and 
electron density. Takahashi et al. [7] have used realistic models of stellar evo
lution to calculate the fate of small quantities of these two isotopes embedded 
in a newly born star. The result is shown in fig. 1 as a function of the stars 
mass M for masses between 1 and 50 M0- The fraction below the solid line is 
lost, because it stays in the white dwarf (WD) or neutron star (NS) remnant 
or is destroyed by (n, 7) reactions in heavy stars. In light stars a considerable 
fraction of the original 187Os is transformed into 187Re (between solid and up
per dashed line), whereas in massive stars (M > 10-M©) more of the 187Re has 
decayed by bound-state decay to 1870s (between the long dashed and the 
solid line).

5 Chemical evolution and age of our galaxy
Taking into account these astration effects, Takahasi [8] uses essentially a sim
ilar model of the galactic chemical evolution as earlier [17] to estimate the age 
of the galactic disk. This model is constrained by observations of present-day 
quantities, like the mass function and the relative stellar birth rate, the total 
mass and the gas mass in the galactic disk, the infall rate from the halo onto
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Figure 1: Fractions of 187Re and 1870s which are ejected by a dying star of mass 
M. For details see text.

the disk and metallicity data. One variable parameter is the total mass (in 
form of gas) at the beginning of stellar nucleosynthesis in the galaxy. Another 
parameter describes the time dependence of the infall rate and one the time 
dependence of the star formation rate, which is assumed as a step function. 
With this model the solar abundancies of 1860s, 187Os and 187Re have to be 
reproduced. The adjustment yields an age of the galactic disk of (15 ±3) Gyr. 
The somewhat pessimistic error is meant as a la uncertainty and accounts for 
uncertainties in the chemical evolution model and errors in cross sections and 
abundancies. This age is in agreement with values derived from globular clus
ters, although in the last couple of years these ages tend to get shorter with an 
average of about 12 Gyr (see the contribution of A. Weiss to this workshop). 
An age of the universe in excess of 15 Gyr would imply a rather low Hubble 
parameter, e g. h0 < 0.5 for a density fi0 > 0.4 and A = 0.
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